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THIS VOLUME IS ONE OF FOUR IN THE AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT WORKER'S
TRAINING MANUAL. EACH OF THE VOLUMES IN THE MANUAL AND A SUMMARY OF ITS
TABLE OF CONTENTS IS PRESENTED BELOW:

VOLUME I: ORIENTATION FOR TRAINERS

Chapter 1: Orientation for Trainers

Chapter 2: Training Design

VOLUME II: EXTENSION SKILLS

Chapter 1: Orientation to the Extension Component of Agriculture
Training

Chapter 2: Curriculum of the Extension Component

Chapter 3: Extension Resources (Handouts and Reprints)

VOLUME III: CROPS

Chapter 1: Orientation for the Crops Training Component

Chapter 2: Curriculum of the Crops Training Component

Chapter 3: Technical Guidelines and Reference for the Crops Training
Component

VOLUME IV: LIVESTOCK

Chapter, 1: Orientation for the Livestock Training Component

Chapter 2: Curriculum of the Livestock Training Component

Chapter 3: Technical Guidelines and Reference for the Livestock Training
Component
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INTRODUCTION TO VOLUME II

Purpose of Manual

The purpose of Volume Extension Component of Ag Training offers ideas
for training Peace Corps Extension Workers who will work with agricultural
development or agriculture-related projects.

Intended Audience

NIL:, Volume is :or Lead Trainers and trainers with the task of transferring
agriculture extension; (ommunity :analysts and adaptation skills (armng others)
to trainers. Included Li adaptat:ion are cross cultural; health, and development
Skills that lannage and cross culturai trainers transfer to trainees. Experi-
ence .1,; :iii extension agent -*working with skill transfer and skill sharing is a
prime qualification far the work of the extension component trainer;

-Use this Volume

Ad-aptation:

This manual is presented as a ,:ollection of resources_to_be scrutinized,
modified, and compared to your own ideas and materials, and then adapted as
needed. Ideas on adapting session plans and handouts to various training set7
tings; trainer styles, scheduling needs, etc., are found in the "Adaptation of
Desins to VArions Needs" subchapter of Volume I, as well as the Adaptatiol
section of Chapter I of this Volume;

Interation:

The session plans, handouts, scheduling ideas; and other extension re-
sources are meant to be integrated with the Crops Mandel (Volume EII); Livestock
Manual- (Volume IV), and other components of a training program (Volume I). The
extension component is separated from the other volumes only for reasons of
accessibility, i.e. to enable you to see quickly what this component is and is
not; so that you can work with other components more easily. _Ways in which
extension trainers have integrated their work with the work of crops and live-
stock trainers is documented in this manual.

Access:

The session plans and handouts in Chapter II and Chapter III make up the
biggest_part of_this manual. To find specific ones; refer to the titles listed
in the "'Table of Contents" at the beginning of this volume. More information is
summarized in the "List of Skill Groups; Sessions; Handouts; and Hours" at the
start of Chepter II, p. 16, and the list of Handouts at the beginning of Chapter
III, p. 191. If the terminology or format of the session plans needs clarify-
ing, refer to the "Session Plan Format"; Chapter II, subchapter A; of this
Volume, and the "Glossary" in the Appendix at the end of.Volume I.
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CHAPTER; I! ORIENTATION TO EXTENSION COMPONENT OF AGRICULTURE TRAINING

A. OVERVIEW

The extension component session plans in this volume are organized into the
following Skill Groups:

# of
Sessions Hours

I. Introduction 1 2'

II. Community Analysis 8 18

III. Development 4 10 1/2.

IV. Agricultural Extension 12 38 1/2
V. Health . 3 7 112.

VI. Community Adaptation 5 '8!

VII. Community Organizing 5 9 .

VIII. Closure 1 2

. TOTALS 39 Sessions 95 1/2 hours

The theme running through our_approach to ex:tension training is to have
trainers role model th skills that are to be transferred to trainees. Based on
the observation that we tend to train others as we have been trained ourselves;
ite_extenSiOn trainer takes every opportunity to use extension skills during
training as a model,for trainee behavior. Skills modeled include_information
gathering and filtering (Community Analysis Skills); problem solving; planning,

identifying local leaders; transferring responsibility (Community Organiting-
Skills); sensitivity to village and local leaders and institutions (Community
Adaptation Skills); and transferring skills through demonstrationsjAgricultural
Extension Skills). This theme is treated in more detail below in "Carrying Out
the Extension Component".

The transferal of skills t trainees enables them to take over increasing.
"responsibility for their own training in the course of the program. This is one

of the special events planned for in the extension component. (See Volume I, .

Chapter IiPhilosophy and Approach; "Group Dynamics%) The'prOceSSOf increas-
ing -trainee responsibility starts in small ways;. such_as asking trainees to lead

small group discussion for 15 Minutes in session. But during the weeks of

training more and more trainees are isked_to he increasingly active; sharing
skil:1 they bring with them_ta the training, taking_the_lead role for sessions;
culminating in the FIELD DAY activity._ This final day_long application of ex-

tension and technical skills is planned; organized, and run by trainees; Other

special extension events of the training program include:

.Extension Worker/PCVVisit

.Family_Live-,In/Homestay

.Community Analysis Exercises

.Community Meetings

F



Along with the special events are the everyday training techniques used by

the extension trainer to provide variety and flexibility to the program. These

include:

.Role plays/Role reversals

.Skits

.Community Social /Cultural event

.Case Studies

.Sociograms

.Group discussions

.Readings

.Lecturettes
;Peer demonstrations (scale model;

method;_ result)
.Independent work
.Panel discussions
.Games (quiz, simulations)
.Slide shows/films
;Feedbacks/critiques
.Self assessment,. pre- and post-tests
;Parties/dancing/feasts (wits trainee
grown produce and livestock)

13
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B. PREPARATION FOR EXTENSION COMPONENT OF -A

1. TASK LIST FOR EXTENSION-TRAINER&

a. Partitipate inStaffTraining: team build with extension trainer* and

other components; Set role modeling; adaptability; themes into place.
Start integration into community and with other components:

b; Gather and filter information (modeling community analysis skills, from

trainees; site; and- Peace Corps about_the trainees; the, training

requirements and proposed PCV job assignments:

c. Design training from information gathered; Identify goats;

groups; special events of training, and list of session tttle4

d. Devise tentative sessionsegu nce and schedule; Integrate with other

components; and devise comprehensive training schedule;

Adapt session plans and handouts 'to training des n.

f. Ptepate Site, set up special events;

Ptocure supplies and training materials; ar ange logistics and repro-

duction of written materials to uted.

h. Implement design and schedule i d-take'part in assessment process and

other parts of training;

i; Highlight extension strategies.

j; Evaluate extension component on a continuing basis;

k. Document extension component's activities and results of evaluation.

1. Close down training component.

2. STAFF TRAINING

This iS tiMe_to clarify and establish basic themes of_training; e.g., Skill

Modeling, integration into the community; and integration between components;

The trainers can practice their communication; deciaion-making, organizing;

OtOblet_solving;_and planning skills together; giving conscious form to the

skills to be transferred to trainees. Further ideas on staff training are found

in Volume I; Chapter I; subchapter 3: "Staff Training. (Team Building)".

Integration between components begins dutihg staff training; and is solidi-

fied in the training schedule. Each component identifies specific sessions in

which other trainers' cooperation Ls needed.

In Chapter II of this_Volume; the following session plans require partici-:

pation of other components' trainers. The first 3 sessions of the training:

SKILL GROUP I
Session 1: Introduction to Training: An Ice Breaker

14



SKILL GROUP Ii
Session 1: Group Resource Assessment

Session 2: Skill Needs & Resources_- Written descriptions of
trainers_ overseas experiences,_ trainers expectations
of training, trainers expectations/norms for
trainees.

Agriculture

SKILL GROUP IV
Session 3: Reaching Small Farmers Trainers to take part in a

role play

Session 5: Result Demonstrations Set up trainees garden and/or
livestock projects as a result demo, for use in the
result demo session later in the training.

Session 6: Method Demonstration -Two trainers to do method
demonstration of a method demonstration.

Session 8-II Fiel dDas Trainers to be sources of
information, give critiques, help trainees identify
topics.

SKILL GROUP V
Session 2: Practical Skills for Health Maintenance trainers to

do first presentations and transfer to skills to
trainees.

SKILL GROUP VI
Session 1: Personal Support with Stabilizers List of precon-

ceptions Host Country Nationals have of American/PCVs.
Trainers do a role play and list stabilizers appropriate
to Host Country.

SKILL GROUP VII
Session 5: atgandzing_Faxmers Organizations Trainers to take

part in a role play.

G_ INFORMATION

Prac~.ice the skills which will be transferred to trainees XI), researching
past training programs; the host country; who the trainees are, and the work the
trainees will do at their placements.

See the "List of Sources and Types of Information to be_Gatherecr in the
Appendix for specific ideas. Related to the information gathering is the
procurement of Training Supplies that the extension_componentWill need. Refer

to the "List of Training Supplies and Resources to be Procured" also in_the_
Appendix. _Further_ideas on doing Pre-Training Research are also presented in
VAume 1, Chapter I, subchapter 2 "Preparation For Training" and in the Appendix
Of Volume I.



Learn as much as you can about the trainees themselves--reading the Pre-
Training Questionnaires sent out by the Country Desk Officers and the Staging
Officers before Staging can give you an idea of their skills and expectations.
This information will give you leads as to what skills to bring out in Skill
Group II; Session #1: Group Reacturce_Assessment; what trainees have skills that
would enable them to lead sessions; and what training strategies the extension
component can follow. Also learn as much as you can about the program the
trainees will work in.

'Read this Volume_i_ specifically Chapter I: "PREPARATION FOR EXTENSION_
COMPONENT OF AGRICULTURE TRAINING", and other relevant training manuals. Some
of the lists in the Appendix and in the_beginning of Chapter II may be useful to
illustrate the possibilities and directions that extension training_can take.

On arrival at the training site, do your own community analysis just_asyou
will ask the trainees to do. Begin making contacts in the community, exploring
possibilities as well as sharing information with people. Identify p,=.oplewho
may participate in the program in some way. In a state side or third world
country training, locate host country nationals in the local community, as well
as local people who have travelled overseas and visited the countries to which
the trainees are going. Sources of information are missionary organizations,
private volunteer and charitable organizations; friendship societies; Interna-
tional student associations; and language teachers.

a.

Contact key people who have worked with the Peace Corps in the past. This
establishes a protocol which is extremely important. If they are not to be in-
cluded in the exact same way that they have been included in the past; think of
other; perhaps informal ways that they can be introduced_to the group and can
meet the trainees. Besides contacting people individually; set up an intro-
ductory meeting and invite individuals who_may be_ interested in Peace Corps
Training. This should be an activity of all staff and all components of the
training program and not just extension.

For in- country programs, representatives from different ministries, local
authorities, the radio station, and other community orgahizations may be
involved.

Walk around the area yourself. Look at the different neighborhoods or
villages, talk to some folks about what community things are happening; Tell
them about the Peace Corps training program and let them know that there is an
interest in them and that they may be able to help teach the trainees.

Identify leaders and institutions in the local community. Sharing_the_sah-
bath is a ready-made interaction betwee trainers and trainees and.the local
community people. Also identify the lo1 1 entertainment places, where_local
people go in their leisure time. Having the trainees look to the local_communi-
ty as a source of relaxation and entertainment will be a valuable precedent for
their later service in villages.

4. DESIGN TRAINING -

On the basis of information gathered and_filtered, particularly 'from the
Trainee Assignment Criteria sheets and the_prior experiences of the trainees;
start to block out the goals_of the extension component, i.e. what skills will
you transfer to trainees that they need to do their jobs as Peace Corps

5



Extension Workers. Refer to Volume Io_Chapter II: "TRAINING DESIGN".for other

ideas. Also refer to Volumes III and IV for design consideration in the crops

and Livestock components.

Consider the transition for the trainees from CAST, CREST, or StateSide

_Guard against duplication of sessions intrOdUting skills of giving

receiving feedback information filtering, becoming aware of expectations,

etc. On the Other hand, ensure that these skills are covered sometime and not

missed in the transition; The Cross Cultural simulations "BAFA BAFA" of THE

ALBATROSS:, the CROSS CULTURAL WORKBOOK, the CASE STUDY OF A DEVELOPMENT WORKER,

are valnable sessions and should not be omitted. (Bafa Bafa is available from

(:at: Shirts, SimileIIi P.O. Box 910, Del Mar,aA 92014). Also refer to the

Cor CUtrlettlum Training Resources for d6tailed ideas and options and session

OLanS. The: e training manuals include:

The Role of the Volunteer in Development: A Training Manual

Cross Cultural Trainingfor_Peace Corps Volunteers

0 Third World Women: Understanding their Role in Development

Basic Health- Training Guide

Group the skills and goals identified into Skill Grbiips, building on spe-

-ial events of the training, including a Community Analysis exercise, an Exten

sion Worker/PCV ViSit, a Community Family LiveIn; a Field Day, events in other

components,_ett. In making up a list of sessions, adaptations of the list pre

sented in thiS manual may have to be made. If leSS than 95 1/2 hours are avail

able CO the EktenSion Component in the schedule, suggested adjustments are:

:Include the Community Analysis session with language classes

or technical field trips and farm visits.

Combine Skill Group_II, Session 8: Independent_ Research af

ICE Resources wit,b Field Da-y--Preparation (IV#10) time.

Combine Skill'iGroup III, Session 4: Working with Others:

Helping with Farmer Learning_ _Styles (IV #7),

In Skill Group IV, combine Session 5: ResultDemonstration

and #6: Methad_Demonstration, and 006Sibly #4: Scale Model

Dettihs_tratlon; and Skill Group V'S #2: Practical Skills for

Hear Maintenance.

o Another possibility is to combine the ScaleModeI; Result,

and Method Demonstration sessions (#4,5,6) with technical

sessions.

Some demonstrations could be used to reach technical goals; and simtltane

ously reduce hours:

o The Field Day (Skill Group IV; Session 11) could_ be reduced to a

half a dayi_with proportional reductions in Field Day PtapAratton

session (#10).

6



The Health Skill Group V Sessions could be done by the Peace
Corps Medical officer and done in Administration Component
hours.

In a State-side or Third Country Training the Community.Adap-
tation sessions couloOne omitted and left for the In-Country
phase of training. Alternatively, these Skill Group VI ses-
sions could be combined with language sessions and other cross
cultural events.

Skill Groups VII sessions goals for Communication Skills
(#1); and Decision Making (#2) and Problem Solving (#4) could
be met in Community Meetings or Evaluation Meetings.

If more than 95 1/2 hours are available to the Extension Component in the
schedule, the following sessions could be added:

Cross Cultural situations specific to the countries, e.g. how.
to do muslim prayers, traditional greetings, gift giving and
receiving.

Secondary project ideas, working in education projects, in-
cluding an orientation to the local education systems.

Orientation to sources of aid and financial resources in-
country/e.g., embassies, PCV's religious missons.

A four or eight hour simulation of the first four or eight
months of the future PCV's work in their villages. Each hour
would be one month, and trainers would play roles of people
the future PCV's will have to work with, e.g.; farmers;
chiefs; local extension officers; ministers;; APCD. Each
trainee would be given tasks for each hour.-month) which -they
will try to complete; e.g. arrange fertilizer from the local
ministry of agriculdture; settle on a date for a farmers com-
munity meeting; etc. Various problems will be built into ehe
exercise, such as the_APCD_beingcalled home to the U.S. for

a conference for one hour (month); the village chief died
recently so there's no leader.or wOrk going on during the
election of a new chief (1 hour /month). Etc.

o Allocate more time for independent study (Session 8; Skill
Group II).

o Extension or Community Field Trips; e.g.; to the local
Research Station.

o More films; from I;C.E.; etc;

o A "Trainer for a day" program

o A week day during live -in when trainees stay with their
families

(t 1 7
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o Expanded orientation to ICE resources

o A second Extension Worker Visit

o Cross Cultural quiz game

o Singalong

o Crafts day

5; SCHEDULING

Onee the list of sessions and design consideration outlined in Design

Ti-aining have been_worked out, block out a tentative schedule following the

desired sequence of extension sessions:

The. sessions in a Skill Group ar° generally numbered as they ShOUld be

sequehi:ed in a scnedule. One exception is in Skill Group IV: Agriculture Ex

tenSiOn, in which Session 11: Field Day numerically precedes #12: '-he- Exten

SiOUSem_amd Institution Building (and Last Rites should be the final dne)i

SO session u12 should be incorporated into the schedule at an earlier time;

The sequence of extension component sessions can mirror the trainees

eventnai ;ettfing into their village_plaCementS. That is; the training schedule

would loosely follow this sequence of skill groups:

o Introduction
o Community Analysis and Awareness of Development Issues

o ['CV Support Systems: Health, Community Adaptation

o Agriculture Extension & Farmer Training Methods
o COmmunity Organizing
o C1OS6re

__Another Sequencing pattern is in a sense conteedictory,to the sequence of

skill groups liSted above, but can be used to spread out and interWeaVethe____

!Ain_ Present the introductory session of each skill group in the first

2 or 3 weeks of a schedule; and haVe each week thereafter have a mix of sessions

'from each Skill group; This sequencing pattern allows for more cross referenc
ing between skill groups as trainees gill g6 through -all the skill groups simul

taneously. A balance between the two_sequencing patterns can be developed by

the extension trainers according to_theirown training styles (i.e ;; do you like

shorter sessions interwoven with other skill groups -session or longer blocks -of

the schedUle concentrating on one skill group before moving on to another skill

group?).

For fUrther ideas on sequencing and a description of the scheduling oto7

cess, and integration with other components' tentative schedule, refer to VOlUthe

I, Chapter -IL, subchapters 2-4; Specifically there is an explanation of the
Sequence of_extension sessions found in the model six week and twelve schedules,

And the rationale for those schedules and their integration.
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6; ADAPTATION

General notes on "Adaptatitin_rif Designs to Various Needs" ate found in
Volume I; Chapter II; subchapter 5.

In the Extension Component, many related session plans can be found in the
Core Curriculum Resource Materials manuals listed abOVe (see #3 "Design Train-
ing"). In addition you may find relevant handouts and session plans from prior
training programs or local training institutions: Aftet you have identified the
Skill Groups; the training goals; and the session titles, the following steps
may be helpful in developing a workable session plan:

o List all possible activities and exercises for the session
On a blackboard (from session plans in this and other
manuals.)

o List All_06§§ible_handouts titles and training materials
(e;g; films, etc.)

o Look for a mix cifattivitiesand handouts that fits the
trainee group's learning style.

o Fit the activities into the. time constraints of the scheduled
time alloted to the session.

o Check back that session goals are met.

7. SITE PREPARATION

In addition to preparation of written training resources (session plans,
handouts) prepare for the Extension COMponents Special Events. Check with vil-
lage leaders that a community analysis exercise is feasible. Advance warning
may be all that is necessary. The aim is to prevent villagers from becoming
suspicious and-korried when latge groups of trainees appear-one after the other
asking all these questions;

In a similar fashion; the extensiOnttainet_ShOuld prepare for the Exten-
sion Worker/PCV visit; Start work on this activity A Month in advance by
contacting the head of the local Extension Setvite. The purpose of the visit
should be explained; and the Extension Services Director's ideas Should be
solicited.

Possible points to be brought up include:

Purpose
- day with extension worker
- "extension" is the issue

process of working with farmers; i.e;; the techniques used;
- why heighd_iS an_extension worker

relationship With clients
- information about clients and area
- problems with extension
- roles of Extension workers

-9 -
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Mechanics
date
time arrive depart
transport

Arrange transport
vehicles

- drivers
- route
- timing

A list of agents to'be visited an where they are should be procured. Each
agent should be notified of the upcomink, activity by the head of the extension
service, for example by a letter. A follow up letter from the Extension Coordi-
nator or Lead Trainer a few days before the visit is-also helpful. If the Ex-
tension Workers to be visited are Peace Corps Volunteers_the relevant mechanics
need to be worked out with APCD's; Volunteer Leaders, and the Peace Corps
Volunteers to be visited.

The same process needs to be done with Community Leaders and Families for
the Live-In or Village Visit activity. A comprehensive view of the details to
be, clarified are found in Trainer Notes 1-2 of the session plan #6: Community
Family Live-In OrientatiOn Grodp II);

Community Meetings; Field Trips, Visiting Speakers, Ministry and Cultural
Events, Visits of V.I.P.'I to the training site, all have to be coordinated with
the same attention to detail concerning purposes; logistics, transportation;
lodging, meals, responsibilities of different participants, and so on. _Special
arrangements for films or slide shows may require special arrangements for -the
projectors, extra reels, cords, electricity; fuel for the generator, and time
for previewing by a staff member to ensure the films relevance.

If medical consultants are to be used let them know what is expected of
them_some time before theirscheduled appearance to give -them time to prepare.
Clarify lodging, 'Treals, honorariumd as necessary. Ask what special training
aids they will require. Be clear about when and where their participation will
occur.

PROCURE SUPPLIES

A partial list of the materials needed to present the Extension Component's
session plans (from Chapter II) is found in the Appendix: "List of Training
Materials and Resources to be Procured ". This list includes "Resources to be
Distributed to Each Trainee" and "Resources-for Reference by Trainers and
Trainees". Each session plan has a section entitled_Materials and Resources
which specifies those suppliesand resources needed for that session. Any
session plans you adapt or write yourself may add new supplies to be procured to
the list in the Appendix.

Also refer'to the List of Handouts in Chapter III to determine which will
be used in the training program; and thus need to be duplicateC



The session plan #1 in Skill Group V: Diseases_arld_44ritsof Disease calls
for_films or slides to be presented on diseases endemic to developing countries.
If despite_the detailed address and instructions there; these resources cannot
be procured; make alternate arrangements for locally available films or Slide;
Shows; or contact local medical personnel who could give the presentation (;g-;
the Peace C-orps Medical officer).



C. CARRYING OUT THE EXTENSION COMPONENT

1. IMPLEMENT DESIGN AND SCHEDULE

The extension Component trainerspresentextension sessiolis_with_the help
Of Other component trainers; just as technical trainers invite extension
trainers to take part in technical sessions. This integration; first worked out
in Staff Training; strengthens in trainees' minds the interrelationship of the
technical and extension skills that they will use at their placement.

The Extension trainers.will need to meet periodically to plan extension
activities. This planning will4falso be an opportunity 'for trainers to practice
their problem solving, deciSion-making,_ planning and management_skills7-modelt
lug these skills for trainees. jhere will be two times at which planning will
take place. Weekly component meetings and weekly staff meetings. The following

issues are handled in both kinds Of meetliigS!

Logistics, planning (task analysis, contingency plans;
timelines).

Assembling resources.

o Coordinating integration and working in common with other
trainers, e;g;, all trainers participating in session #1
(Skill Group I) and session #1 and #2 (Skill Group Ii).

Community meeting with trainees in which their feedback is presented to the
Staff, and the other training evaluation forums are also ways information is
gathered for planning purposes. The Agriculture Extension Skill Group IV is tge
center piece of the Extension Componenti_and_thus deserves the most attention
from the extension trainers. In_fact this skill group_has the largest number of
sessions and hours in the model deSigh6 in VOlume_t_and in this manual. Many of

the Ag Extension sessions follow these steps in their session plans:

i)efinition of the skill.

Pradtital StepS_ih the use of that skill determining goals;
logistics considerations of audience; and when to present a
parti-cular-demonstrattrin.

Examples/demonstrations of the skill by the trainer.
6

o Practice of the'skill/demonstration technique by trainees.

o Critique and Evaluation of the trainees practice demonstrations.

For a mix and variety of training techoiques_in response to_different
trainee learning styles; refer to the techniques listed in the "Oyerviev" at the
beginning of Chapter I, and Tahiti:6 I "Philosophy and Approach".

If appropriate; use host_ country_Spedifid body_language, gestures, non-
verbal communication during the_traihing..program. This can include shaking
everyone's hand Wheh you meet with, or depart from someone (for trainees going
to West Africa), and greeting 06601e appropriately at the start of every
session.'

- 12-



There may be other tasks required of extension trainers not megtioned in
this Volt:me or in these task lists. Refer to Volumes I and III and IV for their
tasks lists for these other duties, e.g., taking part in the trainee assessment
process; st.king out the garden plots with crops trainers; buying livestock
supplies on your trip to the nearby city; etc;

EXTENSION STRATEGIES

The f011owing ideas aim to help the extension trainers reach their main
goals; to transfer to trainees skills they will need as Peace Corps Extension
Workers. If this transfer of skills is'succesfully carried out; the result is
that trainer(s) w...11 work themselves out of a job.

Remember that the Community Organizing and Ag Extension skill groups in-
cldde developing local leaders and counterparts; extension_of_knowledge to

!others, and training methdds. Furthermore, the trainers should model the skills
to betransferredto trainees, following -the principles_of Extension and Adult
Learning, "work with trainees as you would havethe trainees work with their
farmers and coUnterparts". Thus, in successfully facilitating the learning_of
Community Organizing and Agriculture Extension skills, trainers empower trainees
to lead training activities on their own, develop local leaders and counterparts
and extend knowledge and transfer training methods to the trainees;

An example of a timel=ine showing trainers working themselves out of a job
duing a training program can be found in Skill Group VII; Session 3: Organiz-
ing Skills, and Skill Group VIII, Session 1: Last Rites. (See Volume I;
ChaOter I.)

An overall_strategy in the Extension component is to involve other train-
ers; trainees; local community_peoplelp and other components_as much as rosible
in extension activities. The first- sessions of training will set the tone for
the rest of training. _Make sure all trainers participate in tha Introduction to
Training: At Ice wreaker (I-1), Group Resource Assessment (II-I) and Skill
Needs_and_Re_source-s (TI-2).

In a State side or.in-country training; participation of community.peopie
may either be formal or informal. Options include inviting somecne to lead a
discussion group; make a presentation; participate to a panel; watch a film with:
trainees and share in the discussion afterwards; attend a session as a resource;
have-dinner-wri-t41-tratnees-andshare _informally and attend oae or more sessions
;as a participant. Particularly in workshop situattons; the persPeEt-Tve and
added input of a community person may be useful; par-tcularly in bring,ing out
crosti-cultural points. .Informal interactio_ with resource peonle is also a
point of involvement for trainees. They may be in charge of inviting guests;
having dinner; making visits; etc.

Anothe-r possibility for integration can be the Extension trainers having
their own vegetable plots and slots in the animal care schedule. III these_
situations you work alongside the trainees. This will yield field material for
extension discussion sessions and role plays, as well as chances for on-the-spot
trainee practice of extension and development worker skills on the extension
,trainer. Technical trainers may also be interested in taking part in cxtenston
classes; in simulations; and as group discussion leaders.

13
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Peace Corns Training Programs have to be flexible; Flexibility implies
more than the usual dealing with ambiguity; in the Extension Component; -it en-
tails a trainer's willingness to adapt a prepared activity to the local situa-
tion; Unfores,aen occurrences bec-me opportunictes Tailoring the training to
take advantage of these occurrences makes the training richer.

Hancuouts are included in Chapter III as a source of ideas;_and foradapta-
tion purposes. Trainers more comfortable with direct presentations of informa-
tion to trainees ccvld include the content of thehandouts in lecturettes. Less
directive trainers could have trainees_read them before the session, to allow
more time for actual experiences and questions. This approach may be more
useful for some of the longer handouts which could take up a large portion of a
,session' Handouts should not be viewed as substitutes for practical
(ixpertences, however; or more country specific exercises

In order to give trainees the chance to learn on their own; facilitate the
:establishment of a resource center at the training site; where training, devel-
opment; cross-cultural; host country; health and nutrition; women in develop-
ment; and other relevant materials can be explored by -the trainees. Handouts
could be kept there in addition to._maps, creating a place the trainees are en-
courage' to lehtn on their own; and explore issues to a greater depth than they
may be treated in activities._ Suggested resources to be included in such a cen-
ter are included;,in the Appendix: "List of Training Resources and Supplies to be
Procured"; especially part C: Resources For Reference by Trainers and Trainees.
more_complete listing of resources to be placed in a resource center can be

-ound in the "BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BOOKS, FILMS, GAMES, and A SONG" in the Appendix;

3; EVALUATION

The ultimate measure of:an extension component's success is the performance
of the trainees as volunteers-. For example; the Health goals were reached if
,the PCV survives for 2 years; has fewer sick days; enjoys good health. During
the training; the extension component's evaluation criteria will be the session
goals; as well as the trainee needs as expressed in the Pre-Training Question-
naires and the Skill Needs and - Resources session (II-2).

Techniques for evaluation of how well trainees -are learning skills (and
thus how well the trainers are doing their job)_include pre- and post- tests,
written or oral exams; debriefing; and observation of demonstrations, health
maintenance skills presentations, end Field Day presentation; A consideration
to keep in Mind is that extension trainers work with trainees and they would
have the trainees work with farmers and counterparts; Therefore; he evaluation
of trainees in the extension component should be similar to the way PCV's will
evaluate the success of thetf extension- efforts with farmers and counterparts.

An example of a Pretest is given in Trainer Notes 4 of session #1:
Diseases and Agents of Disease (Skill Group V). Similarly; the Needs Assessment
done in Skill Needs and Resources (II-2) at_the beginning_of training is A fOrM
of a pre-test; which is re-examined in the last session of training: Last Rites
(VIII-1). The Handout VII -1 -F: Communication Skills Self Rating Form_ given in
session #1 (Skill Group VIII) and retaken in LAST RITES also follows the pre-
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test and post-test model; These are mechanisms in place that can be- Used- in -the
extension component evaluation process.

An example_of a written exam used in an overseas extension component evalu-
ation 1,4 given in the Appendix -"Extension_Evaluation; _Agriculture-Pre-Service
Training". Regular debriefings are a useful source of information on how well
the extension component is going. These debriefings can -be done_by all the ex-
tension trainers among _themselves every_week, or can include trainees. A de-
briefing is just a low keyopportunityfor people_to express how things have
gone, to clear the air. These debriefings can take the form of Wishes/pluses or

_gets/wants.
F - -

The most concrete and practical form of evaluation is to observe the ses-
sions that have trainees giving demonstrations; and thus using the skills they
are supposed to acquire. These sessions are the community analysts sharing of
information sessions (II: 1, 2, 5, 7), Agridulture Extension demonstration ses-
sion_(IV72,_4, 11) the health session on practical skills (V -2) and the Commun-
ity Adaptation session involving feedback on observed non-verbal communication
(VI-5).

Finally, note that trainer intervention_ such as changes in the schedule
should be based on information gathered in_the evalmetion process._ For more
ideas about evaluation and the. difference between Training Evaluation and
Trainee Assessment; see Volume I, Chapter II, subchaptey 1.

4. DOCUMENTATION

- _
Write periodic- comports detailing the results of the evaluation process; and

the sessions and activities of the extension component. Weekly reports can take
the form of:

o Problems encountered last week
o Accomplishments
o Projected work in the upcoming week

Write a final report, including the goals, -skill groups; list of sessions;
schedule; list of handouts, and session plans of the extension component. Also
include:

o What happened
o Highlights of the extension program
o Weaknesses of the extension component
o Recommendations

If the program was a State-Side Training, such a report will be valuable
for the In-Country training program following. A final report will also be val-
uable for In Service Training and next years Pre-Service-training trainers as
they_Start their information- gathering and filtering process. As such; it
should be sent_to the Peace Corps capital city office, with copies to any
regional training resource offices; and training institutions.

5.. OS-LNG- TRAINING

Write a final report, inventory extension component training resources,
return borrowed materials, store materials for next years training, and RELAX.

15 -
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CHAPTER II: CURRICULUM

_ The SkillGroups; Sesion Plans; and Handouts in the curriculum are listed
below: Each Skill Group has been given_a_roman numeral. - Session -plans are _

nuMbered in sequential order within a Skill Group._ Each handout is referenced
in the session plan in which it is to be used. See Chapter III for Handouts.

Each handout has a-threepart reference number. The first part indicates
the Skill Group (I, II_;_etc.);_and the second part indicates the Session Plan_
number (li 2, etc.). The third part of the handout reference number is a letter
(A; B; etc.); -which indicates the_order in which_the handout is to be -used in__
the Sessidn Plan. Pi:Jr example, "HandbUt III-1-8" means this handout is in Skill
Croup ILL (DEVELOPMENT); is attached to session #1 (Introduction to Develop-
ment); and is the_second handout attached to that session plan, The handout
TJTJrence number is in the upper right hand corner of each handout.

A. UST .1 SESSION-S-v-HANDOUTS-F-AND-HOURS

SKILL GROUP (Total)
Title Session Plan and Handout Hours

I INTRODUCTION (2)
1. Introduction to Training: An Ice

Breqker 2

II COMMUNITY ANALYSIS (18)

1. Group Resource Assessment 2

2. Skill Needs And Resources 1 1/2

3. Communilk. Analysis Methods and
Strategies

II-3-A: Information Gathering
Strategy

4; Gathering Information in the
Cammunity

5. Analysis, Organization, and Shat-
._ ing of Information 1 1/2

6. Community Family Live-In Orienta-
tion

;
7. Analysis and Sharing of Informa-

tion from the LivreIn 2

8. Independent Research of ICE
-Resources 1

III DEVELOPMENT (10 1/2)

1. Introduction ::.oDevelopment 3

III=1A:
_ t at onal

Perspective
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III -1 -B: Assumptions About Devel-
opment

2. Development Work 2 1/2

III-2-A: Case Study

II-2-B: A Peace Corps Agrtculture
Extension Worker

III-2-C: QueStiont-for-DiscussionAs
III-2-D: Effects of Project

III-2-E: Different Approaches

3: Women In Development

III-3-A: The Adverse-Impact-of
Development on- Women

III-3-B: Cross Cultural-Attitude
Survey

III-3-C: Women-of-the World: The

1-acts

4. Working With Others: Helping

III-4-A: Working Style Inventory

IV AGRICULTURE EXTENSION
(38 1/2)

. Orientation And Extension Worker
Visit

8

IV-1-A: Agriculture Extension

2. Reflecting and Generalizing from
the Extension Worker Visit 2 1/2

IV-2-A: Extension Worker Roles
And Their-Iapliations

IV-2-B: EXtentios;_-Trainingi and
Dialogue_: ___A New Approach

for Tanzania

3. Reaching Small Farmers

IV-3-A: Reaching Small Farmers
(Role Play)

IV -3 -B: Extension Guidelines

- 17
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HEALTH

4. Scale Model Demonstrations

5. Result Demonstrations

IV-5-A: The Result Demo Plot As An
Extension Tool

6. Method Demonstrations 1

IV-6-A: The Use of the Method
Demonstration As a Teaching
Device

7; Farmer Learning styles

IV-7-A: Participative & Directive
Training Styles

8; Introduction To Field Days 1

9. Field Day Planning Meeting

IV-9-A: Meetings

10. Field Day Preparation

11. Field Day

IV-11-A: Field Day Check List

12. The_Extension System And Institution
Building

IV-12-A: Working Within The System

1. Diseases and Agents of Disease

V-1-A: List of Majn_r_Diseases-ancl
Their Geographical_Aress-af
Endemicity

2. Practical Skills for Health Main-
tenance

V-2-A: Mini-Workshops (Summary of
Needed Materials)

V-2-B: Guidelines for Purifying
Water

V-2-C: 14-111x Guidelines For Per-
44Mal-AM41 Dental Health

- 18 -
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V-2-D: Basle Information Concern-
ing Solid Waste and Excreta

Disposal

V-2-E: Guidelines_for Assuring
Foods are Clean 1

V-2- Basic Handout on mmuniza-

tion

V-2-G: Antibody Creation

3. Basic Nutrition Concepts 2

V-3=A: Description :of the Three
Main Food Groups

V-3-B: Requirementsi Tableai_and
Lists of Nutrients and
Foods

VI COMMUNITY ADAPTATION
(8)

1. Personal Support With Stabilizers 2

VI-I-A: Personal Stab-ilizers

VII COMMUNITY ORGANIZING

2; Discovering how to say no

3. Dealing With Ambiguity

VI-3-A: Case Situation 111

4. Non-Verbal,Communicationi Part I

5. Ndh-Verhal Communicationi Part II 1

(9)

1. Communication Skills

VII-1-A: Group Maintenance Oriented
Behavior WOrkaheet

II-1-B: Task Oriented-Behavior
Worksheet

VII-1-C: Observer's

VII-1-D: TA4k-Ottented Behavior)
Group Maintenance Oriented

Behavior

VII-1-E: On US Volunteers
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VIII CLOSURE

VII-1-F: Communication Skills:
Self-Rating Form

2. Decision Making

VII-2-A: The Decision Making
Process

VII-2-B: Observation Sheet for
Decision Making

VII-2-C: A Group Decision Making
Model

Organizing SkillS 2

VII -3 -A: Tersonal-Interegt

VII-3-B: Yranaterr_i_ng_Reapons-ibili-

4. Problem Solving

VII-4-A: Problem Solving

VII-4-B: Patty Peace Corps

VII-4-C: Situation

VII-4-D: Case Study of a Head Bund

VII-4-E: Manapment

5. Organizing Farmer's Organizations 2

(2;

1. Last Rites 2

TOTALS 8 Skill Groups

39 Sessions

_95_ 1/2 Hours of sessions

52 Handouts

B. SESSION PLAN FORMAT

The following page defines the elements of each session plan

C. LESSON PLANS

Lesson plans for each of the crops sessions follow the lesson plan formAt
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Time:

Goals:

Overview:

Activities:

"Summary"

Materials:-

Skill Group (Number)
Skill Group_Title
Session Number, Page Number

Title of Session

Total time to present the session.

Expected outcomes and'skills transferred to this session,

written to trainees.

A brief summary of what isto happen in the session, mention

ing related sessions; training events and themes.

The steps of which each session is composed are described in

detail here in sequence.

The left column may include an optional phrase summarizing

each stars;

Handouts and supplies used in the session are listed here.

TraifterNatea: Advice and explanation Of activities and steps; different__

opinions and approaches to the topic in the session are all

included here.

Reaources: Books, ma-nu-dig, and people providing information beyond the

scope of thig session are listed here.

NOTE TO READER: There is: no page 22.



SKILL GROUP I
INTRODUCTION
SESSION #1, P. 1

INTRODUCTION TO TRAINING: _ADLICEEREAKER

Time.:- 1 hr. 55 tin.

Goals:

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

Introduction

Name Game
20 Min.

For trainees and trainers:

.To share information about each other and encourage
communication.

.To set the climate for active participation in
training;

.To define and clarify expectations of the training-
program; trainers; and each other.

During this session; trainees and traitera are introduced and
share information about themselves; Expectations oftraining
are developed which are used in later sessions;

1. Review goals and agenda of session (both could be 10 Min;
written on newsprint or the blackboard).

Trainers may shake hands With everyone especially if the
trainees are going to a culture like West Africa.

2. Explain to the trainees that an exercise in learning and
remembering names will follow; State the guidelines for the
"name game" and start the exercise;

Any -one of various games for remembering names can be presented
during this session. One game that has been successfully used
follows:

* Trainer begins by giving his/her name preceded or fol-
lowed by a word which:

1; Describes how the trainer is feeling at that moment and,

2; Begins- -with the_same_first_letter_of his/her name (such as
"Mike Motivated" or Nandy Nervous").

=23-



SKILL GROUP 1
SESSION #1, P. 2

* MoVing clockwise around the room, each participant then
taked_a turn at repeatifig all the preceding names and
deatripterS and adds his/her name to the end of the grow-
ing list.

* The game ends when all participants have added their names
and have tried to repeat the list.

Symbol 3; The following is a team building/ice7breaker ekettiSe_With
Attivity the aim of encouraging trainees to identify their 15 inter-.

Mih; ests in joining Peace Corps.

Symbols

Ask trainees-t6 uncover the symbols/artifacts placed around

the room, and to start the tape player of host country music

at its station.

As ',rained§ observe the symbols /artifacts and listen to_ the

music, ask them to identify the station they think is the

most interesting.

Ask trainees to move around the room, examine the symbols

And choose one, then move to that area and introduce them-7

selves .to others gathered there; Each trainee shared their
reasons for choosing that particular symbol.

Large Group 4. After trainees have had a chance to talk for 10715_ minuted,

Sharing ask a volunteer from each group to share some of the themes

15 Min. that were generated during their discussions.

Individual
Expectations
15 Min.

Small GrOU0
Expectations
Listing
15 Min

As the groups report back, the trainer:

.encourages brief comments

.points out similarities in_the concerns
;relates their ideas to training goals and the program

. Request trainees to take their notebooks; and individually:

.identify which symbol best represents their expectations
for the training program
.list their expectations of the training program, with a

focus on skills they will need to be PCV's..

6; Form small groups, and ask trainees to discuss their expec-

tations of the program. Each group should develop a_list of

their five most important expectations (on newsprint); All

lists should be posted.

=24=
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SKILL GROUP I
SESSION #1, P. 3

3;

Large Group 7. Reconvene the large group; draw up a composite list of
Shating of expectations, and review each expectation for clarity and
Expectations undertanding.
20 Min.

Review of
Goals
5 Min.

Materials:

8. Conclude thesession_by reviewing the sessions' goals and
explaining that the list of- expectations will be used in a
later exercise on skill needs.

.A plant the trainees will grow (for Crops trainees)..

.Large symbol of a small animal (for Livestock trainees).

.A large map or symbol of the country to which they'll be
going.
.Artifacts and tape recordings easily recognizable as being fro
the culture to which the'trainees will be going.

.Notebooks, pens

Trainer Notes: 1. All trainers should be present for this activity;

2. Parts of this session, as well as many following sessions,
may_be redundant if_trainees have completed a CREST or CAST
Ttainers should find out if trainees have previously com-
pleted an ice-breaking exercise.

In step 2 the trainer may choose. another name game or desig
a newone; An ice breaker drawl from the host Country cul-
ture Is appropriate.

4; For step 3's Symbols_ exercise;, collect the plants, tapes or
records of host country music, artifacts (e.g., hats, cloth
statues), maps; and draw the small animal before the ses-
sion.

.Place the symbols; artifacts, or tape player at sta-
tions an equal distance from each other; Chairs
should be near each stationi

Another team-building exercise can be substituted for the
Symbols exercise (refer to the team building section of
Volume I).

_

The point is to get trainees ,thinking about the expectation
of_traihing_and Peace Corps that they bring to the training
And what Skills they_ need to acquire during the training
program. Steps 6-8 build on this step.

5; Save the list of eitpettations developed in step 7 for ses-
sion #2: SKILL NEEDS AND RESOURCES (Skill Group II).

- 25-
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Time: 1 hr. 55 min.

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

SKILL GROUP II
COMMUNITY ANALYSIS
SESSION #1, P. 1

GROUP RESOURCE ASSESSMENT

1. To share the skills, experiences; knowledge; and inter-
ests of other trainees and trainers.

2. To practice gathering information using active listenii
and interviewing skills.

Trainees and trainers interview each other. The_informatic
gathered is posted and used in later sessions. (See Skill
Group II - Session #2). This session also serves to get
trainees and trainers talking to each other.

Introduction 1. Review the session goals and procedures.
10 Min.

Present a short talk on the value of a group resource
assessment. Include the following points:

;When entering a new community like training (or a
PCV placement); gathering info about people is valu-
able for making:friends, identifying local ag prac-
tices, and discovering how the community works.

.Interviewing skills will be used in later Community
Analysis sessions.

.Awareness of trainee skills and experiences will
help trainers include_trainees_as co-trainers or
Counterparts for sessions dealing with such skills:

Brainstorming 3. Have_the group_brainstorm_a list of interview question
Questions which_could help_assess the group skills-, knowledge,
10 Min. experience, and interests.

Ftittis the brainstorming on the key of the interviews:
Skills, knowledge, experience; and interests. (These
points can be written on the blackboard).

=27=
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SKILL GROUP II
SESSION # 1, P. 2,

A

Pare down and consolidate the interview_ questions, so that
the list does not exceed 4 or 5 open ended questions that
will stimulate conversation. The difference between yes-
and-no and open ended questions can be highlighted; (See
p 58-E; The Role of the_Volunteer_inDevelovemma

5 Min. 4. Post and review the interview format.

The Interview Format:

Step A: (5 minutes)

Find someone in the group whom you don't know and move to
a comfortable; private location.

Step B: (30 minutes/15 minutes per person)

Interview one another using the list of questions as
guidelines.

Step C: (10 minutes)

Complete written reports on the interviews.

Step D: (5 minutes)

\

On a separate sheet of paper; complete the following
statements; using the interview reports as a reference:

* (Name of Person) can be resource to our group in the',

\

following ways .

* . is interested in finding other group members who .

Step E: (10 minutes)

Share the interview sheets with your partner and make any
modifications or additions.

Step F: (10 minutes)

Post the interview reports and walk around the room scan-
ning the other interview reports and noting any informa-
tion of special interest.

70 Min. 5. Have the participants go through Steps A-F.

-28-
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10

SKILL GROUP II
SESSION #1, P. 3

6. Facilitate a discussion of the groups' overall impressions
of the resources that exist within the training commu-
nity.

1D Min. Conclude the- session With the following points:

Materials:

Trainer Notes:

.A61( what_trainees learned about interviewing fro-
this activity?

.ASk what advantages and disadvantages are antici-
pated in using inter views to gather information
about the local community?

.Skills of the group will be matched up with ihe
needs of the group in the next session: SKILL
NEEDS AND RESOURCES.

;Newsprint or. flip chart
.Magic markers
.-Interview format- on newsprint
.Pens and notebooks

I. It is helpful to keep the interview reports_posted ft:ft
several days so that everyone can examine them more close-
ly. They are used in Session #2:SKILL NEEDS AND RESOURCES
(Skill Group II; Step 6).

2: The reports should be kept in a place where they are
accessible and can be used as continuing resources
throughout the program;

3; In order to promote a sharing of experiene among all pro-
gram participants, it is recommended that the entire
training staff engage in this activity. This includes
secretaries, site administrators. cooks. farm managers.
laborers, etc;

4. For groups larger than 20 trainees. more than 10 minutes
will be needed for the group to walk around and read the
interview reports in Step F.

Resources: The Role_of the Volunteer in Development: A Training,Manual,
Dec.. 1931, OPTC, Core CurricUlum Resource Materials, p. 55;
(kin& of information). p.58 (types of questions).
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I

Time_: 2 hrs; 25 nun;

Goals:

Overview:

Activiti=es_:

Time:

SKILL GROUP II
COMMUNITY ANALYSIS
SESSION #2, P. 1

SKILL NEEDS AND RESOURCES

1; To identify SkilAs_trainees will -need in. Peace Corps
Volunteer Service from their readings.

9; To revise trainees' list of expectation of training.

3. To identify who in the group can help trainees acquire the
needed skills.

4. To identify when the needs will be met; if possible.

5. To agree on norms.

Trainees and_trainers share life experiences which are specif-
ically useful_in the training program. A list of skill needs
is updated and related to the training schedule.

Introduction 1; State goals and review agenda. Link session to prior Sea-.
10 Min; sion #1 INTRODUCTION TO TRAINING: AN ICE BREAKER (Skill

Group I) in which a list of expectations was develOped
which will be 6sed now.

Review 2. Ask trainees to review the list of expectations posted
Expectations from session #1' (Skill Group 1, Step 7) and to'note those
5 Min. expectations that identify skills trainees need to roaster

to become PeaceiCorps Volunteers.

Reading of 3. Distribute descriptions of trainers' development work
Train-erg' overseas, and ask trainees to read them. Trainers clarify
experience anything about their past after the reading:ia completed;
20 Min;

4; Distuss trainersfexperiences and identify similarities toRelate to
TAC's the work description in the trainees' TAC Sheets.
10 Min.

List Skill 5; Trainer requests_ trainees to identify -other skills they
Needs will need to master as Peace Corps:Volunteers.__Liat Skill
20 Min. needs. in a column )on the left side of the blackboard. AAA

trainees to incorporate the list of expe'ctations from
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.(1

List
experiences
15 Min

First week's
schedule
15 /tin.

Classify
Needs
20 Min.

Share
Idi0SyntratieS
5 Min.

Contracting
norms
20 Min.

SESSION #2 P. 2

Session #1 (Skill Group I) inn the list of skill needs;
To--rd the end of this step, the trainers can also add

ill needs that trainees did no;- discern; but which are

nonetheless needed.

6. ReCalling the, interviews from session W1 (Skill Group II);

haVe trainees list on the right side of the board the life

experiences orskills'that they have that would enable

them to help others acquire the needed skills listed on

the left side oftheboard. Write the life experiences/
expertise of both trainees and trainers next_to:the rele-

vant skill needs. Include expertise of staff members not

present (i.e. cooks; secretaries are often not able to
attend sessions like this; although they have valuable

skills).

7; Distribute the first week's schedule and answer any

questions.

8. Identify skill needs yhiCh:

A 1

.Will' be met in sessions in the first week.

.Staff has planned to address later in the schedule

.Can be met by schedule adjustments.
;Will be met in-country or later through -in-service

Cannot be met in training.

9; Trainertaiksabout his/her training cycle and requests
trainees to discuss their idiosyncracies: Such as:

."I solicit your feedback". Relate how feedback

had a positive effecten youcself, e.g., "when
the Peace_Corps Director gave me feedback that I

dressed like a_SlOb, I noticed I got more respect
at my village if I dressed better.':

want to share responsibility for makLng activ-

ities work. I'd like a trainee to be a time-
keeper for us during sessions.'

may at times use African gestures; hcss-

ing and sucking my teeth."

10. Propose thatthe group make an agreement on training norms.

(or a -conduct"). List norms or- standards of conduct

trainers expect of trainees. Ask for discusSion; addi-

tions; deletions to these_norms. Check for clarity; Ask

for an agreement to the list of norms,-this can take a

verbal form and/o everyone initialling the list of norms:

32 -
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Summary
10 Min;'

Materials:

SKILL GROUP II
SESSION #2, P. 3

Norms can include the following issues:

.Promptness

.Drinkingiestingialcohol during session

.Feedback guidelines

.Independent work load

11. SOlitit final questions and comments.. Restate session
-goals and summarize the activities of the session.

.Blackboard and chalk
;Flip chart oP "Composite_list of Expectations'
training program; from Step_7, Session #1:
TO TRAINING: AN ICE BREAKER (Skill Group I),
expectations from CRESTs or CASTS.
.Trainee assignment criteria (TAC) sheets (one
trainee).
.Written documentation of trainers' experiences asrITV'S
or development workers in developing countries, such
as:

of the
NTRODUCTION
Or list of

for each

.Resumes

.171 (Federal Job Application Form)

.Description of services (DOS's)

.Posted_interview reports from Session #1, Skill
Group II: Session 1* GROUP RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
(Step 5)._

.First week of training schedule printed out (one
for each trainee).
.A prepared list of norms trainersexpet of
trainees.

Trainer Notes: 1; Confirm that the trainees have read their TAC Sheets and
that they bring them to the session. /

2. If trainees have gone through a CAST or CREST, obtain-the
list of expectations of training and peace Corps developed
by trainees. These can be substituted in Step 2 for the
list of expectations developed in the' INTRODUCTION TO
TRAINING:- AN ICE BREAKER (1,1) if the latter session was
not done.

3. Obtain written descriptions-of every trainers' experiences
in development work overseas for Step 3: This can be done
during staff training as a team huildineexercise.
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SKILL GROUP II
SESSION #2, P; 4

4. It is important that all trainers participate in the

session:

;To clarify their descriptions of overseas work
(Step 3)

;Add needed skills unperceived by trainees
(Step 5)
iShare idiosyncracies (Step 9)_
.Assist in agreement on norms (Step 10)

5. Review pretraining questionnaires (PTQ's) filled out by

trainees before the session, to help prime the listing of

relevant skills in Step 6.

6. In Step 7, there Will be more flexibility for staff to
adjust_SubSequentschedUles if only the first week's

schedule is distributed: 'Also, trainees will not be so

overWhelthed by a complete schedule.

7. Keep a_tettitdtif requests for schedule adjustmentsi skill

needs deferred or impossible (Step 8) for inclusion in the

final training report.

8. Trainees may be encouraged to keep a notebook; Whithcould
be used as part of extension component assessment._ Refer

to the Cross Cultural Workbook if it was introduced in

CAST or CREST. This could be introduced as a norm (Step

10).



COMMUNITY ANAL 1, I

SKILL GROUP II
COMMUNITY ANALYSIS
SESSION #3, 1

Time: 1 hr. 55 min:

Goal 1; To list information gathering techniques and review steps
in an information gathering process.

2. To review information filtering.

3 To review crops and_livestoCk activities that relate to the
community, emphasizing the two way nature of the process

4. To develop group community analysis strategies which will
be implemented.

Overview:

Activities:

Time:
Introduction
20 Min.

This session begins the orientation and organization phase for
the day long community analysis: Interviewing skills developed
in a prior session are built upon, and the methods and strate-
gies developed will be used in later sessions. such as the Live-
In;

Information gathering techniques, information filtering, sug-
gestions for strategies, and how these steps fit together are
presented, followed by time for the teams to develop their own
strategies.

1. Ask what trainees have learned about_the site alreadyi, and
how they did it. _Give positive feedback to trainees who
already gathered information, and make linkage to goaIs'
Review the day's schedule, i.e., that this activity is the
first segment on an eight-hour bIock Immediately follow-
ing this is the four hour information gathering in the cow.
munity, which is in turn followed by the two hour Community
Analysis folIow-uin During the follow-up session, emphasis
is placed on analyzing the information, and looking for
uses of the informationi

Mention the community analysis that was_done by the
trainers on arrival at the site. Ask if anyone has_had
previous experience doing a formal community analysis.
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Ways of
collecting
information
15 Min.

Information
Filtering
15 Min.

SKILL GROUP II
SESSION #3; Pi 2

A brief war story about how a lack of information about a

community or incorrect information (i.e.; not_filtered)
caused a PCV a lot of problems may be appropriate.

2 Recalling earlier the Skill Group III Community Analysis
Session #1, GROUP RESOURCE- ASSESSMENT; ask how information
was gathered about thetraining community? List other ways

of collecting information.

3. Ask: if one day or first impressions tell us a lot? How do

you test the validity Of information?

Introduce_COhdeptii of information filtering; and some com-

mon mistakes.

Concepts

A. What am I really asking? A.

What do I really want to
know? Is this the right
question to ask?

Examples of mistakes

Asking people if they
eat well instead of
asking them what they
do eat when you want to
find out about nutri-
tion.

B. Is this the best source? B. Asking a ministry offi-
cial what the condi-
tions are like in an
outlying district; in-
stead of asking several
people from the vil-
lage;

C. Before making assump-
tions; attempt to verify.

D. What Ao I do with the
information-I-get?_

- 36
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Believing another
`\volunteer who got the
information from a
"friend" and swears it
is, true. Consider the
souFce.

D. MAki4gdecisions on
limited data;_even when
verified, Without wait-
ing to_see if more in-
formation might surface
which could change the
meaning.



SKILL GROUP II
SESSION #3, P. 3

10 Min. 4. Outline the steps involved in information gathering; The
following steps can be written on a blackboard;

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 .Step4
Process Output Goal

Gather info EVAldate info A working To build
Convert to: Teat inferendes knowledge a work

Inferences Analyze' of how a strategy
Hypotheses Community
Guesses Operated
Keep a journal
Draw up a map

Handout
5 Min.

Ekplain that we will be focusing primarily ot_st6ps 1 and
2 of the_above model since these steps can determine suc-
cess or failure in our development efforts;

5; Explain that the trainees will form two information
gathering teams (or_some other grouping that they decide
on) and develop their stratgy for the community visit:

.a community analysis model

.methodologies to be used
:a list of questions
.information filtering of the atiwers;

6. Distribute a handy map of the community; Mention that in-
formation gathered could be filled in on a 5' x 5' map Of
the community.

7. Stress later training activities that information gathered
can be used for: Live-In; Extension Worker ViSit, Chdith
Visits; Farmer/Community Meetings; Field Day. Point to
TeChnical activities such as farm visits in which local
farming operations- will be investigated. Refer to the
Crops and LiVeStoCk guidelines for ideas about Agriculture
Surveys and useful information to look for.

8. Emphasize the two way nature of the Community Analysis.
Community people Will ask questions and want information
about Peace Corps, the training, about the questioner.; A
role play may bring this 00t.

9. Distribute Handout 1I-3-A: indexuatioin-Gathering Strategy
and let them know the times they have to develop their
strategies, carry out the information gathering, and when
the whole group meets to analysis the information.
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Dividing
into Teams
40 Min;

SKILL GROUP II
SESSION #3, P. 4

10. Have_the trainees divide into groups and develop their
strategies;

Materials-l- ,Blackboard_&_Chilk. _

;Handout #II-3-A: Informatioathering Strategy
.Handy maps of the community. _

;Lunched froM the cafeteria, or cash-in-lieu for lunch to be

purchased in the.community; _ _ _

.Live -In Activity letters of introduction _

;Brief description -of other activities involving the community
for distribution by trainees._

.5' A 5' portable blown-up maps of the community, perhaps one
for physical features, one for non-physical features;

Trainer Note -s- 1. The training site - itself -- offices;- bulletin_boards re-
source center or library - -is a part of the community and a
source of information; _This can be_brought out -in=seddion

#5: ANALYSIS, ORGANIZATION, AND SHARING OF INFOIWATION
FROM THE COMMUNITY;

Resources:

Arrange bag lunches and transportation for participants if
needed;

3. Refer to pp; W8-W11 in Werner's Where There Is NO Doctor -,
nd Careand pp; 3-41 in Brownlee's Co

fot ideas about questions;

4. For step--3, refer to the Core Curriculum's The Role of the
Volunteer In Development: _pp. 83 -90 for a_complete lesson
,plan on information filtering, including diagrams;

II II

5; Note how the_group_organizes_itself_to use group resources
to gather information from the community, and -bring out
the process used in the Community Analysis follow-up ses-'

sion. The process will serve as an example for later Com-

munity Organizing sessions.

6; Decide whether any special arrangements must be made with
the community prior to these visits.

7. If trainees cannot speakthe local language, language
teadhera or local informants could be asked to serve as

interpreters;

;Werner, -Whet- There-Is No Doctor, pp. W8-W11
:Brownlee; Community, Culture & Care,- pp. 3-41
;Crops Guidelines
;Livestock Guidelines
.Office_of_PrOgramming and Training Coordinatori_The'Role of

the Volunteer _in Development: A TrainingMandal,_ Core
Curriculum Resource MaterialSA December, 1981; Pp; 53-66,

83-90. P; 61 has another format for developing a Strategy;
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Time:

Goals:

Ove_r_v.tew:

4 hrs.

Activities:

Time:

4 hr,.;.

Materials:

SKILL GROUP II
COMMUNITY ANALYSIS
SESSION #4, P. I

GATHERING INFORMATION IN THE COMMUNITY

1. To enter and establish rapport With a community.

. To gather information in the community using the strategy
developed in the preceding session;

See session #3; (Skill Group Trainees implement the
information gathering strategy developed in that session.

As determined by the information gathering teams.

.Bag lunches, transportation, if required.

Tra_tne___r__N_ot__ Wander around the community on a bike or on foot with the
trainees. Spot check trainees progress, rolemodel approathe
to community members;
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SKILL GROUP II
COMMUNITY ANALYSIS
SESSION #5, P. 1

ANALYSIS, ORGANIZATION, AND SHARING OF INFORMATION

Time hrs. 25 min.

Overview:

Mtivities:

T4mbt

1. To organize and share information gathered from :he commu-
nity visit.

2; To examine and contrast the community analysis strategies
used by the teams.

3; To relate the community analysis methods to future ses-
sions.

The trainees have investigated the community; The information
gathered is now organized'and shared with the group; Feeiback
is given on the team presentations and the overall community
analysis exercise.

Introduction State objectives of the session._ Invite questions and com-
ofsession and ments. Mention the following points:
roles
15 Min; .Along with the task Of_presenting the gathered_info

goes_the task of organizing_ whateachteam member does.
Possible roles for team members include:

A; Discussion Guide: Guides the members through the
meeting. Keeps meeting on'track
to goals, helps clarify; identi-
fies tasks;

B. Timekeeper: Keeps track of the time.

C. Recorder: Records information for use during the
meeting.

D. Process Observer: Watches and reports how members
are working together as well as
what they are accomplishing.

Organizing 2. Have the information gathering teams meet to organize and
Presentation prepare presentation about the community and the team's
45 Min. approach to it.
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SKILL GROUP II
SESSION #5; P. 2

Ask- the teams to:

.Illustrate on newsprint the community analydia_Stra
tegy the teams used including questions, methodd)
sources of information, filtering done, and the map
drawn up.

State that the_teams.have 45 minutes to prepare their pre
sentation_and_40 Minutes for all the presentations to be
given. Distribute newsprint and markers to each team.

Presentations 3. Teama give their presentations.
40 Min.

FeedbaCk
5 Min.

4. After the last present4tion,solicit brief comments and
feedback: Focus on the effectiveness of the presentations.

Break 10 Min. 5; Have a short break.

DiSCUSSitin
20 Min.

6; Reform the large group to discuss the whole community anal
ysis process, as well as the information garnered by the
teams.

Focus the discussion on the following:

.What -were the different community analysis strategies

used?

.WhiCh strategies were more effective? Could they be

combined?

;Was important information overlooked? (eigii_women's
role, power sources, values of the community.)

.How welldid your information filtering techniques
work? Suggestions for better techniqued?

.How did the community react to you? What did the
coMmunity_learn about the training program? And

about you?

.116W would you -do a community analysis different in
the future? (e.g., look consciously at what women
do, etc.)

;What was the mosE difficult part of the process?

;Is your community analysis of the training site
over?
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Closure
10 Min;

Materials:

Trainer Notes:

SKILL GROUP II
SESSION #5, P. 3

7. ReView the session objectives and activities; Mention
future Extension and Technical sessions in which the commu-
nity analysis will be carried on; e.g. Live-In.

Possible points of discussion:

:;Did the session meet its objective?

;What did you learn about roles in groups?

.How will you apply the community analysis process at
your site?

.Newsprint and markers

.5' x 5' skeleton map of the community
(from session #3, Skill Group II).

1. If there is no training resource center /"reading room/
library organized, ask trainees to organize this during
step 7 of the activity. The staff have country specific
And Peace Corps information; including tools; maps; hand-
outs, that if organized in one place could be a valuable
source of information for trainees to exploit on their own
time,: A sign out sheet or card catalogue; and a listing of
all the resources available; could be organized by
trainees.

2; Trainer ShOtild Stress the later technical sessions that
will tigeCOmmumity analysis skills. Tech trainer involve-
ment in the activity's Closure; step 7, might make this
point clearer.

3; Post the 5' x 5' community map at a convenient spot; and
encourage trainees to add On information during the pro-
gram as they learn more about the community. Weekly train -
ing meetings are a convenient time to share and record new-
ly gathered information;

4. Observe the trainees' interactions as they work in teats.
Useful examples of skills in communicating; decision-
Making and problem solving can be brought up in later Ses-
sions; e.g.; in the Community organizing skill group;

lid-erancims4- Refer to Session #3, (Skill Group II) for additional
references.
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Time: 1 hr 55 min.

Coals:

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

1.

SKILL GROUP II
COMMUNITY ANALYSIS
SESSION 116,- P. 1

i 'di Ilk

To clarify logistics and contingency. plans of the Live-In.

To clarify trainees' concerns about the Live-In.

To have trainees propose personal_ support strategies n_re-
sponse to their own concerns and issues brought up by the
trainer.

4. To clarify trainee skills to be practiced during the
Live-In.

5; To gather information about the community that can be
utilized in subsequent extension and tech activities.

TO have trainees personally respond to living with a family
of a different ethnic and cultural background, in order to
gain informati'n about site placement needs as a PCV, and
practice everyday transactions in a new setting.

This session introduces the Family Live7In community analysis
exercise. In small groups trainers verbalize needs and con-
cerns, (prompted by issues supplied by the trainer), and their
responses_to those needs. In a large_groupi the trainees'
share their_personal support ideas. The trainer emphasizes_
trainees self support and_support of each other, though trainer
support and availability is made clearer. The communityanaly-
sis, personal support, and crosscultural adaptation Skills to
be practiced are e clarified, and future extension and tech
sessions that build on th Live -In are delineated.- Finally, the
trainees are asked to examine their own reaction to the Live-In
placement as a guide to their eventual PCV placement

Climate 1. Review session goals: Recall previous community analysis
Setting sessions._ State that_the_Live-qn is not a test of the
10 Min trainees for the_Staff'S benefit, but rather the_Live-In_is

a chande for trainees-to pradtied_Skilla and
bd-come aware of how they react in different cultural set-
tings.
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Logistics
20 Mid.

SKILL GROUP II
SESSION #6, P. 2

2. RevieW Live-In logistics, including:

- dates and times.
meals, with families, at training sites;
- money for families, trainees;
-lists of families and trainees staying with them;
family expectations.
storing valuables, keys for dormitories, rooms during
Live-In.
-transport arrangements,- restrictions.
- phone numbers of staff, training site.
-contingency plans and procedures in case of problems
or emergencies. Who to contact.

Orientation 3. Introduce the following small group discussion. State that,

to Small trainees have a chance to share concerns and apprehensions
Discussion with each other about the Live-In.
15 mini

To prime the discussion, have each group choose their own
2 or 3 topics from the following sample list on the black-
board as examples of situations that have come up in pre-
vious Live -In s;

a; You are vegetarian; Family kills a pig for a spe-
dial meal in your honor.

b. You are an atheist. Family asks you to say grace
for meals, and spend most of weekend at church
with them.

c. You hate fat and grease. Your families' meals are
laced with lard and oozing with grease.'

d. Neighborhood members of the opposite sex seem mag-
netically attracted to you. A trainee of the
oppoSitt sex living nearby seems oblivious to your
being harrassed..

t. Your family lives 5 miles from the training site;
Peace Corps prohibits hitch-hiking; You need to
get to training sessions every morning.

f. Families will receive the honorarium check after
the Live-In. :our family asks you for the check,
when you arrive;
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SKILL GROUP II
SESSION #6i P. 3

g; You don't drink alcohol. Your family runs a bar
next to your room. You are continually invited to
share beers. It stays noisy till 2:00 a.m. nightly.

h. The first day, you can barely understand a word of
the language the family speaks with yo.,

i. You hate insects. Roaches, igOsquitoes, and spiders
share your bedroom.

State that trainees should come up with support strategies
in response' to their personal needs and the list of exam-
ples; Point out that after 20 minutes of small group dis-
cussion; Oeir concerns/needs and proposed self support
strategies will be shared in a large group discussion;

Ask if there are any questions about the small group dis-
cussion. ,

stall Group 4; Form small groups of 5-7i each group having chosen 2 exam-

DiStUSSiOn pies from the list. Discuss topics and develop strategies.
20 Min;

Large Group 5; Reform large group. Ask each small group to share their

Discussion major concerns, and the corresponding personal support"_
30 Min. strategy. Do impromptu role plays of strategies in action

if appropriate. Ask local community members (from the
staff or perhaps from Live-In families) to be present and
comment on the appropriateness of_the strategies; Give
feedback to the -group on the validity of. their concerns,
based on past Live-In experiences.

SkillS to
be practiced
1G Min;

PositiVely reinforce those strategies that rely on their
own Skill8 or on fellow trainees for support.

A8k if the families have any concerns or apprehensions
about the Live-In?

Stress that trainees should feel no hesitation to report

intidehts of sexual harrassment or dangerous situations.to
trainers:- Make clear the training staff's availability for'
support.

6; On the blackboard, brainstorm with the group a list of
skills to be practiced on the Live-In. Refer back to the
personal support strategies in step 5 as examples of Per-
sona' Support Skills,
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Highlight
related
sessions,
closure, and
Bon Voyage
10 Min

SKILL GROUP-II
SESSION #6; P. 4

possibleskilistobepracticedinelude:

Community Analysis: -'information gathering
-interviewing ,

0 -information filtering
.

Personal Support: -utilizing stabilizers
-counseling
-patience

'Cross Cultural Adaptation: -saying no appropriately
-keeping perspective When
dealing with ambiguity and
culture shock

-transacting skills

-

Communication Skills: -active listening
-perceptive checking
-clarifying:
-recognizing non-verbal com-
munication: body language,
facial expressionsL

Technical Skills: -doing an agriculture'sur-
vey. Refer to the Crops
Guidelines and the Live-
stock guidelines
method demoAstrations

7; Point to specific future sessions for which trainees can
gather information during the Live7In; Fo*- example, farm

farmerl' meetings, farmers' organizations sessions.
community meetings, training social events.

r

Ask trainees to watch their own reactions tp their Live-In
situationi_i.ey, how_they handle thia_new,dituation?, _Ask ,t
them_to reflect on their experiences in order to get a
feelingoE what type of placement they would be most com-
Iortable_in as a PCV. Ask trainees. to observe how everyday
transactions are different from their prior experience, and
to practice these new ways of getting transportation;
ordering food, etc;

Ask for any unresolved issues concerning the Live-In that
need to be clarified;

10. Wish trainees a good Live-In;
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Materials:

Trainer-Notes:

SKILL GROUP II
SESSION #6, P. 5

.Honorariums for families

. Means of transport
Alackboard & chalk

1. The preparation for this activity requires much time and
work froth the trainer, in close cooperation with other
trainers, the local extension service, local community
leaders; the_families, and the trainees. Good contacts and
preliminary- information can be collected by the trainer in
their Comunity Analysis and Extension Worker Visit activi-
ties. Tile families selected should be as close as is fea-
sible to the future farmer families that trainees will be
working with as PCV'S.

2 The following Live-In tasks lists should be started at
least a month before the Live -In!

- public announcement of upcoming Live -In, inviting_familie6
to sign up for a trainee, by radio, towncrier,_Chiefdom,
speaker; church announcement; (Radio and church announce-
ment should be no longer than one paragraph).

circulate a cover letter outlining'reasons behind and
logistics of the Live-In to community leaders, churches,
and town chiefs. It. can be hand carried by trainees during
their prior community analysis exercises.

- develop a list of possible families.

-visit families, discuss the following with families.

.what is Peace Corps._

.purposes of Live-In for Peace Corps.

.what dates.

.how many days.

.what accommodations for trainees.

.what remuneration.

.what each family can get out of -it.

.male or female trainee preferred, how many
trainees preferred by family.

;what trainees Will do with families.
.what meals will be-eaten where.
.safety; sanitary, and food needs of trainees..

3. Arrange a community meeting between trainees and families
early in the programs,

. Make sure that thetraining cooking staff is clear about/
when trainees and trainers will be taking meals and when
they will not.
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SKILL GROUP II
SESSION #6, P. 6

5. Care should be_taken that at least some staff members stay

at the site, who can be contacted in case of emergency dUr-

ing the Live-In;

6. If the trainees are already living with families, this Sea-

sioh_toUld involve the trainees staying the weekend in

neighboring farming hamlets.

7; This session can be split into two,_if the trainer wants to

have trainees verbalize_their apprehensions about the Live-

In sooner in the schedule than the identification of skills

to be practiced steps. In_other words, steps 1-4 (1 houri

5 minutes) could be gone through before steps 5-7. (50

mIn;)



SKILL GROUP II
COMMUNITY ANALYSIS
SESSION #7, P. 1

ANALYSIS AND SHARING OF INFORMATION FROM THE LIVE-IN

Time: 1 hr. 55 min.

Goals:

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

Linkage
10 Min.

Orientation
to Small
Group Discussion
10 Minutes

1. To reflect on and describe:

. personal support strategies used.

. Skills practiced.

. feelings from having lived with a family.

. goals from the Live-In e'ercise reached by you and
your family;

2; To share information gathered about the community.

This session is the point of the Live -In; in which trainees
are asked to reflect on their experiences; and generalize
about how they would fit into their eventual site community.

Trainees decide how to share information gathered; and then
share and iilter the results of their community analysis.

1. Welcome trainees back to the site. State goals1 and recall
goals of session #6: Community Family Live-In Orientation
(Skill Group II).

2. Introduce the following small group discussion. Recalling
their experiences with th-elz Live-In family; ask trainees
to reflect upon or process these experiences with each
other. Post the following on newsprint as possible guides
to the processing:

.personal support strategies used.\
;skills practiced.
.stereotypes challenged or reinforced
;highs; problems during the Live-In
.feelings experienced



Small Group
DiadUsdion
30 Min.

Orientation
to Large
Group
Discussion
10 Min;

Large Group
Discusaion
45 Min.

Closure
10 Min.

Trainer Notes:

Ask if there are any
cession. State that

3; Break the group into
the women; the other

SKILL GROUP II
SESSION #7; P; 2

questions about the small group_dis-
the groups have 30 Minutes available;

small groups; perha06 one group of all

of all men; or groups of 5-7.

Reform large group. Ask trainees to recall. hOW they orga-

nized themselves as teams to share the information from the

Community Analysis exercise earlier (Session #5Skill_Group

II, Steps 1-2); Ask them to quickly_erganitethemselves

again to Share information. (Possible fatilitator roles:

DieCudgionGuidei Timekeeper; Recorder, Process Observer;

others.) Ask the group to:

make a decision on how to share the information

gathered.

share; filter; and analyze agricultural; cul-

tural; health; extension information possibly

adding to the map of the Community;

Clarify any questions about what is to happen. State that

the group has 45 minutes available:

5. Group shares information;

6; In closing; ask if trainees reached the goals ofthis_ses-

sion; If trainees Will see their family again,_inquire if

they would like to give the program's official thank you

letter to thegSmilyfor_their hospitality. Hand the let-

ter out to interested trainees.

Official otogram thank you letters to fatilies for their hospi-

tality in the Live-In;,

1. ObSerVethe trainees' interaction and process as they work

in the largegroapdiscussidn. _Wire examples of good use

of_ communication skills; community organizer skills; end

other skills for future sessions.



INDEPENDENT RESEARCH-OF ICE RESOURCES

Time: 1 hr.

SKILL GROUP II
COMMUNITY ANALYSIS
SESSION #8, P. 1

Goals: 1. Tc learn of ICE publications available to them PCV's, and

Overview:f

Actixities:

Time:

Other resources relating to PCV assignments.

2. To identify and research a topic relevant to your job
assignment.

This session gives trainees an orientation to written resourceavailable to PCV'S listed in I.C.E.'s (Information and Collec-
tion_Exchange) publications bibliography: Appropriate Technol
ogies for Development.__Other resources found in the training
resource center or available from trainers are referred to.

Trainees are asked to identify a topic that they would like to
learnmore about related to their PC work. Time is made avail
able for trainees to research this topic in the resource
center.

Introduction 1; State objectives. Point out that PCV'S often need to do5 Mi.-.
independent research at their sites, to learn about some-
thing With Which they have had no preViroug experience.

Read Handout 2; Distribute handout II - 8 - A. Appropriate Technologies20 Min.
for-DevelOptenti Information Collection-and Exchange Publi-
cations-. Explain that ICE publishes the manuals, reprints.
resource packetS0_case studies for PCV's on a Wide selec-
tion of topics. Allow trainees time to read through the
handout.

Ask if there are any questions. Mention that ICE also has
An Annotated_RibliOgraphy: Non-Peace Coros__PublicatiOna
Available Through ICE frOM which other resources can be
obtained by PCV's. Refer to other sources of information
in the training resource center or from trainers.

Identify in- Aak_trainees to write down a topic_related_to their jobteresting topic assignMent about which they would like to learn more..5 Min.
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SKILL GROUP II
SESSION #8, P. 2

Independent 4; In the time remaining and in the trainees' own time;
trainees-can research-this-topic-among the-resources--

30 Min; indicated; with the help of trainers if needed.

Materials: ;Handout II - 8- A: Appropriate Technologies for Development,
Information Collection & Exchange Publications.
.Resource Center contents.
.Trainers' collections of resources.

Trainer I. The trainees can use this session as preparation time for
Notes: subsequent sessions in which trainees will train others,

e.g.; method_demonstrations; scale model demonstrations,
field day (all in the Agriculture Extension Skill Group).

2. Handout II - 8 - A; and other ICE bibliographies may be re-
vised and replaced from tine to time. Check which is the
most recent to be handed out to trainees.
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Time: 3 hrs.

Goals:

Overview:

Activities

SKILL GROUP III
DEVELOPMENT
SESSION #1; P. 1

INTRODUCTION TO DEVELOPMENT

1; To assess personalviewsof development and the assump-
tions underlying these views;

2; To be confronted by different views and assumptions about
development;

3; To link assumptions of development with consistent
actions.

To develop personal definitions of development and PCV
roles in the development process.

This session provides an introduction to development work. The
session is meant to stimulate people to_make explicit their own
assumptions about development work,_challenge_them, to make a
linkage between assumptions and actions, and to get a_bit of
practice at_the assumption - action linkage. Assumptions form
the basis of how we behave - sometimes we don't examine our
assumptions sufficientiyisometimes they prove to be invalid
when the context of our lives changes (e.g., moving from the
U.S. to another country); and sometimes there are incongruen-
cies between thought and action; The session is-aimed at deal-
ing with these issues.

(A day before 1;

the Session)

Introduction
10 Min;

Distribute handout III - 1 - A: Foreign Volunteer Ser-
vices: A Host National Perspective to trainees.

2; Set climate, e.g., "A trainee once said, how real is_the
chance that I'll have a negative_ effect overseas? Thid
session will hopefully start to help clarify an answer for
each of use _and in fact to increase the chance of having a
positive effect overseas."

3. State session goals and post them. Give an overview of the
session.

4; Refer back to prior_trainee experiences with development
either overseas or in CREST or CAST readings; Ask the
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Role Plays
30 Min;

SKILL GROUP III
SESSION #1, P. 2

group what quest ions were raised by_Handout_III- 1 A

List a few of the questions on the flipchart and state that

we will return to these and other questions during the

course Of the session.

5. MoVe into the two role plays attached in Trainer Notes #8.

TrAineru play the role of the non-volunteer in each role

play, as theywill know whidh issues to push. Keep the

role plays short no more than five minutes. Let_tort

than one person play the SASe role. For example, if a_

trainee says, If I were I would

have interrapt_and invite hiQher to try his/her_

strategy in the role play. Bring out different stances on

the same issue.

Process each role play as it ends; Move the discussion

around. Sample process questions for each role play:

.What were the values of non-PCV_role_ players? What

dilemmas about development did it Stimulate for you?

.What assumptions are evident in each role play?

At end_Of role plays, summarize responses and state that

the values and assumptions we bring to the job are keyS to

behave: In the next_part we'll look at some spe-

cifid Assumptions and how they affect our work.

Fill out 6. Distribute Handout III - 1 B, Attunvtions About DeVelOp-

ASsumptions ment._ State that the statementS in the handout have been

scale selected in part on the Wield of the reading assignment and

10 Min; Will be used later for discussion purposes, and that some

61 the assumptions deMOnStrAted in the role play Will be

evident as well. Trainees fill out the sheets by placing a

mark on the number of the scale that best represents

whether they strongly agree, strongly disagree,, or feel

somewhere in becween with the statement presented. While

the group is filling out the handouts, prepare sheets of

newsprint with a number on each (1, 2,.3, 4, or 5). Post

the sheets at equal 'distances around the room.

Sociogram 7; When .ill have completed the handouti adk trainees to go

and discuSsion stand -by the number that they marked in response to queer

40 Min. tion #1. Adk trainees at one extreme to explain their rea-

sons for choosing that response. Choose someone from a

group representing the opposite response andask their rea-

sons. _Encouragediscussion_betWedil the groups. Proceed

through allsix_questions of the handout: If the -whole

group bas_thesame response to a particular question, a

shorter time could be devOted to that discussion.
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SKILL GROUP III
SESSION #1. P. 3

It is helpful_ to have host country representative or otaff
involved in the discussion so t%sit contrasts between
trainees' views and host country people and/or staff'can be
explored.

After.question six; ask trainees to review their own hand-
out responses one more time, making any changes they Wish
-based on the discussion;

Behaviors 8. Ask trainees to consider that these assumptions may mean in
congruent terms of what you do in your work as a PCV. Example: If I
with stance had marked "strongly agree" with number six, I would then
30 Min. need to find ways I could work more with chfldreq--perhaps

at the_local school, or through local "clubs". I would
probably Also have .to learn the language since children who
have not been to school speak no English. And so on.

Ask each person to choose_ohe assumption statement they are
most interested in or feel most strongly about and_ask them
to write down some specific behaviors or actions that
assumption implies._ Onca participants have completed this,
ask one or two people to share their behaviors/actions.
Compare/contrast. Add to it if you see things missing.

After a couple of examples, ask people, to continue individ-
ually with other statements. Participants need not come up
with actions and behaviors for each assumptionjust the
ones they're more interested in.

Discussion 9. Ask participants to share the actions/behavior they devei-
10 Min. oped for one question. Compare and contrast. Move it

around to different people for different assumptions.

Reflection
10 Mih.

10. Ask trainees to reflect on what they have done so far, to
review their TAC Sheets again, and them complete the fol-
lowing sentences using as many answers as come to mind.
(Have these four questions posted on flipchart).

I see development as

I see my role in development as

Development is the responsibility of

An effective development effort would accomplish the fol-
lowing

(list)
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SKILL GROUP III
SESSION #1i P. 4

Small Group 11. Aak the group to form into groups of four and read and did-

Discussion cuss each other's statements.

15 Min.

Large Group 12. Ask the group to come back together and Summarize the don-

Discussion versations they just completed. _Solicitindividual state-

15 Min; meats frOm the group -so-that participants may get a sense

of what othera are thinking. Help participants consider
how_ah6WerS would be applied to their PCV placementsand-- _

challenge vague responses by asking them to be more

specifid.

Aiik_the group b-l_review questions from step fohr generated

etirlier; Respondto the questions plus any other questions
generated during the session. If any particular questions

&drift theaessioncannotbe dealt with, explain hoW they

will be addressedinsubsequent;sessions. Mite that- these

four questions will appear and reappear throughout the

training program and volunteer service.

Generalizing 13. At: people what they have learned from this session. Ask

and applying what kinds of actions individuals Will be taking during

training to address sore of the issues raibed.

Closure 14. Review the goals of the session and ask participants if the

5 Min. session matched,thobe 'goals. Link this session to the ses-

sions that will follow- stating how different ,aspects of

development work Will he addressed during the course of the

training prcgraii.

Materials :' .Flipchart with goals, step #3
.Role play Sheets, step #5
.Flipchart With Sentences for completion, step #8

.Notebooks and pens for trainees
Handout III - 1 - As Foreign Volunteer Services. ---A
Host-National_Perspective, by Dor Bahadur Bigta
;Handout III - 1 - B: Assumptions About-Development

Trainer Notes:- 1. Distribute Handouts III_- 1 = A a day or two before the

session, so trainees cad have it read When they come to the

session. However; this session will work even without the

readings; though not as well.

Other appropriate readings may be subsituted as appropri-

ate. Two possibilities are the article: '*i+_ for Change,

by Tarzte VittachiApp. 22-29). ills_RnIe_of the Volunteer

in Development: Office of Programming and Training Coordi-

nation, Peace Corps, Core Curriculum Resource Materialk,
Deco:Aber, 1981, and Handout VII - 1 - E: On US Volunteers.

S8
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SKILL GROUP III
SESSION #1, P. 5

The Assumptions About Development Handout should be
modifiee appropriately;

2. There may be resistance to procedure #8 asking people to
come up with specific actions or behaviors to support
stances they have taken; Acknowledge that it is a diffi-
cult activity, e.g. they have not teen in-country very
long, and so on--but do not let them off the hook; Give
another_example. Encourage them to do the best they can -at
this point in the program, and that we will come back to it
later. It is important that this be pushed so that people
will begin to see the link ( and the occasional inconsis-
tency) between broad assumptions and individual actions;

3. The role plays are not meant to be hostile; rather, the
counterpart and headmistress are intended to be genuinely
interested and diplomatically challenging to the volunteer.
However diplomatic, the challenging must occur, so that
individual beliefs and actions can be highlightedand---
linked to basic development themes; The staffmembers Who
are playing the non -PCV roles should be given their roles
in.advance and coached so they can be well prepared for the
role play.

4; It is important to_note that some participants may beed
frustrated or paralyzed because there appears to be no
right_answers to some (many!) of the development issues
raised in this session. Although there may be some "right"
approaches_ for PCV's working_in development (i;eii_to work
through others, to_help people become self-reliant), it is
the process of moving from the level of abstracpo4n to the
specific ways at individual thinks and acts when confronted
with development alternatives Which causes difficulty and
frustration;

5. AB part of this session, the trainer phould makesure that
volunteers understand that one goal of the Peace Corps
development effort is to assist countries to achieve self-
sufficiency, and that our efforts should be directed to_.
that goal; If this did not come through clearly from their
pre-departure training, you may have to spend time at the
beginning of this session dealing with it;_ Subsequent ses-
sions help participants explore specific steps towards this
goal.

A proposed definition of development, reprinted here'only
as reference (not necessarily for distribution to trainees)
is as follows:
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SKILL GROUP III
SESSION #1, P; 6

"Development is the unfolding of people's individual and
social imagination in defining goals and inventing ways to
approach them. Development is the continuing process of
the liberation of peoples and societies. There is develop-
ment when they are able to assert their autonomy and, in
self-reliance, to carry Out activities of_interest to them.
To develop is to be or to become. Net only to have."

K.R.S. Dadtie
Director General for International
Economic Cooperative for the United
Nations

ROLE__PLAY_Ari:_per

You are a volunteer Who has been in-country for three months
And you are going on a bus with your counterpart; You like
your counterpart; although you don't know himlher_too well yet.
You think she is young and idealistic and see. him/her as being
a bit outspoken as far as (her /his country) goes.

ROLE PLAY #1: COUNTERPART

You are the counterpartof a PCV who, has been in-country for
about three months_and you are currently on a_ bds_ride up-
country with the PCV. Since you don't know the PCV very well
yet, this will give youa_chance_to share_someof your beliefs
about development and find out What the Peg thinks.

Tell the PCV that you believe strong central government control
of development_resources, projects,,planning, and__decisions_is
the way way development can really occur at the village level.
After all, the most talented and best educated people work,for
the central government, it has more resources than any other
level of government, and it has a wealth of experience in
development 'projects on a nationwide level. Local people are
too parochial, don't see the big picture,_don't really have the
resources, and can't really learn from others' mistakes and
progress since most can't read. Ask the volunteer what he/she

thinks.

If the Volunteer Agrees:

Tell him/her you Are delighted you see "eye-to-eye.". Then say
that there are a couple of problems With this stance, though,
and you'd like to knO0 What he thinka. What happens if the
local people don't trust the central government? What can we
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SESSION #1, P. 7

do? Localities do seems to differ, as do needs--how can the
central government avoid rigid programs that will be inappro-
priate_if applied everywhere? Finally, and most important,_
central government control seems to create dependency on out-
side resources and projects often flounder when thetteAre re-
moved. What does the_volunteer think about that; and 'how does
he/she think we can alter that?

If the_Volunteer-Dlsagrees:

Probe as to reasons why. Raise' counterpoints. Ask for spe-
cific actions the volunteer will take to support his/her
views.

If the Volunteer doeanl_t_clearlagree or disagree:

Become a bit angry. Remind the PCV that you have just shared a
deeply felt view about development and he/she is not really
sharing in return. "What's the matterdon't you trust me
enough yet?" Cajole a bit.

ROLE PLAY #2: PCV

You are a.PCV (Agriculture Extension Worker) who has been in-
country two months; You are at our official function to cele-
brate a local holiday. You run into the_primary school head-
mistress who you have met once before and found to be an--inter-
eating person who was fairly up-front about her views. You say
hello.

ROLE PLAY #2: HEADMISTRESS

You are at our_offIrlal function to celebrate (whatever holiday
is-appropriate). At the function, you get a chance to talk VI

PCV who has been in town just a,short while. Yon are always
been curious about PCV'syou have met others whoM yoc have
likea,_but_you are not sure what they contribute to the coun-
try's development. You workda long and hard to get your educa-
tion degree and you've_gone to several in-service workshops,
and you taught -for eight years and finally became a headmis-
tress. Even with all that experience; you reali thesjob is
still difficult; Yet; theAMericans_seem to,send inexperienced
PCV's without appropriate technical degrees to dro_responsibIe
jobs here. (Share all this with the volunteer-tfinish by ask-
ing, "How can PCV's contribute if they are not technically
qualified . if they don't have relevant experience?")
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SKILL GROUP III
SESSION41 8

In this conversation with the voluntedri make the following
points where appropriate:

* Friendships are fine, but what we really_need_id
te.chnicaI expertisewe can do it if we know how.

* What is your background? How technically qualified
are you? What do you see your contributions as?

* One contribution yodfitard one volunteer say she
diridlid_MAkd4418 to help villagers help themselves.
What does that mean? How are you (to the PCV) going
to accomplish that here in (country)?'
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TiMe: 2 hr. 25 min;

Goals:

SKILL GROUP III
DEVELOPMENT
SESSION #2; Pi 1

DEVELOPMENT WORK

1. To identify assumptions and values about the development
process and the consequences ouch assumptions have in the
pIani:ing and implementation of projects.

2. To identify effects of development on women; Men; familiesi
and communities.

3. To describe program consequences when women; Men; And commu-
nities do not participate or are not considered in the vari-
Oils stages of development programs.

4; To explore scenarios of an individual trainee's two year
stay in a village.

Overview: This session follows Session #1: INTRODUCTION TO DEVELOPMENT
and is intended to be more spec'ac.

Using the case study provided about a development project spon-
sork:4 be a large private voluntary organization; trainees will
isham - -:n their analytical skills regarding development projects.
In ad4Ition- they will become aware of the numerous unintended
consequences of development as well as the short-sighted; but
good intentions of development programs. They will also have an
opportunity to relate what they learn to their future roles and
identify strategies that can be used to avoid some of the prob
lems presented;

knOther more ideal' case study of a PCV Agricu ltural EXtendidh
Agent is presented; and trainees are asked to write an imagina-
tive case study describing how they iuld like to work in their
village.

Activitlev:

Time:

,A day lefore 1. (Distribute Handouts Ili - 2 - A and III - 2 - B for the
the session) trqinees to read be;ote ;esston)w
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Introduction
10 Min.

SKILL GROUP III
SESSION #2, P. 2

2. Agk the group to visualize a mobile art object hanging from
the ceiling (you may want to make a simple one as a prop to

illustrate the point)r the kind of mobile that -is perfect-
ly balanced with all the pieces connected together by

Wires; Ask them what happens when you touch one part of

the mobile and to visualize the movement of all the other

Parts. In a certain sense this is what this session is
about in the development scheme of things. Lead this into

an introduction of the goals of -the session, written out on

a flip chart. ProVide an overview of this sessioniIitking
the development theme_of the -first session to this one, as

well as to the CoMmunity Analysis sessions in which the in-
terconnecteddeda/Of the community was glimpsed.

Clarify that the ease study brings up issues that appear
many -times as a village moves to "modern" ways: Ask if any

broad clarification is needed?

Orientation 3. Divide the group into three smaller groups. Distribute

to small Handout III 7 2 - C to the first small group, Handout III -

groups 2 - D to the second, and Handout III - 2 -.E to the third;

5 Mine /
Ask each group to:

-Answer the-queStitAa Oil the handouts about
Handout III 2 - A: -Case-Study;

-Prepare to share their answers to the group;

i

State that the small groups have twenty minutes for

preparation and five minutes for a presbatatxon.

Small groups 4. Stall groups discuss Handout III - 2 - A: Case Study.

20 Min;

Large group
and_presen-
tatiens
20 Min;

Reform large group; Have each small group Share their

presentation; Encourage questioning betWeen the groups.

10 Min. 6. Break. Prepare an energizer for next

Large group
5 Min.

7. Reform large group, present energizer
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Processing
10 Min.

SKILL GROUP III
SESSION #2, P. 3

8. Draw out first impressions of Handout III - 2 B: Peace
Corps Agricultural Extension Worker. Ask if the Village
seems to he developing according to your definitions of
development from session #1 (Skill Group III- Step 10)?

Brainstorm 9. Ask trainees to brainstorm a list of skills the PCV exhib-
Skills ited in interacting with the village. Possible skills in-
10 Min; clude

Write Own
Case Study
10 Min.

-Ccmmunity Analysis - information gathering

-Netotking

-5ilitszng meetings

-nrasferring responsibility

10. Ask trainees to individually rf21a,-.: the description of the
PCV Ag Extension Worker to their 'MC Sheet and write_a_
short case otudy deseribiAg their two year stay at their
village; The trainees can write it in the past tense, and
describe the skills that the trainees want to exhibit as
PCV's.

Small Group 11. Form small groups and share their case studies with each
Sharing other and choose one to read to the large group.
15 Min;

Large Group 12. Reform large group. Have each group share their selected
Sharing case study.
15 Min.

Summary 13; Ask trainees to summarize the session, and determine if
. 10 Min. the goals have been met.

Materials: .Notebook and pens
;Mobile - step 2
. Goals for step 2 written on flipchart
. Handout III - 2 A: Case_ Study
.Handout III - 2 - B: A Peace

Worker
. Handout III - 2 C: Questions For_Discussion-Asaumpti-ona
.Handout III - 2 D: Effects of Project_.
.Handout III 2 - E: Different Approaches

Trainer Notes 1. Distribute Handouts III - 2 - A and III - B to trainee*
before the session, ao the hand-outs can be read before the
session.
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SKILL GROUP III_
SESSION #2, P. 4

2. If the_group ia lar$e; two small groups could treat the same
question in step # v.

3. If available; the film Maragoli could_be used insteed of
the handouts, ih_which case-follow the lesson plan_#2_ih
the Role Of the Volunteer in Development Core Curriculum

Training Manual.

4; Insights -into possible answers to the questions raised -in
Step_#5 (Rand-out§ III 7 2 - C, III 7 2 -_D, and III - 2 - E)

Can be found in Third World W4men, Core_CurritUlum Training

Manual, by the Office_Of_Programming and Training Coordina-

tioh, Peace Corps Washington._ Specifically,_the notes by

Maryanne DuIansey delineate the different essumptions made
by the project planners an liar consequences.

For example, sore examples cf changes which have altered box
role patterns and other% systems in_the_community without

addressing a "new unbalance or problem" are:

.Introduction of cash_crops_altera the management
of money ih the family by shifting_money earned
to the man and leaving_the woman Without the
money which came out of selling the excess of
famil:: garden products in the market.

.it has been found that men's spending patterhs
are different than womees.__Men tend to spend
their money_on material goods for_themselves or
the home while women tend to_spe t!.'r money on
food and clothes for the family

;In many cases, men support morp_than one family;
so_even when men_are_earning more money, the fam-
ilies may receive less money each.

5 The trainer may -wantto use a diffe-ent case _study more

appropriate to -the host country. Cere should be taken to
select or deVelbpa 'ase study that_can_be analyzed in terms

of its consequences on women, men, families and community

development. It_ls important that the case study part icu-

:_arly illustrates effects of developmerA_on Women, whether
positive and/or negative, in order trj acconplish the goals

of the session.

6. References to the_trainingsite community -con enliven the
discussion and issues raised by the Case Stud and the
description of a PC Ag Extension WorRer. _Draw from_the in-
formation trainees gathered in the Commuai:y Analysis exer-

cise.

Resources: Agtitilltural Ictension Manual, by Mike Gibb6wa, being written

for 1.C.E.

Third -World Women:_ UnderstandingTheir_Role in Development,
Cote Curriculum Training Manual, OPTC, Peace Corps
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WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT

Time 1 hr. 55 min.

SKILL GROUP III
DEVELOPMENT
SESSION #3, P. 1

Gools: 1. To examine RCN women's; other trainees:, and one's own atti-
tudes towards women in development issues.

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

2. To become aware of the statistical basis and issues involved
with Women in Development.

. To brainstorm ways of responding Lc women's needs in devel-
opment.

This session examines various people's points of view on the
area of concern called "women_in development"._ An attitude sur-

%:ing.P. out various viewpoints, then interviews win, Third
World Women and factual resources are drawn upon. Trlinees are
askei to conceptialize their suggested_reponses to some of the
problems and issues raised in the session,

11,s session refers back to the two previous Development Skint;
sL.:esiors, especially Handout 1TI 1 A: Case-Stuly of cession
#2 (an examination of a project th.1-.: omitted women from Car.
project's inception and planning).

(A day before 1; (Distribute Handout III - 3 - it? The Adverse Impact
the session) Developmenr_ou-WoPeu- for trainees to read before the

session.)

Introduction 2; Introduce the session by summarizing the goals and by_stat-
5 Min. ing that: this session will build on the previous session on

the of the volunteer in development and observatons of
women's role in community anslysis exercise by focusiag on
the area of "women in the development process".- Ask Ah
clarification is needed on the reading. Mention that tae
reading will be discussed later.

Attitude 3. Distribute Handout III - 3 - B: Cross_Cultural-Attitu46
Survey Survey. _Have 4.7ainees fill it out Trainer puts signs
10 Min; around the room.
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Sociogram 4. Ask trainees to go to the sign corresponding to their 00ai-

20 Min. tion on attitude #1 in the survey. Let the_group deerbeir
answerspread; AA someone who disagrees with attitude #1

What their reasons are; Ask for opposing views;

If the group has the same response to a certain attitude

(i;enopoIar opposite vieS) then move on quickly to

anocher question. For verietyl theose someone with a middle

of the road response and ask their reactions;

If appropriate; bring Up observations about women's and_

men's roles -in the training group; Have they bad to rely _on

each other _in social events; or during the Live-In? _How do

the attitudes relate to sexual harassment; discrimation ;

etc.

Quotes from 5. Uncover quotes already printed on flipchart from Perdita

Third World Hies ton's Third-World Women Speak Out.

Women Speak
Out 6. Atk trainees for comments; reactions. Suggested quotes are

30 Min. given below; If possible; have interested trainees pick out

quotjaappropriate to their program. The point is to look

I:t7 a moment through HON Women's eyes at development

a:2 tired. Lookat Me; I am nothing but a beast working

in rhil fields -and bearing allthese children. I don't :4Ant

ay more_childrch, but my husband says I must have as many

as .zome."

"Men should have more power That is the way it is: Men

!lave more TWer. A woman muaL be submissive. Peace and har-
mony in the_faMily depend upon tte woman. She must_alwayS

I.:sten to Ci-e tat; She must give obedience and all that to

the lidsband. Yes, men must wield authority."

"Whenever I asked rural women what they would most like to

learn if they had theopporthnity, they invariably named

several health-related Ocilla: improved ways of'growing

food for f.;mily_stibaiatahte, nutrition; cooking; hygiene,

health care; budgeting; aild family planning."

"I questioned this grout/ of older women_about the bride

price practice in their own familiea. (Th-_- asked me)

...'But- if your husband aren't pay any bride price for you'i

they asked with great serioanessi_hoii are you_ going to help

your parents when they ate old? jihen your father dies and

Leaves yohr Mother; how is st., goiu to live without your

bride price?"
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Lecturette
20-30 Min.

SKILL GROUP III
SESSION #3, P. 3

7. Data presentation. The trainer and/or resource person
gives a 20-30 minute presentation on "Facts on Women in the
Development Process".

Distribute Handouts III- 3 - C: Women of the World: The
Facts and - This step can be
organized in many ways. The ;iresentors should plan in ad-
vance the content and methods they will use for the delivery
of this step. The main goals of this step- are:

To present to participants concrete information
and examples on how women have not been included
or considered in development projects.

.To present information on the "statue" of women in
the countryi including vital statistics; needs nni
problems faced by womeni successes and failures 8k
attention is given to the integration of _women in
the development_process. Alsoi_information on im-
portant roles played by women which have not been
taken into consideration in development projects.

9; This session requires that the trainer do a lot of prepara-
tion beforehanC gathering information on che country;- read-
ing worldwide examples on the issue; talking to. people in
the country with knowledge of women's roles and problems
asking staff for examples of in-country projects which have
considered or not considered women and other relevant infor-
mation.

10. Following are a series of suggestions on how to prepare this
session:

Use Handout 111-3-C: Women of the World: The Facts and
niintry cr fir to generate discussion

and clarify with examples the issues of women in devel-
oFAent.Guidelines for Preparation-of-Country Specific
information are included at the end of this session in
Trainer Notes #6;

b. A slide show; pictures or other audiovisual material
can be integrated in this presentation; particularly
sIidls of women in their different roles in the communi-
ties. (Peace Corps/Washington has a WID slide show
available).

c. A resource parson from 0.e host country can be invited
to make the presentation.
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11. Refer hack_to an Hyqheations from the original reading (d-
out III - 3 A) and address them;

Reflecting__ 12. Ask -trainees _to remember batktosession #2 (Skill Group_

Generalizing III): MVELOPMENTWORK and the Case Study of_a_CARE project

15 Min. that ignored women's roles in the vill-ges and information

presented in step 7-10._ Have group brainstorm spedifit

means of alleviating women's constraints as identified

above, e.g., if a gardening project_entails increased water-

ing work for women; add on a well - digging project to supply

the water conveniently and in a labor-saving way,

Summary
5 Min;

Materials:

13; On a more'positive notes Aid( the_groupto brainstorm innova-

tions that could benefit women directly (not merely compen-

sating for increased labor demands) within the parameterS of

the project or culture the trainees will b working in, and

how trainees could use these ideas more in the training pro-

gram. Ask a male trainee to summarize the session.

Ask a male trainee to summarize the session.

.Handout III - 3 - A: The Adv/.78e Impact of Developmant_on

women? by_Irt.fte Tinker
.Handout III - 3 - B: Cross Cultural Attitude- Survei Number

signs- for step 4;
alipcharts with quotes from Third World WoManSpeaks Out; by

Perdita Huston, for step 5.
.Handout III - 3 - C: Women Of the World -The Facts

;WID Slide show (Contact Peace Corps Washington WID Coordi-

nator)
011ird_World Women Speak Outo_by_Perdita Huston

;Flipcharts from session #2 (Skill Group III): Development

Mori:; and Handout 7Ii - 2 - A: Case_Study

Ttalner Notes! I. This session emphasizes giving information,as_a strategy to

change misconceptions, negative attItudes, and resistance

partiti*:td have regarding the concept of women in develop -

ment. The responsibility of the trainer -is to provide cor-

rect and relevant information on the various aspects of

women in development ic which misconceptions, lack of infor-

mation, erroneous generalizations* etc. might hinder partic-

ipants acceptance of the concept.

2; Trainees sometimes_assuMe that tie role of women la cievelop-

ing countries is the Slide as that of middle class housewives

in the USA. i.e., they may not see t':7a difference between

"having the option to Stay at home; take care of the -chil-

dren, and not Work", versus; "having to take care of thil-
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dren, work in_the field; sell productsinthe market; -fetch
water; dry and prepare the food; and do other household
tasks which take hours to complete".

3. Other participants may not see the need to understand or
talk about WID because they are College educated aril have
gone through awareness raising in the USA"_or "because they
don't know enough about the country or don't want to impose
their values." These comments are examples_cif the erroneous
assumption that awareness about women's rights -in -the USA is
siMilar to integrating women in the economy and 6dd-cation of
a developing country.

It addition, only by providing this information can- partici-
pants develop the_background and knowledge that Will help
them address the issues of WID in their projects rncl commu-
nities;

4; Because of its _emphasis on information giving; this session
doeS not provide activities to deal with highly emotional
reactions that some. participants have when the term "women
in development" is introduced. Again; because of automatic
associations people make with past experiences, some partic-
ipants have strong reactions, either positive or negative;
to the term; In both cases, these reactions are basically
irrational in nature and hinder people's abilities to "hear"
and accept information and new data. it has been our choice
to emphasize the rational aspects of the issue of women in
deVelopment. The trainer willhave-to_fifid hia/her:own way
of_dealing with the "irrational aspects that the_concept
triggers in many personi".--patielce; information-giving, -non=
defensiveness, and asking people to wait until all sessions
are completed May be helpful strategies;

Specific strategies which were also helpful were the
following:

a; Emphasizing the complimentary or system nature of the
family in a subsistence society and thus; the importance
of focusing on the woman; as a major component of that
family.

b. Emphasizing the "temporary" nature of the term -women in
development." _Seeitig "Women in_development. as a tem?o-
rary s,Aategy to increase everybody's awareness of the
impact of women's role iri_development. When this aware-
ness is reachedithere will be no need to con;:inde
focusing on "women" vis a via other "persons" in the
community.
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t. Differentiating between women in a developed country and
women in a developing country: their needs; problems*
roles; contributions; others.

d. Identifying men and host country persons who were sup-
portive of the concept and the term and using them as
providers of information; examples; and anecdotes.

e. Postponing addressing issues raised With negativism and
hostility,until major parts of the information are pro-
vided. Clarifying that the intent of training is not to
change personal attitudes, but to ask that people look
at their attitudes; study the information provided, and
assess the impact of chose attitudes on their future
Work. The concern is future work, not abstract values
or personal feelings.

; There is adangerinthis session of causing_negative_reac-
tions in participants to the concept of WID by_"overkill"
(trying to "convert- people to_an_ide&or_providing too much
information which is overwhelbing). The best stance would
be to provide enough information to raise_questionsinthe
participants' minds and let them come to their own conclu-
sions in the course of the following sessions.

6. Guidelines for Country Specific Information on Women in the
Development ProCeSS, for use in Step #8.__The information
Could be presented to trainees in the form of a handout.

I. Basic demographic data:

a. % of population by sex
b; % of education by sex; for different level Z_ Of

illiteracy (mcle Va. female; urban vs. rural)_

c. % of economically active; official -and unofficial
d; % of family heads by sex; urban and rural areas
e. % of children per faMily and population growth rate
f. % of men and women participation in major economic

activities _

g. Salaries paid to men and women in major economic
activities; i.e.-tobacco industry. men: 3

leopiras; women! 2.5 lempiras
h. Pet-cent 6; '...Omenworkingin "homebound" activities

Ve...SUS ourside the home activities
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II. Principal roles and functions performed by men and
women in the country (Agriculture; industry; family;

informal activities)

III; Major opportunities and barriers traditionally faced by
women

_a. Legal: divorce and .marriage codes; property
rights; family and children_support; iifaer-
itance_; infidelity- and criminal laws, e.g.,
Male (husband, father, or brother) can kill
the Wife if she is "unfaithful" and will
not be prosecuted.

b. Iducational: ,1neral education, vocational;pri-
marysecondary and college levels, i;e;;
Unofficially, women are not permitted to
enter 2 out of the 3 agricultural institu7
tions in the country;

t; Religious and social traditions, customs, expecta-
tions, others; i;e; Patrilineal or matrilocal
society?

d Economic: Credit, land ownership, other; i.e.,
Credit to farmers is limited to land
guarantee; generally, women do not own
land

e. Palititiel: Participation or lack of participation
in political processes, i.e., Lack of
women's participation in the most important
decision waking body at the community
level

IV. Major changes occurring that benefit women (Identify
socio-economic classes affected);

Changes in restrictive legal codes; suffrage; edutz
tional opporturr:ties; political participation; job
opportunities; others

For more detailed lesson plan ideas, and sources of information,
seeThird_WorldWowenLUnderstanding Their Role in Development,
Office of Programming and Training Coordinationi_September
1981, A Core Curriculum Resource Material, and the Women and
Development resources listed in the biblicgrapily of this wanual.
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Time:-

Overview:

2 hrs, 55 tin.

Activities:

Time:

Introduction
5 Min.'

Grioup Fills
Odt Inventory
26-25 Hih.

ecturette
on Working
tyles
j25 M.

SKILL GROUP III
DEVELOPMENT
SESSION #4; P. 1

WORKING WITH OTHERS: HELPING

. To explore different styles of working with oth,:rs
tne .2onsequenicc of those styles;

2; To co sides how ore's personal; preferred style of
with others may affect on work and how to adapt
wnil necessary;

and assess

working
that style

3. To reflect'on what the Trainer's working style has been
during the training

This session is designed to follow up on the "Helping Skills"
session which is p:.:-7sented in a .7AST or staging, but may be given
independeitly of that session. It is designed to explore a
series e,f work case situations. The participants consider what
they would do in those situations and the possible consequences
cf those actions. A moael of helping ts presented in a brief
lectnre which provir'es a framework for .'iscussion as well.

Introduce the session by linking this_seasion to the prior
sessions that relate to_thetheme of development. In the
first session, a general introduction was given to the theme
of development. The idea Was developed that the goal of
Peace Ccrps mork is to help; others towards'seIf-sufficiency.,
In this sessio we want to explore some of the specific ways
that you we _k */..th people in different situations which -may
help or ':nder that goal. In so doing, we want to (state
the goaib .above) .

Distribute Handout III - 4 - A: Work Style Inventory and ask
participants to go ti rough' it and mark their_ scores on the
scoring sheet. TelI them that after they take the inventory,
We will discuss what it means. i

3. After they have finished,dmoveon_to the following lectur-
ette. The inventory you have just taken presehted'a soles
of situations where you were asked to choosewhichway to
work with the pecige in that situation; In fact, there;is no
hard and fast rule for which is the best way to work with
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and no_situation is exactly like another ,( "for example; even
through one long range goal isself-sufficiency;a situation
may dictate_that we thboae actions thAi would fall in the
directSerVide column in order to attain short term goals)._
As -much as peaSible, we need. to be clear about what the situ-
ation is we are confronting and try to make a conscious
choice about how to act so that we are clear about the.conse-
quences of our choices and how they af wfect the people with

whom we work; The inventory; in general; corresponds co Lhe
"Continuum of Volunteer Helping/Work Styles" (unveil th6 dia-
gram drawn out on a flipchart). Your score corresp-mds to
one of the major work styles (the numbers !La columns 1. 2, 3;

and 4 follow: a = Direct Service; b = Demonstration; c =
Organizing With Others; and d = IUdirect Service) If you

score higher in'one column than in annther it indicates that
you prefer to work in that mode in the sitations described.

Each style is described as folloWS.

Column A: Direct Service

This IA a direct approach in wh ch volunteer mostly does
the work, gets a project organi ed; 27ovides a needed service
Where none exists, and general y takes the initiative for
Making things hapuen. In most instances; this means that the
volunteer takes responsibilit for C:,e action or projec:.. and
that a counterpart may or may not be involved--and_even_f
involved; will look to the vo unteer for action and leaier-
ship.

Column B: Demonstration-

I* this approach or situation the vcilenteec spends most...of

the time demonstreting to otherf; hOw to de, something, but
also spends a lot of time doing it..hiMihertelf. Most often
the responsibility is shared with one or_tvo counterparts.
The work is a combination_of_direct service and training/
demonstrationai_Often With the volunteer sharing some reupoW-
sibilities with a protisin4 local leader or an. assigned
counterpart.

Column C. 01-ganiz-im%Wit-hOthera

In this system, the volunteer encourages:and stimulates prom-
ising counterparts and others in the community; generally--_
aithough nut always--working with_people rather than directly
on projects. (NOTE: Thoughout this_sesaion; we use communi-

ty in its most generic sense--it could be_a school community;
an agriculteral office; or a town or section of a city.) The
focus'is on building leadership and helping a groUp or

7
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organization develop which will continue the work. The pri-
mary work isbehind the scenes using influence, assisting as
a resource in developing alternative solutions which the
people choose or generate themselves, serving in a training
capacity; occasionally'serving as a model in doing work, and
so on.

Column D: Indirect Service:

In this approach, the volunteer responds to a range of situa-
tions and problems raised in volunteer work by helping others
solve their bwn problems;tha volunteer does not direct any
OE the work but concentrates on helping the people define and
refine their perceived need; Help is given only on request,
rarefy initiated by the volunteer. The volunteer may even

;, come and go, leaving the project to do something else and
thus reinforcing the autonomy of the group. The way t)f
volunteer works is primarily clarifying, asking questions;
listening a lot; and facilitating.

.
.

.

These',four styles can be seen as related to_stages in the
development of self-sufficiency. _For example in a beginning
stage, a group may never have worked togetheri_ay_not have
any technical resources, and may not believe that it is pos-
sibleto_make improvements. In such a situation a volunteer
mpy decide that the best way to get_things -moving is to: a)

establish credibility, -b) show- people that:(forexample) a_
fat Tig can be produced, and ,) salvage a bad situation. In

so doing, he may decide to 4 -y do the_ work himself and
show the sceptical that somer' ,4g could be 4one. ,Iti this in-
stance, the volunteer may be using a combination of "direct
service" and "demonstration."

At a later stage of development as a group or p ojedr moves
towards self sufficiency, a volunteer may deci e.that the
best way to help a group ,ove along is to wor ;With only_ the
leader in a community to help with ways to effectively plan
or communicate together. In this instance, the voluntepr
will do nothingwithout a counterpart froe_the_community.
The primary task in this case would be leadership training
and "organizing with others."

r) .

.

In these situations, one must consider the circustances and
theconsequences and address a_critical''question IS one
looking for a short term or a long term result?

In reality, different styles or combinations of styles may be
called for at different times, depending on the circum-
stances, the urgendy of the task; what people are expecting
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Orientation
to quarter
group
discussion
1

Quarter
group
Jiscussion

K 25 Mih.

SKILL GROUP Iii
SESSION # 4 4

of the volunteer; whether_ the project is_at a beginning
stage or a later stage; whether one is addressing a-long
term or_short term- situation, etc. Sometimes, a volunteer
may need to use all four work styles on different days of
the week for the evae project. 41aatever the style, there

are consequences for the way a volunteer works. Let's con-
sider some of those consequences by doing the following
taalc

4; Divide the group into quarters by mixing people.with differ-
ent score preference areas; A way do this is to ask all
people who scored highest in Column A to raise their hands.
They count off by four's; then go to Column B; etc. mixing

deal with groups that do not break evenly into the 4
columns.)

(Written up jr) a flipchart)

.Go back through_the inventory you have just
takeni choose those questions where members of
your group have scored differently.

.Disr.d6S two or three of these situations and for
each one share th reasons that you scored it the
Way y6c ad, including the conditions that were
present that caused you to score it that way.
For example; what people were there; what skills
you have; etc; Try to discover what assumptions
you are: making.

For each situation; discuss and list what the
consequences of your choices may be in terms of
the principle of working towards eventual auton-
omy for the community.

.Be prepared to select one of your cases to_pre-
sent to four other people. You will be asked_to
give the pros and ct:as of each choice to another
group

Ask if there ar, any questions.

5. Quarter groups work oa the tA6k8;



Quarter
groups join
15 Min;

Full Group
Brainstorm
20-30 Min.

SKILL GROUP III
SESSION #4, P. 5

6. Ask the groups of four to join another group of-four and
present one case to the other group. After the rationale is
given for why the choice is made, the other group should ask
questions and critique the_choice:(for example, if one group
decided that in situation #1 the best way to go was _choice

#1, they should be prepared to present a rationale for why
this choice would eventually helpthe people -work towards
autonomy: a rationale might be that you decided to tell the
people what your_approach_to their prOblemmight be because
you are new to the community and you know that you need to
establish ttedibility if you are ever going to be able to
have any influence at all--furthermore; after three years,
it is evident that the people do ,not have the technical
expertise to break through the impasse they are in).

Bring the group together. (a) Ask generallyWhat are some
of the things that came out of your discussion with other
small groups? What things did you agree on? Disagree? (b)

Ask the group to help you fill in the following chart based
upon the things they have discoverud in their_conversations.
(Ask for people to give you ideas randoMly, clarify these
responses and then lsit under the appropriate headings).

What kind of condi-
ti6na should be pres-
ent for me to use
this work style?

What are the ad-
vantages of this
work style?

What are the
disadvantlges?

Direct Service

1. (EXAMple) No 1; Quick payoff 1. Could create
dependency

Demonstration

1. People don't be- 1. Builds 1. People ;cay

neve something credibility think only

is possible. volnteer can
get results.

Organizing With Others

Conditions Advantages Disadvantages

Indirect Service

COnditiOnd Advantages Dies0cantagcu
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Relate
trainer and
in- country
PCV styles to
trainee work
situation
15-20 Min;

Generalize-
Lien§ ITind

application
15 Min;

Review goals
5

Materials:

8. Given what yo
now--

SKILL GROUP YII
SESSION # 4 P. 6

seen :"..n your training program up to

a; What preferred working etyle(s) would you use to
describe some of the volunteers you have taiked to in-
country (if appropriate)? ;list evidence leads you to
this conclusion? (His -ass responses to this coestion for
10'minutes or so, trying to get people to be as specific
as possible about why they deac,...e A volunteer in a
particular way, what situation(6 ikat'_ volunteer may

face, and so on.)

b. What has been the working style of the trainers?

. Given what you_know .v-4,r community and work situa-
tion, what styledo you th'- light 1.:.e most effective,

at least initially?

Now that you have had a chance to see how you would appi:oach
these kinds of questions both by yours7J-Jes andingroups,
What are some of the thiAgs you can say aboutworkingwith_
others in the community that you Olink are true in geraral?
(List responses on flipchart;)

In the specific situation of your wort'? In the commu-
nity experiences you hav had so far in training what
style woz,ld you use?

.We're discuss-1 tnis little above, but how do you_
think you wil L3e to find out what style is the
beet one to use in your volunteer work when you first

start on the job? (Lint '.deas).

. What style is easiest for ?du? Why?

. What style is most diiicult? ilhy?

.What_ changes do you want to rork on over the next

month or iWo that will hO.p broadcu your style range?

Refer back to the- goals of the cession any' check with the
gro:Lp to See co -what degree Ole goals have been met; Tie
this session into Community Organizing and Ag Extension
Skills GroupSession, in which trainees work with farmers.

.Flipchart with session goals on it; (Step I) _

;Handlut III - 4 - A: Working Style Inventory (Step 2)
.Diagtam of_"Contiruum of Volunteer Helping/WorkstIles" On a
flipchart (Step 3)
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.FT:pchart of quarter group discussion task (Step 4)
;Chart on conditions; advantages; and disadtages written on a
flipchart (Step 7).

In Step #4; th2 procedure assumes a roughly even balance be-
tween the 4 columns or typologies -which of curse rarely
happens! If one group (column B for-example) is predomi-
ant; you may put two "B's" in each group, and no "D's."

The task can still be accomplished as stf-zei'--the "B's" may
find they dilfered on particular items; and thy could dis-
cuss wily or they may have agreed on_an item for completely
different reasons; which would also be interesting to share
and discuss.

Another suggestion is to take those who have a high sore in
one column, and a :ext highest score in vlother column thar
is almost as high as the first, and assign:iim/her to a
group needs a B or a C or whatever. gy their scores,
some people could go in two or even three columns--wait
until you get a sense of how the scores break out; and the
assign these people to "needy" areas (i.e., only two real.
"A's" in the group; so assign one whose second highest score
is "A").

2. For more ideas on this session; r-ter to the Role of The
Volunteer in Developm t: A Training 1.1nual.- Office of Pro-
grammin-c; and Trainir CoordinbLion; Peace -.;,rps/Washington;
')ecember. 1981; Core Curricolt,m Resource Materials, pp.

. An alternative_ exercise to Helping Style Inventory
(Step #2) io the "Flectric Fence" exercise tsed in Outward
Bound.

4; This session can be incorported With session #3: pr anizing,
Skill -s (Skill Group VII) and #7: Farmer Learning Styles
Skill Group IV); it desired: The concept of 1-.Aping ties_
into the concept of tranferring responsibility broutt up in
the Organizing Skills Session, and the Learning Style.
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SKILL GROUP IV
AGRICULTURE EXTEASION
SEFISION #1, P. 1

ORIENTATION AND EXTENSION_WORKER-VI-SIT

Time: 8 hrs.

Coals: 1. To practice community analysis skills.

Overview:_

2. To observe Exte.ston Workr-Farme:. interac:iu..

3. To observe extension ech,iiqu,?s and difficulties en iuii-
tered during a day with an Extension Worker;

TaineS Spend a day with loco. rxtension Workers experiencing
extension Work apd Methodology first hand. The trainee will
gcther information, as in any community analysis, and use

clarifying, perception checking skill', in addition
to observing the nowrverba3 ..mmunication of farmers and the
extension agent. Specific extension techniques. arid other
factors related to extension work are focused on for future
discussion in session #2 of this skill group. opportunities
for future community interactions are also researcher;.

Activities:

mime:

(Assign
reang)

1.

Int 2.
10 a.

3.

(DiStribute Handout IV 1 A: Agriculture Extens_lon,
for trainees to read hetore the orientation to tiv-!- exten-
sion Workex Visit.)

State session goals. Make iinkage to earner: community
analysis sessions; that this Extension Worker
Visit is another pore focused type of c-Immn114:xy analysis
using the same Skills to focus specifically on community
farmers and Extension Workeri.

.'sk if any trainee nave hid tith Ilytension
before. Ask them share their thoughts.

4 Ask -11 any clarification is aesded :!rom Handout IV - 1 -
A. Write down any questioits,_but holA of on any answers
(save them for session #2). Ask t:alnees to look for or
find their own answers to thetr questions durin=3:the
visit. Ask trainees to observe the extension techniques
and the difficulties the Extension Worker liati with the job
for diStussion_in_session #2 Reiectiug F 77nenaliringAIN
the Extension Worler Visit.

- o3 -
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Logistici§
20 Mit.

Departure
'nd Daylong

Visit

Materialn:

SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #1, P. 2

5; Clarify logistics of the visit. rAarify appropriat- d: 611-

and behavior guidelines.

Ask if there are any questions. Stress die two -way nature

of the visit. What can trainees offer to the Extension

Workers? Wish trainees a good time. IttrOdnce tasks from
the Technical Components_ that need to be dc,;a (e.g. Cr7.ps

take-home exam questions).

6. Trainees pick up whatever is needed for mee:Is or trans-

port. Depart for visit and spend a day with Extension

Workers.

. Contadt letters to Extension Service Leaders

. Confirmation letters forthevisit.

. Handout IV 1 A: AgrleuII,J:e Extension

.Mone -Or bag lunches for meal

.Vehicles, dri.qers, mney for transportation to and from

Extension Worker P:;sts.

Trainer Notes: 1; The big task for the trainer in this session is to con-

tact-the local extension service ix- arrange the trainees'

visits; his is "*rated in VolUme II, Chapter the

"Preparation Fc is ion Component of Traifting-;

The process sh :ed soon as the trainer
arrives at tIle site. Accordizig to the local sit-

uation, ihe tra:- :on be given as much responsPAIity

as possible, such ud cmtac:ing the Extension Worker-6
themselves and arrangivg the visit; and arranging their

own transport to the Extension Worker's J.-nrk site; Visits

to PCV's at their pos',:s valuable;if training is In-

Country. Aim for a one-to-o%e Extension Worker-Trainee

ratio.

Send lettetsofcopfirmat!on to the F-.0reasion Service.

Leader6 And Workers, confirming the viRits6 inauCug;

Goal3 for the trainee.; as well as wbat the Extension

Worker can get from the vial:.

Logistics; dates:al imes; who's vi sting ;MO;

transport, meals.

-The skills trainees are ing -trttrned in and where
they are going. Characteristi-S w.,.d numbers of the

group.
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SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #?, P. 3

-Sr. -0S5 to see normal day of the
Eion WUZE,J !.:1g interactions with local

the name of a contact_person to whom que..itions
can be addressed it there is any confusion.

3. A brief orientatiou,:o the Visit for the trainees can be
held thc eveAing before departure, or the morning during
breakfast to cover goals and logistics (Step #5).

Clarify logisti-s of the visit;

-Who; 'now many?
When?
Where?
Meals?
FLa.port, drivers; maps.
Mo-cy, gas requirements.

If the trainer arranges the transport.for the trainees it
can a complicated task to draw- up a- drop -off and pick-
up schedule for each trainee, With perhaps procurement of
additional vehicles necessary.

Consider what trainPes caa offer to the Extension Workr-:

Thank you letters
Sharing of technical or other information

4 Prepare official thank you etter:: for the Extension
WorKers' hospitality.

Beside looking for family Weekeac Live-In c:ntacte, the
trainees can also look for exampled of farmer .zzanize-
tions, sites of futur- farm visits, and other oppo
ties for Training Program Community interaction in
future i.,-csions. Check wiih other trainers for tasks that
trainees can work on during the visit (e.g. Crops Take-
Home Exame questions.)

6. Keep the list of auef.tionG from Handout IV 1_- A.: Agri-
cultural Extension for the following session_#2: Reflect-
ing & Generalizing on the Extension Worker Visit.
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SKILL GROUP IV
AGRICULTURE EXTENSION
SESSION #2i P. 1

REFLECTING AND GENERALIZING FROM TIE EXTENSION_WORKERVIS-IT

rime: 2 1/2 hrs.

Goals: 1. To share obsc-vations of the Extension Worker Visit.

Overview:

Activi-ies.

Time:

(Bring
Handout)

IntrocIction
and Linkag

-

To filter the information gathered.

To identify_ extension techniques applicable to the train-
ing area and to the Peace Corps placements.

4. To identify extension difficuties thr.0 will be addressed
in subsequent problem-solving sessions.

5. To identify different roles Extension Workers are asked to

6. To identify ag extension as a two-way communication
process,

This ac '.vity is part of a broad experiential exercise. Th
first experience was the Extension WorkerVisit (Session #1).
This session allows the trainees to reflect and generalize on
chat happened; whi' the applicat'on step will occur in subse-
qient sessions (the acAe-model demonstrations; health demon-
2crationz; farm visits; field day). The trainees share exper-
iences; iu[ormat!-n. techniques; and difficulties cserved cn,
r_he Extens-nn Agent 'Vlsit. Small groups will prepare and pre-
sent activtcien on:

.Extevail; co-Alniques
difficulties

..xtesion Worker roles Traditionai -wroaches to exten-
5-ti.oa are compared to Peace Corps "dialogue" approach to
extension.

I. Usk trinees to bring Handout IV - 1 - Ai AgrItUltUVe-
Extens:':on from the prcv4.ous sessions).

2. Re4iew goals of s4_ssion and 1:;:nk: cf.) prey was session:
Tr inFr stateSi -You b7=ti exce.nce :'wring the Exten-
sion Visicz nose let us -;:ocess the experience;

;;
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SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #2; P. 2

that i-.3; reflect on it and generalize techniques or obser-
vations that will be applicable doing extenfAell -,-ck at
rlur placement

nrientation 3. Stat-t that we will :hcei. small group:. The 'small

to Small group will share .,,ovations made during the Exten-
Group :ion Worker Visit ,: filter the infe)rmation t7,gether.

Discussion & issign or- of the following topcs to each grcap (listed
Pr;Taration of on a flipchart)i
a Presentati--
10 Min. -Extension technl-ues

Difficulties in carrying on extension work
Roles of the Extension Worker

Small Group
discussion &
PreseLtatien
Prevrati6n
3n Min.

State the mall groups will develop a presentation on
tupiL to bc, shared with the large group. Mention

that lecturettes, bra_:nstorming lists; or skitr are possi-
tile for their presentations. State that the group
has thirty minutes to share their experlenc2s and prepare
their presentations; and will have 10-15 talnutes to give
their presentations co the large group.

4; Ask if there are any questionsi before they break into
small groups

5 Small groups share information, filter it,_and prepare
p-esentations of their topic. Trainers and _local E:en-
3icn Workers sit in the small groups to help FA' ..1r

the informa,-ton.

TechniqueF 6. RefOrii:_lare group The first pt.P.rp ( Extension

Group gives niquea) gives their' iJr ten willi:Lzis; 'xi the

Presentation teetainit.18 ten ttliTtS, qur.stiois and co,nmentz., !tom

20 Min. g7-oup tan entertaine4 a.it the ratner faciii-
tatea '.a! brainstorming of a list of exteasin :.-.-;chrOquer
(if the first group did not develop one). SolieV! addi-
tions to the list from the whole group (t.f small group

did develop a list).

Ask he group to clarify each technique on Whether it ta
appropriate or not to their eventu '1 Peac Corps- place-

ment. Ask which techniques could be used -by trairees Sn
the trening program; e.g.; in scale model or method

demons_rations; in. LI Field Day.
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Difficulties
Group
'Presentation
15 Min.

SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #2, P. 3

7. The_second Group (Extension difficulties topic) gives
their presentation. After question. :Ind comments from the
large_ group trainel: statc-., that- ,xtension difficulties
Will be discussed in a la: r, on problem solving
(Session #4: Skill Group N;10.

Roles Group 8. The third Gio,lp (Extension Worker ladles topic) gives their
Presentation presentation or 10 minutes. After questions and comments
a Handout fromthe_laroe gtoup, the trainer distributes Handout IV -
15 Min; 2 - A: ExtelistanWerker_RoIes_and Their. Implications;

Ask the group to compare the Extension Workers jobs with
the functions listed in the handout; and the corresponding
policeman, trader, etc; roIeS listed in the second
column;

Answer
Questions
Handout
IV - 1 -A
10 Min.

Uncover que..71tions from Handoul. IV 1 - A: Agriculture
Extension (from Step #4 of Session #1, Skill Group IV,
Orientation and Extension of Worker Visit). Ask if the
group answered the questions.dnring the Visit; or can now
answer the questions themselves. Share answers to the
question.

Women's 10. Mention the following points:
Issues and
Thank You -Did theExtensionWorkers work with woman (,77 women's
Letters issues in any way? Were women's issues ignored?
10 Min.

-Did you see a need for the Extension Worker on your
visit?

Comparison.
of Traditional
and PC,Approach
;a3 Min.

11_

-Would thank you letters_to the Extension Workers be
an extension techniqUe (courtesy, building relation7
ships)? Share official thank you letters, allowing
trainees to co -sign the Ie%ters.

-Do you think you can use tae agricultural extension
techniques in fut "re trainthg sessions (e.g. Commu-
nity Analysis sessions such as Live-In, scale model
and method demonstrations, healtH ski. is presenta-
tions, field presentations)?

Point out that ag extension is the coming together of many
of the skills developed in training. 0;410.: a brief_precin-

.tatic using flipthartu to conpare tt z "traditional"
apprr:Jch to extension and the Peac:.. Corps' "dialogue"
approad17

-The'PeacsL. Corps philosoi;hy 6! ag_extc,nsinn differs
tram MOE ktension sycitcaw vlrldwide;
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SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #2, P. 4

-Traditional extension systems are characterized by
the following statements:

.Educators teach and_farmers are taught.

.Experts know everything and farmers know
nothing.

.Educatoriexperts are active subjects during
learning and farmers are passive objects.

All recommen- -The _first_ fallacy, of the "traditional" approach to ag
dations are extension is that allrecommendedpractices areibene-
not necessarily ficiaI to farmers; The fact is that experts in cen-
beneficial tral research stations often make recommendations

wi'iout sufficient local data. The result is that
ti? Improved practice does not work under local con-

5.'rmers are -; second fallacy' id that farmers are ignorant; The
not ignorant that farmers may be illiterate; but they

:etheless possess a wealth of experience and tech-
cal knowledge that is crucial to Successful agri-
J;:urs1 innovation.:

Learning is not -':'ht third fallacy is that knowledge can be 'extended'
an activity of to farmers b the extension agent. Tt.facti learning
the trainer is an activity of the learneri not the rainer, and
but of the involves a change in the learner's understanding
learner rather than a passing of knowledge from one persok to

another;

-Traditional extension services breed dependency;
mace Corps extension services foster self- suffi-
ciency. Hence the Peace Corps defines,extension as
two-way communication. The characteristics of the
Peace Corps extension system include:

.Extension is a shared process of inquiry;

.Both extension workers and farmers have knowl-
edge to contribute to joint learning.
.Extension worker and farmers are equany,active
in working to solve problems.

The trainer solicits questions and comments. Point at
to the FARMER LEARNING STYLES session (#7; Skill. Group IV)
for more work With these ideas.

. .



Skia GROUP 11V
SESSION #2) P.

e"

Optional 12; .Distribute Handout IV 2 E:_ Extension) Training-)--an&

DiattibUtiOn 21sIsgue: A New Approach For Tanzania) if:diaired) to

of _Handout give a more detailed presentation of the ideas mentioned

5 Mil. in Step #11.

Meet Goals
10 Min;

Materials:

13; Ask a trainee.to review the goals of the session and

determine if' the group met them;

.Flipchark with gedlaydf session n-(Step #2)

.Flipchart with three ;topics -(Step #3)

.Handout IV - 2 - A: tXtentionex_RoIes and Their
Implir14 7Nn:
QuP#ti ,gib ceom riandout IV - 1 A: Agriculture Extension

of,Session #1) Skill Group IV) "Oriew:ation and
ens:A.oll Worker Visit");

- 2 - B: Extension) Training, and dialogue: A New

Approach For Tanzania; by Dr; James DeVries.

Trainer Notes: 1. Examples of the three topics in step #3 include:

;Techniques: Dialogrei method demonaations) result
demonstration 7;) soCializing:

:Difficulties:. No transport. not enoughgas, asked to
work oute one's specialty, local
leaders'reLastant to change

.Roles: Socializeri_input procurer, professional; down-

home guy/gal.

2. Invite local EXtenSion Wetketa afti trainers to bit in on

the small group diaddagiet, step_#±) and steps 6-10 to
elp filter informatii And provide experiences.

3. the official thank you letters to 77tension Workers

ready for step 10)thanking them for their hospitality)

With copies to the appropriate authorities.

4. Note the maw, pssions from other Skill Groups with

this sensioT sing references to them in both

this and the _one.
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Time: 1 hr. 55 min.

Goals:
rN

Overivew

Activities:

Time:

Introduction
5 Min.

SKILL GROUP IV
AGRICULTURE EXTENSION
SESSION #3; P. 1

REACHING SMALL FARMERS

I. To focus on problemsassociated with providing an exten-
sion service for small-scale farmers.

2. To practice agricultural extension techniques in a role
play.

3; To discuss strategies for helping reduce the risks small
farmers face in obtaining an agricultural livelihood for
themselves.

This session focuses on characteristics of the_farding popula-
tion the Peace Corps strives to serve (i.e.; illiteracy and

scale of farm operation). The session is meant to address
trainee attitudes toward the Peace Corps_goal of- "reaching the

poorest of the poor" as well as practical steps involved in

doing so.

After a brief lecture; a_role_play is enacted between an ex-
tension agent and a small-scale farmer._ Discussion follows._

Links to related sessions in the Agricultural Extension Skill
Group are stressed.

1; State goals; link session to other Ag Extension sessions
stating that these sessions present training methods
appropriate to the learning style of the farming popula-
tions Peace Corps ag extension agents serve.

Refer back to the comparison of traditional and the_Pgate
Corps' approach to extension presented in session #2:

and Generalizing from the Extension Worker Visit
(Skill Group IV; Step 11-12) and say_that we Will zero in
for a more detailed examination of this comparison in this
session.

Lecture 2. Provide a context for a role play by presenting the fol-

25 Min; lowing points is a short lecture.
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SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #3, P.2

Most extension services the world over are not
designed to meet the needs of small scale farmers;

In fact;most extension services operate according to
the Progressive_ Farmer Strategy. This approach to
extension work dictates that total national agricul
turalproduction can best be_stimulated by focusing
efforts to promote productivityraising techniques on
farmers who have:

.large farms
the capital to innovate, and
.the education to grasp the advantages of new ideas
quickly.

By working with progressive farmers first, governments
feel that they make the most efficient use of their lim
ited agricultural extension resources.

Those who following this strategy assume that smallscale
farmers will- observe the results of new practicea when
they are employed on larger_farms and learn how to imple
ment them themselves through informal farmer interaction.

The arguments against the Progressive Farmer Strategy are:

.Immediatebenefitsof changeare_concentrated_in the
hands of farmers who are well off already; this_cre
ates a larger gap in income distribution, as well as
political instability.

By the time innovations have filtered down to small
farmers; markets for new crops or increased yields
have been glutted; prices drop; and start up costs
prove to be too prohibitive for small farmer adop
tion.

.Large farmers have no incentive to pass information
on to small farmersi and there is no certainty that
the information conveyed will be accurate.

In sum, most extension services are not directed at small
scale farmers. At best, they do not meet small farmer
needs;_at_worst; they_contribute directly to the small
farmer's_disadvantaged status. Peace Corpa' development
philosophy dicates that Volunteers work withthe "poorest
of the poor"._ Hence the need_to consider_very explicit
steps in working to meet smallfarmer needs.
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Role Play
25 Min.

Discussion
30 Min.

SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #3, P; 3

Trainer solicits questions_and responses to the lecture
and directs attention to the role play.

3. Divide trainees into groups of 8-10 and have trainees read
the role and development program descriptions.

Observe the role play;

4. Follow the role play with a discussion centered on the
following questions:

-What were Mary's concerns for the upcoming year?

-What innovations did Tia choose to offer to Mary to
entice: her into the HoHoHo program?

-What was Tia's rationale for choosing the innovations
she choose to promote?

-What factors tight argue for the inclusion/exclusion.
Of the remaining innovations that Tia did not feel
were appropriate to Mary's small-scale farming
operation?

Listing risk 5; The key to meeting the needs of small-scale Third World
reduction farmers lies in reducing the risks associated with change.
factors Ask trainees to list risk-reduction factors incorporated
10 Min. in choosing innovations to recommend to Mary in the role

play; A complete list of these factors follows:

-Test results prior to _promotion to ensure that they
are adapted to local conditions;

-Sequence the introduction of innovations so that
changes that are easily assimilated into current
practices are promoted first. Factors influencing
this sequencing include:

. Culture (e.g. diet)
-.Division of labor by sex role_
.Amount of re-training required
. Disruption of establishedcrop_cycles
.Cost (inexpensive innovations include timeliness,
seed selection, spacing)
.Immediacy of results (payback period).

-Promote a 'package' of innovations for more dramatic
results. Note that in order to meet our cost crite-
rion above the package should perhaps not include any

= 95=
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Other
implications

Suttary
10 Min.

SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #3, P. 4

cash inputs. Other limitations of this approach in-
clude being unable_to_isolate the positive and nega-
tive aspects of- individual innovations and the fact

that considerably more research and testing is re-
quired to develop a suitable package for local condi-

tions.

- Halo conservation recommendations regarding yield
estimates, input purchases; and size of trial plots.

-Choose_appropriate.training methods.
ture; adult learning principles -(i.e
to the learning task with experience
and general learning principles (i.e
seeing; doing; talking as opposed to
ing).

-Combine several Of the above-Steps-;

Consider tUl-
.; farmers come
to be tapped);

., advantages of

Just listen-

6. Ask trainees- to conaider the broaderimplicationa of work-

:
ing with_SMAll farmers, some of which were mentioned

briefly in the opening lecture; e.g.;

Equity.
-Small Farmers produce more food per land unit than

large farmers.
-Employment (making life in rural areas more profita-
ble for small farmers Will help to -stew therural-
urban migration pattern prevalent in Muth of the

Third World).

7. Summarize the key points of the session. Make Handout IV

- 3 - B: Extension Guidelines available as an optipual
reading to trainees. _State that the main points of this

session are elaborated on in the handout. Point ahead to

Session #7:_ _FARMER_LEARNING STYLES which is particularly
linked to_this_sesSion, and stress the cross cultural as

Well AS adult learning style aspects of reaching small

farmers.

Materials: .Handout IV - 3 - A: Reaching -Small Farmers (Role Play)

.Handout IV - 3 B: Extension Guidelines (optional).

Trainer Notes: 1; People playing roles should be selected and prepared at

least a day ahead of the session so that they have a_
chance to study choices_ available to them; Handout - 3

B can be made available to trainees role playing Tia.
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SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #3, P. 5

2. Farmer Mary should receive the fellow:cmg special instruc-
tions regarding her role:

-You are wary of crop failurc and may only be Willing
to try a new practice on a small part of your land;

-You want to kit-OW what results you can expect from
adopting a new practice;

-You prefer crops you have grown before;

-You are intezested in anything that will save you
labor;

-You need new practices_that can help you immediate-
ly; not at some later date.

3. Host country trainers posses_the best insight Into Mary's
world_view (e.g. they know WhiCh of the innovations are
suited to the loCal Culture) and Should be enlisted to
play her role.

4. ACCe68 to credit could be another service of Project
Heti-OHO if applicable; in which case it could be added to
Handout IV 3 - A: Reaching- -Small Farmers (Role Play) on
p. 2, under "The Deveiopmnnt Program".

5. An option in this session is to distribute Handout IV - 3
- B: Extension Guidelines to trainees two days before the
session and have them read it before the session. Then
the lecture in step #2; can be shortened considerably or
eliminated altogether; proceeding directly to the r)le
play in step #3. This option would entail_a_longer pro-
cessing of the role play afterwards-(step 4-6) including
clarifying any questions trainees might have on the hand-
out itself. The use of this option depends on the style
of Oe trainer and the group; i.e.; are independent read-
ings of long handouts or lectures preferred?

6. Thi8 session is closely linked conceptually to Skill Group
IV's Session #7: FARMER LEARNING STYLES. (See this ses-
sion's Steps 1 slid 7); Theseltwo sessions could be com-
bined and present d together if needed.
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SCALE MODEL DEMONSTRATIONS

Time: 3 hrs.

SKILL GROUP IV
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION
SESSION #4; P; I

Goals: I. To discuss the purpose of scale models and their use in vari
ous contexts in doing extension work.

Overview_:_

Activities:

2. To review considerations in planning an effective scale model
demo;

3; To plan; construct; and demonstrate the use of scale models
pertinent to trainees' job descriptions.

This session has links to ail sessions devoted to farmer training
methods; The trainer opens the session_with a review of planning
and nses of scale models; e.g. a 3 x 3' relief map of_a village
made of sticks and mud; a small scale grain storage silo made of
bamboo. The trainer may then either demonstrate or_ suggest ways
scale models could be used by trainees in ,their work assignments.
Trainees_break into small_groups; brainstorm ideas for using
scale modelsi choose_an idea and construct it using local materi
als. They can then demonstrate each model's use.

Introduction I. State goals of the session and review (or preview) considera-
10 Min. tions in conducting training sessions with people who are

illiterate and unfamiliar with many conventional Western con
.; cepts (e;g; units and standards of measure);

Lecture 2; Describe how scale models serve as communication aids in the
20 Min: following contexts:

(Training mapping (three dimensional relief features)
Contexts) demonstrating the relationship between a system's parts

replicating to scale a mechanical part that can be
manipulated and used to practice manual skills
planning
promotion of innovations
problem solving-
comparative analysis

(Audience) Note_how scale models can be used with farmers, counterparts, and
children.
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(Planning
Considerations)

Trainer
Demonstration
10 Min;

Construction
of_scale
models
1 ht. 30 Min.

Presentations
45 Min.

Summary
5 Min.

Matori Ls-:-

SKILL GROUP. IV
SESSION #4, P. 2

Raise the following logistical considerations for planning
a scale model demonstration:

-choice of scale (large or small; how small)
choice of materials (cost, availability)
permanent or temporary construction

-rain protection
shade

-accessibility (suitable for audience size)
capable_of being manipulated

-culturally acceptable_(certain colors, or small-scale
replication of human figures may have strong negative
connotations)

3; Trainer demonstrates'use of a scale model or makes spe-
cific suggestions for a scale model applicable to trainee
job description, e.g.,

to demonstrate the interrelationship of a system's
parts and to solve a problem of a set of irrigated
rice paddies that are fashioned out of clay; farmers
are assembled and a discussion ensues about how water
not used by those upstream must be allowed to flow
unimpeded to 'tail-enders' downstream.

4. Trainees break into small groups and planand construct
scale models using_ locally available materials. Trainers
may need to- informally pass among groups as they brain-
storm to help them generate ideas.

5. Trainees reconvene and makebrief_presentations of ways
their models tight be used in field work. Suggestions are
solicited from the large group after each presentation for
improvements or additional uses.

6; Trainer summarizes the session. Point ahead to sessions
in which scale models can be used (in MethodDemonstra-
dons; Field Days; and Health Skill Presentations.)°

.Trainers may choose to-have-clay on hand:because of its value
as a modeling material; Otherwise, trainees should:be-left--
to their own devices in collectiug their materials they need

.For informational purposes, the trainer may wish to locate
before class materials like wood chips; bamboo; thatch; jarsi_s
tini water and branchesi in case trainees request assistance
in locating them.
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SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #4, P. 3

Trainer Notes: 1. The length of the session may vary according to the size
of the group and the number of presentations to be given.

'17

2. It is important_that some feature_of a model canbe_
actively manipulated. This affords an_opportunity for
audience participation in a scale model presentation.
This point should be stressed in the lecture.

3. The prior session on REACHING SMALL FARMERS (Skill Group
IV, Session #3) and later sessions on Method Demonstra-
tions (IV, #6), Field Day Presentations (IV; #8-11); and
Health Skill Presentation, (V, #2) should all referred to
(see Step #6).
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T -i Pr 1 hr.

Overview:

Time:

Introduction
10 Min;

ROle Play
45 Min;

SKILL GROUP IV
AGRICULTURE EXTENSION
SESSION #5, P. 1

1 u rIONS_

1. To diagram the links betweenresearch institutions and
extension services; and farmers

'2; To discuss practical strips involved in setting up a result
demo plot

3. To derive with trainees, plans for a result demo for a
crop grown in their own country'of assignment.

This is the first session of several devoted to farmer train7
ing methods. It precedes other's because of_ the position re -_
sult demos held in the research-extension chain. It should be
scheduled late enough _in training so that_trainees have enough
information at their disposal about one of the crops they_are
studying to actively participate in- planning a demonstration
of improved practices for that crop's

After a brief presentation of the research-extension chain,
the session is conducted as a role play. The trainer assumes
the role of a PCV planning a result demo and proceeds to hold
a dialogue -with trainees while making_choices'asto how the,
demo will be set up and used as a training method;

1; State goals; Diagram rcscarch-extension chain on a black-
board; Discuss the result demonstrations' place in the
research extension chain.

2; Trainer chooses a :;Atable crop chat is grown in country
and enlists trainees' help to planning a result demo by
proceeding through the following steps on the blackboard.

-Brainstorm all recommended practices.

-Discuss the comparative_advantages of demonstrating
individual practices and opt for one approach or the
other (see Section III - 1 of Handout IV- 1:)

The Result Demo Plot As An-Extension Tool-.

V
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SKILL GROUP IV
SESSICN #5; P. 2

-Select practices according to the following
criteria:

.Locally tested

.Affordable

. Profitable

. Shows immediate results

-Choose a suitable demonstration farm and site (see
Section III -2 of Handout IV- 5 1: The Result
Demo Plot As An Extension Tool).

-Have a trainee draw on a blackboard a plan for the
demonstration's layout:

-Discuss supervising the demo; using it as a promo-
tional tool; and in foIlow-up..

Summary 3. Ask a trainee to summarize the key 06ints of the discus-

5 Min; sion and distribute Handout IV-5 - The-Reatilt-Demo-

Plot As An Extension Tool. Ask if a result demonstration
would be Valuable in a Field Day

Materials:

Trainer Notes:

.Blackboard and chalk

.Handout IV - 5 - A: Ite-Reault_DemoTiot As An Extension
Tool

1. Work out with technical trainers the set-up of the garden
Or part of the Livestock program as a Result Demonstra_

This can be referred 1:o in this session; and used
as a extension field trip exercise.
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Time: 1 hr.

GO-S-1-S4-

Overview:

Activities:

Time

SKILL GRO4 IV

AGRICULTURE EXTENSION
SESSION #6; P. 1

METHOD DEMONSTRATIONS

To have trainees observe and participate in an effective
method demonstration.

This session could readily be combined with the session "Re-
sult Demonstrations." Practically speaking; this session is
conducted as a method demonstration of a method demonstration.
One trainer conducts as `well- organized method deco relating to
some aspect of the technical training trainees are receiving.
A second trainer stops action at intervals tocomment on the
training methods used -.by first trainer.

Introduction 1. State the session's goal and describe the session's
5 Min; format.

Demonstration_
20-30 Min. 2. First trainer begins a method demonstration. Second

trainer interrupts action to raise rcints (from Handout IV
- 6 - A: The Use of the Method Demonstration As A Teach-
ing Device) about methods being employed; e.g.;

.Trainer One asks the group: "Can everyone see.and hear
me?" and continues.by saying; "Dile to an expressed intet-
est in fruit tree production and your possible involve-
ment in a reforestation program in your country assign-
went, -we are going to conduct,an experiment on basic tree
planting methods."

;Trainer Two comments: "Trainer One has gotten your
attention_byaskIngTfor_it; and by invoking- your special
interest in the topic at hand..

.Trainer One explains that the tree to be planted has been
selected because it is available and widely grown
locally.

.Trainer Two points out that Trainer One has chosen a
relevant topic.
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SKILL CROUP IV
SESSION #6; P. 2

The method demo proceeds in this manner until the demo is
completed.

Summary 3. After summarizing the technical information conveyed in
5-10 Min. the demonstration; the trainers give a self critique_of

how they felt the method demonstration went. Dtstribute
Handout IV - 6 - A: The Use of The Method Demonstration
As A Teaching Device totrAinees. Abk. if trainees have
seen other examples of Method Demonstrations in the
Training Program by Trainers?

Point ahead to the use of the method demonstration tech-
nique in the Field Day.

Materials: .All materials necessary for conducting the method demo

.Handout VI - 2- A: The Use of the Method Demonstration As A
Teaching Device.

. Trainer Notes: 1. The demonstration should be well-rehearsed by both
trainers.

2. Audience participation in the demonstration should be
stressed.

3. The points to. be brought out by trainer Two (in step #2)
should be picked out from Handout IV - 6 - A in a concise
form well before the session. Examples of other points to

consider:

-Language appropriate to group
-Simple enough topic to be covered in time span of
demonstration

-Had contir.gency%plani e.g. ia case it rained.
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FARMER LEARNING STYLES

Time: 2 hr.

SKILL GROUP IV.
AGRICULTURE EXTENSION
SESSION #7, P. 1

Goals. 1; To generalize on what effect individual learning styles
could have on work with farmers.

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

2. To identify communication tools with which to work with
farmers.

3. To identify the difference between Participative and
Directive Training Styles; and what training styles have
been carried out in training;

This session brings together cross cultural ideas with the the
practical task of communicating_ with farmers. As such; it is
related to all the other Agriculture Extension Skill Group
sessions.

The_trainerstarts this session With_a lecture, though the
lecture is delivered in two contrasting styles; 1) as an
American teacher; 2) as a HCN rural subsistence farmer.

This experience is reflected upon and generalized; after which
the Experiential Model is presented; A handout compares Par-
ticipative and Directive Training Styles; and the trainees
views of the trainer's style are solicited;

Climate 1. Introduce session:, "Have you noticed how people, talk dif-
Setting ferently when they are with different groups of people?
10 Min; Even beyond talking politely to older people,_ortalking

baby talk with babies, one tends to say 'y'all' in the_
Southern USA; or talk with French inflections in French
speaking areas; In a similar way, one can change one's
teaching or training style depending on what group of
people you're with; and also according to what the topic
is; The session is about ways of working with farmers
with different cultural backgrounds than yourself;"

Share goals of the session (on a flipchart).
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SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION 17, P; 2

Ask if any_trainees have had experience with teaching
rural subsistence farmers before. Ask for their general
observations on their experiences.

Split into 2; Ask the group to split into two, separated by a line down
Americans the middle; Label one -half of the group as "Americans',

HCN farmers and the other half as "Host Country Farmers". The trainer
5 Min. presents a lecturette to the group. However, the trainer

should use two radically different styles &king the lec-
ture as she/he strolls around in front of -the group. When
the trainer is in front of the "Americans ", she /he Should
use American slang,__belike a high school or college
teacher, use a podium and a blackboard or flipcharts, Ude
written audio-visual aids, use all available technology;
When the trainer_strolls in front of the HCN group, the
trainer should adopt the mannerisms, speaking style, body
language, etc. of host country rural subsistence farmers;
(For example, Withtrainees_going° to West Africa, the
trainer would speak in parables and proverbs, use a local
language if possible, -could crouch -down on heels While
talking, could use a lot of slapstick, and Arabic
phrases;)

Split style
lecture
45 Min.

3. Touch on the following points in the lecture;

"Cross Cultural Communication With Farmers"

.Differences between English and HC Language colloqui-
alisms. Cite examples of proverbs, parables from
both cultures. (eigi, dealing with food, family,
land, etc.).

.Differences in non-verbal communication, timing of
Verbal exchange, eye contact, touching, body lan-
guage, gestures, interpersonal space.

.Different approaches to Western_scientific notions,
such as measurements (use of body parts -vs. use of
ruler, use of tomato tins to measure volume vs. exact
measuring cups), notions of time, verticalness And_
horizontalness, straight lines and levelness, reading
scientific maps and photographs, interpreting Seale.

.Different training methods; use of technology vs;
lack of it. Storytelling, analogy, proverbs and par-
ables, skits, role plays, song and dance, visual aids
such as models, photos, puppets, drawings, posters,
flannel boards, flash cards, games, puzzles.
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Break
10 Min. 4. Break

SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #7, P. 3

Processing 5. Ask trainees how it felt to be in either side of the
10 Min. lecture.

6. Ask "Have you noticed yourselves explaining a concept or
idea of someone using some words or mannerisms of the per-
son who taught it to you, that is, your teacher, your
mother; etc?" Ask trainees to generalize about this exper-
ience and relate it to their PCV placement.

Techniques 7. Identify with the group some of the training techniques
used in and styled used in this training program. Start with the
training Experiential Model, which many of the sessions and Skill
15 Min. Groups follow.

4; APPLICATION
(What you will do now
'hen you use the skill.)

Distribute &
Read Handout
5 Mtn.

1. EXPERIENCE
(Learning Style
and activity)

3; GENERALIZATION
(What this means in
other situations; at
your Placements; with
other people.)

2. REFLECTION _

(What you learned
about yourself,
your feelings.)

Suggest this as a valuable tool for teaching adults;_as
opposed to lectures. Offer examples of the use of the
Experiential Model in training (e.g., EXTENSION WORKER
VISIT);

Ask if there are any questions. Is The Experiential
Model clear?"

8. Distribute Handout VI - 7 - A: Participative & Directive
Training Styles. Have trainees read it;
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Reflecting
& Generalizi
on the Handout
5 Min.

Sunmary
5 Mi ft.

Materials:

Trainer --NO-tes-:

SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #7, P. 4

9. Mention that this is another_view of a training approach.
That is, a participative trainer treats trainees more as
adults. Ask if there are any reflections or generaliza-
tions from the handout? Bring up session #4: Working

( Skill Group III) for other exam=
pies of styles;

10. In summary; ask what style does the trainer use in these
sessions? Ask if this is good; or Should it be changed?

Ask trainees what they have learned from their experi-
ences in this session?

. Flip chart or blackboard with session goals on it.

. Materials for the style change such as hatS, podium, etc.
(Step 113).

.Flip chart with an Experiential_ Model on it (Step #10).

.Handout VI 7 A: Participative- & Directive Training
Styles-

1. This session relates to other Agriculture Extension Skill
Group sessions such as REACHING SMALL FARMERS ( #3); -SCALP
MODEL DEMONSTRASTIONS (#4), METHOD DEMONSTRATIONS ( #5);
and THE FIELD DAY SESSIONS, as well as the Health Skill
Group V's Session #2 PRACTICAL SKILLS -FOR HEALTH_MAIN
TENANCE. The Development Skill Group's Session #4: WORK-

ING WITH OTHERS: HELPING; and the two sessions-on-NON-
VERBAL COMMUNICATION in Skill Group VI: (#4 and 5).

This can be brought up throughout the session as approprf--
ate.

2. The trainer should practice the_lecture described in Step
2 -3, to make the style changes flow easily. More dramatic
changes Will make the point, clearer. Changes of clothing;
i.e.,_putting on/off a HCN hat or similar physical changes
could also be appropriate.

3. Another option for the lecture in steps 2-3 is to have a
HCN trainer give one style's half of the lecture, while an
American could give the other style. A role reversal (HCN
acting like an American, and vice versa) could be humor-
ous; If two trainers give this lecture; they should prac-
tice the. lecture well.

4. A Learning Style Inventory could be given to trainees to

start off the session if Aesired, to -get at the Learning
Styles of the trainees in more detail. Such an experience
could then be processed and generalized; thus leading into
the Steps on the Experiential Model (step 7).
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SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #7, P. 5

A form of_"Learning Style Inventory" is found in A Train-
ire Ap-p-rnpriate -Community T-echnolso, Fa rallone s

Institute Rural Center and CHP International, January,
1982; Phase 1/Part 2; Session 4, pp. 1-4 and Attachment
1-4/2A;

Resources: .Helping Health Workers Learn by David Werner and Bill Bower;
The Hesperian Foundation, P.O. Box 1692, Palo Alto, CA.
94302, .USA), 1982, Chapters 11-16 and 27.

.Community Health Education In Developing Countries, by Pamd.
Straley_and Vyer Ngoc_Luong, Peace Corpsi I.C.E. (806
Connecticut Ave, NW. Washington, D.0 20526), 1978, Part

.Agricultural-Exten-a-innMa-nual-, by Michael Gibbons, soon to be
published by I.C.E., Peace Corps, Chapter 4: Farmer Train-

Subchapter "Cross Cultural Communication.



Time: 55 Mini

Goals:

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

Introduction.
5 Min.

SKILL GROUP IV
AGRICULTURE EXTENSION.
SESSION #8, P. 1

1. To identify field days as a useful promotional technique
in attracting farmers to an agricultural extension
program.

2. To discuss practical steps in setting up a field day.

'3. To introduce the theme and_planning time-line of the field
day activity conducted in the last, week of training;

Field days are considered farmer training methods; even though
their express focus is promotion rather Than training. This
session should therefore be scheduled in conjunction with
other farmer training sessions. It should also occur with
plenty of time remaining in training so trainees can plan
their individual presentations; invitations can be delivered;
and special food preparations can be made.

The session includes a precentation by the trainer an field
days as promotional devices and the assignment to_trainees of
a field day as a collective training task which they plan and
carry out themselves.

State goals; refer to the Health Skill Group Session #2:
PRACTICAL SKILLS FOR HEALTH MAINTENANCE as a form of a
Field Day; and make links to upcoming aessiols.

Lecture 2. Define a field day as a day-long series of promotional
30 Min. activities centering on a special theme (e.g.; post-

harvest technology).

Point out that because of the_festive; county fair-like
atmosphere of the event; special- preparations need to be
made that would not necessarily -be- incorporated in other
farmer training methods;_e.g., invitations to special
guests and a day-ending feast.
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Assignment
15 Min.

Other logistics to consider:

SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #8; P. 2

clear paths and a well-planned route between demon-
strations

-standing room
shade

-appropriate dress
-transportation

Special considerations in using a field day as a promo-
tional device include:

..The. theme .of .the.day.shouoLld te timely (e.g.; just
after or during harvest) and appropriate to the
audience.

.Size and make-up of the audience may influence the
location of demonstrations or the format for the day
(e.g.; farmers can be routed through stations in
small groups and demonstrations can be presented
several times during the course of the day).

.Field days are excellent opportunities for Counter-
parts to receive recognition in a village.

Ministry supervisors can be invited. (Note that they
may have different needs or interests in being pres-
ent than farmers).

;Exceedingly long presentations are not well-suited to
the field day format; the suggested maximum length is
a half tour.

.Field days form important first impressions; there-
fore planning and greparation should be done With
great care.

.Highly orchestrated events are especially prone to
being_upset by unforseen problems;_contingency_plans
should be made for eventualities like late arrivals
or slow moving groups; field days tend to last longee
than they are meant to.

3. The trainer states the the of the field day to be car-
ried -out in training and reviews the following aspects of
the task to be assigned to trainees:

-Planning and preparation is the trainees' collective
responsibility.
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Summary
5 Min.

SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #8; P.. 3

-Trainers will_provide support by attending planning
meetings and helping trainees choose their topics for
presentations..

-Each trainee is required to take an active role in
making a presentation; collaboration is possible;_6-8
minutes recommended;; two or three trainees may take
on a coordinating role for planning and execution of
the field day; this may take the place of an individ-
ual project;

-Planning and preparation time is incorporated into
the training schedule.

-Trainees and trainers will meet at the -end of the
field_day to evaluate presentations, and the day
overall.

4. The_trainer_summarizes_the field day planning process that
Will take place; Solidit6 And answers any questions.

Trainer Notes: 1; The trainer may wish to display pictures, of past field day
activities he/she has been a part of.

2. If time exists in the schedule; trainees may be allowed to
choose the, theme of the field day; If trainers choose the
theme; the opportunity exists-to meet specific technical
training objectives;

3; A field day generally requires support of the whole train-
ing staff; the trainer responsible for organizing the
event should prepare staff for that responsibility well
ahead of time.

4. Refer to the r or Health Session #2_(Skill Group V) _for
observapions-o how the_group carried off_a simpler_form
-of a Field Day. Emphasize certain strengths or weaknesses
of the group, or adjustments that should be. made, as
necessary.

5; Refer to the Core Curriculum Training Manual The-Role-of
the Volunteer in Development; OPTC, December; 1981; avail-
able from I;C;E;; for notes on the shop; Pages 111-134
contain some ideas similar to seting'up a Field Day;

6. In an overseas setting, this Field Day could take on the
form of a Community Project with the local village, e.g.,
building a grain drying floor.
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Time: 2 hrs.

II'

SKILL GROUP IV
AGRICULTURE EXTENSION
SESSION #9i P. 1

Goal: 1. To make decisions- lated to the design and goals of the
field day.

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

Meeting
2 MS.

2. To assign preparation tasks to trainees.

This session follows initial preparation done -by trainees. It
should be scheduled approximately one week before the actual
field day; .

Trainees run the meeting. Agenda items include a review of
tasks. done to date,'a list of decisions to be made by the
groupi formulation of a task list of things to be done prior
to the field dayi and delegation of responsibilities;

1. Trainees conduct a meeting based on an agenda which they
develop. Trainers may work with palnners as necessary.

In preparation for the meeting trainees should be polled
to see what topics they have worked out with trainers.
Planners can then use the list to aid them in drafting
proposals for group's consideration at the meeting.

Some of the decisions to be made relate to

-routing of guests through the various displays/
presentations;

-sequencing of presentations

- timing and location of meals and refreshments

entertainment

-tasks to be done (e.g. clean-up)

Materials: alackboard and chalk.
.Handout IV - 9 - A: Meetings (optional)
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Trainer Notes:

SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #9, P. 2

1; Trainers should work to ensure the success of this meeting
by posing problem-oriented questi9ns to meeting planners
prior to the meeting itself; 4

2. Trainers may wish to meet with planners after the meeting
to de-brief what occurred.

3. Trainers can share the Result Demonstration; Method Demon-
;trationi and Scale Model lesson plans with planners.

-Planners can then use points from the session plans to
suggest to nther-traiaees-ways-to-prepare-for-their Field
Day presentations.

4; The session fits into a Skill Group VII (Community Orga-
nizing) continuum of skill-building sessions. This con-
tinuum starts with problem solving which leads to Organiz-
ing a Community Meeting, which leads to Organizing a_
Farmers Organization; In this case, the problem to be
solved in this meeting IS "How can we organize ourselves- -
to have a successful field day."

5. The trainer may distribute Handout rv. - 9 - As Meetings-
to trainee-planners before this session as a source of
ideas for the planners.



Timo,: 6 hrs.

Goal:

Overview:-

SKILL GrIOUP IV
AGRICULTURE EXTENSION
SESSION #10, P. 1

YIELD DAY FREPARATION

To provide time in the training sehedule for last minute tasks
related to the field day;

The session should be_achedulad,st_eleide-to-the field -day
0-eatable; preferably thedaybefore. Trainees work individ-
daily and in groups to gather materials, Clear Up logistical
`problems and practice presentations in front of others.

Time:

Unstructured 1. Traineed design this day to meet their awn needs;
6 Hrs. Trainers should be available for consultation; It is

strongly suggested that trainees do a practice run of each
individual presentation in front of another person who can
offer suggestions for improvement,- Field day_planners may
also with to walk through tht field day route-and Observe
prnctice presentations in sequence.

Materials: .Materials need to be arranged by trainees.

Ttainet-lintea: 1. Last minue details often revire some_ form of transporta-
tion. Trainers should ensure that at leaet one vehicle is
available for this purpose;

2; This Session can be combined with Skill Grout2 II'S Session
#8: INDEPENDENT RESEARCH OF I.C.E. EESOURCES if nedee-
sary; or With Independent Work Time blocks it the
Schedule;

Resources:

3. Planning techniques presented in Skill Group VII's Session
#4: PROBLEM SOLVING should be used to good effect by
trainees in this session. The'trainer can circulate and
give positive reinforcement to trainees who are planning
well for the Field Day.

.Handout IV - 6 -A: The_Use-of-the-Method Demonstration As a
Tedching_Device
.Handout IV - 5 - A: The Result_Demo-Flot-AS An Ettension
Tool
.Handout IV - 3 B: Extension Guidelines
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Time: All Dgy

Goals:

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

Field Day
6 Hrs.

FIELD DAY

SKILL GROUP IV
AGRICULTURE EXTENSION
SESSION #11, P. 1

s.

1. To provide ttaidees_with the opportunity to demonstrate
the skills and'knowledge they have acquired during the
course of the training.

2. To bring formal training activities to a close.

This session is thelast,fortal training session and should be
scheduled within a day or two of- departure.- The day_includes
a welcome for guests, a series of presentations, a closure _

meeting (including thanks. and reference to follow-up events)*
evaluation, and a feast/celebration.

Trainee8 present activities they have designed and pre-
pared.

EVAElation 2. Trainer's and trainees meet to evaluate_ the day. Trai
3045 Min. may start with a staff critique Of_their individual pre-

; sentations. (Ideas for criteria of successful demonstra7
tions.can be found in Handout IV - 6 -Aa The Use of the
Method Demonstration_Att_a-TeachingDevice, Handout IV - 5
- AI The Result Demo Plot As_an__Extension-Tool, and Hand-
out IV - 3 - B: Extension Guidelines. The trainee-
planners may give a self-critique also, including how well
they planned for_the Field Day, conducted the planning
meetings, etc. (Refer to Session #4: Problem_Solving- in
Skill GroUp VII_and Handout IV - 9 A: Meetings for
iOad on h-Wo well the planners did.)

The trainers can also give positive and constructive feed-
back to trainees on the Field Day. Handout IV - 11 - A:
Meld Day Check Chart can be distributed to trainees to be
used by trainees and trainers as a field day evaluation
tool;

Feast 3; Training comes to a close with a special meal and celebra-
tion.
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Materials:

Trainer Notes:

SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #11; P. 2

.As identified by planners and trainees for the Field Day.

.Food for the feast

.Handout IV 11 - A: Field Day Gheck-Cbart

1. The Field Day should involve all trainers; circulating
around to the various stations;

2. Optional forms for the Field Day include Community Proj-
ects (involving the community and its members directly);
or the Mini-Workshop suggested in the Core Curriculum
Manual The Role of the Volunteer in Deveiopmenti-ppi
111134.
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SKILL_GROMP__IV
AGRICULTURE EXTENSION
SESSION #12; P. 1

THE EXTENSION, SYSTEM AND INSTITUTION BUILDING

Time: 1 hr. 55 min.

Goalsr To_become oriented to -the HostLCountry Extension System
And'the PCV role in that system.

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

To COneeptdalize.the PCV role in ag extension as both _

working with Stall farmers -and helping improve and build
the Host Government Agency!s institution capability,

,

This session starts with an orientation to the Host Country ---
Agricultural Extention System, with reminders that working
within the system and report writing can help improye the
working of the extension -system.

Trainees hopefully will be able to see the common strand theme
betWeen the Problem-Solving session;. the Organizing a Communi7-
ty Meeting, Organizing a, Farmers' Organization; and this ses"
Sion. That is; that each session-takes the same- skills and
applies them_on_a larger-field inw tiger Way; This is the
culminating Agricultural ExtenSion Session;

Introduction 1. Ask trainees to share What they have Already 'learned'about
and sharing the Host Country's Extension System tbrought Community
information Analysis exercises or the Ektension Worker Visit; etc.
15 n.

State goals of the session and Ve overview.

ExtenSiOn 2. Pzesent In orientation to the Host Country Extension
System System with RCN representatives; Points to he covered:
Lecture
60 Min; -Jargon; abbre*iations; acronyms

-Project description

-System hierarchy

-Peace Corps' role in the system. Where do PCV's fit
in?

-Ideal vs. Real conditions
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Linkage to
Institution
Building
5 Min.

Read Handout
1C Min.

Highlighting
of Institution
Building Skills
15 Min.

'SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #12; P. 2

-Periodic retraining and up-grading of personal
skills? .

3. Make linkage to_Institution Building: "The last two
points mentioned above:_ 'Ideal_vs. real condition% and
'Periodic retraining and up-grading of- personal skills%
bring up the skill of institution building. We usually_
find a gap between real and ideal conditions;_bkit what -is
our response--to bitch about that_gap, o to help the Host
Country Government Agency close the gap Here's a reading
that has some ideas about helping build up Host Country
Institutions."

4. Distribute Handout IV 12 - A: Working WithimtheSys,-
tem. Ask trainees to read the handout.

5. Ask if there are questions on the Handout IV - 12 - A.
Ask trainees to remember back to Handout III__- 2 - B: A
Peace. Corps:Agricultural Extension Worker. "Did_the PCV
work well With the local research station and other gov-
ernment officials?"

6. Highlight 'going through proper channels',- and 'report
writing' as institution-7-building skills, drawing from the
following notes: Ai:-

"Why do we want to work within our host government agency
(HGA) anyway"?

-HGA can provide us with technical support.

Improve existing institution.

Set oonodel for other development programs.

"What happens when you try to work outside the rules and
hierardhies? Has anyone ever_tried to- side -step a lower-_
level official in order to talk directly to a higher level-
offidial With more_clout? What effect did your actions
have on your relationship With the first official? What
are the long and short term effects of working Within the
structure as opposed to working around it?"

"We've mentioned writing reports. What kinds of things.__
would it be useful for you to provide to your superiors?"

"Have you ever recommended a co-worker/assifitant to one of
your superiors? Have you ever written a 4eport of bad
conduct? What are the pros/cons of reporting on co-



Summary
10 Min.

Materials:

Trainer_Nates-:-

SKILL GROUP IV
SESSION #12, P. 3

Workers' working abilities? If you provided your superior
With constructive_ criticism in a report, what effect would
it have? How would you_go about making such as criticism
without being offensive?"

"In summary, it's important to realize that these bureau-
cratic constraints can be used to our advantage, if the_
proper constructive attitude is taken towards_them._ It's
important that we all try and view our extension efftirt6
as directed towards not only farmers and villagers but
also towards the government agencies we're a part Of.
It's only by doing so that we can make thetbdteffective
contribution to the countries in which we live."

7. Ask a trainee to summarize what they learned from this
session.

.Flipcharts on Host Country Extension System; Step #12; e.g ;;
system hierarchy, abbreviations.

.Handout IV - 12 - A: Working Within the System

1. Have host country_ trainers or officials give the_orienta-
tibn to the Host Country Extension System; Step #2.



DISEASES AND AGENTS OF DISEASE

1AAmt- 2 1 2 hrs .

SKILL GROUPV
HEALTH
SESSION #1, P. 1

Goals is To examine the effects of some of the major diseases and
agents of disease which exist in the host country.

Overview:

Time:

Goals
5 Min.

2. To explore the causes; common symptoms, transmission pro-
cesses, and possible prevention strategies for these
diseases.

3. To assess in a cultural context the relationship among
causes of diseases and their logical treatment and preven-
tion.

Trainees are given an opportunity to take a look at some of
the major diseases and agents of disease that are found in
developing countries Particular attention, however, is paid
to the diseases_which are found in the geographical_regions of
the host countries. In addition, the trainees in small groups
explore_the_causes, common symptoms, and possible prevention
strategies for these diseases in a cultural context.

1; Trainer opens this session by summarizing the goals.

2. Gives a brief introduction which focuses on the differ-
ences between diseases in the U.S. and those overseas.

Possible introduction: "All of us at some time or
another, have been exposed to disease. As children, most
of us battled With measles* mumpsi_and chickenpox, not to
mention rumerous sore throats, colds, and_the flu. In
most cases these diseases did not create for us any seri-
ous problems. Why? Wello_one factor_is the_environment
in which these diseases eAist. That is,-_in Aterica most
of us come from a modern, clean, and comfortable situation
in which malnutrition,unsanitary_livingconditions,4h7.
testinal parasites, and other factors which contribute to
the occurrence of disease do not exist; However; in many
environments the situation is much different; In develop-
ing countries where poverty is often widespread and.the
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Presentation
30 Min

Processing
20 Min.

SKILL GROUP V
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conditions described above are common; disease problems
are usually serious. It is implartant for those of us _

planning to work overseas to be knowledgeable abOut the
variety of diseases and agents of disease which exist in
the areas where we will live and_work. Id this way, -we
are better prepared to understand disease, to deal_With
the factors which influence disease occurrence, and to
help others deal with them.

During'the next half hour you will have the opportunity to
see the symptoms and effects of particular diseases which
exist .in the developing world. It would be helpful for
you to_pay particular attention to the interplay of fac-
tors which cause these diseases to exist and spread."

3; Trainees watch Unseen Enemies or Water: The Hazardous
Necessity, the Center for Disease Control sIides, or
locally available overviews of diseases and agents of
disease.

4. Lead a brief discussion about What waspresented. Possible
questions for discussion include:

.In general, how-do you feel about what you saw in the
presentation? Were you surprised, alarmed, horri-
fied? (Encourage trainees to express their fears
concerning the diseases they will be exposed to in
the field);

.In general, what factors would you say contributed to
the occurence of the disease in the presentation.

.With these factors in mindi what kinds of actions/
activities/interventions/strategies might be effec-
tive in preventing the.. diseases presented?

Orientation 5. Explain that during the next step, the trainees will have
to Teams the opportunity to further investigate the above ques-_
5 Mini tions. Divide the training group into teams and explain

the following process:

From the presentation, you should now be fatiliarWith at
least some of the common diseases Which exist in the
developing countries. What are we going to do now is take
a closer look at afew of the diseases which are found in

the geographic region of the host country.

Each team is to select one of the diseases Which is found
in the geographic region of their host country_from
out V - 1 - A: List of Major Diseases and their Geogta0h-
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Atria-Areas of Endemicity. Using the Benson book; "Where
There is No Doctor", and other_avallable reference

:

sources, you -and your team will examine in detail the
disease which you have chosen and discuss the relevant
facts about that disease as a group. Then you are to _

develop as a group, a graphic_illustration ion newsprint)
of the transmission cycle of the disease. This cycle
should include the major causative factors of the disease
and_how it infects human beings. In addition, each group
will decide on possible intervention points in the cycle
where_the_disease transmission process could:be=inter-
rdpted and the disease prevented. Emphasis should be
placed on those actions which volunteers can take to best
ensure that they_Will not contract the particular disease.
Each group shoUld also be prepared to describe how they
arrived_at their transmission cycle and their particular
preventive strategies.

Team Work 6; The trainees work in their teams for 45 minutes.
45 Min.

Break 7. Trainees take a break.
10 Min.

Sharing of 8. Reconvene the group and facilitate a group discussion_of
work on the diseases the groups have chosen. With the transdle-
diseases sion cycles posted in front of the group, ask a spokesper-
20 Min. son from each group to explain the major components of

their group's transmission cycle as well as the points in
the cycle where the group determined it would be appropri-
ate to intervene. Encourage the other groups to comment
and make suggestions. Possible questions to facilitate
discussion include.

.Do you see any similarities in these transmission
cycles? How about the points at -which the transacts-.
sion processes may be interrupted?

.Can we make any generalizations about the_way
diseases are transmitted and the factors that
influence the transmission process?

Summary 9. Focus the group on what they have seen, heard, and done
10 Min. during this session. Facilitate this discussion with the

use of the following questions: (Major points are re-
corded on newsprint.)

.Has what you have seen and heard in the last few
hours given you any further insights into diseases
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and agents of diseaser? (NOTF: Agents of disease
are actually the disease causing organisms wnether

they be a protozoa, amoeba, bacteria, a virus, etc.)

If yes, what kinds of insights? If no, Why do you

think not? Do you feel that these insights will help
you in the field?

1

.From what you already know about conditions in your
host country, how may you best begin to prepare your-
self to avoid contracting a serious communicable
disease during your volunteer tour? What can you do

to begin this process now during training? What are
some of the daily habits which you will need to begin
practicing while living or traveling in developing

countries?

.Handtidt V - A: List of Major Diseases and Their Geo-

graphital-Areat-ofEndemicity.
:Control off- Communicable Disease in_Man by Bendlidn
.The Film -Unseen Enemies or Water The_Hazardous-Netessity
;Center for Disease Control slides; 16 mm projector; slide

projector; newsprint; markers
.Where Is No Doctor, Werner

(NOTE: The film- Unseen Enemies is available from the Shell

Film Library, 1433 Sadler Circle West Dr.iIndianapolis,

Indiana 46239. The_film presents an overview of some of the

major diseases in -the developing world including leprosy,

yaws; Malaria;_schistosoMiasis, filariasis, etc; An alternate

film; Water: The_Hazard Necessity, is available from the

United Nationd Addid-Visual Information Center on -Human

SettleMentd, 2206 East Mall; University of British Columbia
Campus, Vancouver;B;C; Canada V6T 1W5. This film examines

several of the major water-borne tropical diseases and the

economic and social conditions which allow them to flourish;

Slides dealing with arthropod-b-orne encephalitis; diptheria,

rabies; plague; anthrax; desert_fever0_ malaria, leprosy;

rubella; cholera, etc. are available from: Center for Disease

Control; Bureau of Training; Institutional_ Systems Division,

Teaching Resources, Atlanta; 'Georgia, It is recommended that

three or four copies of Beneson's book be available for group

discussion'if each individual volunteer is not given their own

copy;

1. This session is_intended to give the trainees a brief in-

troduction to the kinds_ofdiseases that they may encoun-

ter as volunteers. Experience hns shown that_this is a
primary concern of new PCV's and therefore this session
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comes near the beginning of Basic Health Training; Furth-
er. this session i0 Aleo_intended to be a foundation for
Skill Group V's SeSSied #2 on PRACTICAL SKILLS; The
rationale is that once -the trainees see the major diseases
that exist in the developing world_and also realize that
these diseases can be prevented; they have a good basis
for understanding the importance of acquiring practical
Skills in health maintenance.

Again, trainees should be encouraged to express their
fearsand_Misgivings aboutcoming into contact_With commu-
nicable dideaSes. It shouId_aIso_be_emphaditedthat-these--
diseases can be avoided if one is careful and Adhered to
preventive practices.

3. Start thepreCess_of finding a source of information On
diseases in step #3 early. perhaps during Staff Training.
If films /slides are unobtainable. local medical- people
such as the Petite Corps Medical Office may be able to give
a Iecturette with pictures from text books.

4. Another idea is to start this session with a pretest;
assessing trainees' prior knowledge of the diseases;

Questions should stimulate- trainees' interest in diseases
they may know nothing about. Examples of pre-test ques-
tions are:

I. Mulching: Match the vectors with the appropriate
health problems which follow:

I. Bacteria - B 4; IntertalparaSites
2. Virus - V (living -in the -body) - I
3; Fungus -F 5; External parasites

(living _on the body) E

_Malaria Warts Sores with pea'
_Scabies SYphillis _Amoebic dyientery

II. Tr= or -False

Antibiotics have no effect on illness caused by a
virus:

Poor nutrition can cause burning or numbness of the
feet.

Scorpion stings are rarely dangerous.
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III. Multiple_choice - Circle correct answers.

1. Which of the following is ot an infectious
disease?

A. Athlete's foot
B. Mumps_
C. Earache
D. Goiter
E. Hayfever

2. Cirdlethesteps_women should take to avoid a
vaginal infection;

A. Wear cloth underwear
B. Douch regularly
C. Maintain a proper diet and regular rest
D. Periodically take tetracycline

IV. Essay questions:

A neighbor_dfyoure comes to visit you in the even-

ing._ He_ehoUt you two painful swellings on his leg.

One had briikenopen and is oozing pus. The other_is
large)_And quite hard to the touch, yet your- neigh-

bor asks you for medicine which is not locally

available: What do yOu recommend instead to help
daad your friend's pain and reduce the risk that the

infection might spread?

A test like this could also be given AS a post test

after the last Health Skill Group Session, and could

be used as an evaluation tool.

.Beneson, Abram S. Control of Communidable_Dlseases in Man,

12th edition, 1975, American Publid Health Association, 1015

18th St. NW. Washington, D.C. 20036, available from I.C.E.

.Health Resource Material fiat-Peace COrps_Volunteers,
available from I.C.E.

Werner, David. Where Thete-Isactor, available from
I.C.E.

.Health Education: A Study Unit on Fecal-Borne Diseases aftd-

Parasites- ICE.

.For more ideas and information about this lesson plans, see

the Basic nom- }* Guide (Draft), Office of Program-

ming and Training Coordination, Peace Corps Washington, Core

Curriculum Resource Materials, particularlypp. 80-88. A

final version of this_manual Will be available from I.C.E.
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PRACTICAL SKILLS FOR HEALTH MAINTENANCE

Time: 2 hrs. 55 min.

Goals:

Overview:

1. To determine the reasons for purifying water;_to_practice
purifying water through boiling and the use of chlorine
and the use of iodine.

2. To understand the need to eat foods which are free of
disease causing organisms; to practice cleaning fruits and
vegetables;

3. To examine basic personal hygiene and dental hygiene
guidelines; to practice hygiene with limited water sup-
plies.

4. To understand the reasons for and methods of hygiene d
posal of solid waste and excreta.

5. -To acquire a basic understanding of_immunolog and the
immunizations required to prevent disease while living
overseas.

6. To examine the Peace Corps health kit in relation to its
uses for prevention and cure.

7; To practice utilizing extension techniques in teaching
others practical skills for health maintenance.

In the preceding Health Skills Group Session #1 the trainees
had the opportunity to learn the common diseases and agents,of
disease which exist in the host country. They have also_been
made aware of possible preventive measures to avoid getting
these diseases. This session makes use of a mini-workshop
format to provide the trainees with an opportunit -to practice
a number of practical skills directly related to the preven-
tion of illness and disease, and the maintenance of a positive
health status. More specifically, trainees will learn more
about_and/or practice purifying water,_using medicines to deal
With disease, basicpersonal and dental hygiene practices with
limited water supplies, basic information concerning solid
waste and excreta disposal, and basic information about immu-
nology and the immunizations required to prevent disease liv-
ing overseas; This session can be related to Ag Extension
session such as Method Demonstrations and Field Day, and per-
haps be incorporated with them.
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Activities:

Time:

Linkage_ 1. Mention that in the previous session the trainees learned
and_goals about some of the diseases in the host country as well as
10 Min; ways of preventing these diseases. Ekplain_that_during

this session we will focus on some practical guidelines
and skills concerning personal hygiene -and health_prac-_
tides while in the host country. Outline the goals of the

session on newsprint.

Orientation
to mini-
workshops
10 Min.

Explain that the goals will be accomplished through the
use of a Mini-workshop format:

The training group will be divided into six groups, and
each of _these groups will begin the session by participat-
ing in different mini-workshops which will be conducted at
six different locations Or stations in the training site.
For example; one group is assigned to a kitdhen fat a_
presentation on purifying wateri_another group meets_in a
classroom for a presentation on how and_Why to_use the
medicines in their Peace Corps health kits, and another
group meets outside_for a presentation on solid waste and

excreta disposal. (NOTE: Add or substitute areas that
would be more appropriate for the training group).

The initial mini- workshop sessions are conducted by a
trainer or resource person whose role is to:

the_gOals of the mini-workshop in terms of
learning and practicing a practical skill as well as
teaching it to others.

.Facilitate a short five minutes discussion of how the
skill area relates to health maintenance, and ask
trainees what information /guidelines -they require_in
order to develop the particular skill as well as be
able to teach the skill to others.

.Provide the trainees with guidelinda in the form of
handouts and written information; an actual demon-
stration which involves them; or Aak_questionsvhich
help them decide hoW beat to approach the skill
area.

.EncoUrage trainees to practice the skills (as in

bailing water and cleaning vegetables) or formulate
and put into action a strategy for dealing with the
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area (as in how to dispose of garbage in a safe and
practical way).

.Offer guidance if requested; draw attention to mis-
takes, ask the group to suggest other approaChes for
accomplishing the task;

The trainer also eXplains that after these_ initial presen-
tations '(approximately twenty minutes) each group Will_
rotate and go -on -to the next station. However, depending
on the size of the_training group, one or two people from
each grOup Will_volunteer to remain at -the station in
order toleake the presentation they hadjust been part of,
to the next group. In this way, everyone in the training
group Will have made at least one presentation before hav-
ing completed all six stations. (HUM_ Trainees should
be made aware that they may have to give a second presen-
tation, but only after all the trainees have made at least
one.) Then, after the volunteers have made their presenta-
tion they join the group to Whom the presentation was made
and continue through the rest of the stations.

Mini- Trainees participate in the mini-workshops. Handouts are dis
Workshops tributedi and a trainer at each post organizes the presenta-
2 Hrs. tions.

Break Trainees take a break.
10 Min.

Discussion The group reconvenes and the trainer facilitates a discussion
of mini- of the session by focusing on the following questions:
workshops
15 Min. .How do the practical skills you have learned and

practiced today relate to the maintenance of a posi-
tive health status?

.Are there additional skills you feel would be help-
ful, that were not covered today? How might you go
about acquiring those skit's? Where could you find
the technical information and/or guidelines?

.How does knowing these skills help you be a_role
model for positive health practices in:the host coun-
try? Is'aimply_incorporating these skills_in your
own life_enourh? Or are there situations in which
you could be a more active "teacher",_facilitating
local people to learn these and/or other skills?
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.What did you learn from today's experiences that
relates to Ag Extension Methods and Adult Learning?

Closure 6. Draw the Seitaion_to a close by reemphasizing the need to

10 Min. maximize_preVehtiVe measures as a way maintaining a posi-
tive health status; Mention that the next session will
introduce an additional tool for maintaining a positive
health status--sound nutrition habits.

Materials! .Handout V - 2 - A: Mini-Workshops (Summary of Needed
Materials)

.Handout V - 2 - B: Guidelines for Purifying Water
;Handout V - 2 - C: Basic Guidelines for Personal and Dental

Health
:Handout V - 2 D: Basic Information Concerning; Solid- -Waste

and_Excreta Disposal_ _

;Handout V - 2 - Et Guidelines for Assuring FOOda-areGletm
;Handout V == 2 - F: Basitliandout-on-Intaunization

. ;Handout V - 2 - G: Antibody-Creation
.Nd$40print and Markers
.A stove or fire
;A sink or basin
.Fruit and vegetables
..;A pot to boil water
;Soap
.Household bleach
;Baking soda
:2% tincture of iodine
;Toothbrush
;A Peace Corps Medical Kit
;A bucket of water

Trainer Notes: 1; This session can be an_enjoyable_teaching and learning ex-
perience if planned and_organized well. One of your first
concerns_should be to- identify -the six people- who can make
the initial_presedtationS and then oversee the others for
accuracy and the daClifThealth education techniques. One

of theS6 people should have an understanding of how and
Wiy_the_Neditines in the trainee health kit should,be
used. _Antither individual should have some knowledge about
immunology and the immun*zations which PCV's receive
during their Overseas stag.

2 Another concern is gathering the necessary materials to_be
used; A kitchen would be ideal for use of the stove and
sink, however, if these are not avaiIablei_it is suggested
that you get a small Butagas stove_or_possibly_bnild_a
fire outside; You'll also need a bkain0 household bleach,
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2% tincture of iodine, and Some fruit and vegetables for
the presentations on' water purification and cleaning fruit
and vegetables. In addition, soap, baking soda, teeth-
brush, and a bucket of water would be helpful for the Per
email and Dental Hygiene presentation' A summary et mate-
rials and equipment that may be needed for each Mini-Work-
shop follows these Trainers' Notes in Handout V - 2 - A:
Mini - .Workshops: (Summary of Needed_MaterlaIsl.

3. Planning for this session is important. Those making the
initial- presentations should be encouraged to make use of
appropriate health education tools such as: flipcharts,
demonstrations, flannelgraphs,_etc. In addition, it Is
suggested that they dUmmarize key points fiuch as an intro-::.
duction/ratioeale for the presentation, ways in which the
practical skill may be communicated -to othersi.ways to en-\
courage local involvement, etc. This Will serve as_an ex
ample for the trainees Who volunteer to:make succeeding
presentations.

4. It would be helpful to stress to the prgeenters that al-
though the information presented is basic, it is neverthe-
less important for personal health maintenance. As much
practical "hands on" experience as possible should be in-
corporated and emphasized.

5. The presenters should be discouraged from preaching to the
trainees. Instead they should be encouraged to work with
the other trainees in developing the skill as well as how
to communicate it to others. This is especially important
for areas such -as Personal_smd Dental Health. The guide-
lines are net intended to be hard and fast rules to fol-
low, -but suggestions as to how to maintain -good personal
and dental health. Therefore they should be communicated
as such.

6. An important point to be made is that trainees *Ott rea-
lize that their health in the host country depends a_ great
deal on their ability to take care of themselves rather
than becoming ill and having to be take care of

7. This session offers rich responsibilities for integration
and cross-referencing with other sessions, e.g. Agricel.=-
tural Extension Skill Group IV Session; #6 METHOD DEMON
STRATIONS4 Session- #7 ADULT LEARNING AND TEACHING, Session
#8-11 FIELD DAY SESSION, Community Analysis Skill Grodp
II, #8 INDEPENDENT RESEARCH 07 ICE RESOURCES. This see-
sion,and the ones abeve can be incorporated and presented
together.
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Resources: .Peace Corps Host-Countrrollealthcliandbook.

.Werner, Where There is No-Doctor, pp, 131-148

.Health Resource Material for Peace-Corps-Volunteers, ICE

.Health Education: A Study Unit on Feral -Borne _Diseasea and
'ParlutirAta, ICE

.Community-Health Education lessons,

. Health and Sanitation Lessons, 10E

. Health and Sanitation Lessons: Visual Aids, ICE

.

.A Program for Health Education Related to Water, ICE

. Audiovisual Communication Handbook, ICE

. Visual Aids: A Guide for Peace Corps Volunteers, ICE

.Hilton,_ David.
Available from Learning Center, MAP International, P.O. Box
50, Wheaton, Illinois 60187 i

For additional insights and sources of information, refer to _

the manual from which this lesson plan -was taken. Basic
Health Training Guide (Draft) Office of Programming and Train-
ing Coordination; Peace Corps/Washington, Core Curriculum Re-,
source Materials, pp; 89-106;
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BASIC NUTRITION CONCEPTS

Ti =e: 1 hr. 55 min.

Coals-- . 1. To introduce the concept of "good nutrition".

2; To explore the basic nutritional needs of people.

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

3; To identify the nutritive value of categories of food.

This session will focus on basic nutrition concepts; classifi-
cation of nu ;rients; and the characteristics of_a nutritional
diet. Trainees will examine their peratinal.dating_habits and
daily diets in relation to nutritional needs, And diScuss how
their eating habits may change while living overseas.

Introduction 1. Introduce the session by mentioning that for the most of
5 Min. us "good_nutrition" is not a new concept. We hear and

watch debates -about the use of chemical additives in food;
the dangers of junk and fast foods; and we remember well
our mothers concern -that we "clean up our plates" and "at
least edit a taste of your green vegetables% But despite
the concern about "good nutrition" that we-have been ex-
posed to, how many of us actually pay close. attention to
what We eat? This is an issue that deserves some atten-
tion since our food habits ani diets.Oillchange radically
once we are overseas. And after alli the'-quality of food
which we take into our bodies determines to a great extent
the quality of life we

During this session we are going to examine this area of
"food_And Imcrition" and hopefully begin to make prepara-
tion for maxiaizing our nutritional iitake as PCV's.

Goals
5 Min.

Discussion on
food groups
10 Nth;

2. Summarize the goals of the session listed on newsprint.

3. Introduce -this Step With the follOwing: "In order to bet-
ter understand the concepb_of "good nutrition" and how
this relates to us personally We_aregoing to take a look
at our personal eating habits and daily diets. Firet how-
ever, let's take a look at fotkUin general." Facilitate
discussion around the following questions: (Answers writ-
ten on newsprint).
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.What are nutrients? What are the major nutrients
found in foods?

.What are the important functions of these nutrients?

"We may classify food in terms of the functions of the
nutrients contained in them. For example, meat ccntains
the nutrient; protein. Proteins are important for the re-
pair and building of tissue in our bodies. Therefore;
meat may be considered a body building and repair food.
Similarly, cereals and grains contain the nutrients, car-
bohydrates.. Carbohydrates are primarily concerned with
the use and storage of anergy in our bodies._ Therefore;
cereals and grains can be considered energy foods._ To
illustrate this classification graphically; let's_look at
the following table": (Table is posted on newsprint).

Three Main Food Groups

Group II
(Energy Foods-)

Group III

fruits_and
vegetables

cereals, grains,
starchy roots,
extracted oil;
beer and wine

meat, fish, poultry, eggs
milk, cheese, and yogurt

provide water;
minerals and
vitamins

g

contain high
amounts of
carbohydrates
and/or fats

contain a-high
percentage of protein

24 Hour Diet
Recall
20 Min.

"As you can see; food falls_into one of three groups.
depending_on the major nutrients they contain. Okay you
say, but what does this have to do with me? Well; perhaps
it would be helpful if all of us took about 10 minutes to
recall what we have eaten and drunk in the last twenty-
four hours and piece each of these foods in the group to
which it belongs. Then we'll be able to see what major
nutrients we are getting."

4. Distribute Handout' V 3 - A: Description of the Three_
--Main Food Groups and instruct the trainees_to_recall all

of the foods and drinks they have had in the last_twenty-
four hours and place them in their respective food groups.
Trainees complete 24-hour diet recall.
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Distribute Handout V - 3 - B: Requirements, Tables, and
Lists of Nutrients & Foods and ask trainees to compare
what they have eaten -and drunk during the last 24 hours to
the nutrients and calories that an average person should
get in a day;

Small Group 6. Divide the training group into small groups to discuss
Discussion their individual findings. Possible questions to facili-
20 Min. tate theismall group discussion include:

an which food group did most of what you ate and
drank yesterday fall?

Large Group
Discussion
20 Min.

.Was yesterday a normal day for you in terms of what
you ate? Were;you tired, sluggish, energetic? How
do you explain this?

.Were there_any surprise in what you -found to be the
major nutrients that you got yesterday?

.Where were you deficient? Where were you in sur-
plus?

NOTE: It may be interesting to have each of the groups
plot on a graph where the individual group members
found themselves in terms of being average, above
average, or below average in relation to their
daily nutritional requirements for yesterday.
These graphs could then be compared in the large
group.

7. Reconvene the training group and facilitate group discus-
sion around the following questions:

.What nutrients seemed to appear most in your group's
24 hour diet recalls? Were there many similarities?
Differences?

.In general, how did most of the group members_do?__
Above average? Below? Any graphs for comparison?

.Did this exercise help you at all? How? If not,
what might be more worthwhile to you?

.W0 you see ways-that you might be able to increase
the amount and kinds of nutrients you take in? How?

.Why do you suppose this concern for "good_nutrition"
is especially ieportant far those of us who plan to
live and work overseas?
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.What may be done now, during training, to ensure that
you get the maximum nutritional intake from your

diet?

Summary 8. Wrap up the_Seadion by remarking that: "As we saw from

15 Min. examining the didtd, some of us are getting all the neces-
sary nutrients We need andaome of us are not. The impor-
tint_point hOWeVer, is that we begin_to understand what
nutrients our bodies need to function well, because the
foddri which OJiltdid these nutrients are likely to be much '

differpntthan the ones we are used to eating stateside.
And in order to remain healthy and productive we will_have
to identify these nutritious Iocally-available foods."

Materials= .Newsprint /chalkboard, markers/chaik
;Handout V - 3 - A: Description of the Three Main Food

Groups
;Handout V - 3 - B: Requirements, Tables, and Lists Of

Nutrients and Foods

_Resources: .5eIliffe, Derrick, "The Human Diet" in_Clidld-lhandLtion_in
Developing Countriea,AID, 1969 (available from Superintendent
of Documents, United States Government Printing Office).

.Lappe, Francis Moore, Diet for a-Small-Planet. New York:

Ballantine Books, 1975.

.Werner, David. Where -There-is-No_Doctori_ pp. 107-130

.Nutrition -Handbodk.- Peace Corps Ivory Coast, 1979 (copies

available from ICE)

;Shack, Kathryn, ed. Teaching Nutrition in Developing Coun-
tries- Heals for Millions Foundation 1977 pp; 114-123

.The manual from which this lesson plan was taken: Basic

Health Training Guide (Draft), Office\of Programming and
Training Coordination, Peace Corps/Washington, Core Curricu-
lum Resource Materiald, pp. 107-117, avakilabIe from I.C.E.



line:

Goals:

SKILL GROUP VI
COMMUNIMADAPTATION
SESSION #1, P. 1

. . l II

1 hri 55 mini

1. To become aware of possible discrepancy between one's
self-conception as an American voi Rost Country .

National's views of Americans.

Overview:

Activities:

Time

Introduction
5 Min.

2. To identify personal support stabilizers.

.Used in the past.

.Functional and_non-functional at the training site
and eventual placement.

.Previously unknown that may be at their placements.

This activity starts the trainees thinking and feeling about
how to adapt to another culturei The trainer first touches on
views of Americansi Their stabilizers are explored through a
reading; a skit, and brainstormingi

It is assumed that trainees have already completed the:
Approaching Living in a New Culture: A Workbook forCross _

Cultural Transition;_ put out by OPTC,_ReVised September, 1981.
Future cross cultural adaptation sessions_ involving more_e:r.
plicit practice of adaptation skills are briefy previewed.

1. State goals. Review Work done in Cross Cultural Workbook;
specifically the concept of culture shock.

Brainstorm 2. Ask trainees to brainstorm a list of adjectives that they
10 Mini would describe themselves as Americans to Host Country

Nationals. Record these on a blackboard or flipchart.

Sharing HCN 3. Share pk7econceptions RCN's have of Americans and Peace
Preconceptions Corps Volunteers. Some of the preconceptions should be
15 Min. critical__e.g., All Americans are rich. Americans dance

spastically, etc.
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Processing 4; Ask "How do these_ preconception mzke you feel?" Ask

10 Min. trainees to keep -in hind that they might run into more

.critical attitudes ttwardAmericansoverseas. The

trainer could relate personal experiences as appropriatea.

Relate experiences from the Live-In, if appropriate.

Introduction 5. "Now, let's explore ways you can cheer yourself--up when

to Stabilizers you feel lonely or homesick or under stress". Bring up

15 Min observations you've made of trainees to bring them into

the topic of'stabilizers. For example: _"HeyMary. I saw

you jogging this morning. De you do that everyday?"

Reflection
10 Min.

Skit
15 Min.

Process
Skit
5 Min.

Classify
Stabiliiett
10 Min.

6. Dis;xibute and ask trainees to read handout V-1-A: Per-

sonal Stabilizers. Or these ideas can be presented in a

lecturette.

7; Ask trainees to think badk to times during the past six

months_when_they_experienced stress. What did they -do to

make themselves better at those times? Recall the Cross

Cultutal Workbook Section 3 in which you identified per--

sonal lows on the graph.

8. Ask trainees
List them on

9; Ask trainees
skit.

to share theii stabilizers with each other;

the blackboard or flipcharta.

to look for stabilizers in the following

10; Two trainers mount a skit, showing_tWO PCV's meeting at a

restaurant: One who is still reling-on American stabi-

lizers (imported' beet, imported food,_voiceof America
sports broadcasts, American_music, wearing western
ciothesi_has no HCN ftlendi),_while the other PCV -has

adopted Meal Stabilizers (drinking local beer and_eating

local _food; has a HCN boyigirlfriend, has lots_of HCN

ftiendS, knows a lot about and likes local ausici wearing

local dress, etc).

11. Ask "what different stabilizers did you see for each PCV

in the skit?" Trainer adds them to the lidt of previously

identified stabilizers.

12. Ask trainees to consider which stabilizers listed are

appropriate to use at the training site (circle these).

which wili_be appropriate_at their volunteer site (under-

line these), and which Will not be appropriate (cross

these out). The trainers can add opinions on the appro-

priateness.of the Stabilizers based on their own experi-

ences.
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New 13. Point_out_countxy specific stabilizers that trainees have
Stabilizers not listed on the board, e.g.; chewing kola nuts in West
10 Min. Africa.

Closure 14. Recall session goals. Abk a trainee to summarize the
10 Min; session. The folloWing points could be covered:

Materials:

Trainer Notes:

-Becoming aware of ways I support myself emotionally.

-Seeing new possibilities for maintaining_my own per-
sonal support at my site. Ask if stabilizers can
help trainees during the Live-In. Point forward to
future session in which other community adaptation
skills will be practice saying no, dealing with
ambiguity, non-verbal communication

.Handout V-1-A: Personal Stabilizers

.Props for the role play - bottles of HCN beer can of imported
American beer
HCN music and player
HCN clothing
HCN street food-peanuts, snacks
Bowling bag
American clothing: Boston Red Sox
cap, alligator shirt, 3 ring binder
full of training handouts, etc.

.A groachin Living In a N
Cultural Transition, OM, PC Washington, Revised September,
1981.

1. The two trainers putting on the role should practice this
before the activity, moving quickly through the examples
of different stabilizers:

-beer
-food
-friends
- sports-

- knowledge and appreciation of music
-clothes
-dancing styles (HCN vs. U.S. new wave or
punk style);

4. In step #6, the ideas can be presented by, having trainees
read Handout 1 - A, or the trainer can prepare a lec-
turette based on the main points contained in the handout,
depending on the style of the trainer as well as the
group.
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3. A list of new stabilizers that_may_be found at -the
trainees sites should be identified_by the trainer before
the activity. Th446 country specific stabilizers should
be gleaned &did RPCV'S* HCN'a, etc.

4. By introducing this session as the first cross cultural
adaptation aeSSion, it is assumed that trainees have al-
ready completed the Approachin&_Liv.ing In a new Culture:
A Workbook for Cross Cultural Transition Workbook in a
CREST or CAST. If trainees have not completed the work-
book, allocate five hours of the schedule for trainees to
work through it.

Another activity that could be included before or in con -
junction with this'session is a cross-cultural_SitUlStidn.
If trainees have not experienced them in a CREST or CAST,
Batcheler and Werner's "The Albatross (from.Beyond Expett-
encel_The Education Approach to Cross-Cultural Education:
The Experiment Press, Brattleboro; VT, 1977, pp: 131-136,
or a CAST or CREST manual), or the -game Bafa Bafa (from
Gary Shirts. Simple II, P.O. Box 910, Del Mar, CA 92014)

5. A good time to_Scheddle_this session is right after the
start of the LiVe-In,_ when trainees may be very interested
in personal support skills.

.Cross Cultural Training for Peace Corps Volunteers, OPTC,
PC /Washington, December. 1981; Core Curriculum Resource

materials.

.Beiread-Experlettte,-The_Experiential Approach to Cross
CiatUral-Education. Batchelder and Werner.
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DISCOVERING HOW TO SAY NO

Time: 1 hr. 55 tin.

On.XUL V&

COMMUNITY ADAPTATION
SESSION #2, P; 1

Goals 1. To discover skills you currently possess in saying no and to
expand your repertoire of negative response tactics.

Overview:

Time:

To discuss the personal security_and self-maintenance that
saying no can bring to cross-cultural living, especially in
situations where one can easily feel not in control;

3. To assess the consequences of saying no: in cross-cultural
situations;

Volunteers have often experienced situations where they were un-
able or unwilling to say no, for.example when one is offered
something to eat or drink in a cross-cultural situation and the
food may look health threatening.

People who -are unable to deal effectively with "no-saying" often
end -up feeling powerless and victimized -and, in fact) tend to_
Withdraw from situations Where they might potentially be asked to
do something they don't want to do.

This session deals with the issues that "no-saying" raises and
aims to increase and sharpen people's skills at doing so;

Introduction I; Review session goals and do linkage with prior session on
5 Min; stablizers and ounselling: This_session points out

another important skill in Maintaining- your own stability.
Being able to asy_no is an essential life skill for every-
day living, both in other cultures and at home.

Lecturette 2. Introduce the importance of assessing_situations and
10 Min. determining acceptable and individLally effective ways of

saying no. Key points to make:

-Sometimes, in another culture, it's hard to say no to
people who we perceive as more powerful (more knowl-
edgeable) or to whom we want to relate over a long
time in order to do our work (such as community
people, co-workers, supervisors). Or, we simply do
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not know what to do and to avoid offense we don't

wart to say no

-To be able to say no helps us maintain a_senseof our

own stability. It can keep us from feeling helpless
and "victimized" by the culture.

Knowing we can say no -frees us to engage more active-

ly in everyday life situations.

Examples 3. Ask the group for one or two- examples of situations they

10 Mini have encountered When they either did say no or tried to

say no.

-What kind of situation was it?

-What_tattit(s) did you use to say no (e.g.* humor*
bluntness, evasion; etc.)

-How effective were you?

-What felt good about saying no and what didn't?

-What did you think ihe consequences would be? What

were they?

(These questiohe ehodld be posted on a flipthart or on a

chalkboard or given out as a handout).

i

Brainstorm 4. Mentioned that."you have seen a few situations and the

In-Country variety of ekilld_atid tactics you have used in saying no

Situations so far.2 Let'S.add Sote_more situations to the Iist which

10 Mini you have_not yet encountered* but expect to. Let's list

some of themup."

(Put this on a flipchart)

"Possible In-Country Situations"

Small Role 5. Role Play: Divide the group into small groups of Group

Kays 5-6 people with a heat country staff member or trainer.

40-60 Min. The following role play situationinvolves a volunteer

Peace Corpa trainee playing himiherseIf and a host country

Onion (preferably played by ,a host national trainer). A

volunteer is aelectedfrom_the group. Ask which situation

the participants would be most intereted in working With

from the list of possible no saying situations developed

in steps #3 and #4.
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In managing the role play;_theede_the Situation first.
Thenithe hostcountry_trainer and the trained play_out
the situation (e.g.; Ato Yusuf, you have met Jed; the
volunteer; at a wedding-celebration; you like him and
during dinner offer him the eyeball from the sheep that
provides the main food' for the dinner; it is a great deli-
caoy). trainee is to be him/herself. Physically sep-
arate these two so they are,in front of the small group;
or_in the middle of a fishbowt. Begin the role play. Let
this_go until the issue seems played out. Aek the pro-
cessing questions_in the following order. Make certain
that you ask the last two processing questions as that
will help the two role players "de-role."

6. Process{ no

-What was the no-saying skill and tactic being use?

- How effective was the strategy?

-What possible consequences might result to the volun-
teer? To the HCN?

- How did you (to volunteer) feel?

-How did you (to host national) feel?

A sample role play that you might develop out of the situ-
ations generated in #4 is as follows:

Volunteer: Your_ counterpart had bOrroWed money_from you
for the past three months. You feel taken ad-
vantage of, and are feeling_low on your finan-
cial resources. She got paid yesterday, and
yet here she is asking for another loan.

Host National: Your ministry bureaucracy is a year behind
in your salary payments. An uncle of yours
has just started working in the head office;
so you hope he will rectify this. You really
appreciate the.assistande of the PCV; who
doesn't charge exorbitant interest like money
lenders. The salary payment_you received yeti-
terday has already gone to pay back debts; and
this morning you_have_heard one of your aunts
died, so you need to help_ pay_for the funeral
arrangements. You hope the PCV can help you
one more time.
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Full Group 8. bring the full_grOup togetheri ask people what they
Wrap-up learned from this session. After recording some represen-
2J Min. tative responses, ask for ideas on how_this_could be used

during training? Volunteer service? Ask the group What
has been most important for them in the session.

osure
Min.

irlainer Notes:

Resources:

Ask In what ways will observation skills help in dealing
with, no-saying situations?"

How about information - gathering skins? What are some of
the other skills you have learned in other parts of the
training program which could be of help here?

10. Go back to original goals - check for goal attainment.

AS you discuss- these role plays, -if should be made clear that
we are not looking for a set of do's and don'ts about_saying
no in the culture. The point is that there are all kinds of
possible situations in which one may need to say no; that how
we say no depends on what works effectively for an individual
in a given situation; (e.g., humor may work welI;for,you,but
not me): And that we can learn new ways to say no which may
work better that', others in the culture; and that role plays
can help give people practice at learning these new ways.

.This lesson plan is taken 'from the Core Curriculum Resource
Manual Cross Cultural Training for Peace Corps Volunteers,
OPTC, Peace Corps/Washington, December, 1981, pp. 41-45i
available from I.C.E.



Time: 2 hrs.

Goals:

MIL GROUP VI
commUNIIT ADAPTATION
SESSION #3, P. 1

DEALING WITH AMBIGUITY

I. To identify skills and a range'of_behaviors which can be used
for dealing with ambiguous situations in intercultural set-
tings.

2. To assess skills and expand your repertoire Of Skint' for
dealing with ambiguity.

aver-view: In cross-cultural living, one often finds oneself in situations
where it is difficult to interpret what is going on. One NAy're-
ceive information or data from different sources which is con-
flicting. A situation will arise where there are several possi-
ble choices for action and there appears to be no clear "right"
choice. Dealing with anbiguity is a part of cross-cultural liv-
ing. In many situations bowever, the ambiguity causes people to
become impatient) Irustrated, or angry. This often leads to rash
actions, which one later night regret, or one may sharply with-
draw from acting altogether when faced with ambiguity. If one
realizes that there are a variety of responses which can be used
in ambiguous situations, some more successfully than otheri, and
if one can learn to recognize that thid is a "normal " occurrence
and learn not to react in exaggerated ways in thode Situations,
then it is easier to live cross-culturally; This Sedition pro-
vides trainees with a framework for expanding existing akilli,
and developing new ones; while increasing awareness of the range
of useful responses.

Introduction 1. State the_ goals of the session and fit them within the con-
10 Mini text of the other comnunity_Adaptation "everyday life

skills"; Introduce the rationale of the session, mentioding:

.We do encounter ambiguous situations_ at home, but since
we usually understand more of the tided, we probably can
deal with them more'readily and encounter. fewer ambigu-
ous situations in general;

.Give some examples of ambiguous situation and possible
responses, perhaps drawn from observations of trainees
in the training program.
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Analysis of
Situation
10 Min.

Discussion
in pairs

Large Group
Sharing
10 Min.

Forming
small
groups
5 Min.

SKILL GROUP VI
SESSION #3,' P. 2

.It is_not necessarily important which one we use. but
he4 effectively our behavior works for us in ambiguous

situation_and howl appropriate our present responses
Might be in another culture.

.We now want to give you the opportunity to identify some

of the ways your currently respond to ambiguous

situations.

2. Idatrtict the group to reflect over the past few weeks and to

identify a situation where they had t9 deal with_ ambiguity.

Trainer should provide one example. either use_thd_one listed
below or. more preferablyi one from your recent life in-
country.- Ask them to find at least two situations. For each

situation write down following (for yourself):

Situation HOw=I-dealt_with_it Tactic Used

Acting_Ditector ap-
pointed in office. Old
director has new job at
higher level still gives
Me instructions without
telling Acting Director.

Waited. Ignored
situation; joked
with old director;
finally confronted.

* withdrawal
* humor
* confronta-

tion

Discutwyour findings with someone_ sitting next to you; help

each other (using comaiinication_akillg) to define what kind,

of tactic worked and didn't work.

4. In the full group. Alik_fer examples using the following ques-

tions. Take five or six examples.

=What was the sielition you_dhose, and what made it par-

titoigirly ambiguous for.you?'

-What tactics did you see or use?

Note the range of responses and whatever else_adinte aignifi-

Cant--eapecially note the reasons that situations Were ambig-,

uougs; and the range of tactics used. _Also, you night ask

-what kinds of tactics did nOtwork well for people;

5. "Now that we have a senae_;Of what people commonly use to
deal witfiTambiguous aitddEions. let 4.100k at some situa-.

tions which have_happeied to_people before in crow- cultural

living and see Whitt you might do."
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Distribute handout VI- 3 - A, -Came-- Situation #1 and form the
group into small study-discussion groups of four -or five
people. Instruct the group to read the case StUdy.

SmaII_Group 6; Ask the group to discuss the following questions: (Put ques-Discussion tiona on a chart or hand them out.)
20-30 Min.

-What you Would de in the situation. Haw would you deal
with the ambiguity?

-What might be the consequences of your response?

Are there any particular tactics whiCh you feel will
work better than others in this situation?

Large Group 7. Bring the group back together. Atok for sample responses to
DiscuSeion the questions from different groups. Keep the discussion
10 Min. moving.

=-What kinds of responses did your group come u, mith?

-What might some of the consequences be?

-HOW do you think your response would work at your PCV
placement?

Role plays 8. Ask a member of the group to volunteer to try out a discus-
and sion with the polieciaati_deing one of the responses from the
discussion group discussed in #7 AboVe.

.

30-4G- Min.

Ask an HCN staff member to play the policeman. Instruct the
policeman to do (say) one of the foIloaing:

-Ask to see the PCV's licente. If he/she does not have
one, gently but firmly insist that you need to take him
to the local police station to fill out the proper
forms.

=Tell the PCV that she must pay for the damage to the car
now before she can go.

-Hug the PCV_and laugh a lot, no matter what the PCV_says
(obvieusly finding the language usage of the PCV very
funny Without the PCV knowing it).

-Others appropriate to the culture in which your training
is taking plaet;

training
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9. Discus the role play in the full group with some of the fol-
lowing questions:

-What dei you think was happening between the PCV and the

policeman?

-What was the tactic used by the PCV?

-Did it appear to be successful?

-Ask the PCV how she/he felt in the situation. Ask him/

her if they would respond that Way

-Ask the group how they might handle the situation dif-

ferently. If someone hat' an ihtereToting response let
him/her try it_out in the Same role play: i.e., when

someone says,_"Well, I WeidldhaVe done it differently,"
the trainer then says, "Why don't you try that out."

10. Instruct the HCN politeman to react differently, perhapi

using_dhe of the_other responses. This will provide_a new
Set of problems to react to and will not reinforce the stere-

otype that all HCN policeman are alike. Repeat the role

play.

11. Discuss the second role play using the same questions, or add

questions which seem relevant.

In the discussion of these role plays, we -are not trying to

establish that there is a list of do'i And don'ts which may

be the "right" way to respond in "the culture ":, We are try-

ing to establish that each person hat ways to identify and

respond to ambiguityi and that each person must find_or_adapt

what works best for him/her w0114 try out new ways.

Individual 12. Ask the group -to take a few minutes to develop a personal

writing Plan for dealing with ambiguity by writing down the answers

reflecting to'the following questions:
10 Min.

What responses do I do well now?

I would like to learn to:

Ask the group to reflect on different kinds of_Wayi people

USe to deal with ambiguous situations (e.g., identifidations
of a situation; observation, use Of humor, etd). Ask what

was the most useful thing they learned in this section;

Materials: Handout VI - 3 - A: Case Situatik-J-41
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Traitve-rNot-66-: 1. When doing a quick sharing in large groups (e.g. step_ #4),
do not take one whole report out from one group. Rather;
take a response to one_question from one group; then mo7e to
another group for another response to the same question;
then to another. _Compare_and contrast responses. Ask if any
groups have anything to add to that, question. Then move to
another question and do- the same tiLlg; perhaps starting
first with groups that have not contributed yet.

2. In Procedure #8; #9, #10, and #11 -do the role play once;
then discuss it, then (if youcan)__get someone -else to play
the role of the PCV and redo it. You can do this once, or
as many times as you think will be useful, or that Will
maintain interest within the group. This should be reason
ably fast paced after the first one; with the discussion
focusing on ways in which new role players use to handle the
situation.

The point of this situation (in #8; #9) is not at all tied
to driving, auto_licenses; and so on--rather it is intended
to portray an_ambiguoussituation. If you wish; rewrite the
situation so it is set in your country; and is a situation
that this group of volunteers might actually face when they
finish training.

Examples of ambiguous situations (for step #1; #2) include:

-Everybody is laughing and you don't know why;

-You're in a conflict with a co-worker and three people
tell you to do something: Each piece of advice is dif=
ferent;

- Your landlord has promised to paint the walls in your
house. You have asked him three times. Each time he
smiles and nods profusely andsays yes. The house goes
unpainted.

Examples of responses to ambiguous situations (step #1, #2)
include:

-To laugh and make jokes

To act out in anger

- To gether more information
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-To withdraw

-To wait and see calmly

-To cry and look helpless

-To ask for help

TO suspend the need to know

.This lesson plan is taken from the Core Curriculum Manual Cross
Cultural Training for Peace Corps Volunteers; OPTC; December;
1981, pp. 51=59, available from I.C.E.
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NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION, PART I

Time._ 60 Min.

SKILL GROUP 71
COMMUNITY ADAPTATION
SESSION #4, P. 1

Goads: 1. To identify some patterns of non-verbal communicirion in our
own and the host country culture.

Overview:

Activities:

2: To identify some implications of non-verbs' communication for
cross cultural effectiveness.

3. To develop a workable definition of non- verbal communi
tion.

Fibre is communicated non- verbally about relationships than any
other The "tone" of a communication between people in the
relationship dimension is communicated non - verbally. Messages_
like: like you', 'you frighten_me, 'I'm happy' are communi7
cated more_by facial expressions,_body_language_(posture), proti-
mity, touching,and_eye movement than by words (except for tone_
of voice or inflection Which is similar to anon- verbal message).
As well, the emotional content of a message is usually cOtheiiii-
cated non-verbally; The following exercise is used to dorakin-
strate this and address the goals above; It ia. structured by
opening with a quick fun-like game which is "gyeas lbat I am try-
ing to tell you non-verbaily;" This is ,followed by a discussion
of non-verbal communication, working towards a definition with
the group; Finally; an observation task is structured with two
parts: A) partners make a commitment to observe each other for
a week to gain knowledge of how non - verbal communication works.
with each other; B) and an observation process for considering
how non-verbal communication works in the local community or host
country_ culture is set up. This sessi.za, which is brief, is thet
followed up a week later with the_ opportunity to examine what
people_have learned about non-verbal communication, both with
other Americans and in its host culture.

Climate 1; Open the session by stating -that Ne're going to try a game,
setting the meaning of which we will discover later, trust me." The
game game is structured rather like charades, except that one may
10 Min; not use charade-like signals (such a spelling with the fin-

gers or using word conventions). Ask the group to form
pairs; and -give -each person a message on a piece of paper
(see list below), then tel.?. the group that they have three
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15 Mih.

SKILL GROUP VI
SESSION #4, P. 2

then tell the group that they have three minutes to try to
get the message across without using words. They cannot_

Write, spell, or talk. The trainer keeps track of the time.
After the first three minutes, switch so that the other_per-

Son can try it out also; A sample list ,f messages fellows
(you may add your own but the messagc should include either

an emotion or communicate something about a relationship, as
well as try to give a message about a thing.)

Messages (written out on slips of paper):

."I'm angry because the elephant sat on my lunch."

. "I'm happy because your dog stopped barking."

."I'm frustrated because you never listen to me;

."You can't understand me, and this frightens me."

."I'm surprised atyour youthiU1 appearance."

."I like you and want to be your friend."

."I am week/(and subMissive) and you ire strong and

dominate)'."

."I don't like not being able to talk."

After the non - verbal experience) gather group reactions

which/lead into the goals and ledtdrette below by asking:

-What was that like for you?

-What was easy -about it? (i.e., what part of the message

could you get?)

-WhatWAS diffieUlt (

couldn't you get ?)

at part of the message

Lecturette 3: Share goals of session. Provide overview of the two part

10 Min. non-verbal session as spelled out in overview.

Build a lecturette Out of group experience:

=HOW many of you know about non-verbal communication?

-What is it? Give me some examples.
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SKILL GROUP VI _

SESSION #4, P. 3

=What does non-verbal communication CCoOdnicate?

-Hew aware are you of your own non-verbal messages?

Aspeople_answer these questions, write down the answers on a
flip chart and examine them with the group; At the end,-the
group and the trainer -ahead arrive at a working definition
of non-verbalcommunidation Which they can test out during the
next week with each other and the host_culture; (If the
point shout relationships and enotional content does not come
out, the trainer should probe the group to find out what is
really Going on in non-verbal cOMOdnidatiei;)

Choosing 4. Ask the group to choose up partners for the purpose of
Observation "observing each other" for a one week period in order -to
Partners learn moreabout non-verbal communication; The teak is to
10 Min; "watel each Other" during the week Whenever peal-Able And

notice how the other person uses non-verbal communication.
At the end of a week, the game pairs will meet during Part II
of this seesion; to both provide each other feedback on what
they do and to dra4 some generalizations from the experience
about how people from our culture communicate non-verbally;

Task of 5. Assign everybody an additional teak of obiservacion and note
Observation keeping by asking them to watch what kind of non-verbal con-
10 Min. munication occurs duringthe week with people in the_local

community or host country; Give them a lira of the following.
categories to use in their observations (and explain that
they need not be limited by these categories); As thee to
keep notes for the discussion next week; Categoriee of
observations that can be used for both. tasks
are as follows:

Body language: Posture, use of body

- Proximity: What is the social distance people use; how
cload do they stand, do they touch?

-Facial expression

-Hand gestures

Ask_ if anyone has any additional categories they can think of
right now.

Closure 6. Atk the group if they have any questiona about the tasks.
5 Min; Close by telling them that the session is really -in progress

for the next week and that this is just a beginning. In_the
next part we Will process the experience and discuss what
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latetials:

Trainer Notes:

lesources:

SKILL GROUP VI
SESSION #4; P. 4

they have learned about non-verbal communication from the
experience. Relate this _session to #7: FARMERS LEARNING
STYLES (Skill Group IV; Step #3) for a practical use of non-
verbal communication,

.Messages written out on slips of paper.

.Flipchart

This session relates to the FARMER LEARNING STYLES Session; #7;
Skill Group IV; Bring this out as appropriate;

;This lesson plan is taken from the Core Curriculum Training
Manual eross_Cultural Training for Peace Corps Voluntewmi.
OPTC; Becember; 1981; pp; 58-61; available from I.C.E.



Time: 50 min.

Goal8:

Overview:

Activities:

Overview &
Goals
5 Min;

Partner_
Feedback
10 Mini

Large Group
discussion
15 Min.

SKILL GROUP VI
COMMUNITY ADAPTATION
SESSION #5; P;

NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION, PART rT

See goals in session #4, (Skill Group VI): Non-Verbal
CATION, PART I.

This is essentially a "prooesSihg" Session designed
cuss; generalize; and apply the experience accumulat
trainees in one week of observing non - verbal hehavio
With each other and in the culture of the host count_
format is designed to allow participants- to talk ov
periences; give each other feedback on What they sa
doing, discuss observations of the host thltdre_, a
come working assumptions-generalizations abOt b6w non-verbal
communisation may be similar or different With AM ricans and
ho@t country p( aple. This information can be US- in related
Agricultural Extension Sessions (e.g.. #7: FARM R LEARNING
STYLES).

OMMUNI-

dis-
by the
both

y. The
r their ex-
each other
arrive at

1. To set the climate; ask people_hot4 it_ went in the non-
- verbal observation task; Any funny things happen? Re-
state the goals of the session and give the purpose of the
session as stated above in the overview.

2. Abk the group to form into the SAMe pairs -that have_been
observing each other for the past week and spend a few
minutes telling each other what they observed each other
doing in terms of non- verbal communication during the time.
This should Serve as a way for individuals to gain insight
into how- they use *'ion-verbal processes in ways which they
may not be aware.

3. Bring the group back together- and draw out some generaliza-
tion from the eSperthe of observing each other by asking
the following distossibh questions (list up major points on
a flip chart):

.Did any of you learn anything new about yourselves?
What?
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SKILL GROUP VI
SESSION #5, P. 2

.Is there anything about non verbal communication, :in
general; that you have learned from this dicpetithee.

.Does there seem to be_anything_about the way Americans
use non-verbal communication that we can say in rela-
tion to- use Of proxiMity, use of hands; faciai.expres-
sloes; body language?

Small group 4. Now ask the groOp to form small groups of 4 or 5 and spend

discussion a few minuted discussing what they observed about the host

10 Min. country people's use of non - verbal communication. Small

discussion_ groups of 4 or 5_will allow maximum: "airtime"

(you may wish to keep the full group together as another
option to save time). Ask the group to consider -each area
of observation and list on newsprint or record their find-

ings;

Large group 5; Reed over the Hats (on_ neWeprint) and analyze any trends;

discussion Hold a discussion by asking:
closure
10 Min. Is there_anYthihg you find that is common in the

culture in the way people use non-verbal communica-
tion?

.11-ow might you compare the way the__ people use
hen-Verbal communcation with the way you all do?

.Is there anything about all of this that you can apply
to yOur work es volunteers? Can this help you commu-

nicate with farmers?

Materials: .Flipchart (etep #3)

Trainer Notes: Relate the observations of non-verbal communicationinthiS
session to session #7: FARMER LEARNING STYLES (Skill Group
IV); particularly in this session; step #5.

-ResOurrees-:- This lesson plan is taken from the Core Curriculum.Ttainiftg

Manual Cross Cultural Training--for Peace Corpa-Volunteara;
Mei December; 1981; pp. 67-68, available from I.C.E.



Time: 1 hr.

Coals:

Overview:

Activities:

SKILL GROUP VII
COMMUNITY ORGANIZING
SESSION #1i P. 1

COMMUNICATING SKILLS

I; To identify communication, group maintenance; and task
oriented skills exhibited and observed by trainees.

2. To reflect upon and generalize skills that will be useful
at PC placements.

This session's aim is to learn_about_communicatiOn_skilla. An
emotional topic_of discussion is used to draw out trainees'
behavior related to communication.

By prior arrangement, a_few selected trainees observe the cam -
munication_ during this discussion and take notes for later re-
view and discussion by the group. Use of handouts and-obser-7---7----
vation forms is made as a technique to get the ideas ald defi-
nition across to trainees without lecturing.

Ti mo

Give Handouts 1. (Before the session give Handout VII - 1 - A: Group

toa_few Maintenance Oriented Behavior_ Worksheet _to two trainees,

trainees and Handout VII - 1 - B:_ Task Oriented Behavior-VOrksheet-
to two other trainees. Add give Handout VII - 1 - C:
Observer's__Worksheet to two other trainees. Finally;_give
Handout VII - 1 - D: Task. Oriented-Betiavri-or-GrouOtain-
ten/thee Oriented Behavior to eacli of them. Ask the
trainees to observe the group discussion at the beginning
Of the session, and note when they see any of the behav-
iors' on their worksheet for later sharing with the group.
Clarify any questions the trainees have about the behav-
iors; or what is expected of them.)

Distribute &
read handout
10 Min.

At the start of the session, distribute HandoUt VII - 1 -
E: On U.S. Volunteers and ask trainees to read it.

Group 3. Ask trainees What their reactions are to_thishandout.
Discussion Mention that tit was once given_to a trainee to challenge
15 Min. his joining the Peace Corps Step beck and let group dis-

cussion come out.
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Filling out
Self rating
forms
5 Mih;

Sharing of
ObSeevations
15 MiO.

Reflection
5 Min.

Generalizing
5 Min.

Application
& Summary
5 Min;

Materials:

SKILL GROUP VII
SESSION #1, P. 2

. After the discussion has gone on a while; intervene and
explain that the purpose of Handout VII - 1 - E was to
serve as a discussion starter. State the goals of this
session. Ask that further consideration of the handout be
postponed until after the session. Distribute Handout VII
- 1 F: Communication Skills:__Self Rating Form to
everyone and ask trainees to fill it out. Explain. that
this is a sort of Pre-test, to be used as a_self evalua-
tion form, not a training evaluation. Explain that at
the end of the training (Session #1, Skill Group VIII):
"LAST RITES"; they will have an opportunity to fill out
this self rating form again and see if their self rating
of their communication skills has improved. Collect Hand-
out VII - 1 - F after everyone has filled it out.

5. Distribute Handouts VII - 1 A; VII - / - B; VII_- 1
C, and VII I - D to everyone; State that some trainees
had these before the session and they filled them out
based on their observations of the group. Ask these six
trainees to share their observations of the behaviors with
the group.

6; Pose the qUeStititi, If you all had the discussion to do
over again; how would you improve the communication`:'"

7. Ask if the ideas in Handout VII 1 D are clear to
everyone. Ask if these skills would be useful when work-
ing with RCN's at your PCV placement.

8. In closing; ask that trainees apply the behaviors and
skills brought up in the session in future training ses-
sions and discussions.

aiVe positive reinforcement-to those trainees who exhibited
positive -gtoup_maintenance behwrior; took oriented behavior;
and listening behavior. And thank the six trainees who
observed the group.

;HaridoUt VII - 1 -

.Handout
;Handout
. Handout

VII 1 B:

VII - 1 - C:
VII 1 - D:

.Handout VII - 1 - E:

.Handout VII - 1 - F:4

GrOdO_Maintenance Oriented Behavior
Worksheet ;__

VS-a-Oriented Behavior Worksheet
-Obaervers--WOritght-et

lask_Orieuted_Behavi-oriGroup-
Maim
OnALS_Volunteers_
Communteation_Skills:__Se_lf_RatimgForm
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SKILL_ GROUP VII
SESSION #1, P. 3

Trainer Notes: 1. This session calls for a lot of work before the session

starts, contacting six trainees and getting handouts to

them:

2; Confer with other trainers for possible discussion
Starters (to take the place_of_Handout VII*- I - E: On

U.S. Volunteers). Another Habdout could be substituted,

or another issue that_hAa_dete up in training could be

discussed. For example, discussion topics could be:

-Use of chemical insecticide to control insect pests

is better than non - chemical control methods.
I

- The future castration of the little piglets and goats
by trainees is a needed training activity.

-Slaughtering rabbits, Chickens, pigs, goats, for
Livestock sessions and to do post mortems by trainees

is a worthwhile learning experience.

- Critical incidents between community members and
trainees, e.g., local football players living on the

same dorm floor as trainees and playing loud- music

all the time, or local gays approaching trainees in a

shower.

3. The trainer -may wish to read pp. 164-175 from J.D.

Ingall's A Trainer's.Guide-to_Andragogy for ideas and

background information.
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DECISION-MAKING

Time: 1 hr. 56 min.

SKILL GROUP VII
COMMUNITY ORGANIZING
SESSION #2, P. 1

Cola r 1. TO choose a- type of decision and then make one in a group ,
decision-making process.

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

2; Identify the steps in a decision- waking :process..

This activity builds onthe_preteeding Communications session
#1, in which the group dealt with harmonizing, gate - keeping,
compromising, and other group interaction skills: The
trainees recall previous decisions,'and the characteristics of
those experiences. Through handouts and a small group of
decisionmaking exercises trainees learn about decision-
Making blocks, and different types of decisions available to =

trainees as facilitator's tools, and the different phases Or
Steps involved in'a group,decisionmaking process.

Thetraineesare_asked tc practice decision making in future
training actiVities.

Recalling is Ask trainees to identify what group decisions they_have
prior made already, e.g. how to share information\from the_tok-
decisions munity analysis and Live -In exercises, decision on what to
10 Min. do for the scale model demonstration (IV:4). "What types

of decisions were they?" List types of decisions on aboard
or flip chart. Ask "Did the group go through any steps or

. -phases in making decisions?" Write, down any suggested
phases on a flip chart.

Handout and 2. Distribute Handout VII - 2_-_A: The Decision-Making Pro-
Session Goals tress- and have trainees read it. Share goals of -the sea-
10 Min.- sion. If desired a lecturette could be_ prepared` from the

Handout and the trainer could present the Main points in-
stead of having trainees read them.

2

Poriing small 3. Post a list of issues to be decided; Ask trainees to form
groups and groups of 10-12, and choose a topic from the list that
choosing topic they would like to decide. Ask the group to choose a
and--leader leader, a recorder, etc; Give the leader Handout VII -
10 Min. - B: Observation -Sheet for Decision- Making and Handout

= 167 =
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SKILL GROUP VII
SESSION #2, P. 2

VII - 2 - C: A Group Decision-Making_Model, and_ask them
cr someone in the group to record their obtervations of
the group on the observation sheet._Mentidn that the
groups will have 35 minutes to reach a decision;

The list of issues could include:

-What can we do to help organize the Live-In
activity?

-What T -Shirt design does the group want to commemo-
rate training?

Abk if there are any-questions.

4. Small groups make decisions: Circulate among the_small

decision groups, making observations of the phases in the decision-

40 Mitt making process that the groups are going through.

Distribute 5. Reform large groups. Distribute Handouts VII - 2 - B and

handouts VII - 2 - C to rest of the group. Allow time for trainees

10 Mini to read them.

Sharing of
observations
15 Min.

6. Ask_the group to share decisions made,_and what type of
decision -it was. Ask process ohjervers to sham their
observations of blocks and facilitating roles played in
the group. Trainer adds her/his observations.

Review 7. Ask what phases the group went through. _Do theY_corr&=
phases spond to the phases described in the Handouts?_ Ot to the
10 Min; phases you identified in step 1? (refer to flip 6dAkt

posted with suggested phases).

Review 8. Ask trainees if this session met its_goals. In tlOaing;

.goals summarize the blocks to decision making,. and the -types of

5 Min; decisions available to trainees as extension work toolt.
In subsequent group'activitiesi_the trainees can practice
these facilitating group work_skilld, so that they can
help, groups of farmers reach dedisiont.

Materials: .Flip chart of suggested phases, -step #1.
.Handout VII 2 - A: The BotlAion-Haking_Protes&
.A list of issues to be decided, step #3
.Handout VII - 2 - B: -Obsomtion_Sheet for Decision Making
.Handout VII - 2 - C: -A5-Decision-_Making Model
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SKILL GROUP VII
SESSION #2, P. 3

Trainex_Notes: 1; The "Types of Decision" list at step #1 could include:

Resources:

Appoint a dictator

Majority vote

2/3 majority vcte

-Consens meeting

-Delegating to a committee

-Let everynody de ,-.ode on their own

2. The informat1 A contained in Handout VII - - A: 517s.

Decision-Maki: Process can be presented to trainees
either as a r:7.Jing or a lecturette, depending on the
style of the :-.vainer and the group.

3. Solicit from other trainers topics or issLes that_couldbe,
decided by traiaee. These_topies can be -put on the list
Of issues presented to trainees in Step 43.

The Handouts for this session are from A Trainer's Guide To
Andr o , Revised
Edition, May, 1973; by John D. Ingalls; from U.S. Government
'Printing Office; Washington; D.C. 20402; Stock Number
017- 061 - 00033 -0; (In 1979; the cost was about $4.00). Of
particular interest will be pp; 38-44, and pp. 140-146.
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Time:- 2 hr.

Goals--:-

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

Introduction
5 Min.

Handout
5 Min.

SKILL GROUP VII
COMHUNITY_ORGANIZING
SESSION #3; P. 1

ORGANIZING SKILLS

1. To identify examples of people acting according to their
Personal interest; and of selecting and training leaders;

To practice the skill of identifying a person's Main per-
sonal interest.

3 To identify leadership functioL- J.nd steps in training a
leader while decreasing dependence on the organizer;

4. To draw up a skill transfer timeline.

This session is divided into two parts: the first part ex-
amines personal interest and how you find out what it is.
After a reading; the trainees play-a_ game of asking farmers
What their personal interest is; This game should be fun.

Thedecond_part of the session explores transferring responsi-
bility to local leaders.After a reading; trainees are asked_ to
become aware of the transfer of responsibility going rti in the
training; Then_they draw up a timeline showing when nhey_
would transfer leadership functions to local leaders at their
placements;

1. State goals and review activities of the session.

2. DiStribute Handout VII - 3 - A: -Personal Interest. Ask
trainees to read its

Examples 3; Ask if there are any questions about the handout. ":7::Veof self you ever seen people acting according to their personalinterest interest? Amongst yourselves; on the Live-In "Nov5 Min. we'tc going to practice finding out someone's personal
interest."

171 -
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SKILL GROUP VII
SESSION #3, P. 2

Introduction 4. Introduce the "Personal Intereat Game"; In this gate:we

of Personal put a Ustinguished_panel of extension workers against
Interest typical farmers. The object: Through questions and
Game gUdaada the Oat-tel. determines the personas interest of the

i15 Mih. farmer, e.g.; "Is anyone most interested in getting enough
money to buy a radio?"

Personal
Interest Game
30 Min;

Break
10 Min.

If the panelist guesses the farmers' personal interest the
panelist receives a culturally appropriate prize, e.g., a
kola nuc inWest Africa.

Trainers play farmers and get a- brief description_of their
main personal interest before the _'as ion. Typical
descriptions could be:

"You; Foday Osmaniare interested in being thought of
as a head farmer like your brother in the next 7il-

art

"TOO., Nancy Kee-Pao; wish Tou didn't have to spend
three hours a day getting firewood instead you would
like to devote more time to your crafts that yo.1 sell
to get your children's school fees."

"Isui Miguel Hernandez; are interested in going along
with what the local priest says".

The 'game works by each panelist asking a question in turn.
If a personal interest is guessed, then a new farmutr COMM3
Up to be quizzed. Sitilarly, new tr=inees to be panel
members can be brought in at this time.

If dpproptidt, after trainers have tz)Ie played being the
farmer a few times, trainees can receive the personal
interest description; and try their hand at being a

farmer.

Ask if there are any questions before starting. Solicit

'five trainees to be panelists.

5. Play the "Personal Interest Game".

6. In announcing the break, ask traj,nees to reflect on Hand-
out III - 2 - B: A Peary Corps Fictehradtiworke-r;
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SKILL GROUP VII
SESSION #3, P. 3

Linking 7. Ask how easy it was to determine someone's self interest?
personal Comment on the diversity and number of personal interests
interest to brought up by the game.
transferring
responsibility Ask trainees to remember Handout III 2 - B: A Peace
5 Min. Corps Extension Worker. "Did the PCV in the narrative

identify _farmers' personal interests? What did she do
With this infOrMation?" Bring out that she used personal!
interest AS the motivation and key to transferring respon-
sibility.

List P. Ask trainees what_ leadership roles they expect to fill at
leadership their posts. List these flipchart. (Refer to Hand-
roles and out IV - 2 - A: Extension Worker Roles and Their Implies-
functions tion for Ideas).
10 Min.

Skill
TraTsfer
TiNeIine
i5 Min.

Ask "What leadership functions are involved in each role ?"
List these next to their corresponding role on the flip-
&sart

FiratilY, ask how trainees would transfer their leadership
funcLic:z. to counterparts or local leaders? State that
drawing 1p a skill transfer time is a useful technique.

Agk if r trainer has transferred skills to trainees in
the tral.lihg ptogram.- Share examples or skill transfer
ftot the ;)4,o3ram.

;Undercovez thR following trainer-trainee skill transfer
timeline written on a flipchart. (For a 6 week pro-
gram.)

let week: Trainee: learn about skills and needs of
the group.

2nd week: Energetic trainees help trainer organize
the resource center (or library) lor other
trainees. Trainees help in logistic
arrangements for the Live-L1 and Extension
Worker Visit.

.?rd week: Precocious trainees lead small -group die-
cessions. The fours is to build up heir
skills to the point_ where they can run an
activity on their

4th week: Precocious trainees se e as training
assistants for extension and teh 6Waionc
in which they have expertise (e.g., ealth
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JL \1 LL
SESSION i 3, P. 4

and nutrition). Tasks are handed over to
trainees, e.g.;_planning Community MeetingS
Evaluation Meetings; Field Day, shopping
trips and social events.

5th & 6th week: Trainees lead activities they have volun-
teered for, while trainer fills advisory
role.

10; Ask trainees to draw up a skill transfer timeline_for the
leadership functions listed on the board in step #8.

Summary 11. Check the trainees skill transfer timelines. Share the

15 Min. following graphical representations of skill transfer on

a fiipchart.

Responsibility For Work

Responsibiliity For
Learning

development
V

artier

1 year 2 years

trainee
training.

3 weeks 6 weeks

12. Mention that in addition to "working oneself out_ofa
Job"; the aim of a PCV is to put into practice the taoist
idea of actively doing nothing. That is that the PCV, &
local people can_takeon More responsibility; actively
starts transferring more responsibility to them until the

PCV Might seem to be doing nothing (from an outsiders'
'point_of vise, J). While in truth, the PCV is working hard

ensuring that he/she does not take any responsibility that
could be handled by local people. Refer to the different
helping styles mentioned in session #4: Skill -Group II.

Ask a trainee to summarize what they accomplished in the

session.

Ask a trainee to summarize What they accomplished in the

session.

Distribute Handout VII - : TransferrinELJEtEERII7
ity. For later reading.

- 174 -
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Materials:

Trainer Notes:

bRILL_UROUP VII
SESSION #3, P. 5

.Handout VII - 3 - A: Personal Interest

. Prises for the Personal Interest Game (step #5)

. Descriptions of a farmers' personal interest (given to
trainees before the session).
; Long table for panel of extension workers.
.Flipcharts for leadership roles, functions (step #8)
.Flipchart with skill transfer timeline on it (step #9)
.Flipchart with graphical representation of training/develop-
ment skill transfe.: (step #11)
.Handout - 3 - B: Transferring Responsibility

1. For step #4-5, make up enough appropriate personal inter-
eSt descriptions for typical farmers before the session,
and give them to tale trainers who will be roli playing the
first farmers.

The Personal Interest Caine Can be good entertainment. The
more hams around, the better.

Determine a culturely appropriate prize for the Personal
Interest game.

2. A different way tc place the Personal Interest gaMe IS to
ask each trainee to think of a personalinteregt_that they
obsersred a local farmer to have (from the Community AnAly-
did exercise 'Ave-Ini oz. Extension Worker Visit),' and
Witch is_a reason to farm and a reason for tither adopting
or fietadopt-ng agricultural innovations. After trainees
have all thought of one, have them stand up. The trainer
will then try- to guess all the various kinds of personal
interest she /he rapid-fire fashion. The trainees
are to sit down if the ttaiher mentions .their personal in-
terest. Another trainer or: trainee can -be writing all the
personal interests citedona blatkboatd or flipchart.
The object thus is for the trainer to have eVeryone_sit
down, while the trainees think of different fietionel in-
terests that stump, the trainer; This form -of the "Per-
sonal Interest Game- need take no longer than 20 minutes,
when- the trainer _has gussed all or a majority of the per-
sonal interests (of steps #4-5)i

Adapt the trainer-trainees Skill Transfer graph (the
trainee-trainer graph-step #11) to the number of weeks in
the training pro3ram.

4. This session can be cross refetended to_sessien #4: WORK-
ING WITH (MIER'S; HELPING_ (Skill Group III), since both
talk about _how t-5 work with counterparts and local people.

cThe two sessions ould be combined if necessary.
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Time: 2 hrs.

Overview:

Activities:

Time:

Introductlz:n
10 Min.

Read Handout
10 Min;

COMMUNITY ORGANIZING
SESSION #4; P; 1

PROBLEM SOLVING

1. To identify steps in a problem- solving process; including
task'breakdown; assessing resources; motivation; planning;
implementation; and evaluation.

2. To practice the skill of breaking problems down to spe-
cific realizable tasks.

3; To identify planning techniques.

4; To link personal interest to thL zotivation step of prob-
lem solving;

A Handout on Problem Solving is distributed; after which
trainees split into three groups; addressing problems pre-
sented_in Handouts. The solutions and plans the trainees come
up With are then compared to the model of problem solving pre-
sented_in a Ninnout. The various _steps in the model. are ex-
plained in a dialogue/lecturette fashion. A final handout is
presented as a future reference.

1; Introduce Problem Solving as a methnd of getting things
done; to learn about problem solving break the con=
cept_down into smaller steps; In a similar fashion; when
we address problems we will explore ways to break the
problems down into smaller steps. Ask what problems have
been solved_so fzx in the program. How were they solved?
.Did_it involve planning ? What planning techniques were
used? Get trainees_to share ideas on problem solving.
Refer to problems identified in Skill Group IV's Session
#2: REFLECTING AND GENERALIZING FROM THE EXTENSION WORKER
VISIT (Step # 7).

Distribute Handout VII - 4 - A: Problem Solving and have
trainees read it;

= 177 =
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SKILL GROUP VII
SESSION #4, P. 2

Orientation 3. Ask the group to split into three smaller groups for a_
to the Small problem solving exercise. Ask each group to organize it-
Problem eelf to solve their problem. State that small groups will
Solving have 30 minutes to work with their problet.
Exercise
10 Min. State_that each small group could deal w'.th the following

questions:

Small Group
Work
30 Min

Large Group
Sharing
15 Min.

-What is the problem?
-Why?
- Causes?

- Possible solution?
- How would you implement your solution?

Ask if there are any questions.

Distribute Handout VII - 4 - B to the first group, Handout
VII - 4 - C to the second group, Handout VII - 4 D to
the third group, or choose a problem identified on the
Extension Worker Visit (Session #2, Skill Group IV).

4. Small groups wc.:k vith their problems.

5. Reform large group. Ask small groups to share their
results:

-Problem.
- Analysis (why?)
- Selution.
- Implementation.

Draw out the codmon elements of each small groups'
approach. Ask if_the_differences in the amount of infor-
mation presented in the handouts affected their plans.

Tatik 6. By engaging in dialogue with trainees; clarify etch step
formulation in a problem solving process and make sure they under.stai
step what is involved in esch step.
10 Min.

Steps to 'oe covz:red and related to the trainf,es'_own small
group problem solving approaches aze lettered below:

A. TASK FORMULATION: Perhaps trainees could breAk down
what happewid in joining_Pese Corps and getting to
the training _site. Joining Peace Corps may seem like
a long_coaplicated accomplishment. But let us break
dowa chis big task into small ones and stroll down
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SKILL GROUP VII
SESSION #4, P. 3

memory_lane: What did you do? Possible task formula-
tions include:

;Back before Peace Corps entered_your life you_
wanted to go abroad/make money/help people /quit
your job--A lot of reasons
You thought about different ways of doing those

out info on Peace Corps and other things;
.Found out specifics on programmes.
.Researched the countries.
.Peace Corps sent a packet of tasks.
'.Had times and places and what to do - doctor,
dentist, finger prints.
.Talked_it over With famt:17 and friends, etc.
.Decided what to do.
;Got rid of your apartment and dog and All your
canned beans.
.Took your extra clothes to your parents' house.
';Got shots;
;Plane ticket;
.Visited friends and family;
.Went to staging.

Assessment B. ASSESSMENT OF RESOURCES/ANALYSIS: "How to do an
Step assessment of the resources around that can help you
5 Min. solve a problem?" Use Community Analysis Skills.

Motivation C; MOTIVATION: involves farmers' personal_interest. The
Step Personal Interests or levers Of power in- one West
5 Min; African culture were the following, in the order of

increasing power or ability to move people:

;being right (this is the _least- effective lever of
power)
.flattery
.friendship
.bribery
.begging
.secret society_
.fatily ties (This is the most effective lever of
power)

- 17 9 -
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Planning
Techniques
10 Min.

SKILL GROUP VII
SESSION #4t P. 4

D. PLANNINa: possible techniques include--

Task List, as in

Mak
Illant

ivegies

I

Timeine

the following

Who When Where Resources
Adana E. I Friday, A.M. Behind Seed

School Fertilizer
Hoe
Line
Instruction

-A tiueliae is aimed at providing one with a Jingle
plan of When things should_ be done or accomplished.
Here is an example from a health extension volun-
teer's two week timeline:

-A timeline does not have to be elaborate, and !.'he
level o;! detail will diffc-:' from person to person.
One only finds the ritOt level of detail rfter trying
it a few times.

Contingency-plarkning: This technique allowe one:to
think of alternatives if plans don't proceed as they
are supposed to An example follows:

"I'm going to give.: an essay exam in my eighth grade
Englieh class. So far, the school doesn't have an
adequate supply of paper, not enough for the four
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Last Stepn

Feedbag
5 MI.n;,

Materials

Ji
it

JErainet. Notes:
-.L,

1. Problems more timely and appropriate to the traininepro-

]
gram aihonld be substituted for the problems presentedin
Handouts VII - 4 - B, VII -, 4 - C and VII - 4 - D. .:The
more realistic and here-and-now the problems, the hetter.

SKILL GROUP VII_
SESSION #4, P. 5

pages per student I will need, It is supposed to
come Friday, and tht test is Monday. What if it
doesn't come?"

Contingency plan--

;To a multiple choice test on the one page per stu-
dent paper I already have;

Ask the students to write answers out on their own
paper supply.

Buy the paper myself in the capital city;

.Find out if any other teachers have spare exam
paper."

A contingency plan obiliously does not have to be writ-
ten, although many peop7e find that writing contingen-
cies down helps to sort out ':he ;* '.:ter alternative.

IMPLEMENTATION; EVALUATION: These atepsinvolve carr
rying out the planning teaks along the timeline, with
contingence,. as needed, cons%antly checking if iliings
are turning out as planned;

. Ask trainees' feedback on these problem-solving Ftepa.
Are they clear? Mention future trrIning activi4ies,in
which trainees will be able to use probIemi!olvtng tech-
aiques.

Distribute Hai out VII = 4 IL: Management. State twat
this reading is for future referencei and goes into plan-
ning detail to a much greater extent than this session.

.Flipchart with goals -of session On it -(step 1:
;Flipchart of discussion qndations (step 3)
.Handout VII - 4 A: Problem Solving
.Handout VII - 4 - B: -Patty Peace Cores
.Handout VII - 4 - C: Si-tttat-ion

.Handout VII - 4 - D:

.Flipchart with the task list, timeline, and contingency
planning techniques diagrammed on them (step 6D).
.115.ndout VII - 4 - E: Management

= 181 -
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Resources:

SKILL GROUP VII
SESSION #4i P. 6

A more realistic problem for Task Breakdown could be tidb-

stitdted,for step #60-:L Such problems could be identified

by the Extension difficulties group in session_#2: RE-

FLECTING AND GENERALIZING FROM THE EXTENSION WORKER VISIT/

(Skill Group IV), specifically in step #7.

Parts of this lesson plan were adapted from The-Rale-af_the

Volunteer in Development: A Training-Manua-1; OPTC- Decemberi

1981; Core Curriculum Training Materials, available from
pages 125-134 may give added insight to this session



Time: 1 . 55 min.

Goals:

SKILL. - OUP VII
COMMUNI ORGANIZING
SESSION #5, P. 1

lP.GANIiING FARMERS' ORGANIZATIONS

1. To share eiperiences with farmers' organizaticins.

2. To identify:

.What the Farmer can gain frOm jItning together to
form an organization;

.The steps that lead to the formation of a farmers
organization.

.The roles of a PtV in the skill transfer process.

Overview: This session "uses the panel discussion format to share. ,cperf-

ences with farmers' organizations. Linkage .is made -With:

earlier related sessions, and trainees prior experiences with
farms and organizations are solicited. The sharing,of infor-
Matibh Orally in this session isa change of pace_with other
extension sessions. This can be pointed out to trainees gOing-
to oral.cultures.

Activities:

IntrOdUttOry
LectUrette
15 Mih.

1. Ask trainees to recall earlier sessions #4: PROBLEM SOLV-

ING and #9: FIELD DAY PLANNING MEETING (in Skill GrouP
IV) -Remember that problem-solving involved determinini
the little tasks that are part of the solution and then
organizing people to accomplish the small realizable_
tasks. Organizing a community meeting was just problem
solving on a larger scale, in_which_there was_a big common -

problem that nceded many- people working together to arrive
at a_solution. Hence, the reason for coming together in a
meeting was the big problem.

Well, today we explore a larger form of organizing a farm-
ers meetingorganizing a farmers' organization: The prob-
lems'that were being solved in meetings became recurrent
(e.g.i yearly demands forfertilizer).

Hence, meetings started being held semi7regularly, leading
to the suggestion that the farmers make the_meeting-pro7
cess formal and stda an organization to help solve their
recurrent problems.
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In a nuusnell we nave !U5: u1111111 C11 Luc vc

tween problem solving and organizing meetings to organiz
ing organizations; Any questions?"

State goals of session and give an overview of what will
happen;

I.C.E. 3. Show trainees the I.C.E. publication, p. 5: Cooperative

Cooperatives This packet available from Peace Corps Washington. Stat

Packet that this source offers greater depth and detail on coop

5 MI . eratives than thi3 particular session.

Prior
Experies'
15 Min;

4; Ask trainees to share their prior experiences with fame
organizations (4-H, FFA, Cooperatives) and what they
learned about local organization in the Community Analys
exercises during training.

Introduce 5. oduec the next step, which -is. a panel of trainees an

Panel local people who have organized_ farmers' organizations.
Discussion They will answer- questions on their experiences. State

5 Min. that her are aboutnine_questions which will be posed
the moderator, starting with sharing basic information
about organizations. Then,- there will be a break, befor
opening up to any questions from trainees. Any question
about what is going to happen?

Panel
Discussion
20 Min;

Bteak
10 Min;

Energizer
5 Min;

Panel
Discussion
Continued
35 Min.

6; Moderator asks panel members questions (posted on news-
print)

-What types of organizations did you work with?

-How did the organization you work with get started?
What are the goals of the organization?

-What role do you play in -the organization?

-Descabe the leader(s) of the organization you work
with? How, would you explain your relationship wit.
the leader(s); Are you "developing" the leadership

7; Break. Think of an energizer.

8. Do an energizer.

Panel contiLles answering questions f.-om the lisr
flipchart.

-What did the farmers get out of joining or forming
your organizatirn?
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Summary
5 Min;

Materials:

-How are decision. s in the organiz,!t-lonl
-Who could call a _ ing and who would run it?
-What types -of projects have the organization taken
on? Have- they been successful? Why or why- nit?

-What is the greatest problem you had in working W.rh
the organization?

-Moderator opens the discussion for questions tro the
trainees.

10. Ask a trainee to summarize thepuints that e -Nrought
out about working with farmers organizatiwAs, the con-
nection between problem solving, organizing L7.r_ngs, and
organizing farmers' organizatn

11. In parting; ask trainees "Have wo formed a farmers' orga-
nization here at tha training site?" . . . (of Peace Corps
Trainees and Trainees?)

. Flipchart with session goals.
publication;_ p. 5: Cooperatives

. Flipcharts with questions for the panel on farmers organiza-
tion. (Step #6)

Trainer -Notes: 1. Pick a pleasant place for this panel disr.ussion; perhaps
outside or away from the usual training classroom set-
tiog;

lis discussion affords all staff members a chance to
are their experiences in a common_format and intez-ated
v. Gear stories and comments to thynIst country of the

. sees as much as possible. Pru,,_!rbs tiaditional
spe::ch patterns would be i7:teresting. Impromptu role
plays shy_ be encouraged Get tte list of cvlestions to_
panel mee6ers a day or.twc fore the session, so they can
start thinking of concise answers.

3. Invit:,? local comunity people with relevant experiences to
participate in tits session also;

4. If trainees have relevant experiencesi_incli.de Jtela on _the
panel._ Cer:sinly a- trainee would br able t- be the ,oder-
ator of the panel discussion.

5. If trainees ask for more time to be spent on this topic
(e.g.i their_TAC sheet speciFies workirg primarily with
coops); the last five minutes of step wine could be v--,e_d
to brainstorm remaining questions tuat trainees_wa-x
answered. Then the trainer and experienced trainees could
develop further sessions on farmers' organizations;

6. .4tr7-s that farmers organization can take many forms:

-4-11

-Young farwers clubs

-Women's organizations
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LAST -RITES

Time: 2 hrs.

SKILL GROUP VIII
CLOSURE
SESSION #1, P. 1

Goals: 1. To revi.-w and reflect upon the experiences had by all in
the training p. ram.

-Overview:

Acti vim. ties :

Introduction
10 Min.

Present_
Agenda for
Approval
10

2. To generalize on the experience z-nd indicate different
and/o,.- better ways of training.

TO share higblightS and loW points Of the program.

4. To ,,ay fare-thee-wells.

This is t last extension component session. TraineJs are
asked to ad the session; decide what to do in this session
(Dither- follow or amend a proposed agende), and to remember
back tc" hat they have experienced in the program; reir ex-
pecttions of the training are recalled; and self assessment
forms retaken and compared to earlier ones. The group is
asked tc share their highs and lows to identify the training
strategies used in' the program; and to come up with recommen-
datt,ns on how to do the trairl:';ig ber':er- in the fat ce.

Finally; tL' trainer presents dome parting words; aid a tradi-
tional good-bye ceemony is enacted.

1. Introduce the session as_the 1-st extension component
activity. State goals of the 3essicn.

2. Have the trainees choose a session leader/facilitator.

3. FAtilitator presents an Agenda for Adoption/Amendment by
Coe group.

Possible Agenda

A; (10 snip) KOViOW overall goals of the program and
trainee expectations..

B. (10 min) Fill out Handout VIII 1 - F: Communica-
Lion Skills: SeIf__Ratingjorm,_ compare it
to your already completed form.
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SKILL GROUP VIII
SESSION #1; P, 2

C. (15 Min) Shire highlights and low points of the

program.

D. (13 Min) Identify t - training-strategy Lsed it the

Training P:':.gram.

E. X20 min) How would you do Agricultura ,:tension

Worker Training?

Follow Agenda 4. Follow the "Possible Agenda" or an Amended Agenda proposed

70 Min. by the trainees.

In Step A; the expectations identified in Skill Group I's

Session #1: INTRODUCTION TO TRAINING: AN ICE BREAKER and

Skill Group II's Session #2 SKILL NEEDS AND RESOURCES cart

tr reviewed.

In Step B. Handout VIt_7 1. - F: COmmn-nloon Skills:
Self Rating Form is filled_out again. The criginal forms

filled out in Skill_Group VIItsSession #1: ODMMUNICATION

SKILLS can now be Shared With the trainees.

In Step D, pol.it$T: to be covered include:

.Why- did we preitel1 things so much? (Bring idests;

peelings, skills :0 the level of awareness.)

.Why did we use the experiential model? (Thi, is a

way Third World Farmers can learn.)

haven't we asked you to ca.e a list of notes from
ex:.ension component sessions? (eeLause many farmer

do not learn by note taking. In such oral cultures;

how do farmerr, learn?

Repetition

Dramatizatter (such as role plays;
Story !:Filing; etc.)

A timeline ';howing transferral responsibity co
trainees no on a fiinch:irt cal. be shared ,..tich trainees;

accentual ';y the f-ct that trainees 're cunning this

sessie-- An example of a timeline for six weeks program

is:

1st ,eek: Trairees learn about needs and skills of the

group.
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Trainers
Final Words
10 Min.

Fare -thee -well

ip Min.

Materials:

SKILL GROUP VIII
SESSION #I, P. 3

2nd we-k: Energetic trainees help trainer organize the
resource center (or library) for other
trainees; trainees help arrange transport for
rive -In;

3rd week: Precocious trainees let small group discus-
sions. The main focus is to build up their
skills to the point where the; can run an
activity on their own.

4th week: Prec-..ci,lus trainees serve as r.roining assis-
talits.7or extension and teen sessions in which
they_'-lve exrertise ,7.e.g" health and nutri-
tion). Tasks are hac.3 c: over trainees,_
e.g., planning community mee':gs,
meetings, the Field Day, shol: trips and
soda:. events.

cn & 6th
weeks: itainees lead activities they have volunteered

for, while trainer fills advisory role.

Reshare the graph; charting InccF:asing napability on the
part of ;:rainees (or farmrs` trainer (or PCV)
decreases direct involvement )er a six week (or two_year)
period from Step 11, SeP.cion #3: "Organizing Skills"
(Skill Group VII).

5; Trainer re-assumes lead of the session. Shares what he

she learned ftcA the trainees during the program. The

Etnal c,-.:aining report can be s1.1=,red witt :rainees if
ap3r1priate, as a form of feedback to the trainees on hcu
the have dai'e;

6. Thank t-,ainees wl.o have w3.-kr.td a lot , n the Extension
Component

sk if there's anytaing left u.-isaid that all; )ne in the
grapy wants t express.

8. A rrerlitional send -off or bon_voyage ceremony could be
done. For example, or WestP.frican:,eople, pc)ur4ag a
libation. The trainees may have their own ideas or a

parting ceremony/games. Solic4t them.

.FliPeha'rt t'ith session go:Ils. (Step c)

.Flipchart the Pcssible Agen:a Written on it (Step #3).
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Trainer Notes:

SKILL GROUP VIII
SESSION #1, P. 4

.Flipcharts from Skill Group Its Session #1z INTRODUCTION TO
TRAINING: AN ICE BREAKER and Skill Group II'9 Session #2
SKILL NEEDS AND RESOURCES with trainees' expectations of the
training program on them.
. Handout VII 1 - F: Communication A Self Ratig
Form to each trainee.

.A flipchart with the Time-Line for Traasfcrring
Responsibility to-- trainees posted in step 4-1?

.A flipchart with grap)...s_from Step #11 Seosion #3 (Skill Group
VII) "ORGANIZING SKILLS" posted in -step 4-D.

. Supplieq kor a traditional send-off; e.g. for a West African
libation traditional beverages.

1. It is important that trainees facilitate the greater part
of this session, (except for steps 57-8). The trainer
should contact a trainee for this role 1-zlore the ses-
sion.

2. Flipcharts from previous sessions can be posted arond to
bring back memories of the various sessions;

3. Replaying of tapes and music used in sessions could also
'seappropriate.

4; session could also be incorprated into a fare -thee-
to the community if desired.

5. If trainees had gardens with plentiful produce; or many
animals; the group can be asked how to share the produce
wi.:11 the community.
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CHAPTER III: EXTENSION RFAURCES
(Handouts and Repzints)

Each handout is referenced in the Session Plan in which it to be used.
See Chapter II for Session.Plans.

Each handout has a three-part reference number in the upper right hand
corner of each page. Look at one handout while reading this explanation of the
numbering system. _The first part of the reference number indicates the Skill
Group (I, II, etc.), and the second part indicates the Session Plan number ;1,
2, etc.). The third part of the handout reference number is a letter (A, B,
etc.), which indicates the order in which_the handout is to be used in the
Session Plan. For exame, "Handout IIt-i-B" means_this handout is in Ski!?
Group III (DEVELOPMENT),_ is attached to session #1 (Introduction to Develop-
ment), .j is the s.econd handout attached to the: session plan.

Thus, the numbering system for handouts is:

Skill Group - Session Sequence
Ro,aan Numeral Nnuber Letter

Skill Group I: INCROJUCTION

Skill Group II: COMMUNITY ANALYSIS

Session 3: ammu^ity

II-3-A; Information Gathering Strategy:

Session. 8: In dependent Research of IUE 1:-,urces

Skill Group 1: I: DEV",OPMENT

Session !: Introduction to Development

III -1 -A: Foreign Volunteer Services: A Host National Perspective
III-1-B: Assumptions About Development.

Sesslor 2: Development Work

III-2-A: Case Study
III-2-B! A Peace CorDs Agriculture Extension Worr
III-2-C: Questions for Discussion: Assumptions
III-2-D: Effects of Project
III-2-E: Different Approachls

Sc ion 3: Women In Development

111-3-A: The Adverse ImNct_ofDevelopment On Women
:II-3-B: ';ross Cultural Attitudes
111-3-C: Woman of the World: The Facts
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Sesaton 4: Work g h OtIwyn% Uelptj

III 4-A: -Ae trivert,:ry.

Skill Group IV: AGRICULTi,y-AL qX.f.zNsIopi

Session 1: Orientatin Kn.d V.-endion Worker Visit

Agricultv-7e Extension

Session 2: Raflani-ina mrs2 no.nmrs.146,4na Rrnm The. Awi-chnainn Wevrtrear Vi it

IV-2-A: Extension Worker Roles and Their Implications
IV-2-B: Extension; Training; and Dialogue: A New Approach for Tanzania

Session 3: Reaching Small Farmers

IV-3-A: Reaching Small Farmers (Role rAly)
IV-3-B: Extension Guidelines

Session 5: Re -silt Dlemonstratiana

IV-5-3!: The Result Dean ?lot As An Exten3ion Tool

Sess'on 6: Method T3emocstrations

IV-6-A: The Use of the Method Demonstration As a Teaching Device

Session 7: Farmer Learning Styles

IV-7-A: Participative and Directive Training SLyids

Session 9: Field Day Oanning Meeting

IV-9-A: Meetings

Session 11: Field Day

IV-11-A: Field Day Checklist

Session 12; The Extension System And Institution Bt,ilding

IV-12-A: Working Within Tne System

Skill Grow, V: HEALTH

Session 1: Diseases and Agents of Disease

V-1-A: List Msjc.L. liseases and Their Geographical Ar- of
Endemicity

Session 2: Practical Skills for _Health Itaintenanz

V-2-A: Mint-Workshops (Summary of needed Materials)
V-2-B: Guidelines f6r Purifying Water
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V-2-C: Basic Guidelines for Personal and Dental Health
V-2-D: Basic Information Concerning Solid Waste and Excreta Disposal
V-2-E: Guidelines for AsJuring Foods are Clean

Basic Handout on Immunization
V-2-G: Antibody Creation

Sessi 3: Basic Nutrition Concepts

V -3-A: Description of the Three Main Food Groups
V-3-B: Requirements, Tables, and lists of Nutrients and Foods

Skill Group VI: COMMUNITY ADAPTATION

Session 2: Personal Support With Stabilizers

VI-1-A: Personal Stabilizers
_ -

Session 3: Dealing with Ambiguity

VI-1-A: Case Situation #1

Skill Group VII: COMMUNITY ORGANIZING

Session 1: Community Skills

VII-1-A: Group Maintenance l,riented Behavior Worksheet
VII-1-B: Task Oriented Behavior Worksheet
VII-1-C: Observer's Workshec.t
VII-1-D: Task Oriented Behavior/Group Maintenance Oriented Behavior
VII-1-E: On U.S. Volunteers
VII-1-F: Communication Skills: Selr-Katfrv,, Form

Session 2: Deksio=-M1',.--4.

VII-2-A: e DecisLon-Making P; ;cesfi
VII-2-B: for De7.1 :ion Making
VII-2-C: A Group Mr de:::

Session 3: Organizing Skills

VII-2-A: Perc..mai Interest
VII-2-B: T:ansfecring Responsibility

Session 4: Prc,lem Solvinc

VII-4-A: Problem Solving
VII-4-B: :'arty Peace Corps
VII-4-C: Situati..Nn

Csea Study of a Head /hind
Mansgewent

;...P.Ap VII:. ;.1,0 SURE
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HANDOUT II - 3 - A

INFORMATION GATT RING f.,ZRATEGY

Here is a procedur-2 you may wish to follow in devec,:f, your team information
gathering strategy:

I. Decide which question,* 71'7,1" team considers to be the most important.

2. Consider ?Jaya of usi skills and experience or your teem members most
effectively.

Decide whether you wt. work. individuely, in pairs or 38 a team.

4. Look at varsing apvcIches to iaformation.gatheriro: and select methodt whici
seem MON. appropriate. For example:

.Observation

.interviews

.Review of written material

.Asking questions

.Flow analysis (sitting in one ple:e and watching
what gosa on)

5. :Develop Rn approach to iaLidating four information through information
filtering;

6. Decide whetl:;_tr r.r not it would be ar:proptlate ;Jet at certain point
during the actual information gathering pro ;u cc revf_se or moilify your
strategy.

7. Decide how information will be re,..r,:ied on the w!,!: size coumuu..ty map.
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HANDOUT Iff -4 I - A
PAGE 1

FOREIGN VOLUNTEER SERVICE&
A HOST NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

by Mr Bista

EDITOR'S NOTE: Confirming our _ongoing discus-
sion of the role of volt nar tuvWopment._the
Prot rom & Training Jout.:_.: _here presents e kart
OtikiWy point of view. Among the berporumu con=
tribune. fis of _the forg%!.n. voluntvolunvolunteers in hir country;

x11._M DMfr. or Balt-adur Bista mentions the eample
set as ernbodbwits of Uncros dignity,

and concern for others; it ts better. he
suggests, to choose volunteers for their _qualiftouions
as rtutstataing human beings than ?.t the aualifica-
eons as outstanding technicians. The points Mr.
Sista sees as most important for plaming a Valdffeek

As repretentativs of the countries mostadvanced
in material aro educational aspects, youthful foreigz
volunteers with the spirit of adventu and a concerti
for humankind can help the peoples alms techni-
cally developed countries to develop tea-infest skills
And reasonable attitudes by broadening their k.citizon
of knowledge.

Experience in Nepal has Shown that motley and
alone cannot guarantee development--eiert

if thlie *6: readily available; 1.1t Nepuk Alperkan.
Swiss Cert./lila!, and a few whom frier. govern-
ments have been helping with Limey, teatteelaliAind
Skilled fc:eign techriciaks for over a tiecide.
has iiiihienced Nepal In numerous ways, but oot ail
of them are positive. The Nepalis becarc assbit
and t2.67,;-. %;ov c..ti17, to ask for Marti sat alst%_pet--
iibly, to depend to, mix.11 on the foreign aid: &inv.':
begin to biarne donor wuntry for not giving

much aid as beenexp--....ted; Superficial style
of life became tot 5:recccupation of the growin

t ven rnougll hi1y &sod

program art _Printed in dface type;
"fureign VOL stueer .rerric k A Host National

Perspective" is reprinted iirfth tuaerTstratcat from the
17-1__ttateer Gazette, a jourrual pubes lAttionthly
ht Nepal thealigh corstribudons of the variety of inter-
mulorud volunteer urvices centered M that country;
THE AUTHOR: Dor Bahadur gram 1s a acid tAW-
thrOpeiMetit. acted if the author of severuf kooks,
&eludingy The Peciples Of Nepal Currently the emu
sive cliairtiwn of Nepal Pirtgairsar Company (the
ithitigMent program of Nepal), Mr. Biota kis often
Served as a cross mistimed MIMI? for Peace COO.

thins" W4.1c tiCSOnsplish*Ii a peat. deal of apparent
waste and mist= of foreign_ aid resources could he
seen = - is `a - country where over 85 percent_ of the
_popstliation live no a subsicreoce-levek primitive ag-
ri"*I-ral eccetany.

Perhaps this happened mute tlie_Neptre* pee--
pte *ere dot correctly cni.tratect or perhaps because
the various toreA aid agencies -bad too little knowl-
edge e' the actual situation it; Nepitl. flat what-
tver reason; this was the stating when ttie foitigli
voltuater agTeri-las first appeariu in Nepal.

The first volunteer groups in NIpal isnre All eye-
opener to Nepali': did even among westerners
th4ri *ere people who could enr_thsar
work with _tom Ws& i sbnpia dads-04,1*e
in maple Fall heal hciniesi era eat the local loot
1;W trainnakyur ahiestinitat this vast

;.lou:K voinnueers '_were sot weteentedi
were kit rece#eci aid euzzentintd by an wi.kattiestic=Ws' theethti Toe Ala_ ix &nor'?! 'Aiwa.
clitedt_ -rupee tal, eats ad re.uslyrrur Lents a dayi
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teased and tried, jeered at and tested for their
reactions; rebuffed in their work. A number of un-
pleasant chines happened to them.

HOWeeee, Skied dere _first came, the volunteers
have become, to many N_-epalia en embodiment of
human values like equalire; hum= dignity ; opti-
mism concern, for others; recognition -of and respect
for different_velys of living and thinking_ of people
iteiritileit of their culture and level of technology
or economic rievel-opmene It he therefore
meow enspotant to have a few betier lemma lithep
&an better technicians if it is Not possible_ to war
bina the two together. It is_not that a tangible job by
the foreign volunteers will not be appreciated, but
anything done recognise the abilities and worth
of the average Nepali farmers is worth so much
more in the long run.

In many ways. it must be a thankless job for
some foreign volunteers; for even though the ma
joriry of the Nepalis would feel grateful to the
enteers, few will be erectile-4e in expressing v_-
feeliiig. It is Here. thatthat some Nepalis wbo are strict.-
eite outspoken could even be critical if the vole
men did not do their jebs_ip a technically competent
way. There would be a felt, is there arc use eevey

society, who would -look at everything, n a
very negative way. No less difficult is the joky ef
stayieg eet of ehe manipulations_of political interest
groups. . err the large majority of tee Nepalis would
eeel dee eeee. They are not 1.:.1leto express their
eeeee. ri cite: teems. One hes :o understate!!
eat= eery by looking at them; not by listeeieg to
teem:

reiE VOLUNTEERS' DILEMMA
There It always a &creme ter tereign volunteers

tree; :rte other point at view too. The requirements
e. ,cadged from the leeeet the government and is
judged fibre the peopled level are vee, differ=
The of the field situation Mlle by the
Ceeltrel Government is sometimes not represeeta-
eve of the aspirations of the rural people. This
certainly presents a probleni to the agencies' ad=
min

The agencies' offices in Kaiennandu have to deal
with and satiety the various government departments.
But it would' be almost criminal if the agencies had
to absolutely surrender themselves to the will and
design of the boreeuerus. Almost any bureaucrat),
has to be dealt with cautiously; and certainly a
bureaura. composed of the upper _mass._ western
educiterL superficially westernized elites of a_ very

enuntey with little Means of _tramp:in and
communication between the capital and the rest rf
the country has to be dealt vt;th as much care and
alertness as possible.

BEST rnn? ctrl ppLE
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Nepil has always hulea steep social-political hie
archy. There has historically not been a real al
couragement for any independent thinking; initiativ
or responsibility by the majority of the people. 13
anions have always been trade by a small numb

people at the top. The jt=ple never had tl
chamx to develop confidence in themselves. TI
society cannot really develop and be able to hold
own uriate it has a self-respecting po-ptiliticiii. Tle
to why it so important to hi the peo-p ere ve

tlWit owo drsemeAs, hisAinitkin* AM and elmiklem
while Wtsing tbea to fie_ a yob, rather theta havis
a fonign volunteer do all the ehorei4 ran mane

thess4 or become an hithsentlai agent betwee
die government and the people.

Ti AIMING AND SELECTION
Some of 'the diarriptive aspects of a count;

should be told daring the training of the Yniunincl
in order to make them aware of physicel and cu
Will &Verne-ens. Btit more important than that -
trainees thetild be taught bow to keep thernselvo
alert and open-mindted to different ways;
attentes and other standards of life, and try
understandliy certain things ire deine or not doe
by &hen. Trainee:I should be told a certain =tee
of "dig's and don'ts". "Do's" so that they can mov
in the society with a certain antijunt of confidenc
in the beginning and will not have to be etribienette
on ceery occasion. But more impertent then tha

ehonaki knee that they All' have as dud, al
1 the things thomseivese They should tol
that they need not worry too much' about qieestiol
such as when to take off thetr. shoes and which We
to turn their' feet up. etc. Certainly thete things as
useful to learn but the focus should lever lee turne
&Om the important thing that people are peop2
everywhere. After a certain amount of initial con
fusion and shyness, even the poorest Nepalis are cap
able Of fireding out who is a plicitty person and who i
Sincere in hit efforts.

The foreign volunteers cannot' afford to critieit
everything by western standards.- but neither doe
it rally help to sympathize with the exople to sue
an extreme as to defend and try to justify ever,
weakness of the local people. The QWetfr
Mane, I wed nay§ Is 11N.espe sTrW
the host enentry *tilkoesse-s mid Wit* the Venni ewe

to tatrustoA tbese weaknessits by remonin
madam than by any tradition or hapostitios true
'holm

FOE:F.1(N VOLTINTEMS AND
DEVELOPMENT

If we are to seep: that any country can tievelo
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only to the extent hat ita people develop, then we
should concentrate more on develoçing thc'ingtitu-
tioal processes; 'ensuring the widest possiblc par-

patson by the lxal people.
In splic of what the Nepal elite might say about

the 'Isit developiugjJepsJ," my own observation
t elites are generally upwald orited and

fuse struling to achier. c"oom¼ $ with-
ouz suICud concern foe tA individuils who are
sacxi&ed for prior d scocic development
pm Sin the real bcne&láiea of any owiomk
achievement should be the large majority ' In
Nepal would be the rural peopl). it is p

niint btove and maintain pror ettit' !iUt
this will no happen quickly r auLrtta1ia
system since there ii little c . . between the
authorities and the ommdO ruri people. Thin in

I halley, foreign toina1e could
help b,vuns. they are the oeIy oiizsdOne wIOe
workara (volevtosrs)' blil dined rellOIps with
the p.o9k at the loWest level wllheat &ay vested

Poreign Voiunts can make the trnn people
aware o the facts that there can be alternatives,
that every individual human being has potential and
that it is every. person's right to espire for a pro-
gressive future .,riet.ed

The volunteers do cr have to go about Iec!
the illiteratelarmers as ti bow they could improve
their lives. This can be One by stantly askin:
the right and, the relev*d questions. It would not
be pouibe to list all the questions here. nor would
itbe possible to give aconsplete qu ,oiIre even
durin tatning. Howevef, it might 'e useful. for

tu give a few SintC] quesrxs in '.aCh
eId of ctivi; in which foreign volunteers are in-

volved. or exai'r pie, in óduc*tiou. one could isk a
manwhy does lie think I *chocliti is goci for his
child? What does he h chilil should. iearn
rom the school? how dois he know hat t is going

to help the child? !f be e.pects his toe to be a
white collar worker, would everyone in Cie
lage want their chfldren to be the same? 11 everybody
became clerks who will [prce grain? Who will
look after the c2? if t'ere were no ttle
would milk and other prduc1a eonv ft n? etc.

In agriculture the q iot' w tld be, for exam-
ple; why does be plant corn or. rice cvcy year?
Why does be plant the sae. thing every rear? Or
if he has a vaney why des not he think that there
'an be a few more wortb trying? Has he trli thC
same tvnc and exactly th samc quantty Of fertilizer
every year? If he has ever ezperir4ced a stighi
csange in any of these, why doatr Lsirate to try

it this time? If .iie)I not tzying.s grain ausieb would
rihi.s'?noreield but which he dOes not li! to

cat, the lUestiOn could be /put to hmk.:e
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really eaten edy on' aed the sa kind Of LC

all his lfe? Hal he ever had to try a thing repute
a few times before he began to like It? Why *1
does k try the new thing whiCh yOiI1 ba
ICld, thOreforo better Iniiv1e?
The could be dom to help th. p.c

grow otd of t Of OUWII t I
th. u the to be a

rather than preal and _ re
If a NCpsh tnds he isi'taed be will csitel

i tkfonalvs and abut lthrzic1 a Bad If appu
well he might try to explaluand od hIma1 qs

tinieg some Of It himself. Ho could very well
"Whet an Ignorant AmeriCan or nnan or
nese; ha! hal" 3ut this ctiuld t hUrt the ithni
in any tense. By playing. a' low key thC vOkini
appean less threatening and therefore mare an

acceptable in. the community._It Li not .cCli

for any voluntacr to try to ait*blish himself -
authority.

The idea of speciaiwtln has not penernl
beyond a fe.' lñghly ted pCe in Knhman
let alone the v1Ilavs. All of the villagers ant
large peromzagc ot the urban people live In a
suient economy *h a preliterats, InfOrmal, C

catkmnal system '"eby every indlvkfual can
come his own iuith 4fl tz everything Respect
specialized proaonai discipline is entirely a w
em ryIe and the volunteer should be taught this
full detail until he completely un it by
end Of tic training program

THE OBJECTIVE: CO*AICAflONS
When we hirik of the progr In this *a,

imperative, that we sei only the teat p.c
and eseurç their m lvtum corna 'vith the Li
people. What pvoams tçy have to work with i
.ow nimeb mmszaiia Ur'-.. they achieve bbeou

.sndaty. The m objective Vld he
het,a the vg ned

ve in dash progra when,wc
. -an values r.nd ural ilictu

w ...( bJa of 411 fore
v*ness. tliwr veiyo.i that all the NcPaIb

S and ftnest,hinno bcinp in the
the fOreign ntesm should e ahie to share.

feelimp, aipu'!lane and of
y virtue of their sups.or they shoukl
bIe tc' jwdc them (coocep(251fr G! &lmlnt'.l

tively more than U inkly) to unn1zed i
u ,;;:;

W
the volwneers do prckuionally-4tachiDS Sea
orpnmng co.o, or wbateveis only the fr
work.

My own participation in rce Pee Cr Li
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sg programs for Nepal has convinced me WI
raining can help_ us only to a point. The trainees-
ave to have all the necessary baCkgretied and
ualitics of a good volunteer before they owe to

training site; Training Mainly _Firce a lane
son at information and technical skilia; it pages
ice& But it is only a speeding up _proc.eak Sat a.
readiMoi anything new._ irIee I would like to 'Mamie
Nepali expreoion Which in dfect says: '"the- more 1

on forge a pierat of gold the mere varieties of (
rnaments are made. It is only when you hit the
on that the deadly weapons are turned out?'
There are certain things that the trainees have I.

be told and made, aware of during the training
ericxl; For .esautPie;1 they should be prepared for

eventuality of it bng able to fincl,___the job as
nginally described.

Highly _trained la:chili:isms often do not seem to
aye much patience' with people because their focc_s
f attention is on the mechanics of the technical job
bet Trwakeli it as an and in itself; For example; I
new one volunteer agrktfitare specialist working
n a government farm. Ile was a very conscientious
.orite7 and was emir:elated by some people. Rig
nce 'fills contact with local people was COtifinee
ithin the faun, he' had the most horrible opinion
f Nepalis ter wencraL Therefore, he was liked by
Fri-Culture technicians mostly; To my opinion avorn-
ine-harvester could have done as good a job as be-
id.

Granted; we do nr- echnical people, :kik and
rejects. We shou as Any_ cost; however, have,
[e people lose Ar .4; -confidence and pride in
=selves: a' a all, we must not lose the opr
Mimi that >' :.ps people to survive zuniest scarcity
id poverty.
I- believe that there must be a way to *masa

:onle into action and to make them aware oI the
!hip they are missing: to encourage them to out
sestions of their fellow villagers, of government
licials and of themselves without haying them lose
eir self-respeet, self-confidence and their mural
arm. 'Itrefore It wens west 11 1) a to Mt* fortign
Wettest& hoer only in tW. arras where IMsa is
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mazinnot:: contact tiU nmexiMesea
pen*.

NUMBER OF roma.; VOLVNTI:ERS
For 4ictIvik doss relationships_ with the local

Pio*, mainissuni nernber of _oditat;iiti fn any
given Ott* or area it sasentiaL _TM _Mrs OM
siso vs saes the >l r it I a
tutt4Wroug1 is _a a .

.......us are two &finite el-tdvtestaysi he having a
bine =MINT at Voluntei in any one pbice
Net:Ial;
1) _Nepalk; in most cases; would be_Mill4 thy
and reserved vie-A-vis the Valid-teem They do_ not
feel at home with foreigners .very easily. So time
can be\ only a supcaclai contact v Ltith nano whim
tbey_see volunteers trove nrulinct in bunches.
2) The same thing would /61 to the _vcgunteas
:1 some respects. If there are Volunteer trMicla, they
valid naturally share their tessuronal, iatsihs a'
and social lives canes with their hilloW volunteers
than with the Nepalis in the The constant
presence bf veils:stem g tom stoti not
;acts:rage the crowc01tural "email:attain either hi

`'Ittm voluntetis or in the viliamars. Rutter it hupown
a weight upon the people iind makes ahem
humble. Volunteers lose or never de vt:lop intertzt
and_tend 'to Vie_ inaCcessible We

The Wins& of theipoor _a cWelisPing Ocktirtrkis
toward the rich may be different from that of the
poor in advanced monks In any 4314 in many
developing countries the rich are seen as dirsct
threat% as potential exploiters of tM poor
fore weaker The presence of a _prosperous-
appearing_ put.on is by no meant a welcome thing
in rural Nepal; a foreign ?alum= may m not be
welcomed by loci people and to political workers
even Month the Central Governs may have aa- .
Signed him to _serve in thou 'area. _as a
nibs of thumb, teretpi vekuuMira iii be as *00
thy it rapine a roil art for two a diem to W.

to enewerage- these so west iffrocalysad
the ea r. A "real effort"-3n

Nepal dead be defined as a two=day Walking dis-
tance in the hills, or a One-da fourneY mod.
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1. A development worker should proceed with vegetable garden and school con
struction projects which meet people's 'real' needs; even though the needs
they themselves feel and express may be different.

Strongly disagree_ Strongly agree
1 2 3 4 5

2. -A development worker'sviews_should be responsive_to the local people_'s
expressed needs instead of the central government's, no matter what the
difference may be;

Strongly disagree Strongly agree
1 2 3 4 5

3; The world hunger situation mandates rapid change which can only be affected
by using the best available agricultural technologies.

Strongly disagree_
1 2 3

Strongly agree
4 5

4. It is more important to help develop local leadershipi_working_with one or
two people who will carry on, than to get a rot of project work done which
legends on volunteer knowhow and drive.

Strongly disagree Strongly agree
1 2 4 5

5. The most effective volunteer is the one who understands his host country's
weaknesses and helps the people to understand (them) by reasoning rather
than any imposition from above.

Strongly disagree
1 2 3

Strongly agree
4 5

6; Providing ag and health education_in schools is a more effective means of
unlocking the seemingly hopeless developmental problems of the Third World
than attempting to change adult attitudes and ideas which have been deeply
ingrained through years of experience.

Strongly disagree Strongly agree
1 2
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CASE ST DY*

This is a three-year project which habeen in operation two years. It has
just been evaluated, and while the implementation is slightly behind schedule;
the goals are being met.

Nevertheless; some disturbing_information comes to light during the course
of a visit to the project site by CARE staff. The Country Director and the
Assistant Country Director discuss the matter and determine to find out what
happened and how the project can be revised.

_Details are contained in the following Project Description and the record
of the discussion.

Project Description

In an effort to make more productive use of _its resouces, the government is
relocating people from overpopulated coastal regions to the interior, opening a
new area which has been_underpopulatedi_and which has_great_potential for agri-
cultural production. CARE has been invited to participate in the
and_i -! 6- being planned and coordinated by the
Rural Development Officee.1172t=1 are the Ministries of Educationi
Health, Agriculture, and Public Works and Transportation; In addition; the
Department of.Cooperatives, the National Nutrition Planning Board, and the Pro-
vincial Government are involved.

The government has established a villagei put in basic roads, and cleared
the land. It has relocated landless peasants from the coastal areas and prom-
ises to deliver housingi_potable_water, land,_and other agricultural inputs such
as tools, equipment, seeds, fertilizer, training and extension services, and a
school and health facilities; A production and marketing cooperative will be
e.;tablished, with credit facilities attached.

About 2,000 people/400 families are participating in the program in this
phage; They are ethnically homogeneous, but are of a different group than the
people which inhabit the region. However; there are no other settlements nearby
the new village.

Water System

CARE will work with the Ministry of Public Works and Transport,Ition to pro-
vide the village with water for household use. The project may be expanded to
include irrigation systems after_the initial_phase of three years. CARE will
provide the construction materials, technical assistance, and supervision, as
well as food commodities. for Food for Work. The community will provide the un-
skilled labor. The Ministry will supply the plans.

Another component of the project will be a sanitary education program to
educate users on the relationship and importance of clean water to good health,
the prevention of water-borne diseases; and the need for proper handling and
disciplined water consumption. The Ministry of Health will supply two Community
Health Aides to undertake the program.

* Developed by Maryanne Dulansey, Consultants in Development, Inc., Washington,
D.C.
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Gbals

Provide constant; realily-available supply of potable water to 400 famine
ih the village;

Reduce incidence of water -borne diseases in the village;

Agriculture

The main economic activity of the settlers is agriculture. New crops such
as soybeans will be introduced, as the land is especially well suited to such
cultivation; A five-hectare plot of_land will be given to each farmer, togethe
with seeds; fertilizer, and tools. Sharttraining courses will be held, and th
Ministry of Agriculture will station extension agents -in the area It is ex -_

pected that_production will be very high, due to the fertilitybf_the soil, the
favorable climatic tanditiOnS, and the potential for multiple cropping, in addi
tion to the improved technology which will be introduced. While the farmerS_
will own their_own plot of land, they_Will work cooperatively, in order to shar
equipment for land clearning and ploughing.

The Agricultural Marketing Hoard of the Ministry of Agriculture will marke
the s'-idy15-e-Ah; the Farmers'. Cooperative_ will provide storage for corn and beans
for focal consumption, and will sell the surplus through the Marketing Board;

CARE will provide seeds, tools, and technical assistance to the Ministry c
Agriculture, and give training courses, for the officers and staff of the
Farmers' Cooperative in bookkeeping and office management.

Goa is

Improve the standard Of living of small scale farmers and their families

increasing agricultural production.

Integrated Health Services

CARE_will provide take-hoMe fbad supplements and medical services to the
pre-schbal aged Children Of mothers enrolled in the program. At the health__
clinic (which has aiready_been built by the Provincial-Government) information
regarding improved nutrition, child care, and health_ practices as well as healt
services and family planning advice will be made available to 400 mothers.
Their children will -be recipients of free health- care including deworming, immt
nizations against BCG, Malaria,_and_smallpox.CARE will provide the food com-

modities and will develop the materials required--for education and maintenance
of the program, as well-as the training for the Ministry of Health Community
Health Aides assigned to the program.

Goals

Improve the nutritional and health status of pre - school children by_provid

ihg fbad suppleMentS and health care for the children and by improving the
health care practices of mothers.

PromOt8 participation in family planning program.
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Staff Discussion

On a visit to the site of the_ Resettlement and Integrated Rural Development
Pro ram; the Assistant Country Director discovered that, although the evalUaErjr
of the program at the end of two years showed_progress_toward-attainment of the
goals; the project seemed to be having some adverse effects.

One-of the problems had to do with the agricultural component. In the_
course of watching people work in the - field; the CARE staff person noticed that
they were women, and began to speak with them, learning that the arrangement of
5 hectare family plots_ was not satisfactory; Since the government was encourag-
ing the growing of cash cr ps--soybeans--most of the_farmers grew barely enough
corn and beans -- their traditional diet--for consumption. The settlement scheme
does not provide for kitchen gardens, which the -women traditionally kept for the
raising of vegetables for family consumption and for the local_market. The
women had formerly been in charge of growing the food for the family, with the
exception of the corn. However, that arrangement had been changed by the deliv-
ery of the agricultural inputs and services to the men in the resettlement pro,-
gram; The proceeds from marketing the crop were retained by the men; No
wages were paid to -the women, although they spend the greater part of the day
working in the fields, especially during planting_and harvesting times; Because
more land was put under cultivation, the work load of the women was increased.
Mechanization was provided for_the clearing and ploughing portions but not the
planting, weeding, and harvesting.

Because of the demand-for increased labor in the types of work traditional-
ly done by women; mothers were keeping their daughters from school so they could
help them in the field;

Men were primarily engaged in construction projects; and spent even less
time in the fields than they otherwise might have. They also participated in
training courses and received the -loans from the Farmers' Cooperative for pur-
chase of improved seed and fertilizer.

Great dissatisfaction was expressed with the way in which the houses were
being built. The women did not like the -improved type of roof; they preferred
the cooking arrangements to be outside the house; and they said th*e houses were
"facing the wrong way;"

In spite Of good attendance rates at the clinic; it was noticed that the
mothers were sending the preschool children with older children in order to get
the food supplement. The mothers were not, however, receiving the nutrition,
sanitation; and child care education;

The Community Health Aides who were charged with educating people about the
proper use of water_ discovered that_the women preferred to have community supply
rather -than have water piped to each four-house cluster. They still used the
river for washing clothes, in spite of having water near their houses;

Women refused to boil_ the water; complaining that it would require more
fuel to be gathered, for which they had no time. Besides, they said; if the
water came from a pipe; it must be good;
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The food storage program run by the Farmers' Cooperative was operating suc-
cessfully. It was one way of_controlling the production of foodi_and gathering
statistics. Food waste was also sharply reduced, because fumigants were usedi
and good silo construction prevented_rodent depredation._ The women; though; did
not "trust" the cooperative; and would keep_supplies of food out of the harvest
for home storage, as they had been accustomed to do;

j
The staff discussed these findings;_-nA came to the conclusion that these

situations had occurred because the pia ers failed ro take into account the
different roles which men and women pla ed in the community. Although some of
the goals of the projects were being me ; the projects seemed to be having some
adverse effects on development.

They attempt to list the erroneous assumptions_ made in the planning_stages,
discover what was actually happening, and redesign the projectS so they would
have better overall effect;_and better impact. To do this, they worked with
some of the government people involved in planning and implementation.

fr
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APACE CORPS AGRICULTURE EXTENSION WORKER

A Peace Corps_Agriculture Extension Worker enters a_village._ She is.re-.
ceived by the local authorities and the _people of the village; These offiCials
hold_ a meeting to welcome het and introduce her_to the_peopIe. The worker
speak', about herself; her purpose in coming to the vill.age_and_her_appreciation
for the welcome. . She asks the names of the local_ leaders in the village,. and
listeneas each -talks and the officials Speak. The Volunteer spends -the next
few weeks settling into her house; touring the town and its surroundings with a
guide_provide&by local officialS,- arranging for a locallanguage instructor;
and slowly talking to each of the local. leaders who had been identified at the
meeting; She finds out aa tUth da petiaible about_each leader, and -asks each one
to do a small thing_for her which has to do with local agricultural practices.
Forexample, she asksOhe leader to show herhis_farm. She asks another to in-
troduce her to the "best" farmer he knows; A third leader shows_the_volunteer
where he stores his crops and seed; etc. In the course -of this first few weeks,
the_extension worker puts together an initial pitture_of_the general* character-
isticsof the_town; a_profile of the local leaders and their Interests; 4 list
of potential farmers described by the leaders_i_ a basic survey of the farms;
crop4,_and practices near the village, etc. She discoverathe other agriculture
extension- agents whoard_Werkihg in the area; -those who worked there previously,
and. what progress had been made up to this point -in_ agricultural development.
In the weeks-folloWing_i_ the 4gent moves on to a more specific analysis. She
continues to interact with the local leaders,_ asking___ the ones; who responded
favorably the fitat time to -do other small things. The worker begins to meet,__
converse with, and ask small nommitMenta of'thefarmers_described y their local
1paders. She keeps in contact with local leaders; By the end of phe first
-month or twn the. worker feels comfortable and fairly well-informedrin her
wbrking site. What she has done amounts to initial research.

The volunteer has_found_the chiefdom guide and other people very helpful.
In discussions With_thet,ahe seeks to -learn about_the village; its culture and
values; -the environment and weather, and its special features; the local agri-
cultural environment; _local farm practices; cropping patterns, etc. Not only
does she ask questions; but she patiently answers them_about herself; her own
cultvre.and American_or other farming ways; :Through this give and_take; she
establishes trust and_rappert; begins a process -of mutual orientation, and pro-
ceeds with the research that can inform her work.

a

_: She also expresses_ curiosity about lotal agricultural resources and insti-
tutionssuch_as rebearth_atations; regional ministry programs; and local agri-
cultural officials, and learns from them. HaVihg arrived opportunely; she
clears and plants a small vegetable garden, in keeping with lotal_custom. She
seeks -the advice of both a prominent lotal farmer and the daily assistance of a
neighbor gardener. In gardening she uses a few lotal varieties-and practices_ as
well as a few varieties and Meth-oda She has learned as "improved practices" that
must_be_tested_for local suitability. The garden is laid out with a_ host coun-
try agro technician as a very simple ,result demonstration in which the local
vegetables are a control' and the -new vegetables arebeing:tested._ The i-garden s-
positionedin_a prominent place along a_well -traveIed village toad; She helps
the technician understand the concept Of a result- demonstration. He helps her
accomplish the correct methods of planting and maintenance:
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The garden is a source of interest to some of the village Teople. The ex-
tension worker takes time to_inyestigate this interest and to discuss vegetable
growing with the interested folks: Research continues on several- fronts; as it
will throughout the volunteer's stay: community analysis; agriculturalenyiron
mLnt survey; observation of her and other garden; and farms, identifying the
interests of people in the village; especially farmers. She is consciously en-
volving a role for herself in the village, based on trust, competence, friend-
ship, -and interest in village and local agricultural affairs._ She has taken
care of both qearn and explain; to value local-ways,--and to_show_inLerested
people some new ideda. She is very energetic in learning village practices and
very careful in propounding new ideas.

She travels periodically; always bringing_a technician or_farmer friend
along; to the regional research station /agriculture Office. There she seeks
adViee of the Staff about problems she perceives in -the village agricultural
scene; and learns from them about their own work arid_research. In seeking
advice _and learning from them she comes to understand the relationship_ between
their work and the village agricultural problems_she_perceives.She offers to
help -test their findinga_in_the field and asks the staff.to consider entertain-
ing inquiries from the field;

In- Aptihtibtihg this volunteer; the Agriculture Ministry and PeaceZorps are
to jointly carry_out_a small-farm assistance program. This program, based on
national and regional needs assessment; is designed to introduce new vegetable
and field crops methods to small-scale farmers. It has been _underway for 3

years._ There are proViaiona and recommendations for the introduction of hybrid
Seed, fettilitets; and other outside resources._ _Infrastructure (roada, notably
and agro-support_services are very limited in this country. _The outside re-
sources are provided in the short term by the project sponsors.

After six MOntha, the volunteer helpsslocal farmers harvest their field -an

vegetable crops and invites them over to observe_her and -the agro-technician's

garden_yieids. Up to this_time she has continually compiled information about_

local farms, gardens, practices; and problems. She had slowly identified local
farmers! methods of farming. Eventually, their Meetinga became regular weekly,
events including a meal; a prayer; and discussion of the weeWs work. In re-
sponse to_questions_and summaries_ offered by the volunteer,_ this group_evolves
piCture of how farming works in their village and what its_major problems_are.
Furthermore;- they -try to_understand the effects these problems have on other as
pecta of Village life. They are quick to talk about the -hungry season" at_the
end of the dry season; and its_effects on health And income, for_example. The
farmers Alde began to compare their village and farming situation to others;
especially because -the volunteer alway takes a counterpart_With her to surround
ing villagea_and the research titatidb; Each of the farmers has had at least'on
opportunl_ty to accompany her In each case; they -eport to the_group their
findings. By this six month juncture; the"meetThgs are pretty lively: The
Volunteer aSkSA well respected farmer if she could host a season's ending cele
bration and meeting. The farmer agrees and preparations are made according to
local custom. The volunteer works diligently in several areas preparing -for
this meeting: she reviews_the many discusssion she'shad_at_farmer_meetings;
she chats with individual farmers concerning their individual interests and
problems; she participates in orientation -and planning about the small-acale___
'farmer assistance program and e*Oreabea the needs and problems _the_farmers have
expressed to project officials; she also compiles data from her own simple gar-
den tests and goes over her research notes.
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In preparations_ for the meeting, the_volunteer asks the host farmer about
topics such as the village farming situation, major farming problems, the_result
Of her garden test; the meaning- of-the research station visits; etc., At the
meeting the farmers listen as the host fatMeri_with the help of the waunteer,
presents the asembled villagers a kind of local-language "analysis" df the_ Vil-
lage_farmsituation_based on observation, farmer_discussionsi visits to other
places, and experience of the last sit months: Farmers are invited to discuss
this_ analysis.- The volunteer asks many questions; down to specific tined abodt
practices, varieties,_time_of planting, etc. Thevolunteer_tries_to help:the
farmers focus on problems for the first part of the discussion. Next she asks
about apparent causes_of these problems._ The farmers follow her lead because

ithis is a theme they have pursued through her qiietition6 throughout their meet-
ings. Next, the volunteer asks what can be -done and what resources are avail-
able: She begins generally and asks apecifid questions about each proposal
offered. Even now, howeveri after many meetings some farmers ask her what they
should do. Shesays_what she alWays has said, and the_farmers smile and nod;
"I_Will help you with what you decide." For each new topic problem, causes,
solutions, resources7-the volunteer_Sdmmarizes discussion before moving on
Finally, the volunteer asks; "what small- scale--farmerknow about the SWAll-Scalefarmer

fassistance program?" She calls upon armers who have heard of it; They share
what they know.

The volunteer summarizes what they say and tells what she_knows. She in-
vites questions. Farmers ask about terms; timing; benefits; etc: The VOluntee
invites the farmers to-review again what they had discussed first, namely their
farm situationi_problems; solutions and resources to redreSs thoSe problems.
Shethen_discribes the program._ She asks how they fit together for the farmers;
They discuss this When several farmers express interest in the tools and in-
puts that they assume are_free, including fertilizers and seed, the volunteer
asks_where_they will get the money the next year for the fertilizer to sustain
hybrid Seedi_and whether they are willing to -may for these inputs from their
yields. Everyone laughs and accepts this When a farther expresses distrust_of
governmeS.programs, the volunteer asks him why he feels this way; He explains
his own, several relatives', and friends experiences of unsuccessful and exploi-
tive programs._ She asks if others have had similar experience: She relates her
experience with the agriculture OffiCialS She works with and explains the terms
of the program as clearly as possible. She invites this ferMer to accompany her
on her next visit_to the office to present this view. He declines. She prom-
ises to express his apprehension. Other fatMer6 express concern about guaran-
tees of return on investments. From this meeting emerge several things an
understaading of the project and its relation to village problems; and an inter-
est in entertaining the project further.

During her second half-year; the volunteer plants another garden, continues
to catalyze farmer discussions once a week and begins to work out .with individ-
ual farmers the degree and manner in Whith each will participate in the_pro-
.gram._ With her agro-technician, she trains the farmer who hosted the celebra-
tion /meeting to set up and carry out result tests on improved varieties for the
program. Individual farmers respond to -her questions with' activities each agree
to undertake as part of the project. She poses each question as a problem
pointed_at the solution which is the package-of-practices the projett.deVtitates
adjusted to the needs, interestsi_and means of each farmer. Weekly discussions
begin to -focus on how to reduce risks in the new package -of- practices. The
farmers discuss each -step. The volunteer_ asks -them to_discuss what they are
doing and why. The agro-technician and she help clarify riekti, observations,
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Oirks of adjustment; and response farm to farm. AS the workprogresses it is
apparent_ that some farmers are more conscientious; able to take risks, and more

adroit them others. These farmers are asked to discuss_their "specialty" the

strategies. In time they become the demonbtratord by which the specific tech-

niques they do well in are learned by ocher farmers.

The volunteer final herself faced with a myriad of technical questions
about each farmer's garden and crops. She acts as an intermediary between farm-

ers and the research station expertd Who occassionaily come to the village.
She also constantly seeks to learn more herself because_many_tites there is no

time to rely on others and she has to work Out technical problems with farmers

herself.

Word gets around_ to other- villages about the project and_severalirepresen-

tatives come to a weekly discussion. The volunteer_asks at the_preceding meet-
ing;how they should help. At the Meeting the volunteer mediates as the farmers

describes_the project, the work; the manner -in which it_all_caMe about, etc.
The volunteer asks the representative6 Whether they would like to see the work

of the farmers._ They agree. A day is set when neighboring village groups of:_

farmers meet and the neighbors ask how the work hag done; etc. Two neighboring

farmer groups ask to join the project.

The second year presses on:like the first: The volunteer continues to
fc,lus discussion in each group by posing questions. She has asked two_respon-
sive agro-technicians; who have become interested in how she leads discussions;

to begin leading discussions themselves. She helps them prepare_for eaCh meet-
ing and encourages their progress; very 616;41y; Another agro-technician who
does not enjoy the discussion role; has been_found to -be an excellent gardener.

He tends an on- going demonstration garden WhiCh they hope to expand into a

nursery or small seed multiplication garden next year. The agro-technicians are

able to harvest the vegetables for their families.

During this Second year the volunteer observes that_several.fairlyconsis-
tent groups of farmers have formed around' the project and discussion. She clar-

ifies her prohlem7posifig approach to fully emphasize the group-unifying_nature
of each activity they discuss and undertake as a result of her questions. The

volunteer works continuously with the original host farmer -whom the others re-

spect and who holds a prominent social and_political_POSitieh_ifithe village.
She invites him to watch how she points things out through questions._ Because

of his position it is natural for him -to lead meetings.____Whadd bOth his own
skill; and those_approacheS he apprOptiates from the volunteer-to slowly help in

catalzing the discussions. TheNolunteer_poses the_problet_e her immiren:.

departure. She also; having continued to do research; sees that certain new

issues are part Of the local agricultural situation. There_iti_a surplus_ri_veg-

etables at times. There is a small increase some farmers' income._ There' is

enlarged- interest in the project and in sustaining it.' _Having emphasized_a

group - unifying theme-this second year she_waS anticipating the need for more
organized and unified cooperation among these farmers to sustain their work and

expand it after she leaves. She asks the farmers to consider- the -idea of modest

cooperative efforts. ForaxAMOlel_Werking in groups on Land preparation; which

is an old local. custom: From there;_the farmers try other_cooperations, each

one modest and fairly unrisky. Finally, they etplore the idea of a coopera-

tive.

- During this second yeart the volunteer also- concentrates in discussion on

the problem- solving experiences and successes whiCh the farmer groups have had
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For example, she asks the farmers to recall the first major problem ticv dealt
with in their discussion group:- "hungry season ". bhe asks what has been done.
A number of farmers express their gratitude that they have more reserves_for
that season._ In like _manner; the Volunteer helps the farmers review their
problem-solving experience together, emphasizing :their emerging problem- sblving
abilities as a group. It is this confidence she hopes to have catalyzed.

The volunteer, sly months before her term is due, discusses the possibility
of-'being replaced by a specialist in_cooperative management with her Peace Corps
director and ministry overseer. On leaving; the volunteer and village farmers
-part ways rs very close friends.

From. Michael Gibbons; Agricultural Extension Manua
Peace Corps Washington.

raft version, .C.E.,
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QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION: ASSUMPTIONS

0

LiSt 5-6 assumptions made -by the program planner6; ConSider each project_
activity: housing;_schoolconstruction; water system; agriculture; health
services; and others you see; Were they attutato. or erroneous.- What -was
the effect of these assumptions in the project as-Jit c.mi4 planned and imple-

- tmented?

Assumptions Effects or Consequences



HANDOUT=III

EFFECTS OF THE PROJECT

What effects do you think the project had on this community? Women?
Men?_ FamilieS? Think of each project area and other effects you
might see.

Project
Activity

Effect on..
Community Women Men Families

Agriculture

Health

Wtet

Housing

Others
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DIFFERENT APPROACHES

What would you do differently in the planning process? why?What would you do differently in the implementation process?why?

Planting Reda-sons Implementation Reasons
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Ill; The Adverse Impact

of Development on Women

From: Women and World Development
by Irene Tinker kid Michele Bo Brannen, ed.,

Overseas Development Council, USA, 1976

Irene Tinker

During muds of the Wet quarter century; "development" has been viewed as the /
p ...iadea for the economic ills of all less developed countries: create a modem

_I -aitructure and the economy will take off; providing a better life for eintryOrie.

Yet in virtually ill couritrkiliwid among all des* women have lost ground
relative to men; development; by widening the gap batmen Incomes of men and
women, has not helped improve women's lives, but rather has had an adverse
effect upon them,

The major reason for this deplorable phenomenon is that planners, gen
trolly menwhether in donor-country agencies cr in recipient countrieshave
bren Unable to &id with the fact that women must perform two roles in society,
whereas men perform only one. In subsistence oddities; it is understood that
women bear children and at the same time carry out economic activities that
are essential to the family unit. Western industrial societies have dose' to tele
Orate the Child-bieriOg roll, grorifYilig motherhood while downgrading the eco-
nomic functions attached to child biwing end household care; and erecting
babied to paid work for women. Accepting this stereotype of women's roles,
economic theorists in the West Imbued their students, indigenous and foreign,
With the dithi that "women's plaTe is in thit nianre," diailfyinfj them foreier
as economically dependent. In doing so, they followed Ow unequivocal depiction
of women in the law as legally dependent minors: Smell wonder that the spread
of Western "civilization," with its view of woman a "told- mother," has had an
adverse impact on the more sexually equal subsistence societies Coninitinitt
doctrine errs in the opposite direction: women are economic units first, mothers
second. Since children interfere with work; the government provides day care;
but little has been done in-the &oviit Union or Einem Europe to encourage men
to share the responsibilities of children and home. This leaves women two time-
ronsuming robs: full-time work Plus ally Aopping, cooking, deanhig, and care
if the children in the evening. Not surprisingly; the result is a drastic fall in

,,trthrates throughout EitterriEsTrioir4drorriPforkid= tat in- Vie &Met
unions by evidence of increased mantic instaunity duo high incidence or to-
coholism among men. Yet even in theie societies, where doctrine asserts
that women and men are supposed to be economic equals; employment data

Irene Tinker is Progrent Head of the Office of InternetiOnal Science of the

AmeriCan Aso.PiittiOn Mr the Athfalettinent Of &41Wt.
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show that women hold the least prestigious jobs:' It may be mat in these coun-
tries also, men "subtract" a woman's home and child-care responsibilities from
her ability to hold down important positions. Whatever the explanation, it would

seem woman Ica. twice.

Development planners must begin to recognize women's dual roles and
stop using mythical stereotypes as a base for their development plans. A first
step is to recognize the actual economic contributions of women: Even this is
difficult. Statistic, the "holy building blocks" of developers, are made of the
same mythical assumptions: a) "work" is performed for money; and b) "work"
is located only in the modem sector. Thus the U.S. Department of Labor can
issue a statement saying that in Africa only 5 per cent of the women world'
This clearly is an absurd assertion about a continent when women are reported
to be doing 6040 per cant of the work in the fields and working up to 16 hours
a daY durine the planting seeson.? The "explanation" for the 5 per cent figure
is that agricultural work done by family members is not recorded as "work."
Nor are Cxdtanpe Igor, Iiiicilehold work, child care, or many activities in the
tertiary or informal _sector counted as work. And since statistic do not show
women working, planners do not plan fOr women to work TOO often
new projects actually intrude on activities in which women already are engaged;
bcit initeW of providing services or training-to women, assumption' iiguf proper
sex roles dictate that men receive the new training, new seeds, or new loans.
The gap widens.

Unfortunately, this phenomenon of increased dependency of women
on men is not new, The pattern has been reputed tiros anA time again; when-
ever a given society developed beyond sheer subsistence and cneted a civilization
whits required functional specialization. Documenting the archon or women's

position in ancient Greece and Rome, for example, Evelyn Sullerot has ob
served that "as a rule it is in the early periOds of WI civilization that the least
difference exists between the position of men and that of women. As a civiliza-
tion asserts and refines itself, the gap between the relative status of men and
women widens:A May Ebihara hu noted similar "reductions" of women's
status in Southeast Asia's past She points out that a Chinese visitor to the Khmer
empire -in Angkor in the thirteenth century_recorded that women held many
positions in the court; yet within a century; due to the spread of Chinese influ-
ence after the fall of the Khmer empire, women were reduced to bent legal
minors of their hutands.s

I Barbara W. Amor. "Women Under Communism." In ,Misr S. legume, ed., Women
in P o l i t i c s New York: John Wiley& Sorn,1974), PP. 21742.

3 U._ COOOrkkl,_ House of _Flopcsioniktivoc_ Committee _02,011411
committee on Intmational Orgenizations end Movements, "International Protection 01
kig08111.8ifeliCheerIrms At8M1L-DiMintorT013F-0310-0041,11444

3U.11. Economic Commission for Africe, Women's Programme Unit, "The_integra.
lion of Women in African Development," paper prepared tor the 14th Conference of tea

for International Development, Mid*, Ivory Coen: 1974.
4Evelyne Sulltrot, Women, Society, end Change (New York: McGraw-Hill, World

Uniiiriit* Librer*, 19711, n. 19.
_Skirt Ebihore, "Khmer- Village -Women In Combed& atrolve S. Alatthiesson,

ed.._8firre_ggers: Wenn in Crab-aitutsliretspectine New York: The Free Prest, 19741,
pp. 30548.
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Historically, these bureaucratic states produced a stratified society with

the higher classes living in towns. It seemed to follow inevitably that women,

separated from their essential fotid production functions, became more dependent

upon men; especially as upper-class men commanded large incomes and generally

adopted a more ostentatious style of living. Women lost their economic base and

came to be valued mainly for their female attributes of child bearing and provid-

ing sexual gratification. Thus they increasingly came to be "protected" or "con-

fined"perceived as "jewels" for men to play with or as vehicles for perpetuating
the family line; However; they were then also perceivedaccuratelyas economic

liabilities. In subsistence societies, where women are a valuable economic corn

modity; a man pays a bride price to the bride's father to buy her services; in
societies where women have lost their economic function, the exchange of money

is reversed; and the bride's family pays the groom to accept her.

Recent studies recording women's roles in subsistence economies show

a panoply of traditional roles, both economic and familial, whose patterns more
often add up to near serfdom than to any significant degree of independence

and personal dignity for women. Yet these kuilies show that, however onerous

women's lives, development plans have seldom helped them. Rather, develop-

ment has tended to put obstacles in women's way that frequently prevent them

even from maintaining What little toOritrnic independence they do have. Laws
and customs designed to protect women also can cause hardship. Even education

can widen the gap between mar, and women. This is not to say that develop-

ment never helps women; the case being made is that, competed to men, women

almost universally have lost as development has proceeded. If economic planners

would only look at resent (and longstanding) anthropological evidence, they
hopefully would recognize that women's productive contributions to the econ-

omy have been and can continue to tie important, and perhaps would begin to

plan projects which not only support_ women's worl but also open up oppor-

tunities for women to beams part of the modem economic system. With this
objective in mind, this paper will now review the existing evidence which shows

how deVelopment has negatively affected the prOductivity of women indifferent

areas of life.

Change of Subsistence Economies

In subsistence economies every family member traditionally is assigned roles

which are essential to the survival of the unit, whether that unit is a small
"nuclear" family or an extended one. Men as well as women have dual func-

tions: family roles are integrated with economic roles. While in any given society

these roles generally are sex-Specific, they vary from culture to culture. Almost

everywhere change has meant a diminution of men's roles in caring for _and

training-a:Wren orAkIngirdiguseloklince.clestelopriaiusListiricsarily
concerned with economic activity, and since it is women's traditional economic

riale_thit_haLbeettignOrti&We Shall focus on this function and how it has changed

for both men and women.
Ester Boserupin her landmark book, Woman's Role in Economk Devel.

opmenthas linked the variation of sex roles in farming to different types of

agriculture. In subsistence farming where land is plentiful, a slashand-burn
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technique is the typical agricultural styit; generally men dear the land and women

do the bulk of the farming. This agr;culturat technique is still predominant in

Africa bin is also found in many pat ts of Asia and Central and South America.

When population increase limits lard Jvailability, draft animals are brought in to

increase prtiductivity through the use of the plough.

And the advent of the plough usually entails a radical shift in sex roles in

agriculture; men take over the ploughing even in regions where the hoeing

had formerly been women's work. At the same time, the amount of weeding

to be done by the women may decline on land ploughed before sowing and

planting, and either men or women may get a new job of collecting feed for

the animals and, feeding them.'

As population pressure on land increases further, more latior-intensive crops

are introduced and grown year-round in irrigated fields. Women are drawn back

into the fieldsto plant,-weed, and harvest alongside the men. . .

In addition to their important role in farming; women in subsistence econo-

mies traditionally have engaged in a variety of other economic activitiesspinning

fibers, weaving cloth, drawing water; tending market gardens, and processing and

preserving foOds gathered from communal property. Women in Southeast Asia

boil palm sugar. West African women brew beer. Women in parts of Mexico and

elsewhere make pottery. Women in most countries weave cloth and make clothes.

Women in most cultures sell their surplus food in local markets. Profits from these

activities generally belong to the women themselves. Thth women in many parts

of the world have become known for their astuteness in the marketplace. Javanese

women have a reputation for being thrifty; while Javanese men consider them-

selves incapable of handling money wisely. In Nicaragua, women continue to

dominate the traditional marketplace; which caters to the lower dames; despite

the availability of modern supermarkets nearby.' Market women of West Africa

have parlayed their economic strength into political power as well. In contrast,

Hindu and Arab women seldom are seen in ttie markets as bUyers and never as

sellers. But these women come from societies that have long been bureaucratized

and in which women have lost some of their earlier economic independence.

Erosion of the role that women played in subsistence economies began

Under colonial rule; Policies aimed at improving or modernizing the farming

systems, particularly the introduction of the concept of private property and the

encouragement of cash crops; favored men; Under albal custom; women who

were farmers had users' rights to land. Colonial regimes, past and recent, seldom

have felt comfortable with customary communal land-tenure rights and have

tended to convert land to private ownership in some cultures th4reby dispossess-

ing the women-,=in disregard-of-local tradition; by recognizing men as the new

trWners. TIlA was as true of theChinese in Southeast /Gist arid the Spanish in

6Erter Bosarup, Wanwhii Rol. In Economic Cfrftelopinelt Mandon: GeonsAllen end
Urnvin. Ltd.. 19701, p. 33.

'Mildred Giertz,ThoJetinesi Foml/k 'Now TPA: The Fm Press,19611; and Manlatat
Hew, "Motu on the Public Waits and Waiting *morn of Allenepue, Ninerequa" (Mane
pus: Institut° Centroamoricano di Adnilnittrocion di Empress.. 1970.
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America as it was of the Europeem in Asia and Africa. Thus woman still
ad the lend but no longer owned it mdtherefoti became dependent on their
Irs IN their brothen. Wherever colonial governments Introduced ash crops,
I were consklered to be men's work. Muds of thi priahural deillopment
'mused on improving these crops. To encoureWthe own to take lobs on plen-

a or to grow dope on their own land; governments frequently Intro-
d taxes-NMI* forcing men (Who were more mobile] into thi itiWerti Maley
omy, while women (with child-rearintresponsibilitial remained in rural areas
hens in the subsistence economy. Their lack of access to money and loss of
rot Of lintl left women with little McIntire to_ kerma tither crops or the
in areas- vinem they arid-Mira to eitintinite thi Writing Swum. Further-

'. access to thothodarn_sectorwhether in Wafture or industty, hss drawn
away from their households and often even from their tend,-end thus has

I women iddltkibil that fOrentrly_ were rresol work: Not surprisingly;
activity has dedinidallitrildarint" hie aricssad.
Efforts to reverse this trend have bent undertaken development agencies,

Mir stereotypes concerning the sex of the farmer often have led to ridiculous

ti. 1974 Liana decided to ny to tricT:Origa wetria cultivation and
ght to the country a nem of Tehran's@ fernwrE To assure attendance at the
Nutrition planting; the govarnment offered wisp to the observers. Many
tployed men participated in the experiment while the women continued their

in the ?kids. Throughout Africa, rural extension services, waled on
r in the United States, have been staffed and attended by men only; custom
kited rural women_ from attending courses taught by men; andthe courses
it by women-rtMirthi hOOM otonOrnia Mune Oft arming and sewing-
irrelevant to their needs. Cooperathrii, too, tended to as erne that frrmers

males. T h u s t h e m e n had access to credit or to improved seds which they
to produce cosh crops; women in the subsistence sector were barred from
bership m well as thud growing tOi crops.
Perheps because the economic position of women in Able" was deterinrat-

io quiddy; _active opposition to this trend started there,_Nkurien women
ed allfemale cooperatives and demanded credit to buy MOM efficient oil
en to use in processing palm-oil nuts. Under pressure from women% groups,
povernment of Kenya reinternreted the cooserative regulations to alkny mem-

hip to women; and then formed a special task force to show women how to
ir this new opportunity. Zambian women Were taught how to grow oniohs as
hcrop, in between rows of the usual subiistence crops. TlitY were so success-
hat men demanded similar assistance;this venture turned sour when the
en refused to tend the men's onions; claiming it was not a traditional
In Tanteriii the gT6Verrierient is encouraging the establishment of Ulamaavil-

, where land is held communally and workers are paid according to their
u; in these villeoes; women for the first time are Wang paid for growing
stance crops. Marjorie Mbilinyi writes tilt "it is therefore not surorising_thet
an are the most ardent supporters of socialist rural policies in many_ areas

inzani"!

Marjorie J. Mbillnyl. "Barriers to the Full Participetion of Women In the Socially
fornytion of Tanzania." pepersnonented at the Conference on the Role of Rural Women

velopment, sponsored by the Agricultural DmelopmeM Council, Princeton, New Jersey,

ine,ways in wnicri oevelopmeni agencies nem 111UVULIIMU um N71,111JIVVIV,

likewise have tended to contribute to the undermining of women's traditional

roles Small implements such as presses, grinders, or cutters generally have been

introduced to men, even When the work frit *Mai they are a itibititute Ira
tionally has been done by women. The availability of corn grinders in Kenya,

for example, -dearly saves women many hours of manual effort-though they

also sperm hours going to the grinding center. But why are women thernselik not

tlught to operate then grindera7 Oil presses in Nigeria; tortillamaking machines
in Mexico; and sego-processing machines in Sarawak also are purchised and

operated by men=berierie men have access to credit or to money Stereo-

types that women cannot manage technology are reinforced by the fact that init

eracy is more widespread smong women; vme therefore cannot read instructions.

Agricultural technology has _produced the_ "green revolution'" and has

altered traditional agriculthrel pnrctices. The high capitalization involved in buy-

ing improved seed varieties and fertilizers has pressured fermen into more iffi-

cient harvesting arrangement Whith often utilize fewer laborers and increase

unemployment. Planners know this and often have tried to create alternative

employment for the dliplecAd Men: Btu, in most economies that rely on wet-rice

cultivation; it is the women who do the harvesting. A &trifled study on Central

Jeri, fa Okamoto, nOtedat the women formerly accepted low wages for plant-

inp in order to receive payment in rice itself for harvesting work.:Tdd_ ay the

hirvesting it dela by MObile nuns of men using the more efficient scythe;
women, who harvested with a hand knife, have lost their rights to harvest rind

hive not yet been able to obtain higher wages for planting.'

Improved transportation systems have affected traditiOnWMitilti in both
positive and negetive ways. In Mexico; for exasple; improved transport has

increased demand for locally made ceramic animal figures, thereby increWrig

hire: e4ertinrs. It has made manufactured fabrics available in even the smallest
towns, enabling women to nuke clothing without haring to weave the clots.
Moreover, travel to markets in town has eased the drudgery of women's lives

in rural areas." On the other hand, improved transport fen Meths many tridi-

tional occupations redundant It has opened new market@ for manufactured

goods that arnate with IOW, hand-mWe artifact: Traders from more distant

towns are taking over local markets, undercutting the traditional suppliers:
women trrJen from outlying villages. In Java-, the importation of Coca-Cola

and Australian ice cream mined local soh drink manuficture and la dealt
production; bOth enterprises had been dominated by women. Sago processing_

9Charlotte Stolmeker, "Emote.: es of Stability and Chimps Irene Simla OssitAttornim;'
pew preeentW at the Southwestern AnthroPolKkel_Aseocietion Meeting,Tocesn, Arizona,

;1971 13arbertsl. Word. "Women and TechnologL-M-DINelopillj COLIfitrW kr-paet
of Wow, on Socisty,_Vol. 29, No. 1 119701. 13Yeribing the *Nees Vests of hidinolooy, .

Beyerly Chinas observes: "Modern technology importadmilinsfo=belintllesit
reasyyjpf Melt ongtovoes:"
educacionet venerowne Doonnemo tetnico 2 (Ceram: Centro de eshelrofSrmeescer
la Coopers do du AitEC,19751.

"Ann Stoler, "Lend, Labor end Female Autonomy in Jaseneee Village," unholy,

netted menuscrIpt, 1975.
UStolmeker,-"Examples of StW.lity," op. els, p. 23; and Ward, "Women end Tech

llologY," oft. cis. P. 96.
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by women in Sarawaic was re dbymneprocessing run by Cl'rin men,

Yen's enterpnses also have totfrsd from mpatition with national or inter

national firms, A iiudy of iiiiiiitei Jid ih Zitia; NirIa; showed that

small ineties run by men suffered from the lack of basic servioas-rtla.itarfy

water, iiit, and credit-and that th prevented their expansion; In ntrast, two

lsr local factories, producing tobao and tix1il, iri fodind by 9ovfr

men lk' Pli iiiiill ire aware of and try to ease the demise of small

businesz in the wake of modern industrialization, What they have fortten,

however, is the ! the entrepreneurs-and hence have attempted to provi

alternative employment (ornsml*

Chan in the Modern Sector andVYomin's Education

The elite th!r tir of ill educ tion saw Iiit bias in fivor of men everywhere

in the world means that rural women seldom ire literate-s fact that inhIbits

their ability to move into ni cton when their treditiOflil encmlc roles are

wperiided Furthermote, accordmg to th. moat recant UNESCO fliras, di

disparity between male Ol!illry rowing. In Afflcs (where iltit

eracy extremely ht among both sexil, nIiw out of ten onin still iii

illiterate. lii Asia, fimili illitirc ritas riflge front 87 par cent in india to 52 par

dent in Hong Kong; and even ir.Hong Xong women am, fivi times - mor,y

to Hlfterat. than men morally, the hiser the lMl of iducadon, the lower

z the female enrollment in Afnce, some 20-30 r omt of finili thlldr,n attend

primary ,dti, bu dely 10.20 r cent of the IeCOndIrYIthOOI thildrsn are

9irlL13 In South Asia; of tlsel.5 par omt of the adu popuiation that contimses

ssool beyond
ir.wornrin LitinA.

ica, in ntrast, *4w,, the pamentaçe of utts who recthe hir educetion

fii 2 per cent to io cent; nearly haIfa studenjeenrolhd In Itighir.

sØucation instit tionsare women. owever, these few hly iducnd women

remain limited in their options by the widely held beliaf that men and onin

have separati 'proper iphiris" in profiiti iild iblId llfL

In treditidflil turil rsuits; the lick of education wasuriladvely 4w

serious Probk!!. But that is thingingasthsmtdini sector invades the tradi

tional sphere Women in the markets, for example, are it a dlsedriiit berias,

of their iIIitor ind lkk Of knolid of modern padcaging t.thiqu, The

lick of education limits women'i options even more severely when they migrate

to the city When they mov, with their husbands, they may be able to continue

household crafts or petty trading, ut trIig on I iiIll tdeia tikes place within

an established circis Of Oistomen, frequent moving can destroy a business In

orPe businesses; auth as tailoring, women4ccmpete with men who have easier

access to credit and therefore can provide a wider variety if fsbrla. Li.* ot

1oqothy itamy

tsQthJiWl$JId
, 1

Yo:Piig., 193
,-

1.K thCW,,Aftk*,*,*,h, Tcwre:MA.ctoFAfrks':SorIftr4W1Q',

lCamb,ie: Cnwcif Un*shy Prow, 1913), p. X

14Bcwso;isbnwYs RM, op. clt.,p, 171.

iucation isa hiidl tottil wOnn Dorothy Rimy, who has sttadnd dw

economic ictivity of women in Nia, has coinmiited that 'lttt ixceptitit;

thawhnin1nrnynpl.eadbwabl,mumswhØnd&lnd,pandrt
iwhrdsdpr)mamsthc& -- Iifdi*onihnsedtore.d;

wrlti, md spiik win.

Whik minisd women find ,fifr iia Iilics severely limited In

dimwmnofdw 4w developed world, they it issat hive husbands to suppo

them, life for unmirrii'i icnin morediflilt &iMys ndutsd in Diomey

iitdicetid that from 250 per cent of women Uxhig In toii iii

own1' In Lattn M y on ni
men, krdokivopistitmore
ft, hj prosdtutlon Is nsndsed am di primary inline of .AvJatance

Other women fit In uncou ted )nt.re*esofdiixnomy
buy a

pack of dprett.s th in its di They ceok food and hawk fton

di steet Mthous male rnmts, too, engage nn1, they

inuly propras into di 'nmn ictor," where they we Included i

onomicasdvldido that

m4wzundard,adonaiproduct"
Mthassredupsenwioon'

doni for .wor s pertkul&y ml mdupperd* woman. Since moat

plecedahhadionsease
to idiO In many as andt,sthlngm

femile ocrsspadonL Infect, mom ogpo womr astuthsrs,

, and doetom In ocssdas where sex
ndneà and men a,,

lImludindIdftlonaiwditkL"
As lax sepegation Is ralaud, however, JI di ikat14 ofw

d.dlnw-providlng yet another IiinPiI of di iidII Int of deeeIonrt

on women.

In those areas of Southeast Asia am West-Africa where tradIng traditionally

has been di women's prisms, many educated wonis hii ritaIr dir intri'

preneurial ithiIly tO flden nwkit conditions. In Ghana. di

njor mrialó manufacturer a women The strigth of oVbad masr

worsen In Guiwi and Nigeria ha lven them influence In affecting gov.rnnint

didsions In Jskssta, di of d hwri civil wvite ur shops and

ifryIIIsehteoowwdam4wnbywomin1n
the ltineswonwn are am real estate qnts, stbrokwi,ind business

ml;

__Ii-
Yore Mo

RmiswPret1971
$pNkAf rice; Ten

Esant Celsomsy endGains,TMvnpmi Wi nwiuu, 1974.
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schools is a dor indicator of the value plead In that country on the ability of
women to lean and too sant,"

Only In crisis situations, however, are women generally permitted bysodety

to engage in economic activities that othetivW *nein to then. In VOthirit,
for example, woollen were forced to support their familia through yeas of war.
Marilyn Hoskins has pointed out that women In Vietnaii tneititsiAly hie ban
*mai in the aridly; thus any activity that ensure the femlly's continuity or
aids in Its comfort Is socially samptable,l' Undoubtedly aiding in thh ectsparidi

are the many folk tAs which portray VOtromen wean as heroines In the days

before Chinese and French colotrialism, A similar ability of women to respond to

datifthds Imre quickly than their husbarah) is found today among the
Yemenite migrants into Israel. Yemenite men; more cirtuntrailied than women

by carefUlly alimitid Mai, hie diffkUlty adapting to their new surroundings,
while the women, expected to ale to the needs of their families; have moved Into

the ITiCKMM IICT3tiOrtik lector and in many awes hoe bonnie the msjor Income

produart In their families?'"

Ian education ha only Oita couritirid the hhtbric phenomenal typical
of the earlier bureaucratic as well as the later industrial societies--assigning of

WOMM1 to the hone. Those women who succeecad in obtaining a hkater edu

lion during the colonial period usually could find job; as easily es men; both
because of the death Of trained nitiOnei Wn4 heehaw the safety itself was in

state of political and economic transition. An important factor enabling these
women to participate was the existence of a appetite' family structure in which

kin and 'servants took over some of the women's household tasks and family ra

sponsibilities; Thus women played a prominent part in many rwitiOniliat struiles

iivAsia and Africa and were rewarded with high governmental positions in newly

independent countries. The three current in prime miastertof India, Sri
Lanka, arid the Nntrid African Republkhave personal histories of political
etwity. In Latin Mork.; women have entered such demanding occupetions as
law, riledicine, and antiatry in larger numbers than in the United States?'

Today; unfortunately; the situation is changing,Fewer women are in parlia-

ments or political pieties than during the early deo of Introit-Witte; professional

women in many countries are beginning' to have difficulty finding good jobs;

These setbidcs mirror those experienced by women in the United Stites, Where

3 higher percentage of women relived doctoral degrees between 1910 and 1920

than at any time since; and where more women held professional and Walla!

thus
Justin J. Green, -PfillipOlne Women: Taverch a Social Structural Theory of Female

Status," piper prep red for the Southwest Conference of the Association for Asian Studies,
Sentort, Texas, 1973.

"ThitaiiicOacelinorwasisLittomeoleaCbanalcu2Soshrt:atteltilerced.
rhair OptIona," unpublished rnanuscrtpt,1973.

"Yad Keck, "hresil Women In Development: The Case of Yemenite Awe In
Noshes," Row wetland for the AAAS Seminar on Women In Development, Mexico City,
Maim, 1975.

31 NOM Scan Kinzer, "Destroying the Myth: The Port one Professional," In Ruby R.
Assitt, ad., Women Crose-Culierally: amp. and Challenge (The Hague: Mouton Prim,
19751.
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jobs In the 1930s than do now. Uwe ',ramekins hoe bati chested for such
trends. Fire, as educational opportunities Mouse; more middiadas children

attend college; and daugliars of the middle data usually ars more restricted by
their sense of propriety than we the daughters of upper-cla s families.

Second; the entry of large numbers of men into the rinks Of ;a satUSpirtitri-
Orly mkiditclass men who feel women should stay Irons increases employment

competition and &cruses women's ditnw Third, the governmentr in maw
rbvrly inapervOnt =mess have become more and more dominated by the
military; with professional women sometimes do obtain higrti 4wei jobs in the

amieuldricy, Sieben* nowhere do they do so In the- militant.

Nonworking wormwhetter educated or notbecome mote dependent
on their hatia that Woe Who have an income, While a &pendent woman
may have more status in the eyes of her friends because of her husbands job;

many women resent die Itieread authoriterienism which tench to flow from
dependency. Joseph Gugler writes_ ;bar _how such reentrant has led to the

radicalization of women in Whet AM& 2 At the same ten, however. rt
from the drudgery of farm labor makes dependency and even reclusion accaptabk,

to *own in flinty -KM Of Asa and Afrktri. WNW %%tem women tool: upon
seclusion, or purdah; as an _extreme fain of bedosadna% many Iniver-dess

women in the old berelusaitk eaOths perrbelve it a an improvement of stea

m imitation of the upper dames. This Promo of clanging lib styles to- emulate

the des -above has long Wen oWertisA bitiasai -tistai hi the Hltiat hierirda
when ft Is tanned "Sandcritization." A study &purdah In Bangladesh indicates
it has binned since ItiationencTe from Get BrfOin.''

M
In northern Nicene,

the anti of Hausa toward seclusion is influenced by religion and
culture. Farming Is carried on by Hasse WOW of the artimkt Oct WV) theft
their fray:loin of movement and ridicule the alluded Hausa Moslem women, who,

on the other hand; appear to prefer to be kept in seclusion an the frOutith that it

iodates their work kill and raises disk prestige. Nonetheless, it hes ben noted

that seclusion has the effect of operating the sexes end Omaha the hostility of

women toward men; NS lir:entry creates a kind of amele solidarity the is not
channeled into activism but 4 exprosed; for example; in ribeld singing. Among
the animist Heusi; "women play an obvious economk Ms, one that Is recognized

by the men." The result is social Solidarity rather than sex division 3e

Such increasing hostility between men ad women may le responsible for

the amazing rise in households headed by women: Around the world today, one

out of three households is headed; de facto; by a woman. In the United States the

figure is just unckr 20 per cent, but in parts of Lein America it Is as high as 50

per cent; in Africa the end of legal polygamy has resulted inakond wives being

emnstatidliiiiniTriiid.Thimumber of wornersbeaktd.householdrisaixt growing

2.misepp- Guoirk, 'The Second Sex In Town," Oman J114;rnal PiAltioen Stealer,
Voi. 6, No 2119721 pp. 289-302,

13
Hanna Papensk, '?urcteh: Worst* Yikultia end Symbolk Shelter," Comporedve

Studio; In Society and Hillary; Vol. 15,140. 3 (19734 00.280326.

24.1uvrnalL Bmktar,"11aut. Woman ind Warn," Catvid4nXoenfrISPAWenStialk,
Vof.6, No. 2 11672), as. 317 -28;
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in M b the aidomary prot,cflon afforded divoranaow

byfamiyrectmbedded in trition.i relins brankfrig dowi Migration

patternsa fnctlon f rsconomk opikà hive lid to an ncii in

oiiin4iiiid iihokh, In A1TI the man migrate to flpIsntitigiuor

citi, Tb. 1969 Kenya nsus indt that one third onrsihhoklsare

headed wnw Lesotho estimat$ ar even hiier, in Latin AmerI, in con

ras't; ft is the men who migrate fiflt$ oftii HiIi in ui iqümeh
and iiisIjUii thiIdrn by theneIve Whatever the reason; pinner panist in the

stamotypd of the ftmliy eshuded bye man; this pt reinfors the idea that

only man engage in economic activity end aide to unfair pJanning,

M nd hp iiti tie- wiweedee hoehoIds:

MtOOUnIëi In fria have adopted Im making monogamy the only legal forni

of !ninl*. S&ond WiYI Who of course continue toexiat, become "mistresses"

and lo* the potecion that was ecoordid them under customary l.

Vi AfrI ioii irgue favor öi ti niit fur tnn sty; many

hikat Wtnlen indits efereoceJr iyemy suvey conducted in the

ivory Coast in 60 owed th nt of women camsout In favor

of poiygan According to Marrita Dobm, the
tt ' I

monwiMhoujoidWhemas
fonnefy both man and 'ornen had to dii or to the head ofthiJln.sge'Further

morcoTh thared the burden of househo14 work and cooktr; one wan

coukigo off to tradcwiiis enow ztiyd tw to iId ki
Wiih law Uhdernres wumn's mar mis as thiki iaring treating

worne ødsprdsnu.as fires pro niddgen'ri1ly awarding them

OI1 of dien in divot Thus modernization tekas away woman's eco

nonlc roles Wf it trI nri thu theth thi burden of cing for rslang

their di,idrr 014cr religions auth z rnstienfty wid Hinduism avoided this

robiim by forbdir dfror; hum and Aflican animivn allowed disorca ut

man to swna tue obligatiofls of raising the thiF&in. 8 biOM j

of the biiii Of irig for thëi thikiten lt case of divor; recant )egisl

tion in Kenya has placad an oppressive burden ondvora ,enyinwui

WomieAedhousehoiriz.re ilO inersu in the Sovwu Union There

th women are integrated into the economy, ilit :i 1oiiviI jOlil, but thei

i Ot aiAin in hoihoid i family , Woman are rject1rg not

only marriegejut also thd bearing. it was interesting t hoer Rornanisn officials

at i)wU N Population Conference in utharest in August 1974 observe that

concorn over the failing birthrith ii tiii tr ätUilly flt hove the effect

of in to help more wftli the houseworkl

There is no dear relationship between fimiiy ty and women's ability to

Oik Mobnheded households garwraiy are elativeiy pourer. In mit thu

iducitiOn Id i foiid to evn moieyinmargina1jobj

within orouJdethe modem setQr,,iflth,United$l1teotcadWb!trito f lMn iit by neerly chaff; the majority tend

2Uobtt1?ii awnIng St,tu of wom," op. ce., pj

Arw i oi oi A1n pir, iüi i uie7 canar,

Jow.jolAfrgi $iidIa, Vol.6, No.211912)

TO TiflO JODS oil me UW UU 1.11 UI MV ,.
thildiupport payrnenti At au mi it as thout that the nudear family would

be the pototy of th modem world Women in the UnitedStates ñcOthplhiñ

of the restrictions of the nudear tanHyleast where the paon are not equal.

Yet several obseiers of Aian women have argued that the nudiar family lithe

primary liberating for from the pitrisrthii dosninan of the extended family

Latin American oivers on the other hand, have auggestid that the kin network

that typifws traonaI extendid amiliss actually allows for more equality of

wome' cause of the shed obligations and duti within iii family

In Chine, the Ituonai eXtessdfriiy pattern has been the target of

muth aiticism oy the guvernment, undoubtidly ci.ii that form has been so

intertnedifti the itist bureLedc form of guvemmin All levels ofsdity

ar required to there ihi drudry of hardiKor, coIii stüden and parry

fiictiOriiii In pefficoler are required to wo periodically on Or O

maive public wodprjecte, Govvni'rwnt publications vJggest that the 14iil

of equality has been ieved, but tplcally the militaiy and burIiacret ieilire

are imost iniry men2' Even ti most inflstiai Oiinese woman today-

Chiang wife of Mao T*tung-opsretn the rii,y 2tRicentvisstoi's

tobInabave boenIdefforbtoisvefemsleeqality.Nonethe3ew,

evinesedelegetetotheU.N CommluionontstusofWomenE

the ilylhawnotyetunderstood
that women are to be vend as equals.

Conclusion

in nibsistence economiesdw oavelopenth tended torestrictthe

economic. Indu pendi - omen Irtiaditional jObe have bsn thalienged

by IWN methode and tethnoiogiis,Beciw W Of prOplfl

r&i ii UPii for teisd to be expartad with aid, mod,rnon

continually increishe gap beteim o! !!!!'! Lity!! with

th . modern world, Elites In these corMarelbuidwithmkidledessWest.m

values relegating women to a ubordkt iáih ohifi tinitied by tiw

Iidiitrial *Ofld' buteaucretfe systems; whith frequently reinfor such stereo.

sinthirot
In thi developed, "modern" worid, women continue to ixilici

restricted icononk tiñitii )tthë liens time finding increased

rantily obligatiom thnist uposthem. The strange nt.Pfaitywith
the *Ies em idlal of"equalfty fOr all" inaealngly has mads women swereof

this injuslica, lnteed of docilely accepting i fiti, iii ii biobrni

Iiiiiitiily host ill; lfiiing ntcIcgebehli4

.
A

overdue, Pianne must not only consider and support women's economic

K. Kiferin, Elsnc)ng the Role of Mornenin Counvii p,,

p&id l UAiviIcy for liiiiiitI DMiOm.nt; 19fl;Jlmso.

Wki, "thi It RibIf.o! apssdl ir!dbIfo

tf, Vingipr,sd Cool s'ncn on Amriom P,rnictIvw, Racfn., Wionln June 2& 1974,
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activities but must also find ways of mitigating the drudgery of housmork

and the responsibility of Child rearing. The roles assigned each sex must
again !lc made more equalwith

men as well as women accepting their dual

Junctions of work and family;

For a time after World War II; there was great optimism about the ability

of the world to proceed apace with economic development, Today there is a

growing realization that development is a. more elusive concept than had
been previously thought Even where countries are able to boast of a rising

gross national preduct in the lace of population growth; it is recognized that

We;;terr.;-styla development approaches of the past hae tended to make the

rich richer and the poor poorer', both within colintrierand arnong countries-.

Not onlywOmen but the poor generally have been let out
Not surprisinly, many economists are looking for alternative paths to

development, and are showing an increasing interest in the experiences of

such nO141estern countries as the Soviet Union olri rin A their impAct

on worn:1n h9wever;these non!Western model-s _also are inadequate; in a

sense they err twice, tor white women's nurturintroles are.derphasized in
savor of Vie:r economic roles; women continue to have access only to the less

important economic and political roles. beady these modelswhatever the
irrJaC r :.heir policies on the women in their own countrieSSISO cannot

and scu!o not be txported without Major adapiationtor they too will under!

mine nmen's traditional roles. Vinat is needed; therefore; is not an imported

model; but rather.an adaptation of teveloprnent goats to each societyan
adaptation that will ensure benefits for women as well as men



CROSS, CULTURAL ATTITUDE_ _SURVEY

Working alone, study each of the following attitude dimensions. Then using
the nine-point scale:

1.. Indicate where you feel your position is on each dimension.

,

'W = 0.) I CU

e 0-1 1.1 0 W e W W W 4.1 0 00.il __ 0 13 .0 W .
1 14 V. W i-1 0 Ca ...4 .
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2 3 4 5 6

1. A woman's place is in the home.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2. Women should play an equal role in the economy of the family.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3. A women should always try and be attractive to men.

-1 2 4 3 4 -5 6 7 8 9
_ - r

4. A woman should always be honest in her personal feelings toward a man.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

5. A woman who has not borne children has not fulfilled herself as a woman.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 c"----s\ 9

iv.
6: Woman have the right to remain single.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 __8_ 9

7. A woman should feel good when a man pays her attention.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

8. .It is not a sin for a woman to have sexual relations prior to marriage.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

9. In the home, what the man says goes.

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9

10. A woman_ can-have a relationship with a man on a purely platonic or
:friendship level.

1 2 '3 4 5 6 7 8
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The nen ranking social group
is one In which the women Jo .
Jomestlettubes,srafi work and
occasional poultr, raising. but
nos er earn money Their men -
folk dotbetr
planting and aincullural wufk
Tait pattern of life Ls typcsl of
that of most women in L..ttn
America..Ind the Indian ..:ut
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Wdmen of the Worlam the facts

ome omen and work.
The -top- social poup wars

W0101141111 Thing World
societies is those who live is
total seclusion. often behind

_dui_ veil. never_takingeoulan
outdoor acueities. he fanning
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A WOMAN'S WORK IS NEVER DONE

A day in the life of a typical rural African woman
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WOMEN'S WORK IS NOT RECOGNIZED
National statistics for the economically active
usually omit women's work in the subsistence sec-
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LIFE EXPECTANCY
Womeni central lifespan is longer than men's, In the in-
dustrialized world where nut:Won and public health slat:W-
ards are high and medical care available, die longevity pp
between men and women can be as ninth as M years
(USSR). In the developing countries. where women__suffer

more than men from a Mavy WOrklnad_and_sOciatiterviee
deficiencieS. the pp is narrower and someumes reversed.

Life orpocUanij of birth wok isai /male _ r _

it_

12 41
32_
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WOrnen and education
SCHOOLING
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WATER
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ILLITERACY
Nearly two -01_of_c_very three illiterate people in the -orlt:

ad)rne_n_Resistarice by Third World women io other
opportunities of raising their quality of lifebetter _nutn
tion. farnily_planning, domestic hygieneare very closely
associated with literacy. 44
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MATERNAL MORTALITY
Raistrig_health standards for women in the Third World re-
quires eas, access to maternal and child care services; in
eluding ante- and post-natal care. materintY We And family
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WORKING STYLE INVENTORY-

Self-Assessement

Sixteen situations typical of those faced by Peace Corps Volunteers in the
past are described below._ Four different ways of handling each situation are
described next. Select the way of handling each situation which you prefer -and
assign the - number "4".to_that choice. _Select your next preferred choice.and
assign a_"3-_to it. Assign a "2" to the next preferred choice and then a -17
for the least preferred choice. Assign your numerical choices directly on the
scoring sheet attached to this Self-Assessment form.

- _ This form is designed to help you assess your own personal preferred style
Of handling situations whith you are likely to face during service as a Volun-_

teer. tater; you -will analyze the_results_yourself_and_will be given opportuni-
ties to try out different ways to handle similar situations;

ASSIGN A "4"; -3-; "2 ", or a -1" IN THE ORDER OF YOUR PERSONAL PREFERENCE
FOR HANDLING EACH SITUATION DESCRIBED._ PLACE_YOUR__RESPONSES DIRECTLY ON THE
SCORING SHEET ATTACHED TO THIS SELF-ASSESSMENT FORM.

Situation #1

You are entering your assigned village to- take -over an appropriate technol-
ogy project. The Volunteer you are replacing has already left; The project Is
three years old. YoU have had brief discussions -with village leadership and get
the sense that the.project is being received with mixed results. You have been
asked to address a meeting of village-leaders to introduce_ yourself._ How would
you prefer to handle the situation? (Respond on Scoring Sheet!) Choic -es-:

I; Present your approach to the project and ask for questions and advice.

2. Seek the leadership's view of the project and identify problems.

3. ASk the leaders to describe their goals for the project; as well as
other pressing needs the village is facing.

4. Ask the leadership if you cansit in on_this_meeting and become better
acquainted with village needs before addressing a meeting.

Situation #2

You have been assigned to help the_largest village cooperative keep, their
financial records straight and to provide general management assistance -to -coop
leaders. The cooperative is operating :at a deficit; and membership is declin-
ing. You need to decide how to prioritize your time from the following
choices.

Choices

5. Develop a balance sheet and income statement to analyzes causes of the

deficit.
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6. WorkWith coop manager and bookkeeper to identify causes of defidit

and declining membership.

7. Encourage coop leadership_to_call a_ membership meeting to discuss the

causes of deficit and declining membership.

8; Observe everyday func:ioning of the coop and informally talk with
people who belong ant do not belong to the enterprise.

Situation #3

You -have been assigned as a teacher in the local trade school in manual
arts. A disagreement has arisen among the faculty about whether to emphasize em-
ployable skills-training or preparation for advanced training. You are about -to

attend a faculty meeting to discuss these issues. You are the only expatriate

member of the faculty. What is your strategy?

Choices

9. Publicly site your point of view indicating a Willingness to listen.

10. Meet with influential faculty and seek to influence them to your point

of view.

11. Seek the advice of fellow faculty and follow it;

12; Take a position in

Sitilationt&

Youare assigned to a small vegetable cooperative project which has been

underway for several years. There is very high interest in the project _among_

the village at large. Howeveri.:the local leader6hip has Just decided all coop_

labor must be assigned to re7building the bridge recently flooded out during the

rainy season. This is planting time for the vegetable coop. What would you do?

public and attend the meeting to listen and learn.

Choices

13. Persuade the leaders to change '.heir priorities, at least to enable the
once-a-year planting in the vegAable fields

14. Help the leadership identify some alternatives to choosing between the
vegetable crop and the bridge.

15; Help the local vegetable coop manager develop strategies to try to get

the local leaders to reconsider.

16:. Join in and facilitate bridge repair in an effort to complete it in
time to also plant vegetable plos.

Situation #5

You are in the last six months of your tour. It -is unclear whether you

Will' be replaced by- another Volunteer. The local project committee is urging
you to be sure to finish a gravity irrigation project -you leave. YOu are not

sure you can complete it is the time allotted. How will you handle this

pressure?
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Choices

17. Try as hard as you can to complete the project.

18. Lead.a planning meeting_with the local project committee and staff and
try to develop alternative strategies.

19; Concentrate on developing skills in local project staff to enable them
to complete the project after your departure.

20; Pass the dilemma on to the local project staff leaders and encourage
them to solve the problem and tell you what to do.

Situation #6

_ _A new counterpart hasbeen assigned to your food production project. He /-
she does not have the connections with local district officials which the previ-
ous counterpart had and seems unable to use connections to get needed_inputs.
If you do_not get the_heeded inputs soon; serious food shortages could result at
harvest time. What will you do?

Choices

21. Use your previous associations through the past counterpart to ensure
the required inputs are received in time.

22. Develop strategy with new counterpart to provide introductions and con-
tacts to enable him/her to get inputs in time.

23. Ask new counterpart to develop plan to get inputs; and critique plan.

24. Encourage new counterpart to go out and try to figure out how to get
needed inputs.

Situation #7

You have taken over an agricultural production project of the green revo-
lution" type with a "most promising farmer"_orientation._ There are two very
progressive_farmers using the new technologies and greatly increasing their cul-
tivated land. Most farmers in the area_have not adopted the new practices: The
village leadership is predicting scarcity to starvation next year if food pro-
duction is not greatly increased. Where will you focus your time?

Choices

25. On increasing food production_by whatever means; including using the
progressive farmers as "model" farmers for others.

26; Balancing between encouraging the progressive and working directly with
more traditional farmers.

27: Organizing traditional farmers and training them in new agricultural
practices.

28. Identifying why traditional farmers are not adapting new agricultural
practices.
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The village to which you have -been assigned has a native- bee - keeping proj-
ct going and are highly motivated about it. Your assignment is a general agri-
Idltural assignment, but you happen to know quite a bit -about beekeeping and
:an see some ways to help improve their already successful project. They have
;Flown no interest in using you in that way. How will you respond?

:hoices

29. Speak to village and project leaders
improving the project and suggesting

30. Make a suggestion from time to time,
competence in this area;'

laying out some of your ideas for
change in your assignment;

informally, demonstrating your

31; Share your dilemma with your counterpart and seek his/her advice and
follow it.

32. Move ahead -with your assignment as planned, being alert to any future
opportunities to be helpful in an informal way with the bee-keeping.

atuation #9

You are_beginning the second year of your two-year teaching contract. You

rave been able to introduce some innovative methods; and students_and fellow
!acuity have responded will and begun_to adapt them. Some students in particu-
.ar have "blossomed" under your direction; What are your priorities for the
next eight months?

:hoices

33.

34;

Focus on blossoming students and

Orgaaize special teacher - training
vations in curriculum and teacher

bring more into the fold.

seminars to broaden and deepen inno-
practices.

35. Seek opportunities to co-teach with counterparts
tions already adopted.

36. Begin planned withdrawal to lessen dependency on you for sustaining
innovations adopted;

to solidify innova-

dtuation #10

You are a health and nutrition specialist assigned to a community clinic
ith a very vague and general assignment. The needs surrounding you are over-
theiming, but you don't know where to begin. The clinic director seems glad to
AN'e you; but has provided no specific direction. How will you begin?

hoices

37; Assess your strongest field -and Snake a concrete proposition to the
director to clarify your role.
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i8. Ask for a meeting_with the director to mutually explore his/her prior-
ities and ascertain where you can be most helpful.

39. Ask yourcounterpart(s) if you can observe them for a month in hope of
identifying areas where your skills can complement theirs.

40; Conduct a community needs assessment and develop your role in response
to community needs;

Situation #11

You are a technician assigned to a well-drilling project in a_community
where potable -water is in short supply. You know:how to dig a well and have
.demonstrated how to do so. However, in this culture, manual labor by men is
frowned upon; They are happy to have you dig wells while they watch. What Will
you do?

Choices

41. Continue digging to model that manual labor is o.k. and, by example,
influence local men to join you.

. Meet with influential leaders and point out -the necessity for potable
water and its relationship with health problems in the community.

43. Meet with counterpart(s) ansd try to get them to help you solve the
problem:

44. Stop digging wells and focus your attention on overall community needs
and how you might help meet some of those needs.

Situation #12

You have been working as an_athletic coach in the community and, under your
direction, the community has produced outstanding teams. It is a matter of con-
siderable pride to community leaders, and they have asked you to continue to
Win. You have noticed little parental involvement; however; and in order_to win
you have focussed attention on a small number of talented youth. How will you
change the situation?

Choices

45. Try to maintain your winning teams, while organizing new teams with
more focus on parental involvement among new team members.

. Call a meeting of existing and new parents_and_make a condition -of
your continued coaching, greater parental involvethent all around.

47: Seek parental assistance in coaching, organize new teams, and focus
your time on training new coaches.

48. Spread yonr__"winners" among newly organized teams, minimize importance
Of "winning ", and concentrate on parental involvement to identify new
needs;
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Situation iti3

Your counterpart is becoming increasingly dominating during proiject_commit-
tee meetings. As his/her confidence and skill hits grown; you haveigladly given
more responsibility to the counterpart. But, it seems to you other committee
members are becoming more withdrawn from the project._ You_want toalbuild a
strong project team, rather than just one strong counterpart. Wh,t should you
do?

49. Raise the issue directly with the counterpart and offer to lead the
next - committee meeting to demonstrate participative lead,ership
SkillS.

Choices

50. Provide help in planning the next meeting and make some specific sug-
gestions to the counterpart about how to modify leadership' behavior.

51. Watch for opportunities to provide feedback; ask the counterpart ques-
tions about -how she/he thinks meetings are going; and reinforce par-
ticipative behavior.

52. Leave the situation alone and count on the committee to call the
counterpart on dominating behavior; then reinforce and offer to help.

Situation #14

You have just been assigned to a project which is a mess; Your counterpart
appears_to have_opened a small shop for a second income and is not shoWing up
For project work. Community leaders are unhappy because the project was begun
with a lot of enthusiasm. They have asked you to take over and straighten it
)ut. How will you proceed?

Thoices

53. Take over and straighten out the project first, then deal with the
counterpart problem later.

54. Confront the counterpart with his/her behavior and provide ongoing
consultation until both problems are more manageable.'

55. Present counterpart with pressing project problems and ask him/her to
suggest solutions and plans to implement solutions.

56. Call meeting with leaders and counterpart and facilitate a problem-
solving session as first step toward project reorganization.

situation #15

You are working in a community with another volunteer. You have just be-
:ome aware that the other volunteer has deeply offended the leaders because of
Iresscode behavior._ The level of distress in the community is rising and inhib-
ting the success of both of your assignments. How will you handle this?

57. Speak to the other volunteer immediately and strongly suggest she/he
change inappropriate behavior.
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58. Consult with the other volunteer and try to understand reasons for the
behavior in a mutual problem-solving manner.

59. Bring influential community leader(s) and the other volunteer together
to mutually explore problem and solutions.

60. Encourage local leaders to go to volunteer on their own and offer to
be available if they need help.

Situation #16

Your counterpart is moderately skilled and experienced and moderately in-
terested in your project. She/he does not see the project as advancing her/his
own career. The village; however, is vitally interested in the project. How
would you handle this situation?

Choices

61. Try to get counterpart reassigned, and temporarily take over direction
of the project until, a new person is assigned.

62. Spend time with counterpart trying to identify ways in which his/her
role in the project can both meet project goals and career aspira-
tions;

63. Work with counterpart on career goals and help her/him develop strate-
gy for pursuing them, including leaving project if appropriate.

64. Facilitate a meeting between community leaders and counterpart_to see'
if they can come up with a mutually satisfactory solution to the prob-
lem.
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(A)

SCORING SHEET

(8) (C) (D)

1. 2, 3. 4.

5. 6. 7. 8.

9. 10. 11. 12.

13. 14, 15. 16.

17. 18. 19. 20.

21. 22. 23. 24.

25. 26. 27. 28.

29. 30. 31. 12.

33. 34. 35. 36.

37. 38. 39. 40.

41. 42. 43. 44.

45. 46. 47. 48.

49. 50. 51. 52.

53. 54. 55. 56.

57. 58. 59. 60.

61; 62. 63; 64.

Total Total Total Total

Instructions:

Enter your responses for dath_Of the sixteen situations above. Assign_a "4" to

your first Choite'a "3" to your second choice, a "2" to your next choice; and a

"1" to your last choice in each situation.,

Wheh you have responded fully to each Set of choices, total the numbers verti-

call)* in each coludal.
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Agricultural Extension has a long and varied history. Someone .long ago _

discovered how to "cultivate" a plant yielding food; This gatherer began to
cultivate, and Agriculture was born. Someone else noticed this innovation
and Agricultural Extension began. The diffusion of agricultural innovations
pre-dates many things. In a sense, then, so does Agricultural Extension;
Broadly speaking, Agricultural- Extension is a very wide spectrum of activi-
ties ranging from spontaneous informal information-sharing to scientific or
even esoteric study.

In Europe, the United States, and other more - developed- countries, Agricul-
ture has become more scientific in the last two centuries. It is_now recog-
nized as a science or technology: During that time Agricultural Extension
has changed too. It has become _more and more systemic, institutionalized,
and formal. In the Third World both of these phenomena are much less
apparent, however. The history of Agricultural Extension revolves around
the rise of science and economics in Agriculture and theincreasing awareness
of development issues. AgricUltural Extension in less-developed countries
especially is a hybrid affected by both factors. Science and development
have dictated sweeping technological change.

B. Systems

There are some systems of Agritultural Extension_Which are_clearly defined
in its history as stages or types which are the bases of all others.

)

Spontaneous The "spontaneous" system was the first and Continues to
be the most basic form; In it informal communication
ocurrs among farmers and those around them* not
necessarily purposive in agricultural terms. Information
is shared as part of more general social intercourse.

Farmer In the United States, the spontaneous system solidified
Network during the 19th and early twentieth centuries into a

self-conscious network of farmers organized for the
purpose of sharing ideas to help each other survive and
prosper; In European countries similar networks sprang
up; Gradually business and.government came to participate
in this network; though it remained funded and controlled
by farmers inthe United States well into this century.

230
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Colonial At about the same time; European governments sought to
(Plantation). catalyze agricultural production in their_colonies

abroad; especially concerning cash crops_like tobacco,
sugar; coffee; and tea. The Coloni41(plantation) system
arose whereby_the governments selected and delivered
information, inputs, credit, -and market controls to
increase nativefarm production. More formal and
centralized than the United States Farmer Network, this
Agricultural Extension system included some of the
first expert nonfarmer extension workers;

Rural In the midtwentieth century; the independence move
Change ment'among former colonial empires gave rise to the

Rural Change system; Based on the Colonial system;
which constituted a prototype in the developing world;
this new form was designed to change rural values;
behavior; and activities in accordance with governmentally
planned growth and development. Ideas; inputs, plans,
and innovations were imported by the government and
imparted to rural families by extension workers from
outside rural areas.

Research The Farmer Network in the United States gradually
Education became even more institutionalized; In fact; its

Extension function was taken over by the federal and state
governments. Land-grant universites came to replace
the exceptional farmers as the sources of information;
and formal research; education; and outreach activities
superceded farmer interactions.-- Overseas the "green
revolution" of the 1960's and 1970's took this form.

-Community In the 1950's and 1960's; and more recently again; the
Development United States government; the UN, and the British

government in India) designed a specific form of
rural change extension to address rural communities
as whole entities. Outside extension workers brought
the democratic process and .a general knowledge of.a
number of technical topics into rural areas to stimulate
community development as a political and economic
"grass roots" protection against poverty (and by their
thinking, communism). This was an unusual mixture of the
community scale of the Farmer Network with the outside
influence and support associated with other forms of
Extension;
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The Research-Extension System is the pre-eminent form of Agricultural
14:xtension in today's world. It is how most Americans and Europeans would
define Agricultural Extension. For example, Webster's Distionary described
extenion as "a program which geographically extends the education resources
of an institution by special arrangements to persons otherwise unable to
take advantage of such resources." Another recent definition calls
extension "organized activities designed to convey technical information
to farmers and others". What activity, organized how?

Extensio -n Formats

The phrase now synomyous with Agricultural Extension is "directed tech-_
nological change% Specifically, there are a number of activities which
typically come under the heading "Extension Work"; These are:

1. Conventional Extension; A conventional extension program
lncludes personal on-farm visits by extension agents to
(usually larger progressive) farmers. These farmers may
adopt suggested techniques and provide demonstration
plots;_or the agents themselves may cultivate demonstra-
tion plots.

2; Training and-Vtsit Extension. Ektension agents may receive
regular fortnightly training, and then come to villages on
a regular schedule to give groups of "contact farmers"
specific recommendations on cultural practices.

3. Model Farmer. Village groups can elect representatives
(a "model farmer") to attend weekly or fortnightly training
programs-at some administrative center; The model farmer
is then obligated (in theory) to report back to the group
what is learned at the training program.

4. Farmer Training Programs. Training programs can be developed
for various time_ periods. During the dry season it might
be-for a few weekS or more. At a busier time, training would
be limited to a few days._ In other_casesi farmer training
centers can provide training throughout a whole agricultural
year to farmers Who reside in campus -like.centers.

5. Mass__Communicationr Radio programs can offer. farmers
information. Demonstrations can be conducted at market p aces,
fairs, etc.

6. Models. Innovative progressive individuals. and villages can
be identified and -used as models; Their successes can be
highlighted in media and in large meetingsi_and others-can be
transported to examine their fields and villages. This approach
highlight farmer-to farmer exchange. :
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7. MarketProses aaa_clRxrpnsioi. Farmers often obtain some
inputs for agricultural innovations (seeds, fertilizer,
tools, chemicals; etc.) through regular commerical networks,

including stores or merchants at periodic markets. With the
inputs can come information on_how to use them. Various
nrograus can improve the capacity of this system to diffuse

material and information.

8. Para-Statal Corporation. A para-statal corporation can supply
inputs (and usually credit to buy them) through a separate
bureaucracy. Farmers may be required Co sell all eroduction
of certain crops to the corporation, to assure repaymenfa of
inputs and to provide state procurement of desired commodities.
Field agents responsible to the corporation can give instruc-

tions to farmers.

9; _Farmer_Contzolled Organization. Voluntary associations controlled
and financed by farmers have played a valuable role in many

countries in identifying innovations and inputs_ that fill

specific farmers needs. Training can be through local meetings

of. members of the organization.

10. Management Education. Literacy training and basic mathematics .

education can be stressed to increase a farmer's access to

information, and to improve his ability to gauge the value of.

any innovation. This type of education could be incorporated
in normal primary education or in shorter training programs.

ThiS list_ is not comprehensive or systematic. Variods types of

programs can be adopted simultaneously and will complement'each

other. The point here simply is that there is_a wide range of

potential formats in which farmers may obtain knowledge/about new

agricultural techniques.

In most countries thtre are various activities different forms of

Agricultural Exteftion which exist simul-xitcously. in the Third World

in particular; all Of_the_systeMs were imported with eclectic glee.

For example in many developing countries there is *government
Research Education Extension service and 14 developthent agency's Rural

Change service- side by Side; Most of the governments of these less_
developed countries began with a Colonial (plantation) Agricultural
Extension_system in place. In many of these countries the -system_
14ithin which Peace Corps Volunteers work is this Colonial system in

transition to be a Rural Change or ResearchExtension system.
Extension Farmer Networks were and are a rare thing in less developed

countries, although Spontaneous Extension activity goes on of its own
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accord. The factor Which makes Third WOrld extension systems most
distinct from their American counterpart is no tradition of farmer_
control. America's enormous government Research Extension system
features little farmer control now, but it grew through various stages
Of direct farmer control and financing. Colonial and Rural Change
systems; along with the exported version of the Research Extension
system; have always been for farmers; never of them; and constitute a
very different response to agriculture issues. It is in this
situation; based on the tradition of Extension work from tbe outside,
that volunteers practice their own peculiar brand of ;Agricultural
Extension.

D. The Extension Process

The extension_ process bdgins When_the emphasis shifts from the development
and testing of new practices to their. promotion. The extension worker
takes over from the research worker; and his mission is to promote the
adoption of profitable new practices among the farmers he chooses to serve
in the area to which he is assigned;

We use the term extension worker to refer to any agricultural field worker
who is assigned the task of promoting new practices. The concept of
extension is not limited to the formally constituted_ official extension
services. (Softie of the best extension work is done by autonomous
agencies.) _The counterpart of the extension worker. in. agro-industrial
system is the salesman.

In practice -there is no clearAine of_demarcation_Uhere.the research
function_endsamd-the-extension functiOn begins. This is especially true in
places where_ both the research and extension programs areunderfimanced
and understaffed and subject to political pressure to produce results;
The research worker may reach as far down as the result test to verify
his original hypotheses, and the extension worker may reach as far back as
the central experiment station to find any new practice' and promote. Even
when the process is well -ordered there is a rational area of overlapping
functions where close cooperation between the research and extension
systems is in order;
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Extension Work

The fieldttiAl or result test can either be considered the last stage in

the adaptive research proces or the first step in the extension process.

a. The-Demonstration__CThe Result Demonstration): The Demonstration;

or result demonstration; is the_first stage in the promotion of a
new practice. It is not a testing procedure- as is the result

test; The objective of the demonstratibb is to demonstrate
the profitability of a proven (locally-tested -joractice under

farm conditions. HOW much work will be.invoived in demonstra-

ting the new practice will depend upon the degree to which the

new practice_deviates_froM existing practices. If the new
practice is just -a matter of adding or substituting inputs,

very elementary demonstration procedures will suffice; but if a

new practice represents or involves a change in work procedures,
considerable on-the-spot Instruction may be required in

conjunction with the demonstration.

b. ass Application.- Mass application is the second- stage of the
promotion of a new or improved practice._ It is the campaign
stage--the goal is to persuade_large numbers of farmers to

adopt a net,. practice. A campaign should not be undertaken
unless a very high degree of certainty exists about the
profitability of a practice and its range of profitable adoption.

For agro-industry, mass application of a practice which employs

a commercial input means mass sales. In a flourishing- exchange
economy, agro-industry can be counted on the assume a large

share_ofthe costs of promoting the mass application of new

practices.
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In all the stages of development, deployment, and acceptance_of_new
practices which precede the mass application stage,the_tritital
limiting factor is technically sound information. At the mass
application stage, the critical limiting factors to adoption are
Very likely to be: the availability of key commercial_Inputs
at a reasonable price and the availability of production credit

Emplx14al-Adj-u-stment of Practices by Individual Farmers

Adequate testing of a practice will indicate how profitable it is likely
to be under a range of representative conditions and what adjustments
need to be made to adapt it better to representative environments. But
no two farms or two farmers are exactly alike even though they may be
classified together for sampling or test purposes. For each farmer and
farm, there exists the possibility that any given practice can be even
more perfectly adjusted than it was at the time it was originally adopted.
Farmers continue to adjust or, modify practices to the unique circumstances
of their individual situations by employing trial and error methods. Better
educated farmers may even use the more sophisticated methods employed by the
research extension system to conduct their own result tests;

Information Feedback and Maintenance Research

The research extension system is _not a.one-way street in which practices
become fixed at the extension end_uf the continuum and the only variables
are the new inputs that are pumpfA in at_the initial phase. New technology
must not only be developed, promoted, and disseminated; it must be
maintained, sustained, evaluated, and improved.

New practices are never fixed. Farmers, after they have accepted a new
practice; adjust the practice by trial and error_procedures_to the unique
circumstances of their individual situation; The adjustments some farmers
make may be significant enough to communicate back. to other farmers
through the extension system;

From Michael Gibbons' draft version, in
preparation for I.C.E., Peace Corps Washington.
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EXTENSION WORKER ROLES AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS

functions extension worker
resembles

style of
operation

relationship
w/farmers

movements/
to
required by

tasks

Regulation Policeman Disciplinary Hostile Extensive
local '-.

travel

Debt collection Dun Predatory Hostile
.

Data collecting
and reporting

Survey enumer7
ator and clerk

Monitoring,
clerical

Passive .

,.

Input supply
and rationing

Trader Commercial Servicing Regular
presence
in HQ

Advisory-
cum-research

Consultant Innovative Advisory Travel and
HQ

Robert- Chambers, TWO Frontiers in Rural Management: Agricultural
Extension and Managing the_Explottation.oi Communal Natural Resources
(Brighton; England: Institute of Development Studies at the
University of Sussex, 1975, p. 5).
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EXTENSION- TRAINING AND DIALOGUE:

Dr. James Vries*

Journal of Adult Education
University of Dar es Salaam

Extension, Education and Development

Training and extension work with farmers is both an educational effort and a
means of development, and a part of that development. Before we can begin to
criticize traditional training and extension techniques and advocate new ones,
it is important to be clear as to what we mean by development_,_ and training and
extension work related to this goal. Until recently, development was usually
defined in economic terms such as changes in the Gross National Product, per
capita and economic living standards. Training, and especially agricultural
extension; were viewed as an economic development tool; -as an investment in
human capital on which a return was expecte& -- This implied -a direct functional
approach to teaching and Iearntng which was focussed on "practical" skills and

_immedla-te pay- offs.

This view has changed over the past ten years due to concerns about income
distribution, dependency on government, and other social and political concerns.
Now almost every statement about training and development_mentions the impor-
tance of participation, mobilization, equality, and self-determination. Since
independence, the party and the Tanzanian government have defined development as
liberation. Development i§:

"A permanent revolution for the total liberation of the
people of Tanzania and Africa from all forms and manifes-
tations of domination, exploitation, oppression, humiliation,
weakness, racism, poverty, ignorance, disease, and misery."
(Daily News, 1975) "For development has a purpose: That
purpose is the liberation of man. It is true that in the
Third World we talk a great deal about economic develop-
ment- -but the goods are needed to serve man; services are
required to make the lives of men more-easeful as well as
more fruitful. Political; sociali and economic organization
is needed to enlarge the freedom and dignity of men; always
we can comeback to man 7 to liberated man - as the purpose
of the development activity." (Nyerere, 1976)

Development is thus more than a change in materii. 4elfare, farting practices,
or yield per hectare or return per man-day of labor. Development involves
chap in- changing_their consciousness or awareness and helping them to
become "beings for themselves" making their own political; cultural, and
economic decisions. _7The expansion of- (Man's) own consciousness; and_thereforei
power over himself, his environment and his society, must therefore ultimately

* Edited by the Training fcr Rural Development Staff Tanzania
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be_what we mean -by development." (Nyererei_ 1976) Education -is thus both an end
and a means of development. Development which depends on the-actions of men
requires a change in -their consciousness, so that they are the determinant of_
their own actions. Farmers follow_ a given practice not because_of traditional-
lism, but because they see it as the best method in face of their own particular
situation.__ To change these practices demands a_change in_awareness which
convinces them that a different form of action better meets their needs.

Failure of the Top7Down Approach

Unfortunately the farmer often does not become "better" in the sense that he
or she obtains a significant benefit -from the forced practice. This reveals -one
of the fallacies underlying the traditional approach; the assumption that all
recommended practices are good -and that the experts are always right; Experi-
ence and research in Tanzania has shown that many practices either recommended
to the- farmers; or forced on them, did not benefit the farmers; and their rejec-
tion of them was_quite_rational. Thus;_while many_ recommendations are good;_
experience has shown that when evaluated from the farmers' perspective many do
not solve the farmers' most pressing needs and are therefore unacceptable.

This brings us to the second fallacy of the top-down approach: The assump-
tion that farmers and villages are ignorant._It is true that many of_them_have
little formal education and are illiterate; it is not true that they have learn-
ed nothing and know_nothing.__r_It is unfortunate that -in Swahili the same word;
jinga, can be used for both illiterate and ignorant, because the two cannot be
equated). Farmers; through experience and the informal sharing of ideasi_have
developed a wealth of knowledge about agricultural production and survival in an
often harsh environment. They also have a better understanding -of their prob-
lems* needs,_priorities;_resources, values; attitudes; _local culture; _etc.
Educators and extension agents tend to be outsiders and members of a different
socio-economic class. _Thusi_both the extension -agent or trainer -an d the_farmer
or villager have some knowledge necessary to bring about change in practices.
The scientific_knowledge of the researcher needs to be complemented by the more
natural knowledge_of the farmer to bring about a critical understanding of the
problem, and the basis for action.

The third major fallacy of the top-down approach_is the assumption that
knowledge can be given -or extended -by -the trainer and extension agent; Knowl-
edge cannot be poured into the adult learner like tea into a cup. Informed
action - develops -in- learners as a result of interaction with information; the
situation; and fellow human beings. _Learning is not an activity_of_a trainer;
but the learner; and involves a change from one way of understanding of doing
something to another. Adults in particularinave_developed_attitudes and ways of
doing things. Learning often involves the rejection of existing ideas and
acceptance of new ones.

This leads -to the importance of understanding the farmer's present knowledge
and understandingi and these must form the foundation of any new learning. Only
an active interaction with -ideas and other people can result in the learner
really understanding new ideas and making them his or her own, instead of it
merely being someone else's ideas;
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Finally, another major criticism of the top-dowm approachi particularly
_

important in the Tanzanian context; is that it builds a dependency relationship
between experts (often seen as representing government) and_farmers and_
villagers. It means presenting -the farmers with Solutions to their problems
defined in the first place by the experts; instead of analyzing their problems
with them in order to fully- understand them; and then, a solution cooperatively.
The traditional approach makes the farmer feel dependent on!the continued advice
of -the trainer or extension agent, and it fails to teach him how to analyze and
solve problems on his own.

Instead_ of_ seeing men and -women as the -end of development; it treats them as
a means -7 tools to be manipulated as efficiently as possible in order to
achieve the goals of those in power; In face ar the above; it seems fair to
conclude that the presenti_prevailing approaches to adult_education and exten-
sion work are not only ineffective; but actually are detrimental to the develop-
ment of Tanzanian farmers and villagers.

-The Dialogue Approach

The dialogue approach, illustrated in Table 1, is the opposite of the tra-
ditional top-down approach._ Its essence is the horizontal sharing of.ideas
between trainers /learners, learners /trainers in a process of reflecting and
acting on the world in order to understand it and control it_better. It is
based on faith in people; in their ability, in cooperation with others; to be
able to understand self and situation; and to act on it and,change it;

The_dialcgue approach assumes that both the trainer or extension agent, and
the student or farmer know something about the subject_of interest; especially
if the goal is for the learner to apply what is to be learned. Although one may
have more general or abstract knowledgei.and the other may have more informal
and specific knowledge; this difference does not make one or the other superior.
It is the shared knowledge both have in the situation which is- superior. Within
the constraints of each party's environment; each can learn and change as a
result of interacting with the other;

_ While all farmers -have some knowledge; they are not always aware of this
knowledge. In fact; because they are constantly told that they are backward;
lazy; ignorant;_ and thereby made to accept that they are hopeless, they often
feel that they knoW nothing. When farmers_can be drawn out in dialogue as a
group; they are often surprised at how much they already know, collectively,
about a wide range _of production or development problems; It is important; in
the beginning', to draw out what the farmers or villagers already_ know_ to_ be able
to tuild_on it. As Mwalimu Nyerere_points out; by drawing out what the farmers
know, which can only be done through dialogue; and by showing the relevance of
what is known to what is being learned, the trainer achieves three things:

"He has built up the self-confidence of the man who wants
to learn; by showing him that he is capable of contributing;
He has demonstrated the relevance of experience and_obser7
vation as a method of learning to be combined with thought
and analysis. He has Shown_what I call_the "maturity"_of_
learning - that is; by sharing our knowledge, we extend the
totality of our understanding and own control over our own
lives";

240
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The_traiher'S rble-in_dialo.gue is not to present ktowledge_to the learner,

to lead the learner to an examination Of-problems._ To_ask_the learner_tb

ticaliy rerlect and-ac_t_on problems (problem-posing). Knowledge or learning

w out of this reflection cycle. The_ farmer will never learn the benefit of a

ctice and the probleMs associated with -it, until he hulaCtually tried it and

n thought about his experience critically.

Neither will the trainer_or_extension agent _know the value of -his ideas

ii he has shared -them with -the learner and_ tested them out against the farm-

s perceionS and experience._ Dialogue;_thual requires both action and

lection, experience and thought._ Without action; teaching_iaterely_verbai-

and_amounts,tb Oichbrting the farmers to do thia_bt that without showing them

to no it and thus has- limited ithpatt_oft their farming practices. _Without

lection;_ extension Work_tan become mindless activism -in -which farmers are

ced to follow certain practices WithbUt understanding them and without the

mers themselves being deVelbped.

Dialoe-Feasible?

Let us examine two objections to the use of the dialogue approach often made

extension agents; educators, and government officials.

The first is that it I.& iMpossible to engage in dialogue with farmers or

villaget§ because they know little or nothing about modern agriculture or

how to make a village cooperative work;

The second Objection is _that it is too slow and expensive; that our problems

need urgent soldtitin and, therefore; cannot wait for a long process of

dialogue to take place.

Table 1

TRADITIONAL APPROACH

Educators teach and farmers
are taught;

acperts know everything and

the farmers kno4 nothing.

Educators_poas the authority
of knowledge and have a monopoly
on it - which they perpetuate.

Educators /experts think, -and

farmers are thOught about:

Educators /experts are active
during learning and farmers.

are passive.

DIALOGUE APPROACH

1. Educators and farmers are
both involVed in learning;

2. Both have knoWledge to con-
tribute to joint learning.

3. Knowledge is the property of

everyone; no one can or
should monopolize it.

4. Farmers are encouraged to
think on their own.

5. BOth educators and- farmers
are active duritig learning.
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Reaching Small -Farmers (Role Play)

The Farmer

__ _Mary is a farmer with five children, ages ranging from 3 to I7i her very
old father, and a 19 year old nephew4 all living in the same compound. They
work their 4 ha farm together_, though the nephew and_the two older children also
attend a local_ag_school; Mary's farm is 1/2 ha of forest, 1/2 ha of swamp, and
3 ha of'cleared hill land surrounding their compound. They also keep a small
flock of chickens;

Their staple food crops are maize grown on the hill land, supplemented by
vegetables such as greens grown on raised beds around the compound for home
consumption as well as marketing. Cassava is grown as a dry season hill land
crop. Mary's tomatoes and spinach grew well last year and she made a small
profit, through her maize yield was down from poor rains. There are periodic
infestations of insects in the field and in the storage bins, and nematodes are
a problem. There are usually not enough women around to do the three normal
weedings, and water for crops and for domestic use was scarce last year.

Mary wonders this season. Her nephew's school fees (which she pays) have
doubled this year, and he'll be around less to help with work because he is
studying for the big graduation exams. She met the Peace Corps Volunteer named
Tia in the_village working with the Ho Ho Ho (Help ourselves, Help others, Hand
on) Agriculture Project. Tia said she was coming today to talk to Mary about
becoming a Ho Ho Ho farmer; May enjoyed Tia's visit last week when they walked
around her farm and raised so many questions.

The PCV

Tia has been in the village -for two months doing her community analysis;
Her Ho Ho Ho and Ministry Agriculture Supervisors sent out a memo yesterday
encouraging her to get more farmers involvedin the project; _Apparently the
program sponsor (a consortium of arctic and antarctic philanthropic
organizations) is pressing for results.

The Development Program

Ho Ho Ho's services to farmers, in conjunction with the local Governmental
Extension Service, include:

- New varieties of soybeans, fruit trees,
maize, a tomato/eggplant hybrid called
the "Promiscous Little Debby", and
spinach. _Yield were two times greater
than local varieties when the new varieties
were tested for this areas by the local Ag
Research Station in small plot trials at
the station;

Hand harvesting and weeding tools for
sale at cost on a lease/buying basis;
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-Backpadk sprayers, including a hand
pump model_and a motorized version
are available for loan.

-The following insecticides are available
at cost: Sevin, Malathion, Parathion.

-Plant spacing recommendation for the
KO Ho Ho varieties;

-Fertilizer is available on a cash sale
basis only, in conjunction with two day
workshops on application rates and timing
for the Ho Ho Ho varieties.

-Workshops _on the _construction of small
storage silos made from local materials
using an improved design from West Africa.

17he Task

Tia_must select from the available practices those most applicable to Mary.

an you Aevelop a rationale for why the farmer should adopt any practices?
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1. Unless you have a professional ag background, your ideal role is, likely to
be that of an intermediary, working within an established and viable crop
or livestock improvement program that has adequate to support.
Given the vagaries of PC programming and host country realities, you may
very well be expected to fill in any technical assistance void by acting as
an advisor or even an innovator._ Remember this phrase: "Agriculture is a
location-specific endeavor with few cookbook recipes and little opportunity
for instant innovations". There is no way that you can make up for lack of
adequate adaptive research which takes time, money, and scientific
discipline and expertise.

2. Do everything possible to obtain the needed hands-on and technical skills
required for your assignment.. You need to know the WHAT; HOW, WHEN, and
WHY of improved practices and possess the deductive ability (this takes an
understanding of bAsic ag tech concepts.) an ce for
troubleshooting and for adapting_recommendations to varying conditions.
Don't shy away from professionals, farmers, seemingly ponderous tech
references, or the field, they are your learning laboratory.

3. Whenever possible, work within the local extension system; not as an
independent agent whose accomplishments are likely to evaporate when you
leave.

1

" : During the first growing
season, ymCill have much to learn from local farmers, extension workers,
ag supply stores, produce truckers, technicians, etc. about your work
area's agricultural environment which includes soils; climate; pests;
diseases, farming systems and practices, land tenure, credit, etc.

5. At the risk of belaboring the obvious, your language skill and development
worker skills are crucial.

3; Get out and meet the farmers in_their fields and begin to _establish a -

rapport. Get_your_hands dirty by pitching in on field tasks-and by putting
in your own plots too. Too many extension-workers have the "white collar"
syndrome.

Narrow down your target: nid can't possibly reach all farmers1 identify _a
group of "contact" farmers with the help of village leaders; small farmer
cooperatives, and extension workers. Remember that super-progressive
farmers may be looked -upon as too exceptional by- others you're trying to
reach. Good contact farmers are usually more effective in promoting proven
practices than extension workers.themselves, and this also fosters
self-reliance and true skill transfer.

If pressed into an advisor role, don't play "expert" but try to EDUCATE_
farmers instead so that they learn the litua:1 how- when, and whys{ Remember
how frustrating'it_is when a doctor hams -Fou some and says; "take
these", without telling you what's wrong or how to prevent it.
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Never_promote_or demonstrate a new practice that haS not been adequately
tested under lo.cal conditions;

LU. Don't automatically condemn seemingly primitive .or unprofitable growing
practices; There is:usually more to them than meets the eye.

11. Be humble and have a realistic attitude concerning your skills: Any farmer
ican -make a fool out of any PCV or even out of any expert. However; it

works the other way too; Each of -you holds part of the key to better
yields, but it takes cooperation for things to work;

THESMALIFARMER, AND HIS RESPONSE TO CHANGE

In the developing countries most small farmers with whom extension workers-
have contact are farmers in transition from traditional to improved production
practices. They're aware of outside inputs like lertilizers, insecticides, and
vaccines for livestock and may actually be using one or more of these; though
usually in a haphazard manner. Although their first priority is often subsis-

tence, once these needs are meti there's a strong motivation to produce a
marketable or exchangeable surplus.

Much of the solution to hunger and rural poverty in the developing world
hinges on the small farmer's ability to increase his/her returns from__tradition-
al crops by adopting_ appropriate improved production practices. -Appropriate" -

means in harmony with the environment and the cultural-and economic situation of

the farmer. -Improved varieties,_fertilizers (chemical or organic), ag chemi-
cals, new equipment suited to small scale farming, and technical assistance. It

does not imply the total abandonment of traditional growing practiceS but,
rather; the incorporation of suitable new elements.

Obstacles to Change

1; How Change is. Perceived

Most small farmer are very keen observers of their Surroundings and show a
fine sense of timing_in_their_farming operations; However, since tradi-
tional farming systems tend to be static and heavily reinforced by cug
tom, they lack a built-in system for appraisal; As a result, small farmers
often have difficulty making the type of comparative judgements needed to
evaluate alternative practices. When confronted With an improved- appropri-
ate technology, they may fail to perceive the benefits for several

reasons:

A; Failure to understand that a-new practice and_a traditional
are interrelated. For dkatple, traditional plant densities
(populations) are often too low to take_full advantage of

fertilizer use (i.e. a maize ear can only grow 80 big);

b. FaiIure_Eo 6nderstand the relationship between
and method: An insecticide may not be effective_unless-applied
at the right stage_ in the insecti's.life_cycle. Phosphorus
fertilizer may be largely wasted if left on the soil surface.
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c. Failure to realize that benef s exceed costs' of effort:
This 64/6-C1..411Y likely in the case of longer term_
investments or projects like soil conservation; liming;
and composting.

d. The tendency to_ _overestimate -the variability of results for
a--given practice: On the -other hand; extension- workers
tend to- underestimate this variability. The actual
variability (range of change) of a new_practice_can be.
easily determined by elementary of
field_trials conducted_On area farms; Tield trials
(result tests) are designed to COMpard a new practice
or "paCkage"of practices with the present or "traditional"
practices. They are conducted simultaneously_ on a number
of local -farms to obtain an overall idea of the new
practice(s) performance in the -area. Appendix D_of
the -PC /ICE Traditional _Field-_Crops manual shows how to
conduct an elementary statistical analysis of properly
run field trails.

2. Risk_Avoidance

Farming is subject to numerous risks from weather; pests; diseases, price
fluctuations; and other uncertainties. For the small farmer, these risks
are_accentuated by his/her precarious_ economic conditions. _Much of. the
small_ / %. - vans; is- real -a -Shrewd-and-natural
attempt to avoi or minimize'risk. This rings up two important points:

ai Farmers -are more willing to undertake risks in their market-
ariented enterprises than in their subsistence activities.

b. They are more likely to accept practices that reduce risks than
those that_Might increase them; They are reluctant -to replace
traditional methods whose variability.of. outcome is'known with
new methods of unknown or possible greater' variance.

Extension workers should be fully aware of the risk factor of any new
practice; as well-as its likely profitability; before deciding to promote_
it. Both researchers and extension workers (especially non-professionals)
-are prone to exaggerate the claims for.a new practice; while farmers
naturally discount thm. Sadly;. experience often justifies the farmer's_
attitude. Making conservative recommendations Is a vital extension skill
we'll cover_fUrther on. In addition; you should be able to conduct cost/

TheChange-Agent and the New Practices

The farmer usually becomes the scapegoat when improved practices fail to
gain the desired acceptance; However; its a serious mistake to assume'
that such failures are always due_to some inherent resistance to change.
In many developing areas, it's not unsual to find R-actices being
promoted that haven't been adequately proven or adapted to suit -local
conditions; (Remember the countless variables that make agriculture such
a locations ecific endeavor with few "cookbook" recipes);. This "promote
betore test ng- syndrOme is common among PCV's.
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In.some cases;_hosttbUntry extension workers may be underpaid,

undertraind, bogged down in_administrat-iVe tegk,_and lack

sufficient_farmer_rapport; Foreign extension workers Such as

PCV's may_ be handitapped by lack of training; local experience;
and tredibility; as well as by language inadequacies;

4. Traditional JC-usoms_and Food Preferences.

You may already be aware of some of the problems im_thia area but will

-learn a good deal more about them during training and once in- country:

Social, religious, and ftitid customs and values_can_greatly_akfect
acceptance of new practices; however, beneficial. A good example is the

general preference for white maize over yellow maize in most areas of

Latin America, despite the latter's significant content of Vitamin A and

white mafze's widespread defitienty;

5. 146.c_af_Farmer Incentives and Infrastructural Deficiencies

Small farmers seldom enjoy-equal access with larger ones to
the modern

production factors InVOlVed_inchange such as credit4 tech assistance,

tranSpOrt, roads; ag supplies and equipment, etc The land tenure and

distribution situation_ may alS6 effectively dampen farmer incentives and

can low prices and lack of marketing facilities.

Ideas;- Conditions for-Fromoting Improved Crop Produttion Practices to

Small Farmers

1. The new practice doesn't increase farmer riSks;

2. it doesn't depart radically from current practices or require

considerable retraining.

3. The potential -gains exceed the added costs by at least two to one

(This is the benefit/cost ratio);

4. The needed commercial ilnpurs and associated services involved with

the prettite are readily obtainable at reasonable terms; For

example; the spread of improved maize varieties in_Kenya_was greatly

aided by th0 establishment of a network:of 100 small seed suppliers;

5. The_practite haS been _thoroughly tested in the area where it is to

be introduced;

6. The_pay-off from the new practice occurs in the same crop cycle in

which it is applied.

7. The costs of the new- practice ate within the farmer's means. ThiS

usually implies access to reasonable credit.

We're well_aWare that these ideal conditions are seldom present in small

farmer agriculture in a deVeloPing_tountry, so let's look at some con-

crete ways of maximizing farmer response to improved practices under the

less optimal conditions you're likely to encounter;
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MAXIMIZING FARMER RESPONSE TO IMPROVED PRACTICES

Deciding whether to Test or Promote a Practice

We've seen there's a great temptation to omit the local testing phrase
of_a new practice_ before introducing_it. This has probably caused more
failures in crop improvement programs than any other factor._ However,
there are some practices that offer a high pay-off under such a-Wide
range of conditions that a general recommendations is likely to be a
winner without extensive local testing._ Good examples are a moderate
application of NP fertilizer-to_ a cereal crop like maize at planting
time along with a moderate N sidedressing at knee-high stage; mulching
vegetable beds under low moisture conditionsi_or the practice of deep-
setting tomatoes when they're transplanted. Unfortunately, the high
return-widely adapted new practices are the exception in agriculture.

Before we look at the factors that determine -the need for extensive
local testing of a new practicer you should fully understand the
difference between a result_test trial) -and a result demon7
stration. The result test is designed to obtain information on the
suitability of a new practice and not to demonstrate -or promote -it.
The result demonstration is the first step in promoting a locally
prolLen (through prior result tests on local farms)-practice to farmers.
It_is a serious mistake to conduct result demos of unproven practices
and can seriously compromise the extension worker's credibility.

Factors which Decrease the Need for Extensive Local Testing of-a-General-
_ e - it

LOcal growing conditions are uniform over the work area (soils,
climateimanagement level, etc.)

b. The adaptive research on which the general recommendation is balled
was_technically_adequate an_ subjected to a rigorous
analysis (including statistical analysis);

C. The adaptive research took place under growing conditions similar
to those of the work area,

d. The new practice .represents a single factor change (only one
new input or change).

e; Capital requirements are -low.-

f. The potential benefits are high and not subject to real variation.

g. No changes in growing practices are needed.

h. The extension agent has had prior experience with the new
practice.

i. The new practice reduces costs or shortages by replacing a higher
priced or less available input with a lower priced_or more available
one. _Examples: Substituting an animal-drawn cultivator for
laborious hand weeding;
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iettieNew-Fractices and their Relative Need for Extensive Local Testing

?rior to Promotion

a. Anew (improved) tro_p_Arat_i_e_tiF Very extensive local testing needed
along with detailed analysis of the results.

. Fertiiik,eme:_ Low to moderate_rates_canbe recommended on the
basis of limited loCal testing, lab soil tests;-and diagnosis of
obvious visual hunger signs._ Higher rates should be based on
local farm experimentai result trials, and individual farm soil

testing. Considering the many local variations_in soil ferility,
general recommendations_often result in the application of too

much or too little fertilizer or the wrong nutrient combination.
For example; applying oniy_N to a soil_also_deficientin P

(phosphorus) may give the farmer only 25% of the yield response
obtained when both are applied.

c. Mechanization-- Depends on the model and type of equipment,
appropriate technology, small scale equipment usually has a
wider adaptation than most new practices, although soil and

weather can affect performance.

d. Chang c -in-trop-r0tation___or a new cropping system: Very extensive
testing is needed (at least several years)

e; Disease and Insect Control: Chemical and Cultural methods-have much
wider adaptation than biogical ones._ At_least some limited testing
should be done with specific chemical and cultural controls before

promoting them to farmers.

f. Chemical weed-control: Effectiveness varies greatly with different
soils and weather conditions; local testing should always precede

promotion.

g. Irrigation practices: Feasibility studies conducted -by experienced
technicians shoun always_precede_the installation of

irrigation system; possible hegatiVeeaNirommental effect must also
be examined (i.e. salinizationi ground water depletion, malaria,

bilharziai etc).

h. Introduction to a new crop: Very extensive testing is required.

How to Make Conservation Recommendati-o ns

Researchers and_extension FOrkers_tendto_exaggerate the benefits of a

new practice, while farmers usually have a more objectiVe attitude. Here

are some rule-of-thumb adjustments_ for arriving at realistic claims:

Diatiauntthe_amount of yield increase claimed for the new practice:

a. An experienced extensionist_with lengthy local experience can

discount claims pragmatically.
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b. Result test_data_is_representative: Discount expectations
of increased yield by an amount equal to the standard
deviation ka_measure_of__statistical variance that you can
calculate using ',he PC/ICE Traditional Field Crops manual).

c. If the recommendation is based on_outside data; discount
the yield increase by at least 25%.

d. If test results occurred under abetter than_average_crop
year; discount increased yield claims by at leaSt twice
the standard deviation or by 35%.

2. Make an additional discount fur_Less_thau-opnimia-M-etVloyttient of the
nevaptactice by farmers

For example: The effectiveness of recommended fertilizer rates depends
greatly on proper timing and placement. There are no rules of thumb here.
Usually; the more_complex the_practice and the more new skills involved,
the greater the discount should be.

3. Make conservative economic estimates on returns

A new practice's potential economic returns make fertile ground for
exaggeration:

a; Base all estimated costs and returns on "farm gate" costs and _

prices so that items like transport and commission are included;

b. Use harvest time prices when estimating tetUtha.

c. After calculating the additional costs for the new prectice(s);
add on an extra 10% as a safety factor.

NOTE: Obviously you_might end up discounting claims to a ridiculous extreme
if you applied all the abtiVe guidelines. Remember that the purpose is
to make ,claims realistically conservative; so use your judgement.

Ways to Reduce Risks racticen-

Aside from assuring that new practices are adequately tested locally
before promoting them; there are several other ways of reducing farmer
risk:

a; It's usually better to encourage farmers to try_ a new practice on
only a portion of their land. This reduced both risk and heSitatiOn
and also enables the farmer to make compeisons.

b. In the_case_of_purchased iF.puts, recommendations should be geared to
providing the low- budget small farmer with the maximum return per
dollar spent rather than maximum profit per hectare; This is
especially -true Ibt;d-high_cost item like fertilizer; since yield
responses begin to drop off as rates incteaseT-Ti3W-FO moderate
dosages will__give the best return per dollar. (Bigger farmers can
work on-the "K-Matt principle" of high_volume; low return per dollar
which gives maximum profit per hectare).

2O
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c; Make sure_that farMerS thiji-ougy widaratand the how- what; when;

and why Of the new inputs or practice(s).

d. Small farMerS iilany area will vary in skills; capital; and

management ability; The extension service should -make sure
that its retommendatiOns are tailored to the needs of the
tAjb-t-tty- but should also make provision for the special need

of more advanced farmers.

0. A__package_of practices that addresses the major yield-limiting
factors simultaneouSly may also reduce risk under certain conditions.

Th,e _"_Package of Practices" Approach

In most cases; -low crop- yields are - caused by_ the_ simultaneous presenteof
several major limiting fattors, rather than by one single obstacle._ Wheh_a
spetially developed and locally adapted "package"_of improved practices is
used to_overcome theSe multiple barriers, the results are usually much more
impresSiVe thAh those obtained from a single practice approach._ Improved
practices_tend_to complement each other and produce

when
increases that_are

considerably- higher than the sum of their effects when applied individually.

Some examples:

1. In a trial in_India;_a hybrid_maize variety__yielded 8O00Acgthectare
compared to 2000 kg/he for a local variety when both_received_80 kg/ha
of nitrogen plus adequate weed -and insect control, __HoweVer, in village
demonstrations; the same hybrid yielded -only 2000 kg/ha compare_with 1800
kg /ha for the local variety when both were grown without fertilizer uer
traditional practices.

2; Results from a trial conducted with wheat in Mexico

Treatment Yield Increaee

Irrigation 5%

Fertilizer 135%

Irrigation + Fertilizer 7007.

3. In trials with grain sorghum, ICRISAT (an international research center
for semi-arid tropical ag in India) found_that_iMproved varietieS;
fertilizer; and better management each increased yields when used alone.
However; the yield -gain from applying all thtee practices at once was
much_higher (5370 kg/ha) than the sum (3640 kg/ha)_of the individual
yield boosted from applying each practice by itself.

A specific crop "package" consist of a combination of several locally
proven new practices which are also_tested in their combined form: Few
packages are readily transferable without local testing and modification.
Most packages include_several of_the followihg_practices: an improved
variety, fertilier; changes in plamt_pmpulatimn and/or spacing g-improved

control of Beds -pest- diseases; and improvements in land preparation,
water management, harvest, and storage-

251
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It should_be stressed that a package does not always have to_involve
considerable use of commercial inputs._ In fact, extension efforts can
often effectively focus initially on improving basic management practices
that require_little or no investments (i.e. weeding, land_ preparation,
changes in plant populations and/or spacings, seed selection, timeliness,
etc). This helps assure -that small farmers benefit -at -least as much as
larger ones, especially in regions where credit is deficient.

1. A sound package usually produces considerably higher yields and returns
than a single input approach.

2. The likelihood of a positive response is greatly increased;

3. The '"exults of the single practice approach may not be impressive
enough to encourage farmer adoption.

Disadvantages of the "Package" Approach

1. If the package fails, farmers may conclude that all of the individual
practices are unproductive.

2. More adaptive research and local testing are required to develop a proven
package for an area.

3. The package may favor the larger farmers who have better credit
access needed to purchase the addled inputs.

4. Unavailability of a component input or its faulty application may make
the entire package fail (i.e. an overdose of insecticide that severely
damages the plants).

Ma-king Ag Research and Extension More in Tune with Small Farmer Needs

A surprisingly small number of farmers in the developing countries are
actually following the recommendations of researchers and extension worker.
We've seen that the farmer -often ends up the scapegoat if_the extension
programs fail although infrastructural deficiencies or the inappropriateness
of the new farmers' practices themselves may be actually to blame. Why are
farmers, extension worker, and researchers often so out of touch with each
other and what can be done about it?

1. There is a tendency for researchers_ to get bogged down in over-
professionalism, resulting,in a lack of farmer-oriented research and a
hesitancy to venture out beyond the comfortable confines of the
experiment station

2. Farmersi_extensionistsi_and researchers each have complementary experience
and skills needed to solve the crop improvement puzzles they,can't do it
alone. Farmer feedback is vital to_successful extension efforts so -that
practices can be made truly appropriate. Likewise, extensionists should
maintain close contacts with researchers and experiment stations. Such
three way cooperation holds the key.

From: _SOME PRIM
By: John Guy Smith and David Leonard

.10 a a. I
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THE_FILSUliT_DEMO_PLOT_AS_AN_EXTENSION TOOL

I. WHAT IS A RESULT DEMO PLOT?

Designed to provide farmers living proof of the benefits of a-new practice
or package of practices; it's actually two plots (improved and traditional)
compared side by side.

II. RESULT DEMOS AND THE RESEARCH-EXTENSION CHAIN

Developing and testing new practices vs. promoting them; where do result
demos fit?

A quick look at the Research-Extension Chain:

Pure Redeatth Biological ScionceS
DEVELOPING Basic Research 7- Agric. Sciences

Applied Research
ADAPTIVE RESEARCH: "Customizing" recommendations to local agro-

envi.conments

AND

TESTING

PROMOTING

Small -plot tests at national and regional
experiment stations using promising leads of
applied research

On-farm experiments: -The "best bet" practices
derived froM the Stall plot trials are tested
at various levels (rates; etc.) and in var in
ccmbinations under on-farm conditions. de to
their complexity and need for precision; they
should be_supervised by researchers and
assisted by extension workers:

On-farm result_teStS: The most promising prac-
tice or "package" is- tested for profitability by
extension workers and farmers under actual
farming conditions. This is the "acid test" of
suitability.

EXTENSION

Researcher

Result demonstrations (or Result- Method Demos)
Method Demos.
Other extension tools
Farmer Feedback and Adjustment of Recommendation

Extension workers Farmers
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Promoting_practices without adequate prior testing_is a comon syndrome

zong_PCV'S and extension workers. No wonder farmers often appear to be

asistaht to change.

II. HOW TC SET UP A RESULT DEMO PLOT

1. Seledt an appropriate practice or "package" to demonstate

a. Given your lack of local experience- and tithe to adequately test _

practices; rely cn the local extension service toprovide appropri-

ate chdicesi_alwia .
to see if_ade uate local t- Aus_been

done; the amount nee e w vary_w t t e pract ce; .e.; se_ect-

ITITan_adaptOd improved crop variety requires_much more lengthy

local testing than the use of mulch or insecticides.

b. One practice_va- package; Although a package may be more_ complex

and cost more; it may be -the only way to achieve good enough__

results to interest farmers. A well designed package actually

reduces farmer risk.

c. The practice(s) chosen should be_affOitdabla; ed,-an-proitable

for_the_majority_a_farters in your_4Fii7-7txtens_on services that

really_have thlir act together may divide the region's target _

farmers into several recommendation _domains; each with an adjusted

package to reflect variations in soil; topography, econonic

circumstances; etc.

d. CastaxIon period: At_least_in areas where extension efforts are

relatively_newi practices that produce results in weeks or months

are more likely to be readily accepted than thor.:;72 requiring longer

periods.

Select a cooperating farmer (or organization)

a. Don't run the_demo on_your_ot4h_litia; Farmers are most Impressed by

the results Obtained by other farmers; not by a PCV or ag agent.,

b. Choose key farmers who are influential but not_necessarily_the best

or most progressive; since_they may be regarded as eccentric or as
favored pets of the extension service

c. Group demos on- rented land are OK, but the group should be a_pre-

existing one (like a co-op) rather than one Specially organized for

the demo.

d. Sined the farmer or farmer's group shOuld do most of the actual

work (this makes the demo_-credible), be sure tha_this_is
undetatood_ This brings up_the question of whether the inputs

should be donated or charged for.

3. Choose a suitable location and layout

a. Site- criteria: A conspicuous location with good exposure like near

a road_or trail. The land and soil should not be a_typically-

faVorable or unfavorable but representative of target farmers'

situations.
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b. Size: Large enough to be realistic but not so big that it's diffi-
cult to visually compare the traditional and improved practice_ _

plots side by side. A couple hundred sq. meters per_plot would be
adequate for a maize demo, with less area sufficing for more in-
tensive crops like vegies. _It's also_easier to- find- cooperative.
fanners if they know that the plots will be small, thus Minimizing
any perceived risk;

c. _Plot___Lay_o_u_t: Decide the best way to show off the demo to an _

audience, plus consider audience size. A side by side layout is
better than a front and back layout.

SIDE
BY

SID!:

TRADI- IMPROVED
TIoNAL

IM?ROVED

TRADITIONAL
FRONT
AND

BACK

ROAD

It's_usually best_if_the rows run front to back rather than
parallel to the viewing area. This makes it easier for farmers to
enter the plots;

4; Provide adequate supervisn of the demo

a; Both the extension worker and_the farmer need to be thoroughly
familiarized with the what, why, when, and how of the various
operations involved;

b. Make sure the needed inputs are on hand.

r. MiAke sure that the inputs and other practices are correctly applied
on schedule.

d. Avoid the tendency to favor the improved practices plot by giving
it an unrealistic amount of TLC.

e. Keep accurate records, including rainfall which Will help analyze
the success (or failure) of the demo;

I PROMOTION AND FOLLOW UP

1. At what stag:as will the demo produce visible results worthy of farmer
attention? i.e. only at harvest or at earlier stages too (like color
and plant size diffetence);

2. Arranging farmers visits

a. Unsupervised, unscheduled "stop by anytime" visits: Need explana-
toty

'

in writing and with pictorial explanations for those
who cant read; This type-of visit should only be a supplement to
supervised visits.
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Ii. Supervised, scheduled conducted periodically at key
stages; Since new practices usually require a combination
of explanation and__ instruction, a combined result-method
demo may be appropriate. Howeveri dont count on farmers__
being convinced enough to_try the new practices even by the
time successful demo reaches harvest stage. Alsoi farmers
may not be able to apply the practices till next cropping
season.

It's often appropriate to schedule_ separate method demos
at a later date (i.e. even well after the result demo).
Such method demos should be timed to coincide with the
crop's actual Ord-du-Ca-on cycle and may involve several
staggered method demos'to that farmers can learn the new
methods within a month or less of having to apply them.

c. Any result demo scheduled visit session should provide
farmers with realistic-cost-return data for the practices.
Researchers -and extension workers tend to exaggerate_.the
claims and benefits of a new practice._ Be conservative
yet realistic. RemeMber that a typical result_ demo_is_
small scale and therefore more, pampered then when farmers
implement the methods on larger fieLds.

V; WHAT ABOUT THE "SPONTANEOUS" DEMO?

A spontaneous Demo is a very effective type of demo using a farmer's field
that already demonstrates the_benefits_of what you're trying to_promote.

ofadvantage Of the spontaneous demo is that it escapes the possible stigma of
appearing contrived like a purposely organized result demo.
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THE USE OF THE METHOD DEMONSTRATION
AS A TEACHING DEVICE

Principl hod-cleMonstration.

A method demonstration is an organized system of teaching people how to do a
practice or skill: It has been used'in many countries since extension first came into
existence. The basic principle of the use of this method of teaching people is that the
people are taught a skill, one step at a time; It has long been known that people learn
more, retain more and learn faster if the information being taught is presented in
definite, clear-cut steps, where each single step advances the learner one stage nearer
to the completion of the skill.

The-sense__a_hear

The method demonstration requires a teacher and a learner. This requires a
teacher who understands. how people learn. An understanding-of how the senses are
employed in learning a skill is basic=for the ability to teach. The sense of hearing
plays a very useful and Important role in learning, but it can easily be pointed_out that
learning certain skills can take place without the use of this sense. A deaf person
can be taught to do most tasks except those requiring the use of the ear tb- cid thejog.-
People have been taught rather complicated skills where the teacher and the learner
had no common language ability; Thus the sense of hearing is not absolutely es-
sential for some forms of learning; About ten per cent of the skills we learn are
attributable to the use of the ear.

Hearing ha's limits in learning

Imagine how limited your learning would be if hearing was the only one of the five
senses you possessed. It is alinost impossible for a person to tell another how
painful it was when he broke his arm. Could you tell another person the difference
between paraffin and petrol? There are more effective methods of teaching than by
just telling. Hearing alone is not enough.

The - I: - I

There is evidence to support the argument that the use of the eyes is not absolutely
essential to learning, but admittedly, sightlessness is a far greater handicap here
than deafness. Abotit 35 per cent of /the skills we learn are accomplished through
the use of the senses of hearing and seeing. These are not.hard and fast figures
since indiViduals vary greatly in the use of these senses. It is definite that the com-
bined use of the two senses serves the learner to greater advantage than the use of
either of them separately.

We learn skills best by doing

There is only one way of knowing that a skill has been learned, and that is when
the teacher actually sees the learner doing the job that is being taught. The use of
the hands (doing), along with the application of hearing and seeing, increases our
effectiveness in learning a skill. Seventy-five per cent of all skills learned make
use of the senses of hearing, seeing and doing. Some skills may require the sense
of taste and srnell We use' our sense of taste to determine when milk is souring.

257
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We use our sense of smell to distinguish.htween paraffin and petrol. Obviously, the

limitations of the use of the senses arise franc any danger coming from this ac-
tivity. We do not identify poisonOts insecticides by taste; nor do we detect poisonous

gases by smell;

Your subject must be timely-

_
Befdre deciding_ what you will demonstrate, it is a sound practice to be certain the

subject meets a few basic .requirements. This can be determined by asking yourself
first: Is the subject timely? It is not time to demonstrate coffee pruning before the
tree is planted; It is not time to demonstrate maize harvesting when it has just been
planted. It is not timely to teach farmers how to operate tractors when they do not
own them; and may not for a long "the.

The farmer must need the skill.

The next question to ask yourself about the subject is: does the -farmer need this

skill? The fact that you feel the farmer-needs to be taught a new method has little
bearing on the farmer's opinions. You can say the farmer needs a skill when he has
so decided for himself. If you cannot convince him he hat a real need for the sutject
you plan to demonstrate, perhaps tt is not time to attempt to demonstrate

If he cannotafforettdon't teach it

The third qnestion. is can lie afford It? Again, if the farmer does not believe he
afford it, he will not adopt your practice. It is only when he can be convinced

that he cannot afford_to.farni without adopting your practice that he will ask you to help
him to learn to use the information.

The materials must be available.

There yet remains another question: are the materials available? It is of little
use to :.-olect the subject of a new Hybrid maize to be planted if the seed is not available;

The questions asked about the subject to be domOnStrated seem to be elementary,
but many a demonstraTibrillias been doomed to failtire_before it was started; simply
bedatiSe one of these questions could not be answered = Yes.

IOW to use -th_e_inethod demonstration

It is helpful to think of a denionstration from the standpoint of three periods:

I. Before the meeting.
At the meeting.

3. After the meeting.

Careful planning is required for each of these periods;

Before the meeting.

Iii setting up the -time for a cleniMiStration, we are not only to think of the hour, the

day; the month and the season. There are other considerations about the time. It
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would not be a good time to give, a demonstration when you would run into competi-
tion with atiother meeting, or perhaps a visit to your area by a Stich competi-tion would be difficult.

Select the site

In regard to a place for a denionstration,,the important thing 's to be certain that
you have a satisfactory site at which to hold it. The key point for each consideration
in planning a demonstration is to plan ahead. You can be sure to have a site arrangedIf you take_ the matter up well ahead of time. Sheitild you request a farmer to use hisshamba to hOld a maize planting demonstration, it would be disappointing to learn hehad already planted hit Maize the day before.

Use a title which attracts an.audience

Selecting a title which haS an appeal is not alWAYS an easy job, but it deservesthought. _YoU_Seleet-a book by its title, or a magazine by ItS articles; A farmer maybe attracted to a demonstration by a title which appealS to hini or her; or he Maynot attend_ betanSe it failed to arouse his interest. If you study your audience youcan better know what appeals to their interests.

Teach one thing at a time

Your plans should be Made to teach the farmer. one_thing_at_a-tinte You .vill onlyconfuse the issue if you try to cover the entire area of coffee culture inoile deMon-
.ktration;

may
will remember_ most of the details about one phase of coffee culture,

mbut ne ay forget several vital_ pOints made at a demonstration givelion planting,pruning, mulching etc. Plan to teach one thing at a time. It is best not to divide afarmer's interests between several phasos of an enterprise, yet a demonstration
Tnest provide a challenge to the farmer if he is to consider it worth his while to attend.

Wat_Cli:yeur_langua ge

The language to be used at yotir demonstration may well spell success or doom
mto your performance. Language is not referred -to as meaning only the vernacular

you will use; but even more important is the choice of words. j Plan to use language
at the level of your audience's ability. .PeOple are not impressed by big vorcls. Why
say "di-chloro-di-phenyl7trichlor;ethane" when you mean D.D.T.? The farmer
may not -6 v e n have heard of D.1.),T.in e.ose it would be wise to refer to it as a
dawecalled D.H.T. Aristotlesaid:"Thinklike a .vise man, but speak in the language
of the people"; It is the best assurance that you will he Understood.

Relate to experience

Whenever possible relateto_expemenc_e of people._ One ex:iiiiple of this Ny,as heard
at a_ denienstration. In placing fertilizer in a ring around the base of a coffee tree,
the deitiOnStrater. was asked why he cftzi not simply_ put the fertilizer_ in one pile; He
was able to relate to experience as follows: he referred to.the roots of the tree asthe mouth of the tree and said: "when you want food you put food to your_mouth.
Ferllizer is tree food;_ put the fertilizer to the mouth of the tree = the rootS". The
farmers understand tliis kind of talk because It relates to ever', day experience.,

it medicine
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his crop to insect damage fully understands
; Make your comparisons relate to the past

_ _

Embarassing moments may come about at your denionstration because you failed

to include an item On your list of materials. You may not be able to get a particular
item if you Wait Until .the last minute. It is possible that the duka* sold the last can

of D.D.T. the day, before; Plan well ahead to haVe your materials on hand;

Be ready for questions_

Research will assist you to _answer the difficult questions asked at your demon=
Sttation. Even then someone Will ask a question you had,not expected. Gather as much
subject inforthatiOn as possible before you give your demonstration. When you are
asked queStiOriS for which you have no answer, tell the person you do not have an

answer. Inform him you will find it and give it to him another time;' If you give
misinfOrthation, you. will soon be found but YOU-cannot afford to lose prestige by

giving incorrect information.

Practiee

You will avoid making embarassing mistakes if yow.will practice your pretenta=
tion ahead of time. Practice until you become an expert at the skill you are demon:-
strating. Practice makes perfects become a perfectionist.

Outline your plan

.
The purpose of ;this whole exercise is to get the demonstrator to develop written

plan.S. Written plans help a demonstrator to stay on the subject They help him to
giveThe demonstratiOn with greater certainty and proficiency. A go' i-plan causes the
demonstrator to complete his dernonstratiorwithout omitting ar:: cps or key points

and to give the same infc-mation at each siznilai demonstration in his location.
The strongest support for written plans is that when they are used as"guidesi each
step is given in its logical order; A step is an action by the demonstrator that bringt
the job being demonstrated one phase nearer to completion. A ice; point is information
which prevents a step from being improperly done,:or that migtTaFerwise ruin the
job. An example of a step is: add two ounces of D.D.T. liquid to four gallons of water.
The key point for that step would be: stir the dawa and water to assure a uniform
mixture. Unstirred; the mixture would fail to do the job;

At the meeting

We have been thiking of all the things to do before the meeting. Long time planning

. ahead is the only known method of preparing for; the day of the meeting.

Plan-ahead

On the day of the meeting you-should have everything you will'need ready to go;

All necessary materials should be checked before leaving your home or office so that
nothing will be forgotten. You should plan to be at the demonstration site at least

* store, shop;
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twenty minutes before your audience arrives. This will allow you time ki arrange
your materials in their logical order for the demonstration. Plan for audienc-e
comfort. Plan to arrange_ them so that they can see- every action on your part.
Demonstrations during the hot weather, wheif-the sun is at it-.; pelk are unralled for
and show poor planning. Plan for a cooler part of the day. At the meeting you must
show enthusiasm while presenting your demonstration. If you do not appear to be
interested and convinced in what you are saying, it is quite likely that your audience
will not ShoW interest either. Act yourself:. Appear relaxed during the demonstra-
tion; if you have confidence in your ability this will come naturally; Talk to your
audience at all times; There is a difference between talking to an audience and
talking at them An audience being talked to is aware of it They can fedi that they
are part of the discussion. Avoid talking to one individual_for any length of time.
You can soon lose your main audience with such methods. Each member Should be
made to feel that you are talking to him.

Question techniques

Your audience should be made aware of each individual step as you present it;
They Should not only clearly understatd just what it Is you are shoWing them; but
Should alto clearly, understand the importance of the step to the total demonstra-
tion. The questioning technique can often be used to determine if you are being
Clearly understood, If you will also allow and encourage the audience to ask ques-
tions you will find it a useful means of noting year effectiveness in being understood.
Each time one of your audience asks a question, repeat the question before you-give
an answer. First; it assures that each of your audience had Pri opportunity to hear the
question; Secondly; it gives you time to organize your thinking and give a Sound
.answer; Most peop!, will not ask to have you repeat the questiOn even though they
may have been interested. Some demonstrators use the technique of having a member
of the audience demonstrate his ability to perform a step to give confidence to the
group. if one of them can do it; there is less doubt about their own ability to perform
what is being demonstrated.

Repeat steps whenever necessary

In testing members of the audience you may find it is necessary to nepeaLa_step.
This is considered to be a good teaching technique. Let no one leave your demon-
straticin unable to carry it out at home on his own;

Watch for the rs

Some- members of your 'audience may be :faster in learning the skill than others.
When the,;audience '7 doing the demonstration; faster learners may be used to teach
or assist the slower earners; Use this technique whenever practical.

Give summary

A brief summary of what you have been demonstrating before you close helps to
refresh the audience and _sends them away_ with the sequence of the steps in their
proper order; This period also serves to give last minute warnings of anrdangers
or hazards to avoid. Alter your sunuflaryi encourage any final questions so that non°
may go away not knowing. Advise ,them where and how to get further assistance if
needed.
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Don't fail to advertise your next ineetint

Extension workerS should take advantage of every group at a meeting or demon-
stration to announce the next meeting; Even though your next_ Meeting may be on quite

a different subject, there is the possibility that .tOnte.Of the audience may contact

people Vitid will be interested; If it is to be related to the present demonstration; do

not fail to announce that the next meeting will Wont further step toward the total

job.- iiernernber; your present audience gives good promise of being your audience
in the future; if you are giving a tined; well=planned demonstration today. As a part -
ing shot; you may have materials to hand out for today's demonstration; or a short
crrnment about the coming meeting.

After the meetint

F011ow=up

Although your demonstration is over kir the day, it is not finished. Extey:sion
work requires continued. evaluation. _Intik follow =up serves several pur?osf:.::-;. cr:e
Of which is an evaluation. of your _effort. _If yOU have put on a good demoristrz.-.01n;
the farmers should know how to dd it If you have convinced theM of the figt': for
practising the. skill you taught thein you 07an expect the iii -to do it. on their own farms.
If they do nothing to use the practice, the matter needs to.be investigated. Ail of
these things are included in the/fdllciw=up..

It is not enough that you have taught him hvw to do a practice, he must be mo.=
tivated to carry it out on his farm. If he has not acioi.teel it; it May have been:

a, too difficult
b. too costly

d. poorly planned
e. not needed.

Any one of the above situations_ is reason enough for failure -'to adopt; Check the
farmers so you can check yOurself. Determine your short - comings: Correct them
and avoid future failures.

PLANNING A METHOD DEMONSTRATION

I. Demonstration title: Garlic Onlors are Easy to Grow for Food and Profit.

2. Why is this demonstration important to your audience?.

a. Garlic onions are a new crop in this area.

b. Garlic onions grow easily.
c. Garlic onions provide a good food addition for the home.

d. There is an available Market for a good crop of garlic onions.



3. ivIaterials_need-ed-for this demonstration.

Equipment and supplies:
(1) Planting plot (4) Stick one foot long (7) Pegs

Handout IV 6
Page 7

(2) Jembe (hoe)
(3) Hand rake

(5) Stick fdur incheS Long
(6) sttifig

Visual aids and handouts:
(1) Pamphlet on "Planting Garlic Onions"
(2) Sample onion bulbS

* oil tin

4. Presenting the Demonstration

(8) One de.bes of well-rotted
larniyard manure

i.,9) Garlic onion buihS

Step by sf-p activities Key points

I Mark ort the first row.

lI Mea3ure.second row one foot
from the first row.

III Additional rows are laid out at
the same spacing.

IV Make the planting furrows 1"
deep.

V Place farmyard manure in fur-
rows to the level of the ground.

VI Mix the manure into the furrow
SOIL

VII Mark the planting spaces along
the furrow;

VIII Plant the bulbs at the 4" spaces
in..the furrows with the point of
the bulb up;

Us..? a string and pegs to mark the row.
Make sure the string is tight.
Use stick 1 ft. long to measure spacing.

Keep rows straight using string and pegs.

Use jembe* to dig furrows along. the
line of the string.

Use Well=r-Otted manure.

Prevents burning of the bulbs.

Use 4" stick to lay out the spaces.

Bulb _pciirit must be up. Firm soil around
each bulb.

5. Summary_ -d-e-rriOnStratibn:

(1) Gai /lc onions can be planted during the long and the short rains.
(2) The planting space is 4" betWeen plants in the row; and the rows are one

foot apart.

(3) Furrows are dug and filled with well-rotted manure to tile: leVel of the ground.
(4) The'rnanure is mixed in the furrows with the soil.

*hoe
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(5) A single bulb is placed at each 4" spa :e furrow.
(6) le point of the bulb is upward;
CO The soil is firmed around the bulb for fast germination.

3. What are the people expected to do as a result of this demonstration?

The farmers are expected to plant garlic Ori lolls properly, : casli crop.

7. Plans for follow-up and testing the effectiveness of-t ie_dentanstrabol

(1) Visit the farmers who will plant onions and assist t!+err as necessary;
(2) Visit again before harvest time to assist them with marketirg their crop.

Agricultural Extensioning: A_oollaeforEztersionara.-
inctPrograms; by J.D._Fisher,_R.A. Wesselmann, and others; US AID

Kenya; 1968; Reprinted April 1970; IX;E;; Peace Corps; Washington;

Pp; 9-16



PARTICIPATIVE & al_R_ECTIVE TRAINING STYLES

The_Participative Trainer

1. Involves the trainee in creation
or revision of program objectives,
and/or the identification of
individual learning needs and
objectives; strives to keep
objectives related to where
trainee is and wants to go.

2. Assists trainees in identifying
possible_learning activities and
in effectively structuring such
activities.

3. Expects the trainee to learn by .
exploration and discovery, asking
questions, making use of available
resources and solving problem.

Involves the trainees in decision-
making; invites ideas, suggestions
.and criticism from the trainees.

5. Structures the tr?in!ng so that
unplanned and unexpected problems
will be treated as learning
opportunities.

6. Promotes cooperative work uthong
trainees and climate of openness,
trust and concern for others.

7. Promotes self-asscssment by
trainees and provides feedback of
information needed by trainees to
evaluate their own progress.

8. Involves the trainees in mid-course
or final evaluation of training
program, process, materials ard its
progress toward objectives and
elicits suggestions.

From: A Trainin
roach For

Manu

Handout IV - 7 - A

The Directive Trainer

1. Defines objectives for trainee
achievement at the beginning of
the program; holds to these
throughout to maintain con-
sistency and coherence.

2. Decides whet learning activities
are most appropriate and expects
trainees to follow this structure

3. Expects the tra4nee to learn
primarily by absorbing material
through lectures, readings, etc.,
by memorization or practice and
by responding to trainer questions.

a, Hakes the decisions or carries
out decisions made by the staff;
does not invite su oes%lons or
criticism from the tiainees.

5. Follows the schAule closely;
avoids problems or d14enses with
them quickly so they will not
interfere with the planned
sequence cr sc:iedule.

6. Promotes individual learning
effort,_ accountability and
competition among trainees.

7. Persorelly asr,-:sses trainee
performance and progrets, usually
through formal tests;

8; Does own mid-course or final
evaluation of training program
and its_effect?leness; dro.s_own
conclusions about needed revisions..

institute Rural Center

unit' Technol An Integrated
By the Faral)onera

and CHP Internationali Inc;
.61itator
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MEETINGS

_ Having initiated the process of breaking down problems into realizable
tasks and developing local leadership, the extension agent can now commence with
another means cf organizing people -- holding meetings; If an issue is immedi-
ate; specific, realizable, and unifying, it will usually result in a meeting -
either to solve she problem or to discuss it further Meetings range from
informal one-on-one T;eetings called "contacts", to group meetings to work or
discuss informally, to formal meetings where local leaders and farmers make
decisions about what to do according to a fixed agenda, perhaps at a prescribed
and repeated time. In meetings it is most important for the extension agent to
discuss what will happen -and have the people take more and more responsibility
for what goes on. When issues are unifying they become the topics for an agenda
of a meeting an action list of things for the group to decide and act upon.
The use of an agenda or_action list in more formal_meetings_is a good way to
train local leaders to be good "organizers" of their own followings.__ The end_
result of a series_ of meetings may be an operating, valuable organi-
zation. Organizing meetings beforehand, making them work, requires long hours
of preparation, planning, and "foot work". When farmers, for instance, are
meeting successfully and regularly, they are well on their way as a farmer's
association, an organization;
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FULD DAY CHECK CHART

To be used for. planning and conducting field days. It would be useful for
making your plans, as Well as aisisting you in upgrading your work and Improving
your demonstrations.

I. The subject:

I. Is the farmer ready to use the improved practice to
be demonstrated?

2; Does he need the skill or practice?
5. Can he afford it?
4. Have you selected a title that appeals to him?
5; Have you planned to teach only one thing at a time?
6. Have you collected all available information on the subject?
7. Have YOU &cided Which language or vernacular you will

tiSe?
8. Are you certain the practice or 5kils to be taught is not

tog difficult for him to learn?

II. Plans made for the period bPfore the meeting:

*I. Have :;-ou arranged the time and date for your meeting?
**Z. :lave ytiti arranged fbk the demonstration Site?

213.7
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3. Will each farmer who attends your demonstration be
_ .able to see your actions?

*4; Have you assembled all of the materials you will be
needing?

5. Are you planning your demonstrations to relate to the
farmer's experiences?

6. Have you practiced your demonstration . until you can
do it to perfection?

7; Have you developed your demonstration using a standard
plan?

8; Did you write down each step?
9. Have you listed all of the key points?

10; Are your instructions written in a simple, understandable
manner?

*11. Were signs arid/or posters used to direct the farmers
to your demonstration?

Plails itiadefOrtheperiodat the meets: (Fran before the
meeting; check results afpr the meeting).

1. Did you present your demonstration with enthusiasm?
2. Did you act yourself ?
3. Did you talk to your audience?

Ycs No

%.

4. Was our demonstration explained to the .farmers; step-
by-step?

5. Are you certain you were understood?
6. Did you allow time for questions from the audience?
7; Did you repeat steps when necessary?
8. Did you assist the slower persons when they fell behind?
9. W4,re faster persons used to assist you?

10; Were the important steps summarized at the conclusion
of your demonstration?

11; Were final questions encouraged?
12. Was referencc; material handed out at the conclusion of

your demonstratiot
13; Were the farmers told where to get additional advice?
14. Was there a IL.t made of attending farmers?
15i Was your meeting held without conflict of other meetings?

*16; Were photographs taken of activities at the meeting?

7
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*17. Were records kept of the meeting for future use?

*18. Were credit acid recognition given to local farmerS who
contributed to your demonstration?

IV.. moans made for the period following the meeting:

1. When the farriers left the meeting, did they know what
to do on their shambas?

'2. Were plans made kir the next meeting?
*3. Were they told what material, if any, would be needed

for the next meeting?
*4. Were they told to be thinking of the problems involved

for the subject of the next meeting?
*5; Was any publicity given to your meeting by the press,

news release or radio?
*Press
News Release
Radio

V. Plan' made for the follow-up:

L Have the fa.rixierS changed over to use of the new practice
that you demonstrated?

2. Will you provide additional assistance 11 requested?

3. Have the farmers called on you for further assistance
in using your new practice?

Yes No

AfteI the check Chart has been used once to plan and conduct a domonstradon
field day, it would be necessary to re-check only those numbers with an asterisk*
for each repeat performanco. The check chart should be used, however, for each
different demonstration being plannett
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WORKING WITHIN THE SYSTEM

_ As an organizer I_start ft-bit Where_the World is, as it is; not as I would
like it_to be. That we accept the World as it is 4-66S not in any sense weaken
)ur desire_tocharge it into what we believe it should be--it is necessary to
)egin_where the World is if we are_gOing to change it to what we think it should
)0. That means working in the system!*

After entering your Peace Corps placements you Will_discover different _ _

)oweror influence structures. Cultivating their support or friend: ; should
)e thought of_asa long term investment._ You may -not see the intereol for .

rears. Indeed, it may only'be realized by the Veildhteer who replaces you.

The national government and your HOSt GOVernment Agency are an example of a
rower structure. An organization chart of government agencies is a _gdod index
if professionalstatureand_accountability. Respect for position does create
.nfluence. With position comes salary and power over resources such_as trans-
wort, tools; location of personnel.- -You will be helping farmers seek inputs
'rum such powerful people and you will be directly.accountabIe to' them for how
'OU utilize those resources.

Investment analogy mentioned earlier is directly applicable here. Try ro
et to *howMinistry superiors_and resource people; You will find they have a
altitude of demands from within and Without their Ministry clamoring for their
ttention._ You are_just another noise unless you take time to develop other
han a strictly business relationship:. An investment of time and interest in
heir concerns may mean a return ira the form of a procedural headache that does
of materialize, or the facilitation of the arrival of tools and seed rice.

You_ may also be .iterested in deeloping good working relatiOnship with
eople whibate_not in professionally_high stature positions. These are the
hakers and movers of _t Ministry. The -carpenters, store keepers, lorry drivers,
nd secretaries in a Ministry can make your life much easier. The informal
aths for doing things are often the quickest.

The trade off made--between getting things done and working Within a formal
inistry network may sometimes not be worth it However, try to use the formal
tructures first to teinforce them and improve their efficiency; Try to make
rocedures flow smoothly; Rather than a Ministry clogged and cobwebbed from
isuse, you may help to create an active; vibrant government agency.

EEDBACK AND CONSTRUCTIVE _CRI . II I IONS

Another way to help the organization function more smoothly_is_toprovide
hem with feedback. Diplomacy is very important; As guests it is important to
emper justice with discretion. You may be required -to wake- monthly reports to
irect supervisors in the Ministry. Do not be afraid tb intlUde Ministry
ailurea if they have affected your job.

Firally;_you will be the facilitator of a small organization of Agto-Teeh-
cians; Field Assistants, and Farmers working towards similar goals: Use that
a model_of how an organization can work; Do titot be afttid blOWyour own

titiipet;._ Like a successful. swamp demonstration, a successfuI/Organizationcan
a shining beacon of eraightment.

COMMENTS ON ORGANIZING FROM SAUL ALTNSKY'S RULES FOR RADICALS

el pm,

if 1.1

rt
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Some diseases which are found in 40tin America (Categorized in terms
of how they are transmitted)

Vehicle borne: (water., food, fomites /iranimate objects)

Typhoid fever
Tapeworm
Roundworm
Giardia
Amebic dysentery
Hepatitis
Fungus
Cholera
Tetanus
Shigellosls

Vector borne: (fites, mosquitoes, other Insects)

Leishmaniasis
Chagas' disease (trypanoso laSis)
Hemorrhagic fever
Malaria
Yellow fever

Animal borne:

Rabies

Direct Contact:

Syphilis (sexual -1' transmitted)
Gonorrhea (sexually transmitted)
Lepr,:,sy

Trachoma
YaWs
`.rabies ( sexually transmitted)
Herpes (sexually transmitted)

Air berue:

Tuberculosis
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Some of the diseaisie which are found in Asix and the Pacific

(Categorized in terme of how they' are transmitted)

Vehicle borne:- -( water; foodi_forniteP /inanimate objec-t-s)

ShigellbSis
Tetanus
Schistosomfasis
Hepatitis

Vector borne: (flies, insects]

tLSlaria
Filar iasis
Dengue Fever
Encephalitis
Plague

Direct Conta-ct:

Syphilis (sexually transmitted)_.
Gonorrhea (sexually transmitted)
Yaws
Hookworm
Polio
Scabies (sexually transm..ttedi
Leprosy
Herpes (sexually transmitted)

Alr _borne :

Tuberculosis
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Jo. .),IcITY

Some of the diseases which are faund in Africa
terms of how they are transmitted)

tigorited in

Vehicle borne: (water, food, fomitesiinanimeeobjectst)

Schistosomiasis
Amebic dysentery
Hepatitis
Tapeworm
Roundworm
Typhoid fever
Cholera
Giardtasis
Shigellosis

'lector borne: (flies, mosquitoes, other insects)

Halari.1

Onchor.erciatis
Filariasis_
Trypaosomiasis

Direct Contact:

Wokwc,r2.1

Conjunctivitis
Scabies (sexually transmitted)'
Leprosy
Syphilis esexually transmitted)
Gonorrhea (sexually' transmitted)
Trachoma
Yaws
Herpes (sexually transmitted)

Animal borne:

Rabies

Air borne:

Tuberculosis
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Some of the diseases Which are found in North Africa and the
Middle East (Categorized in terms of how they are transmitted)

Vehicle borne: (water, food, fomites/inanimate ob ects)

Schistosomiasis
HeOatitis
Giardiatiia
Cholera
Tetanus
Shigellosis.

-
Vector borne: (flies, mosqvitoes, other insects)

Leishmaniasit
Malaria

Direct Contact:

Polio
Gonorrhea (sexually transmitted)
Syphilis (sexually transmitted)
Trachoma
Scabies _(sexually transmitted)
Herpes (sexually transmitted)

Air borne:

TUberdUldiit



(a) Traing site's
kitchen/room equipped

with Butagas stove/

outdoor fireplace or

camp f ire

(b) 'training eite's kitchen/
room equipped with a

b,a$14 And source of pure

water

(c; Room quipped with source

potible we ter and/or

water for washing

(d) Traiiiiiig site kitchen/

garbage dispoul area/

outdoor tone

(e) Area with table or space

.for examining the.Peace

kos health kit

(f) Area, with 041kboard or

ft ipehMit

275
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Purifying water by boiling

adding iodine, and adding

chlorine

Exploring mai of assuring

that fruits, vegetsbiei, 44t,

bread, and milk 'are free of

disease causing organiaaa -

chasing fruitm aqd vegetables

'ling personal and dental

hy' e guide" Imes - practicimg

I . iepe with iimited water

supplies

Exploring hygienic disposal of

solid waste and excre'

Using the Peace Corps health kit

for health maintenance

Informatiop on basic immunology.

and ismititutions required to

prevent disease while living

overseas

flE
;

TI,1171r,"

EQUIPMETNTERIALS sumula

stove 1:_tire; pot; water pouseliold bluch;

bottles fez storing purified water; lundout

for Purifying ;Liter" (attached)

a

basin; water; 21 tincture,or iodine; fruit'

and vegetables; tar Alturtni
Ponds 4re Clean" (attached)

soap; baking sods; .toothbruev, potable water

liaudou; Guiklines for Pi7soul and

Dental Etsith" (attached); mesh ;loth; towel

bucket of garoageisolid waste; shovel; hand-

out "Basic Information Concerning Solid

Watte'end Excrete Disposer! (ittsched)

Peace Corps health kit

Chelkboragilipchart; chalkhaarkera; hand-

outs on lade, Inforsatioti on losunUatione

and "Antibody Creation" '(attached)

M

sl
M
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Guidelines for PurIfyingWeter

Oiling - In this method; water is allowed to boil for fifteen r.inutea after the

irst bubbles appear; It is important to follow this procedure_becauee_the process
s dependent on both heat and time; Some organisms will be killed it_high temper-
tures; but only after exposure to that temperature fera_certain period of
rice the water_hae_been boiled; i pinch -of salt can he added toimprowtle taste;
piled water should be stored only in disinfected; covered containers wi'.11 a tap_
Dr dispensing water td_AVOid contamination; A cup should never be used to remove
filed water from a container;

le problem with boiling water is fuel. In tinny places the only available fuel
wood which can -be expensive:. In additied; the excessive cutting of tree

ontributeato *Oil erosion which may lead to flooding. Where possible; other
Ala should be used. One, ouch aiternative fuel is gas produced from anim*1 Cbuffalo;
Dv) manure. This process is called biogas.

llorine - Chlorine compounds render water saato drink if chlorine is adder
i the peeper amounts mlid if the water is aliowe to stand 30 minutes before drinking.
it aunt of chlorin* tc add depends on tone c7Jimpe-:nd used need- the condition of

le water. Ordinary houwahold bleach I* an excellent source of thiorins.

Loudy water usually- contains ditrittnie: defter which will combinawith the ie.:aortae;

'king it away -try inteSde0 Use as a Csinfectent. The usual procedure in
lie instance it_LO double the dosage as indicated in the table below. The stronger
ilbeihe,d6Wpounds require prov:rtionately less AlemIcal to dis,nfect.

Dotage of Blench ,lution 5% Active Ingredient

AiiimmM--01-Wv4t Claan_Water 242mArJklin
1 littr 1.--6-'13F,r 4 drops

4 Liters 8 drops 16 drops

11 li:;ero k teaspoon 4 teaspoon

e40e = Another excellent cheek used for disinfection of drinking water ill

dine; This is commonly avallAiro as n_rinctt7re of iodine giich can be purcheee !

any pharmacy. The usual do:le is fiVe &bpi Of iodine for every liter of clear
ter. The deli is doubled for cloudy water elthoujh it is bettei:' to first filter

4 water. Otite treated; water .414 be ..;lIowed to stand for la minutes before

e.

1 disinfected water should_he stored in ditlidetted_containercomplate_with

1- cr.4 tt.* 0-- hOffied in handli;4 the iodine selutim ;?m,:ause of

a strminine properties.

roor,ie, He 'ry; Cholikovsky, Bruce R.; and Hagen, David Environmental Health

u1d Minul !or_danitarisels. Ronolulos Rural Sanitct-oft Manpower Development

'ject; Untve,sity Hawaii, IWO.

REST COPY AVAILABLE
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Bee-te-4Wildelinse_fo_r_Teksonal and Dental Health

Personal Hygiene

1. Always wash your hands with soap when you get up in the morningg, after having
a bowel movement and before eating

2. Bathe ofta14--every day when tie worthc.r is hot._ lathe after *diking hard
or sweating._ Frequent bething_helpr prevent skin linfectieni,datidtUff,
pimples* itching and rashes. Mere weter_sourceenret limited. learn to
doi.44rVe 441tor; Take ff:equent mpong baths.. Be sure not'to contaminate
Your safe writer supply; Pnuc the water ynu'l need into another container
nor use:

3. In area/ ihke hookworm in common. ado not go barefoot. Hookworm infection
.causes .-7-etre 4nealn, Those worms enter the body through the soles of the
feat;

4. BrUist. at least_out4 a day and, if poesLble,_afterevery seal:
If_bkithg in peatibleforsoma reason, rub your t'eth with salt and
baking soda; (Werner. 1977r230)

5; Ideetly biding able to run a strong thread or dentrl floss between yovr.-_guas
and tech is good. If this is toothpiCk or sharpened sticks
can baluilpful.

6. If children or anivals have a bowel movement near ,your ho-Ise, clean it up
as quickly At; ronsible,

7; Ping or spread sheets and blankets in _the nun often._ If_thare appear to-
bebe bedbnas. Oink bolting water oc the ad sot wash -he sheets and blanksts.

8. Beware of dogs 4nd cats fro, outside: lio.l't.teetham into your house. They
can cazt': fle&z.- and other insects which con cause' disease.

9. Iy ty clean ;1..'_t7 house oft-..m. Swuep and wash the floorn, walls and beneath
furniture. Fill in cracks and bolos where roaches, bedbugs and ec-rpione
can hide.

ie; Ideally Ali water cnat does not come hoe a pure water syited thdUld be boiler
before_ drinking, rhie is especicIly iitortant When there appear to be tete.
of tytheiid.hapetitis, cholera or diarrhea. Water from -holes or rivers.
even when it ltioka clean; say spread disease if it is not boils" or disin-
fected before use:

11; Try to ,tore foods _in insect- and rodent-proof centr:ners to p. oat tonti,,d-

Lait.fon. Keep food covered.

12. The common use of human feces for farriciger sakes is necessary to kill
Intestinal pathogens Which ese:/ bo on ::::Jds,_such_e# fruitc and vegqtebles.

£ disinitctant as chlorine ,r :Idibm will tin r,these organisA;

BEST Cri' f5ILAKE

27a
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Basic-Guidelins for Personal and Dental Health- (Cooti?ued)

13. Use clean cooking utensils ind diehts. They should be washed with hot Witr

and soap, airdried in ths gun if possible, and stored in a clean place.

Ic iz e: ioncrtav: to use hot water and ;soap When warhing_diehed

%laic. by )..reon so that germs will be killed and not passed on to

healthy p. t,

14. Only ea, meht thi.t in well cooked. Be careful that roasted meat, especially

pork, doe', not have raw parts inside. Raw pork can carry the organ4,a%,

responsible for the disease of trichinosis.

15. Be careful of food that is old or 'Melia bad._ It maybe_poisonous. Lon't

eat canned food if the can is oraquirts when opened. Be especially

careful with canned fish.

16; Psy attention to your diet; Good nutrition helps pr,Nte.:t the body against

many infections.

17. If you smoke cigaretts. try to quit. Put ur ccergy into something healthier

and more corietrucrve.

18 Tsv_to Lind of daily e:-treisst like walkl doing cnIistenice, bicycle

riding, or other .ctivnifte iu which you psi your heart and lungz.

WeLrLer, avid. Where The- ire is No Doctor.

Envir onmental Health 17eld Manual for :snits t-4a -n. icon i'roject University

Of Paws 1980;

5 c - 7.
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te_ell rill oratiOnC°11Ceirnlii"°1idWas

and Excre-ta-Dispeasi

;olio Waste Disposal - Our conceLO-about:Laolid waste is that. if not properly
iisposei of it attratta rodents a:.1 insects; water and air become contaminated;
Axe hazards increase. unpleasant' odors are common and_ the area looks unattv.ctive.
Ile_rat_is_a_very common inhabitant_ of places_Where solid -waste is df,eosited.
'ood and shelter are provided and the_ rats multiply. Aside frow_the aanger of
rat biab or problemo associated with-damagyth crops and stored food,_ rate,

gyros -lat a health problim in the form of typhiessind plague; The !glee; which is
he rector. uses the rat as his transportation and ultimately Its destination
by be us. By removing the rata' food and !shelter. the rat population will be
ontained and 'the p.ospacts of disease transmission occurripg will decrease.

neects will always be with us but we can reduce our exposure -!o them by taking
Limp:e,_yet_effactive steps. : Insects require food to live and_a mist habita
o breed. Many types of solid waste. especially garbage. provide these two items.
17iIe other insects :day be a'problemi flies are the ones We are concerned about
ue to their ability .o transmit organisms to man from an infected source. If
olid waste iispose4 of ',toper'''. the Ily will have to search elsewhere for
ts.!ood and breeding area.

tat ways irk whinh to dispose .of solid waste include:

1. Burninji xit rb te_that_cami_bie_tftertumd. wet; the main problem
with thx.1 is that the solid was :ta rez.-er fully incinerated;
Besides the rest, e of ash; many of rt+ ttems in the waste will be
found intact; _Th applies not only to plastic or metal, but also
to garbage. If tee- garbage is not fully burned, it retkai-__Its lure
to our public haalth eneelest the rat_ and the fly. SO 4.:tortier

possible method for waste. that burned is:

2; Barythg_solld_waste irk rho &Aryls. garbage chat ceinot be burned
should be bc:-::;ad in a special pit or place far ewer; from hPuses
and the plf.ces where people get drinking water: (kerneri 1477;137)
These wastes should beburied and covered with at least 43 cm.
C11/2 ft.) cif earth. Other methods include:

. PacycIing;

4. Composting orgemia material.

creze - There are many different ways to dispose dt excreta and they
ehould adhere to th* folloting requirements:

- The au,:fai: -t soil should not: se contaminated.

- There eNsuld be 20 contamination of ground water that ma,
enter springs or well..

BEST COPY-AVAIIABLE.
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-Bealn_Intermizion.Conceruln Solid *Ms .(contineed)

YXCZOtA should no: be accessible to flies or animals.

- Tiers should be freedom fro* odore or unsightly conditions.

- The method used thould be simple and inexpensive in
constructionv operation= and selatenancs.

= USE the excreta for agricultural 4;a. other uscs only *feet it

hcs bean treated.

- In the installation of cr.c.ce?4 disposal fae-itLiaa a safe
distance fron water tov,ras should be maintained--at least

30 meters (96 feet:-

he most commen_type of excreta disposal aystei found .1,a rural areas is the pit

O'rivy., It ie_compostvi of a hand-dos. Pit olvced a squatting plate

of slab. A shvIter is usually constinitted treund'thls. _Ike pit privy is a mirrinumig

cob.: solution pri.ivi-Ung_fot defeetz,-.0t1 with orT-Ithout seater _use; excreta iterate.'

digestion of west4 *elide ant seep4 4e of wrist and eoisture_into_the surreundina
roil; °Mae fd11. vithin 50 ca. (2 ft.) of the top, it should be filledinand

another -pit ..;or nine to twelve months. the WA pay may-be uncovered and

the sladge_remaining used for fertIliter. It tikea is tZmefor all pc!hogenle

organisms to die; Once emptied, the old pit be used &gals.

t:A_loca:le, of the privy is iiporta4t; Place_it_doweAL11 and maintain_a_dietetiti

of at least 30 meterm from t_witter source Oases the well ,A1 very daep (30- meters

or mere); The .. i alto import-3ot. Ideally._pitprkvies seould be designed

to have at least years steage capacity. _Ike 61;.4dee volume for a dry pit

(ova Which doom not penetrate groundwater)_IS 40=60 literS_(ippreminately 10-15

gallons) per person per year; _Due .to -the of_sludge_Which takes place

in the pit and percolation_ of liquid into tte sell; the actual velar's of material

may be reduced to 20Z _of the -total volumg of feces and urine depoil.tedw A pit

3 5 meters (3% feet). deep 4nd 90 cii (31/4 ft.).=:;=ste andaild serve a family of

sax for five years:

AL-ciunie. Barry; Chelikewauy. Bract 7.4 L and Hagen. David Aevironmentel-Head th

Yield Manual for Senitarlans-. M6nolulus Ural Saatrittm_hanpower Development
School a F45114 LIAltal.

28 I FST r'
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lode era Clean

Illnesses are Caused by Unclean Foods/

goods Which Carry Dimmase.-Causing Organisms

FMS USUALLY
INVOLVED

Raw fruiter and vegqr:abIes
:Iontaminated by dusti flies;
aster; soil; night soil
fertilizer

Paw or undercooked m:mto and
nest products;

Cracked or ditty eggs tOdtatiii
hAted with poultry i:Aereciti
meat boa meal; or fish
gal. naltry mcoiltr contaminated
by unsanitary hrndling.

Home tanned foods; or some-
times commcielIy prepared
foods;

Wile:: or prepared foods; Milk,
products or miter

tootteioaLed with excret-e.

RAWCcintiMidated_milk. dairy
products, o toemt

1.1,flATIMAriaAft Wao -
Vith the

BEST UQPY
AVAILABLE

WAYAVTO-PREVENT-SPRLM-ST
_FOOD

Wash noroughly with Lnol's solution
(see_ it page for a des iptiOn of
Lugol's_solution);_remove eels; cook
thoroughly if possible.

Cook these foods thoroughly. Cook
garbage fad to seine. Get: rid o: rats

hog lots.

Use only clean eggs with sound shells.
Soiled eggs should be washed. Handle
poultry neat and eggs under clam condi-
tions. Store. them in a cold place. Cook
thoroughly and refrigerate if not eaten
tat once. After Landling r4v oggs or
poultry; wash your hands thoroughly.

Cook canned meat cad vegetable., e'oroughly
before serving. Boil 15 minutes and stir
to make sure you heat all parts.

-Stritt personal cleanliness in food
prepersioue keeping mist foods cool
during storage periods; cooking_foods
before serving; getting rid 0 illea,__
Parsons with dysentery-should not handle
food. Dispose of human vaster safely.

Gat rid 'of brucellosis from livestock by
vaccinating young animals and slaughter-
ing infscted_older animals, Boil_Milk _

used to drink or to sake et sr dir-_''y products.

MfAk thA Asil*_mAfr, by boillna; Search for
the parson carrying the illiiess and isolator
his from other peop..4.o.
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GUIDEL1HIS_TOKLASSURING_FOODS A7OX GUAM OCOntlaued)

Foods contaminated by a_
discharge from the mouth or
nose of a person Who has
disease germe"in his body;
Whether he is sick; about to
get sick; or immune.

Milk from cove wah udder in-
fections caused bv these
organisms.

soil milk used for drinking or to make
other: :miry products. Keep persons with
the disease from handling food. Separate
them from other people.

General Guidelines for Food_Purchasin Star
Preparation,aviderVing

W:m.n you purchase, prepare and serve food it is ilopol,:tant to

- select good quality food. Food she.1:3d smell fresh; come
from a clean source.be protected from flies and dirt;
and have a fresh attractive look and color.

-= keep yourself clean

- keep dishas sew equipment clean

- keep the cooking and eating area clean.

can become unsafe to eat tf it is:

- served by a person carrying disease ger'e

- served in soiled.diabes

- eaten nth dirty utensils and hods.

Keep everything clean. amsnliunas helps to keep zesty disease germs. Clean
food is likely to oz. &ate *cod.

When 7)reparing foods:

- store them for a vmry short :Am

- prepare in clean .containers

urn,r0U1p711

- serve immediately

- don't save leftoiet; fWeCRA pue"; tbeish .14n clean. '.0VQ1_31

containers in a clol Akan.

MT CM AVA!!LE
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Guidelines for -Aaatigroods Ara Clean Mintinued'ir

This is an iodine compound which is as effective disinfectant

and is availabie at most pharmaciaa. 7 A *Catalan -: contain 5*

or 50400 ppnt when purchased. It Should be a brown

Mass bcttle; light in' the present& of air vill dot., , e iodine

terry tepidly if it is kepi, ia- a cleet glum container. The concen-

tration will decrease to a browntettte alrbi Gilt oucli LaurOt'

Should Es:evert a bright 11114t fro* par7:ing through this bottle and

idldtitai and a pez6on Should not be able to sit theism:tom of a table-

spoon full of LOMA'S when heft in a brightly lit retie. it these two

criteria amen'': met than.Ehe Leivitas is--weak-and:.04&:Ausount Used must

he increased.

In using Liidre, the followpig4Iintion Schedule ihAld be

followed:

1. I Lugol's aolutIon appears .irk and is toed aritt;LA one

Month 02 the date of purchase: add five WA-144,40r, to

every four litats of water.

2; Lugol's solution appease dirk broTza and is not used

within one month of the data of pnrchasei increase the

amount.by one tablespoon 'per month after the first month

of pUrehiste For exampleiduring tha first month iftet

pUrchete. use five_tNbleepornassand during the second

eonth-ues six iablesT,--me.

3. If LugoPs alloys ight to peso through it; do not use
it; putthese a road bottle.

4. aluerm allow =tact t4- ^I In "041Thres
with ',00d" Lugol's. Lisp it in a cool, dark place.

S. The above schedule can also tie used with chlorox.
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_BASICAIANIZATION

Vaccines ar.. -peciel ldicines" whIth if sdminicmred properly; can

prevent som diasec. We call this process immunization.

Istsunizatiolv:Immunity_er.--d--anr_tbod_ies

If you had whooping cough as a child, you only contracted it once becaurs

your body became immune to The

which are special proteins found in
the organisms that cause disease er

make; Antibodies attach thsmszlves

body producer certain antibodies

the blood. These antibodies fight

the toxin, (poisons) that .organisms

to an organism and kill it offor

they attach themselves to Loxins and stop them from causing harm; The
4

antibodies Which fight toxins ere called antitoxins. A different kind

of antibody fights each organism or toxin. Fo.' examl-Ae; neasles anti-

bo ARS only he measles virus; they have no efJ!ecc en malaria;

Ar ega ,t tetanus are not helpf,11 against diC-thtfie.

1.4%il a child !si ill with measles; the body begini to-produce the special

inody against the measles virus. The body continues making this anti-

hGey; thus the child becomes immune and never has measles again. When

chi: body maim; its oun antibodies; it %as an active immunity.i The body

ecnav2is .1..ctively immune in two vLvs, either from the disease itself or

Zrom a vaccine. Thase vaccines are grown from harmful organisms and

either &s: tea fdeact %menthes), or made weak (live vezcinee);, Becausf.:

the organisms in a vaccine ars smak or dead; they cause no harm beyond

:hat :Any se symptoms (such as a mild fever). When Or vaccine is

given. the t-ody produces *Antibodies agsin.t the particular crganis-se

thk.$ Trevenring the body from becomlyg ill from the disease itself.

Whet fiisrase bas4r-ee 11-%__a Immumwalm, Ab'444147, g Aria=t

If vseci... is given to make the hldy L:Wilr..00 it hes an st-L-ItIcial

active imm6Wiri.

Aet-ive-icounity is tche best hind because Lt snow the hc!, to eontiLs

BEST COF1' 11,71ILAB:
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producing its oun ietihodiee. The only problem is that it may talus

several weeks or 1::,ngir before thek body becomes 'immune. If necessary,

the body can. tie meat Amman* immediately by injecting antibodies froii

another person or animal. Mass antibodies give the body a passive

immunity for,a relatively cohort period 'of time Casually about two weeki).

The body can receive natural paesive_immunity. while still in the mothers

uterus. The antibodies and antitoxins are prevent in the lidthere blood.

and are passeWto the child's blood before birth. At birth the child

is immune to th same dieeasms as the mother;

Natural passive immunity explains why children do nut usually have cert'.xt

diseases until they are ..4,:wt thrAe month* old. By this age, most of 'lie

antibodies : they were given p!c birth from their mothers have gone. By ia-

jecting:neu antibodies 2n immune p. -son or animal, we can give the:

body an sittifichI passive, For *sample, we can !qject tetanus

Antitoxin into an injured have tetanus bacteria in his

Wound. The antitvain makes the oody immune immediate2y, before the body

has had time to make its own entitoxtt. The injected antibodies or anti-'

toxin are soon destroyed, giving the body artifice! passive immunity for

not more than a couple veehti;

It important to remember that live v.ccinea die easily and become

less; therefore, care must be taken in the transport And storage of such

Accines. The same is true of dead vaccines but to a lesser extent.

Examples' of live mid dead vaccinogn

Live_atime_t_ Dead vaccines

SC'. (egVngt T.B.)

Ilkasleo

286

Diphtheria

Whooping cough

Teten,ls

$'c tabs toxoid

BEST GCS 7 f.7,"!!.19LE
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Some Co n munizat:oni-Given-to-Pe Volunteers

NOTE: Thin is meant to be a representative list of some of the
most frequently used-immunizations. The actual weIecti,
may vary fron one volunteer to another and from 0-, counc.A7

to another. depending on regional.ionsideration- tzi

governmental-"guidelines and changing circumstan, For

example:. local outbreak of measles or cholera might_
mean immbnitations for.evetyoni. It is the responsibility for
each volunteersto make 3urv, that his/her immunisation r.-.Gui.1.7.

are kept up-to-date during Peace Corps service.

TYPE
VACCINE
untinkR

IMMUNITY

EIEE_AsISEI TIMETABLE

Yellow Fitver Live Active I0 year:;

Diphtheria-
Tetanus Deed Active Booster

Cholera Dead Active f,, :e-cthe

Gamma Globulin Dead fessive 3-6 months

Rallies Dead Kett,* 2 years

Patio LiVe Active k.Joster

Typhoid Fever Dead Active 1 in USA _

tl-one month leiA
.1-Ares years lc
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Description of the. Three Main-food-Croupa

Group I: Protective Foods

These foods. While not being- Very high in proteins. carbohydrates or_fate,

do provide important quanatidi Of water. minerals. and vitamins needed

to protect the body against malfunctioning and to help ensure proper

metabolism.
j

Normal body weight is _from to 3/4 water; Therefore. the body's functions
require_a 4Uffielent daily intake of water: Since vitamins are often lost
during -food processing; high temperatures. storage and excessive light,

care should be taken to ensure a balanced intake for_norial body- functions.

Minerals such as calcium; phosphorous. magnesium, Sedidia, potaaaiumand

chlorine are needed in higher amounts than tither_Mintrela but all are

essential to a person's diet._ Thit group ofprotectivefoods which is

made up of fruits and vegetables would include the following: coconut.

mango. orange, banana,- papaya, tomato; onion; lettuce; carrot. green

beans and egg plans, lite, grapefruit; avocado. pineapple, oil-ode:bor. okra.

spinach and cauliflower;

Group II: Energy Foods

This group_proVidea kilocalories (KCAL) to the body through the_coneuoption

of food4 Which contain either high amounts of carbohydrates andfor high_

amoUnti of fit; Carbohydrates make up the chief source Of energy for the

body_for most people in the world; The most important aspect of carbohydrates

is the fact that they are the least expensive form of_energy-providinffood.
Fats are important because_of theit'high energy potential and lack of bulk.

They also help to make ftiOdi tastier and provide a feeling of fullness
Some of the more common food items found in this group are: palm oil,

sesame seed oil, peanuroil,COCOnUt oil, sugar; corn; rice; sorghum.
millet, cassava, yams, beer (bottled and local) and wine;

Group III: Body Building and Repair Food.

This final group contains foods which provide a high percentage of protein;

This is the substance which is important in Maintaining, building and
repairing body structures. Proteins are iMptirtStabecauseof their function
co- replace and maintain body tiatUell. Etch day; nitrogenislost from the
body._ Protein rich foods; however are the substances which carry nitrogen
into the body; Although there are different types of proteins. all are
made up of small molecules called amino acids._ It is actually these
individual amino_acids which are requited by the body._ This group
Would include: beef, mutton, chicken. fish, eggs. squirrel,
Milk, cheese,' yogurt. peanUts and other ground nutsi_soybeans, black eyed
beena, beans in general, legumes, crab, snail. and shrimp.

usT row Furl!! r
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Re- quirements, Tables, and Lists of titrients & Food

APPROXIMATE DALY NUTRMONAL REQUIREMENTS
*Vitamin/

Calories Pru. :a Cale Wa I/51 A II i 12 Midi C

AVerage
iftaC. RID, 1111111- Uaiii mg. sag mg. rag.

Man 2,00 70 800 10 5000 1.2 1.7 19 70

Average
Worner- 2,100 58 *RV 13 5A00 ;8 1.3 14 70

TABLE OF THENUTRMVE VALUE OF FOODS Vimotna

CaVo4 11,nat ii Calcium Moe A 6 -2I filAt C

gam pep. esp. 1.Wal mai mi. MS- 1.
Dairy Products 4.

Whole miikF I c. 160 9 281 ;I 350 .07 .41 .2 2

Skim milk. I c. 06 9 296 .1 10 .09 ;44 ;2 2

Cottage cheese
creamed, 1 c. 260 33 230 .7 420 .07 .61 _.2 0

Cheddar, 1 oz. 115 7 213 .3 370 _ .01 .13 Trace 0

SWiii, 1 oz. IOS 8 262 .3 320 Trice .11 Tel 0

Processed cheese
American, 1 oz. 105 7 198 3 350 .01 .12 Tram 0

!cc. cream. I c. 255 6 193 .1 590 .05 .28 .I 1

Yoghurt; 1 c; 150 7 272 .1 340 .07 .39 .2 2

Eggs

Boiled, poached
or raw, 1 80 6 27 1.1 590 .05 .15 True

Scrambled, I 110 7 51 1.1 690 .05 .111 Tram

Fats and MI
&Uteri I T. JOG Trace 3 0 470 - - = 0

Margarine, 1 T. 100 Trace 3 0 470 - -, 0

Vegetable oiL I T. 125 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0

MaiUnnis-e. I T. 100 Trara 3 .1 40 MO ;01 Trace Vim

Meats

[Won, 2 &Ikea 90 5 2 .5 0 .08 .0S .8 ;..

Beef, Hamburger, 3 oz. 245 21 9 2.7 30 .07 .18 4.6

Rossi, 3 oz. 375 17 8 2.2 70 .05 .13 3.1

Steak, 3 oz. 330 20 9 2.5 SO .05 _.16 4.0

Liver. beef, 2 oz. 130 IS 6 5.9 30,280 .15 2.37 9.4

Fork, chop 3.5 M. 260 16 1 2.2 0 43 .1$ 3.8

tunb, chop 4.8 oz. 400 2S 10 SA - ..14 .25 1.6

Hot dog. 1 170 7 3 1 0 .011 .11 1.4

Chicken, % bream
fried 155 25 9 13 . 70 04 .17 11.2

BEST COPY VII!! AIRE
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TABLE OF THE NUTR'.1-1VE VALUE OF FOODS Vitamins

FiA AM %arab

Cacao Prosaic Cak ism
asli6

boa
rap.

A
Usi is le& Mg- ff.gars.

Salmon. 3 oz. 120 17 167 3 60 .03 .16 6.8

Shrimp. 3 oz. 100 21 98 2.6 SO .01 .03 1.5

Tuna. 3 oz. 170 24 7 1.6 70 .04 An 10.1

Dried Beans and Nuts

Navy. I c. dry 225 15 _95 5.1 0 .27 .13 13 0

Almonds; 1 c. 850 26 332 6.7 0 34 1.31 5.0 True
Peanut butter. I T. 95 4 9 3 0 .02 .02 2.4 0

Vegetables
/ken. green. 1 c. 30 2 63 .8 680 .9 .11 A 15

Broccoli; I c; 40 5 136 1.2 3.880 ;14 .31 ,, 11 140

Carrots. raw. 1 20 1 18 A 5.500 .03 03 .3 4

Corn, eat. V 70 3 2 .5 310 .09 .08 1.0 7

Lettuce; 1 head 60 4 91 2:3 1,500 ;29 .27 13 29

Pala, 1 c. 115 9 37 2S 860 .44 .17 3.7 33

Potatoes; I met,: 90 3 9 .7 Trace ;10 .04 1:7 20

Potatoe chips.
10 average 115 1 8 .4 Ilia .04 .01 1:0 _3

Spinach; 1 c. 40 5 167 4;0 14;580 .13 .25 1.0 50

Syuaih. summer. 1 c. 30 2 52 .8 820 .10 .16 1.6 21

Sweetpotstoe;
I boiled 170 2 47 lb 11,610 .13 .09 3 23

Tomato. 7 oz. 40 2 24 .9 1.640 .11 .07 1.3 42

Fittit
Apple; 1 med. _70 Tf 3C 8 A 50 .04 .02 .1 3

Applesauce. I c. 230 1 10 11 100 05 .03 .1 3

Banana, 1 100 1 10 .8 230 .06 .07 .8 12

Cantaloupe; % 60 1 27 A 6.540 .08 .06 1.2 63

Crapifruit. H 45 1 19 i 10 .05 .02 .2 44

Lemon. 1 20 _1 19 .4 10 .03 .01 .1 39,

Lemonade. 1 c. 110 Trice 2 Trace Trace Tracts ;02 .2 17

Orange. I 65 1 54 3 260 .13 .05 .5 66

Orange juice;
frozen. 1 c. 120 2 25 .2 550 .22 .02 1.0 120

PUttl. I 3S I _9 .5 1320 .02 .05 1.0 7

RaLlaird4 1 c. MVO 4 102 Si 30 .18 .13 A 2
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TABLE OF THE NUTRITIVE

Calorie.

Grain Products
White bread,

VALUE OF FOODS

Pro taia CAI dotal hos
mp

A
Utiles

Vitamins

i t I 2al. RV.

N lacks

mi.
C
mi.pss. imp.

I slice 70 2 21 .6 Trace .06 .05 .6 Trace
Whole wheat 13.4ad

I dice
Cornflakes,es, 1 c.
Oatmeal, 1 c.

65
100
130

3
2
5

24
4

22

.8

.4
14

Traci
0

_0

.9
.1i
.19

...)

.02

.05

.8
.5
.2

Trace
0
0

Pancakes, 1 med. 60 2 27 .4 30 .05 .06 .4 Trace
Rice. I c.
_ cooked 225 4 21 1.8 0 :23 .02 2.1 0
Spaghetti. cook d.

I c. 155 S 11 1.3 0 .20 .11 1.5

Sugars. Sweets

White ogar. 1 T. 40 0 0 Trace
4. 0 0 0 3 0

Honey. 1 T..
strained 6S Traffic 1 :I _ l Trace .01 _.I Trace

Jam, I T. 53 ' Trace 4 .2 Trace Trace .01 Traci Traci

1..tr li
Pie, apple.

1 alto 350 3 11 .4- 40 .03 D3 .5 1

Cooki4s; commercial
1

fake; Devil's Food-
1 slica

50

235

1

3

4

41

.2

.6

10

100

Trace

.02

Trac

.06

Tram

.2

Trace

Trace

Miscellaneows

Yeast; brewers
1 T. 2S 3 17 1.4 Trace 1.25 .34 3.0 Trees

PF.ST copy AIN! AP) E
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A List of Some Tuvortant- Nti-trienta

and Their'Main Sources

NUTRIENT CHIEF FUNCTIONS LKPORTANT SOURCES

Protein Providei nitrogen and amino
acid, for body proteins (in
Skin tissues; muscles; brain;
hair; etc:); for hormones
(substances that control body
processes); for antibodies
(which fight infections);_and
for enzymes (whiCh control the
rates of chemical reactions in
our bodies).

Milk, cheese' yogurt'
eggs; fish; poultry;
soybeans; lean =Ate._
went germ' nutritional
(brewer's) yeast and
certain vegetable Cosi-
binatione.

Fats Provide a concentrated source
of energy.

Carry certain fat-sciluable
vitamins (hOtAbly At; II -and E).

and essential fatty acids;

Provide insulation and protec-
ion for important organs and
body sturctures.

Whole milk; most cheeses,,
butter; margarine; nuts,
oils (preferably unsat=
orated; unhydrogenated).

Cholesterol and "satu-
rated" fats are found
is eggs; butter; cheap
has- burger and ice cre&m.

Carbohydrates Keep protein from being Used
for energy needs; so protein
can be used primarily for
body-building functions.. Also
necessary for protein digest-
ion and utilization.

Provide our main source of
energy.

Provide the_glucoie vital for
certain brain functions;

Fruits. vegetables;
whole - grain bread,
cereals; grains;

Vitamin A (fat-
soluable)

Extra vitamin A
is stored in the
liver-that is why
animal livers are
such a good source.

Helps prevent irVieCtion.

Helps eyes adjust to_changes
from bright_to did light
(prevent& night blindness);

Needed for healthY ikin and
certain tisalies; such as the
lining Of eyii'ind lungs.

Liver; whole milk;
fortified margarine
(A is added). butter,
Molt cheeses (espec-
ially Swiss and
Cheddar); egg yolks,
dark green and yellow
vegetables (especially
carrots, parsley, kale
and orange squash)"
apricots.

693 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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IXPORTANT SOURCES

Vitamin D (fat-
goluable)

Needxd for strong bones and
teeth (regulates ealciumiano_
phosphorus in bone formation);

Essential for calcium absorp=
tin from the blood:

Sunlight shining on
bete skin. vitamin D
fortified silk; fist
liver oil. sardines.
canned tuns.

Vitamin E (fat -
soluabla)

Helps preserve_some.vitamins
and unsaturated_ fatty acids
(acts as an antioxidant).

Helps stabilize biological
membranes.

Plant oils (especially
wheat germ oil and soy-
bean oil), wheat germ.
navy beans. eggs, brown
rice.

Vitamin C or
ascorbic acid_
(water Soluable).

C is easily dia=
troyid by,air and
heat. Like many
other water-soluaSle
vitssitisi it is not
stored in the body,
so we need some
every day.

Needed for healthy_collagen
(a protein that, holds cells
together);

Helps wounds to heal;

Needed for normal blood
Clotting and healthy
blood' vessels:

Needed for iron absorption;

Spares or protects vitamins
A and E and several B vitamins.

Needed for strong teeth and
bones.

-Citrus fruits. green
and_red peppers. green
lefifY Vegetables, pars-
ley, tomatoss potatoes
strawberries. cantaloupe,
bean sprouts (especially
mung beans and soybeans);

B Vitamins (water
solvable) include
thiamine (Bd.
riboflavin 132),
niacin. pyridoxine,
folic acid;
cabelskin (B12).
cholene, etc.

Folic acid
deficiency is
common during
pregnancy. It

may alao be caused
by birth control
pilit.

Riboflavin is des-
troyed by sunlight,
so use milk con-
tainers that keep.

Needed for steady nerves.
alertness. good digestion.
energyiproduction, healthy
skin and_ayes. certain
enzymes involved in amino
acid synthesis. meAntenance
of blood.

294

Whole grain breads and
cereal*, liver. wheat
germ, nutritional yeast:
green leafy vegetables
lean meatei_Milk, molasses.
peanuts. dried peas and

BEST rEv
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IMPORTANT SOURCES

out light.

Fatigue, tension,
depression are
often signs of
i B deficiency.

Calcium

Caldium is more
easily digested
when eaten with
acid foods (such
as yogort_or
sour milk)

Needed for building bonts
and teeth: for blood clotting
for regulating nerve and
muscle activity; for absorb-
ing iron.

Whole and skin Milk,
buttermilk, cheese;
yogurt, green vegetables
egg yolk, bons-meal
powder, blackstrsp
molasses.

Phosphorui Needed to transform protein.
fats and carbohydrates into
energy in the body.

Makes up part of all_t)i
body's cells._ Needed_
for build!mg bones and
teeth.

Milk; cheeses, lean
meate, egg yolks.

Iron

Daily intake is
itzportant;

Children; teen-
agers, pregnant
and menstruating
women are especially
likely to have iron
deficienclea.

MAkii_OO_Art important part of
hetbglobin; the compound in
blood that carries oxygen_frod
the longs to the body cella.

Lean meat, 1:Lver; egg
yolk, green leafy veg-
etables; nutritional
yeast; wheat germ.
whole grain And enrich-
ed breads and cereals,
soybean'fIour, raisins;
blackstrap molasses.

Iodine An important part of.thyrokine;
helps the thyroid gland regulate
the rate at Which piir bodies
use energy.

AffeCts growth, water balances,
nervous system, muscular system,
and. circulatory system.

Iodized salt, sesfoodi,
plant foods_ grown in
soil near the sea.

Magnesium Requited for certain enzyme
activity:

Helps in bone formation

Crain., Vegetables,
cereals, fruits, milk,
nuts.

295
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IMPORTANT SOURCES

Potassium Needed for healthy nerves and
muscles;

Seafood, milk, vegetables
fruits;

Sodium, chlorine.
fluorine and
other trace min-
erals.

Midst of our diets
now contain too
much sodium,
largely because
of sodium compounds
used in processed
foods and excessive
use of table salt;

Varying functions, many of them
not well understood.

Fluorine is especially
important from birth to six
months. It helps to prevent
tooth decay by hardening tooth
enamel.

Meat. cheese, aggs sea-
food. green leafy
vegetables. fluoridated
water, sea salt.

Water

Most people need
6 -7 glas#es of
fluid (water. tea,
juice, etc.). a Any
to keep good water
balance in the
body;

Not really a nutrient, but
an essential part of all
tissues.

Often supplies important
minerals, such as calcium
and fluorine.

Cellulose
(Roughage)

Also not a nutrient, but
important for stimulating
the intestinal muscles and
encouraging the growth of
certain intestinal bacteria.

Keeps teeth clean and gums
healthyt

Fruits, vegetables whole-
grain bread and cereals.

From: The Boston Women's Health Book Collective. Our Bodies Ourselves.
New York: Simon and Schuster, 1976. pp. 103-105

nT (Iv/ ?kw!! nay F
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PERSONAL STABILIZERS

Each of us has certain things that we do in our home environment to keep us
grounded"; to stabilize our everyday existence. "These are things that give

some Sort of quality or pleasure or sense 'of regularity ("I'm ok as long as I
get my morning coffee") and we may look forward to them knowingly; or they may
be taken for granted. Examples of such things are jogging,_ eading; a morning
newspaper before beginning the day's activities, eating ha els,N44nking
buttermilk,. watching Walter Cronkite, meditating, shopping L cee rtain places,

dancing, and so on.

We may be absolutely aware that_some of these things are critical for our
daily existence ("What would I ever do Without my stereo ? "); others may be very
much "taken_for granted" (long distance telephone service or stopping at a
particular bookstore on the__way home from work a_couple of times a we or
having access to a number of hardware stores to help in remodeling a house).

When we go overseas, we often do not have access to many or any of our
normelltabilikersi or they are available in a different form which rakes them
less attractive. Sometimes we know they are missing; we feel it intensely ("My
God, I haven't had an Egg McMuffin in three months! "), at other times there is
just a feeIiN that something is missing ("Where did that bookstore go?" or
"something is missing from here").

It has been our experience that if we don't adapt our_regular stabilizers
or find new ones; it seriously hampers efforts to live comfortably and -be effec-
tive in the new culture. In fact, this can lead up to hostility, maladjuatment
or culture shock--and to unproductive sterotypical statements about -them" like
the following:

"Everytime I have tried to jog, five kids
followed me and gawk - no privacy - it's
frustrating."

"These people don't read much - you can't
even hive a good discussion about hooks."

"I have tried three montho N) get vegetarian
food zrouni here - no vegetables no
grocery - things are really screwed up.
They don't knowthuch about nutrition."

Disregarding a small number of people who are extremely ethnocentric;-these
statements--and hundreds more like them - all imply for most people that an
important stabilizer (newspaper, jogging, book discussions, lack of_a particular
food) is missing, and_there is a tendency a blame "the people" for its absence,
to complain, even to become_cynical. Doing this also helps to create a source
of powerlessness, a sense of becoming a victim.
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A well adjusted or adjusting) individual; however; attempts to Adapt

his/her stabilizers or, find new ones in the heat culture; This seemingly minor

point of finding new; Stabilizing "habit67 - is key to building a firm and

qualitative cross cultural base from which we can grow and become fluent in

other areas. Moreover; it often provides some-of our greatest cross-cultural
4

pleasures as we develop neW_"kriUtine" things in a country which we may not have

done at home. (Certain kinds of _everyday greetingrituaIs; walking; coffee

hours; different relatiOnShipS_Witholder folks and children; foods; etc). For

examplei we may find at home that the way we "wind down" at the end of the dAy

is to waLch TVi haVe_a drink, drSitand read the paper: This may not be

possible in the_ldtal culture; However; there may be a local substitute Which

itself becomes just AS attractive to us; In many cultures people end the day by

sitting around together and chatting or singing songs while the sun goes down; .

In other places; it involves drinking tea together._ This becOMeSa pleasure and

serves the purpose of "winding down" and helps us With a new way_ to deal with a

Stabilizing need.

This session is intended to start the process of developing stabilizers

nowwe'll be looking at stabilizers you have in the States; what might be

adaptable; ideas for new and differehtAtabilizers;and we'i,1 be developing a

'1n that can be tried out (hiring the training program. One other very impor-

tant point- -each of you will haVe_your_own "stabilizers" to 'deal with; your OWfi,

plans to develop; your _own individuality; We are not in any way trying to reach

consensus on one plan for all; The group work we do in the session is aimed at

providing some reactions to your plan and generating ideas which you may or may

not wish to incorporate;

Finally, there are skills involved in this process - reflettion; self-

assessment observation; identifying what's available_ here; plannitg;,and risk-

taking; W8 see this as beginning to develop thOse skills which can be critical

when return to the United States (which will be the"othercUlture" in two

years) or move to a different country. They are;_inother words; cross cultural

Skills which will be of value to you now and in the future;
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GROUP MAINTENANCE ORIENTED BEHAVIOR WORKSHEET

FUNCTIONAL BEHAVIOR TO ASSIST GROUPS IN MAINTAINING GROUP COHESIVENESS:

DIRECTIONS: Observe members and record the number of times each behavior is
used by each member.

GROUPS MEMBERS

1. HARMONIZING - atteMpts to reconcil..
_IiS-agreeMents; reducini tensions.

2; GATE KEEPING helping to keep
----c4aammd-cation channels open.
3; ENCOURAGING - being friendlyi warm,

and responsive to others; non-
verbal or verbal approvaor
acceptance _by_ex_p_r,e_s_Lonlk--

4. COMPROMISING admittilverror;
modifying in the interest of group
cohesion or growth.

5. STANDARD SETTING AND TESTING
testing whether group is satisfied
with_its procedures; pointing ovt
explicit or implicit norms which
have been set.

6. SENSING AND EXPRESSING FEELINGS
sensing feelings, mood, relation-.
ships wiAllin the group; sharing
own feelings with other members;
s)licitira feelings- o others.

7. PERCEPTION CHECK

From A Trainer's Guiue to Andragou; p. 137, by John Ingall

VI
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TASK ORIENTED BEHAVTOR WORKSHEET

FUNCTIONAL BEHAVIOR TO ASSIST GROUPS IN TASK PERFORMANCE:

DIRECTIONS: ObServe and record the number of times each behavior is used by
each member.

GROUPS MEMBERS

1. INITIATING - proposing tasks or
goals; defining a group problem;
suggesting ideas.

2. SEEKING INFORMATION requesting
facts; asking_for expressions of
opinion; seeking suggestions and
ideas.

3. GIVING INFORMATION 7 offering
facts, information, opinions, and

_____idLe

4. CLARIFYING AND ELABORATING
interpreting ideas or suggestions;
defining'terms indicating alterna-
tives.

5. SUMMARIZING pulling together
related ideas; offering a decision
or conclusion for a group to accept
or reject.

6. CONSENSUS TESTING sending up a
tri.1 balloon t6 test for a
possible decision or conclusion.

From J;D; Ingall's A__Tratnerls_Gulde_t_a_Andragog; p. 138
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OBSERVE- -'S WORKSHEET

1. Be sure you are able to gee Ali participants' gestures; expressions; etc.

2. What roles are people performingclarifying; initiating; supporting;
harmonizing, or conflicting?

3. HOW are styles of communication -tone, phrasingigestures; etc.,

contributing to or hindering clarity and effectiveness?

4. HOW are participants in the group reacting to each other?

5. Do participants' non-verbal gestures conform to the- verbal statements?

6; To whom are people talking? To one other_person? To persons WhO just

perviously talked? To the whole group? To no one?

7.- What attitudes and emotions -do you -feel are being transmitted to the group?

(Check out your own personal reactions to comments made by others).

From: ingall'a --A-irainera__Gaitte_to Anadragody; p. 175
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Task Oriented Behavior:

; INITIATING -_proposing tasks
or goals' defining a group
.roblem; su::estin: ideas.

2. SEEKING INFORMATION - requesting
faCtS; asking fOr expressions of
opinion; seeking suggestions and
idedS.

3. GIVING INFORMATION offering
fattS, information; opinions;
And ideas;-___________

. CLARIFYING AND ELABORATING
interpreting ideas or suggestions;
defining terms indicating-alterna
tives_.

5; SUMMARIZING - pulling together
related ideas; offering a decisio
or Conclusion for the group to

__accept or re'ect.
6; CONSENSUS TESTING sending up a

trial balloon to test for a
possible decision or conclusion.

HANDOUT VII - 1 D

Group Maintenance Oriented Behavior

1. HARMONIZING attempts to
1 zoncile disagreements; reduc-
-ing-t

2. GATE KEEPING helping to keep
communication channels open;
facilitating the participation
of others.

3. ENCOURAGING - being friendly,
warm; and responsive to others;
non-verbal or verbal approval
or acceptance by_expreaglong;--

4. COMPROMISING -_admitting error;
modifying in_the interest of
group cohengion_or_grawthi

5. STANDARD SETTING AND TESTING
testing whether group is
satisfied with its procedures;
pointing out explicit or
implicit norms which have been
set;

6; SENSING AND EXPRESSING FEEL=
INGS sensing feelingi mood;
relationships within the group;
sharing ownfeeling with other
members; soliciting feelings of
others._

7. PERCEPTION CHECK: DIscribing
what-you perceive. the other is
feeling in order to check
whether you do understand what
he/she feels-.

Adapted ft-OM Ingall's "A Trainers Guide to Andragogy"; pp. 137-138
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ON U.S. VOLUNTEERS

For the past six years; -_I have become known for my increasing opposi:_ion to
the presence of any and all North American "do gooders" in Latin America; I am
sure -you know of my present efforts to obtain the voluntary withdrawal of__all
North Atherican volunteer armies from Latin America: Missionaries, Peace Corps
members and groups like yours; a "division" organized for the benevolent
invasion (of Mexico).

I do not come here to argue. I am here to tell you, if possible to con-
vince you, and, hopefully, to stop you, from pretentiously imposing yourselves
on Mexicans.

I do have deep faith in the enormous good will of the U.S. Volunteer;_
However; his -good faith can usually be explained only by an abysmal lade of
intuitive delicacy. By definition, you cannot help being ultimately vacationing
salesmen for the middle -class "American Way of Life'; since that is really the
only life you know..

A group like this could not have developed unless a mood in the United
States has supported it--the belief that any true American must_share God's
blessings with his poorer fellow men. The idea that every Atherican has some-
thing to give, and at all times may; can; and should give iti_explains why it
occurred to- students that they could help Mexicans peasants "developing" by
spending a few months in their villages.

Of course; this surprising conviction was supported by members of a mis-
sionary order, who would have not reason to exist unless they had the same con7
viction7-except a much stronger one. It is now high time to cure yourselves of
this. You, like the values you carry; are the products of an American_ society
of- achievers -and consumers; with its two -party system; its univeral schooling,
and its Fatily-Car affluency. You are ultimately consciously or unconsciously
"salesmen" fora delusive ballet in the ideals_ of democracy; equal opportunity;
and free__ nterprise among people who haven't the possibility of profiting from
these. Next to money and guns, the third largest Nortn_American export is the
U.S. idealist; who turns up_in every theater of the world as the teacher, the
volunteer, the missionary, the community organizer; the economic developer;_and
the vacationing _do-gooder. _Ideally;_these_people define their_roles as service.
Actually; they frequently Wind up alleviating the damage done by money and_weap-
ons; or_ seducing" the under7developed to the benefits_of the world of affluence
and achievement. Perhaps this is the moment to instead bring home to the people
of the U.S; the knowledge that the way of life they have chosen is not alive
enough to be shared.

By now it should be evident to all America that the U.S. is engaged in a
tremendous struggle to survive. The U.S. cannot survive if the rest of the
world_is not convinced that here we -have Heaven-on-Earth. The survival of the
U.S. depends on the acceptance by all so-called "free" men that the U.S. middle-
class has "made it"; The U.S. way of Ilfe_has become a religion which must be
accepted by all those who do not want to die by the sword--or napalm. All over
the globe the U;S; is fighting to protect and develop at least a minority -who
consumes what the_U.S._majority can afford. Such is the purpose of the Alliance
For Progress of the Middle-class which the U.S. signed with Latin America some
years agoi_ But increasingly this commercial alliance must be protected by
weapons which allow the minority who can "make'it" to protect their acquisitions
and achievements.
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But weapons are not enough to permit minority rule; The marginal masses _

become rambunctibUS UnleSS they are given a "Creed" or belief which explains the

status quo;_ This taak is given to the U.S. volunteer whether he be a member of
the Peace cotp§ or in a so- called "Pacification Program". The_U.S. is currently

engaged in a three front struggle to affirth_its ideals of acquisition and
achievementsoriented "Democracy". I_say_"three fronts ", _because three_great

areas of the world are challenging_the validity of a political and social system
which makes the rich richer, And the poor increasingly marginal, to that system.

In_Asiai the 11_,S. is threatened by -an established power--China. The U.S.

pposes_ChinA with three weapons: The tiny Asian elites who could not have it
any batter than in an alliance with the_United_States,a huge war machine to-
stop -the Chinese from "taking over as it is usually put in this_country, and,_

forcible re-education of -the so-called "pacified"_peoples. Another front is in

the U.S. itself: The-efforts to check the unwillingness of the black community

to wait for graceful integration into the system.

And fitiallyt in Latin America the Alliance_for Progress_has_been quite
successful in increasing the number of people-who _could not be better off--
meaning the tihy, middle -class elites--and has created ideal conditions ft:it

Military dictatorships. The dictators were formerly at the service of the plan-

tation owners, but now they protect the new industrial complexes. And you came

to help the underdog accept his destiny within'this process.

All you will do in a Mexican village is- create disorder. -At best, you can

try to convince Mexican girls that they should marry a young man who is self-

madei rich; a consumer, and as disrespectful of tradition as_one of you At

worst, in your "community development" spirit you might create just enough prob-

lems to get someone shot aftet your vacation ends and you rush back to your mid -

dle -class neighborhoods where your friends make jokes about "spice" and

"wetbacks".

Suppose you went to a__U.S. ghetto this_summer_and tried to help the poor

there "help themselvea". Very soon you would be either_spit_upon or laughed at

People offended by your pretentiousness would hit_ or spit.__PeOple who under-
stand that_your_own bad consciences push -you to_this gesture would laugh con-

descendingly; Soon you would be made aware of your irrelevance -among the poor;

of your status_as middle7class college students on a summer assignment. You

would be roundly rejected, no matter;;;

If you haVe any -sense of reaponsibility_at alli_stary with_ your_ riots here

at Mime; Work for the comIng_elections. McCarthy might lose, but certainly by
campaigning for him you will knOW what you are doing, why you_are doing it, and
how to communicate with those to whom you speak. And yOU__Will know when you

fail. If you insist on working_With the poor if this is your vocationi_then At

least work among the poor who can tell you_to go to hell. It is incredibly

unfair for you to impose yourselves Cin_a Village where you are so linguistically
deaf_and dumb that you don't even understand what you are doingi or what people

think of you And it is profoundly damaging to_yourselves when you define
something that you want to db As "good", a "sacrifice", and "help".

I am here to suggest thit_you voluntarily renounce exercising the power

being an_AmeriCan gives you I am here to entreat you to freely,_ consciously,

and humbly give up the _legal right you have to impose yourbenevolence_on _

Mexico. I am here to challenge you to recognize your_inability; your helplega-

--neas, and your incapacity to do the "good" which you intended to do;
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I am here to entreat you_to use your money, your status, and_your education
to travel in Latin America. Come to look, come to climb our mountains, to enjoy
our flowers. Come to study. But do not come to help.
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COMMUNICATION SKILLS:

Self Rating Farm

Please indicate where you rate your own abilities as of now by
circling one of the numbers on the rating scales below (Note:
See #1 for rating scale identification.)

1. Ability to listen.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

weak fair moderately quite very
strong strong strong

2. Ability to paraphrase accurately.

1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9

Ability to express feelings.

1 3 4 5 6 9

4. Ability to give, non-judgmental feedback;

1 2 3 4 5 6 7__- 8

5. Ability to identify and relate to other's feelings,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

6. Ability to give specific rather than general feedE;ack

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

7. Ability to communicate non-verbally.

I_ __2_ - 3 4 _ 5_ 6 7 8 9

8. Ability to communicate trust.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

9. Ability to clarify.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

We all live and work in groups and undoubtably have experienced difficulty

in arriving at group deCiaiona. SOme groups tend to break down when confronted
with a decision for WhiCh a consensus is required. Other get bogged down in_ the

interMiqabie_dideUdditin of minor points or irrelevant side issues. Still_otherd

seek escapd_frot their anxiety in Robert's Rules of Order; votingior calling

upon the "chairman" to establish control;

Dr. Kenneth Beene (1960) has analyzed the prevalent reasons for the diffi-

culty groups have in. making decisions and has inentified the folloWing six

blocks to decision making in groups.

1; Conflicting Perception of the Situation

If group members view the problem at_ hand_in different Ways, communica-

tion can be impeded; resulting in a breakdown of -the group;

Fear of Consequences

The possible outcoMea_of_anitpending decision can overwhelm a group.

Outside pressures on individuals or on the entire group may exert a
paralyzing effact on its ability to come to a decision;

3. Conflicting Loyalties

Evety group member belongs to a number of different groupings other

than the one he_May presently be engaged in. These multiple member-

ships can operate as hidden agendas or conflicting pressures Within the

decision-making group.

Interpersonal Conflict

Personal differences_or Peraonality clashes can provoke defensiveness;

antipathy; and biased diacustion, preventing a sound; fair decision

from being made.

5. Methodological Rigidty

Mauy groups are so frozen into Robert's Rules of Order or similar rigid

methods felt decision making that they are prevented from inventing or

using other methods when the nature of the decision calls for one

(e.g., consensus);

6; Inadequate Leadership

When the entire group does rot share the leadershils functions and

relies too heavily on a designated leader (who may or may not be

sufficiently skilled); then no group decision can be made and the

commitment and responsibility for ary decision is lessened.
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TYPES OF DECISIONS

The following types of decision making are familiar to all of us:

1; Flops_

A decision suggested by an indiVidUal_to which there is no response

(e4.. "I suggest we shelVe this question." silence).

2; Self-authorization

A decision made by an individual who assumes authority (e.g., "I think

we should all-Write our ideas on the blackboard. "--and preceeds to be.

the fiist to do 86)

,

3. The Handclasp

A decidion made by two or more memberti of the group_who join forces or

decide -the issue in advance (e.g.. "That_Was_a helpful comment. John;

Yed, that's the course weite going to take.")

4. Baiting

A decision made by pressure notto disagree (e.g., "No one objects, do

they?), or a decision made by pressure to agree (e.g., "We all agree,

don't we?)

S. Majority Rule

A decision made by some form of voting.

6. Unanimity

A decision made by overt and unanimous consent, often without

discussion;

7; Polling

A decision made by a forM of voting which inquires, ""Let's see,where_

everyone stands."--and then proceeds to tabulate the already expressed

majority decision.

8. Consensus

A ducision made after allowing all aspects of the issue, both positive

and negatiVe, to be putforth to the degree that_everyonenecessarily
unanimity, but it constitutes a basic agreement by all group members.

prom Ingall'a A Trainer's auide to Aiidtaitogy, pp; 141-142



OBSERVATION SHEET FOR DECISON MAKING

DIRECTIONS: Ding Handout VII - 2 C as a guide reccrd 81ccks and Facilitating rol6t as you

observe them.

Phases Processes Blocks

1. DEFINE THE PROBLEM Clarifying the Focus;

Recognizing Limitations.

................m.m.........I.P.

2. DEVELOP ALTERNATIVE

SOLUTIONS

Getting Ideat; Building

Models; Listng Resour-

ces; CheckingOeedsi _

Interests .a ales of

Group MembeTs.

i l'. ' xam n ng , erns ves

with Respect to Data;

Past Experience with the

Problem; at hand and the;

Attitudes of Group

,

trogtar6111Tre'
Alternatives;

Z7M717'

'0 "0
SIBILITY, LOYALTY;

CONSENSUS

n ng e aove roup

Decision-with Individual

Interests; Needs and

Values.

'6-717.FIRIEMT11770Readir'ouponsebus
with Individual Commitment;

Allowing Holdouts more time

by regarding decition as

tentative until their

issues are resolved.

AdditiahalStepSi

if Relevant:

7. DEVELOP A PLAN

AC

Distribute 1161* Mike

Provisions for Execution.

Allow for the Reggifir
of the Decision in Light

of its Effects; _

Seeds at thit Pdiht:

ASSESS RESULTS -

EVALUATE

309 From Ingall' A Trainds Guide thAiidttiptj9
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ID) A GlitUF DECISION WING TDEL

Phases
Processes

.11.1MEMIN}MINIMMIPMPOI.I.M.MINM111..

1. DEFINE THE PROBLEM Clarifying;_Data _

Gathering; Recognizing

Limitations.

Blocks

NMMINIEN.M.11

Facilitating Roles
Methode

Over-generility;__
Elaborator; Clarifier; 'Problem Census, Buzz

Conflicting Perceptions; Data Gatherer. Groups.

Unrealistic Tasks.

a
2

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0
2

2. DEVELOP ALTERNATIVE

SOLUTIONS

Getting IdeaS;

Building_Models;

Listing Resources;

checking ?leek

Interests and Values

Of Group Members.

Lack of Data;

Vested Interests.

Initiator; Gatekeeper. Brainstorming;

3. TEST ALTERNATIVES Altirnatives

with Respect tb Data;

Past,Experience_with

the Froblem_at_Hand

and the Attitudes of

Group Members.

Premature Deciding Reality-ester;

Vagueness of_Criteria; Evaluator.

Conflicting Loyalties;

Pressure of Titi

Faction.

Role Plsy;_Case_or_

Critical Incident Methods;_

Fantasy; Comparing Extremes.

4. DECIDE
Choosing one of the

Alternatives.

Fear of Consequences; ComprOmiser;

Methodological Rigidity. Summarizer

vote, Consensus; etc.

5. TEST FOR RESPON7 Linking the.above.. Non-participatiOn;
Gatekeeperi Group Seeking ConSenaus.

SIBILITY., LOYALTY, Group Decision With Ram-rodding.
ItpleMeneation or

CONSENSUS Individual Interests,
Maintenance Functions.

Needs and Values.

5,
FIRM THE DECISION Reaching_Group,Con-

SenSUS with Indivi-

Jual Commitment.

Allowing Holdouts

bte time by regard-

ing decision as ten-

tative until their

Issues are resolved.

Non-participatidn;

Ram-rodding.

Summarizer; Organizer.

from: "jUatuaks..............letotirjmidra", rev. by Jchn Nall's, 1973, p. 145
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HANDOUT VII 3 - A

PERSONAL INTEREST

The motivation and responsibility of farmers and villagers atenot things

which we can presume to initiate or create from nothing. If motivation is the

eagerness to do something and responsibility it4_the degree to which eagerness is
translated into acts, then farMers_attVery motivated and responsible. Personal

interest, or what a farmer wants, is the basis for both a farmer's eagerness to

act and_his_actions. Farmers often seem totally unmotivated and irresponsible
to us, but_it_is our_own personal interest; what _we_ want them to do which

creates this lmpressiOn. A farmer who seems to be strong, inteIligentifinan-
cially secure, and aware enough to be a very successful farmer may decide not to

join our program. In the face of repeated reason, entreaties, and evidence__
offerectby the frustrated extension agent, the farmer's personal intereat_Will

remain intact and he or she may remain implacably against joining the_WOrk.

What seems to be irresponsibility, laziness, and irrationality is really a

reflottlitin of a farmer's personal concerns, and should' be acknowledged_ as such;

If we are to "facilitate" a farmer's work, his or her personal interest inustbe

uppermost -in our minds; If we wish to -see a farmer work in a new, way or on a

new problem; we must work to fashion theS6 new id-eat& in the image and likeness

of his/her personal interest. We_ must never presdthe t6; know better than a

farmer -what is most important to him or her. So, what are some keys to a

farmer's personal-interest?
o

Security - Food_for work, loans, and other means of reducing the risk
involved in trying something new are good motivators. They must

be used carefully so farmers are not made dependent on thein.

However, the removal of food or loan money can also motivate

farmers.

Recognition - Prestige, "good name", and pride in their work are powerful

motivators of farmers. Farmers run demonstrations and field
days. and receive praise publicly for_ work well &one and teati
menials at meetings. These all establish prestige and pride;
The use of public criticism; while delicate and hard to do with-

out giving offense, motivates farmers as a rather effective

disincentive at times.

Affection Peer preatiiite,_teddlting from a need to be accepted and to enjoy

the_ companionship of others can be used as an'effective
motivator in much the same way as recognition.
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HANDOUT VII 3 - B

TRANSFERRING RESPONSIBILITY'

When an extension agent sets out to improve agriculture in a community
he/she is interested -in ideas activeIy_accepted_and hence he /she accepts all the
responsibility for their acceptance. Once the farmers or community recognize it
as in their personal interest; then it is time to transfer the respolisibility to
the farmers themselves for introducing the new ideas and making them work.

.Making a farmer's_work_hia/her_own. Since the extensiollagent:must_teach
each aspect of improved agricultural practices, he/she must monstrate_each
activity or have someone do it with -or for the'farmer the_firsime. Itis
important to transfer the responsibility -for accepting and using new practices
by "handing over" a farmer's work to him as- soon -as possible and_a many times
as necessary. Adherence to the principle of self-help responsibility,
transferring go far.

Creating a limited and. clew role. .A terribly Counter-productive fallac5i
:under which farmers, villagers, and_some_development workers labor_is_that
extension is the act of doing something for a client and not with him/her. From
the very beginning the role must be reiterated many times.- It_is essential that
in'everything the extension agent -does to "facilitate" work going on in a
village; a native counterpart must participate and_the how, and why of what is
done_must be explained_to_the farmers. The extension- agents' role should run.a
standard course: -it should expan as farmers' interest in apecific_extepsion
services grow initially, then iCshould slowly_contract_as farmers'responsibil7

,ity and self motivation grow, until the role virtually drieS up, a6 farmers
approach self - sufficiency and self-- reliance with- regard to those specific ser-
vices. Being an extension agent involves attaining complete empathy with farmi-
ersi_but it does not include doing all of a farmer s work._ The- extension worker
teaches and transfers responsibility to farmers who are initially and repea%edly
made aware of what they must do and what responsibilities they have in the new.
work they espouse.

Why DoIt? One way of helping a_ community to solve its own problem is to
create indigenous problem solvers. These people not only operate as a resource
to be called upon -by villagers, but also serve as role models. In_addition they
insure that organizations created to solve group problems are maintained;

Identifying and Training Leaders. Part of the analYsis which an extension
organizer makes of the community involves the identification of -local leaders.
Leaders are of two types, formal and informal. Formal leaders like Presidents,-
alphas, chiefs, generals are complemented by people like the weathiy; those who
speak well; those who do somerhing well (master farmers), who are informal
leaders of people.

Obviously a technically skilled farmer who just wants to be left alone WIll
not be a good leader; nor will a bright 0.3 year ()Id; or an important man who has
no interest in the work. '

_Leaders are people who have_ followers.- During contacts wlth_.the village
people the extension organizer identifies the people who have followers. As -

part of the process_ of "testing" people, defining an- issue; and- determining who
are interested in those issues, the extension agent "tests leaders to ascertain
their skills and their personal interests. In the case of leaders who-express
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interest; the extension agent asks them to help- as leaders of people working on
pertinent issues. The organizer agent can develop the skills_of_these_leaders_
by giving them more trld more responsibility for the work people have undertaken.

It is adviSableto maintain a group of leaders initially; loosely organized so
the best and most interested leaders -can eventually find their way to the top.
By an increasingly- demanding and insistent transfer of responsibility for_the
work from the organizer to these local leaders, the agent helps develop_the
local,7ieadership and77coincidentially--the organization of the people who work.
Training leaders is the key to the extension agent eventually "working him/her
self out of a job". It is an -on going, very, very long process, however, that
must begin immediately aftef'the agent arrives in a village.

From: Extension writings of Ilichael Gibbons.
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PROBLEM-SOLVING

HANDOUT VII = 4 = A
Page'l

What Is It? Problem-solving is a process for getting things done. It is a
method we can use to approach large tasks and find the "best" way to do them;

Wify-Do-lt? Often tasks seem too complicated, unenjoyable, tedious; -or
hard-to-do (-asking a farmer to change how he farms; trying to get seed rice;
making an ag. program more sensitive to family life; etc;) Problems may be
attacked in a haphazard way_or simply, as they arise. Alternative ways_of doing
things are often not investigated. By developing a systematic approach to doing
things/ solving problems; we make our work more manageable and more efficient.
Hopefully, we also meet With more success.

How To_Do_It? First analyze the_problem(look_at its component parts.
Determine who is to do the work. Find out his/her/its talents, abilities,
physical_ shortcomings and attributes. _Liat_all available resources). Remember
to use skills of community and personal analysis.

Nextj break the problem down into a series of easily attainable tasks (TASK
FORMULATION); _Match individuals _with_ _tasks_based-on_assessment of_theirpartic-
ular_skills and motivations (MOTIVATING). Write a plan of how to do each task,
in what order, using what resources (PLANNING); Follow each plan, step-by-step,
encouraging the people through each_task (IMPLEMENTATION). Note success or
failure in,terms of the plan and adjust as you go. Finally; after completion;
look again at the plan to see its good points.:and shortcomings (EVALUATION), and
adopt those things which worked best for use in future problem-solving.

TASK FORMULATION

_What Is It? _Task_FormuIation_is_ a Method_of turning problems_into a series
of short term goals called tasks which result in solutions to problems (e.g., a
developed swamp is a big thing arrived at through_a series_ of small steps). _
Tasks are goals which_are.immediate, spedific, and realizable. For organizing
purposes, tasks should also help to unity people into a group;

1. immediate - something which can be addressed right now!

2. specific - something you can (almost literally) put your finger on;

3. realizable - Within the capabilities of a normal person to fix;

4. unifying - something which'Will bring people together.

For example, developing_swamps_or controlling the_water_year=round on one's rice
swamp 'are not "tasks" which a farmer can deal With by himself within a reason-
ably encouraging amount of time; Burdeveioping a swamp_can_be broken down_into
the thousand little steps which it takes to do so--all of Which become little
"tasks"; When an extension agent helps a number of farmers acknowledge these
steps as things _they want_to do, as issues important to them, these farmers are
being "organized" to develop a swamp.
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Why Do It? Patters (and volunteers) are often_faced With seemingly impos

ible tasks (Remember -your income tax form ?) Only by breaking down_a problem

nto a series of attainable goals- that are perceived_as_such, can the problem

e attacked; Thus; the solution becomes some things that a farmer can reach

imself. This builds selfteliAnte and at the same time solves problems very

ell.

When organizing, often the tasks can be structured to unify the group you

re working with._ While solving a latge group problem; it helps to make the

roup united for fUtUte efforts;

How To Do It By _dialoguing with farmers_and_consciously_describing the
tocesS over and over as it goes on; we Can_tAke them through the_experience of

olving problems by viewing them -as a series of small tasks._ Reaffirming their

uccess and making them reflect on how it came about will help them to learn the

Tocess.

A second way of teaching farMeta is to demonstrate how we go about doing

cur own work Developing a swamp or other demonstration through a series of

;teps, and asking the farmer to note and reflect on the process teaches task

ormulation.
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Patty Peace Corps

Patty Peace Corps is contacted by 6 farmers who want to start a duck project.
They have some monky_, but must have it back in 5 months to buy seeds. Patty
Peace Corps agrees to plan the project, after she checkt to see if it would be
workable.

_
Develop a planning chart which includes All tasks, who will perform them; the
tithe each has to be completed; and contingencies._ Include in the plan turning
the management of the project over to one of the farmers. Is this project
possible?
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SITUATION

You are a volunteer atSigned to a small village in a rural area. Your village

has a number of neighboring villages within an hour or two walkinc distance. You

have been in your Site now for four months assigned to work in thr project area

for which you are new being trained (e.g., education, health extension, food-pro-

duction, etc.). You think you have been well received by your village and have

established good relations with village leadiri and counterpart workers in your

project area

In fact; your reputation has Spread_to neighboring villages as the_"foreigner who

can get things done." YOU are asked to come and meet with the village elders of

a- neighboring_ village who want your assistance; You meet with the elders, and

after appropriate ceremonies they begin to tell you.of_their problems_andneeds;
In the course of this visit and several subsequent visits you find out the fol-

lowing:

The village is very poor

People survive from making charcoal and selling it for income

Subsistance gardening supplements the food supply

There are about SOO people in the village

There are health problems caused by poor nutrition, lack of clean water

for drinking and hygiene

a There is endiUgh land to grow more food and even produce commercial

crops but water would need to be developed froM wells or brought inAiy--

canal and pumping from a river 10 kil6Miteri away

Many people have transistor radiot.

The community -says they want to build a school so that the ministry of

education will give them a teacher

The community has no history of working together on a project before

The young people are leaving the village and going to the cities. Few

come back, some send a little money to help their families

Chickens in the village are rather expensive, and tough unless cooked a

long time.

About 50 percent of the village is fifteen years or below in age

There are a few animals, goats, pigs, and chickens which forage for

food. They are used occasionally for food.
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There are no roads going to the village which can be used by vehicles.
Mules are used to carry goods in and out, or people carry goods on

their heads.

, You have met enough people in the village_to know who the le-Ultra are

and you know about twenty or:so of the children.

he elders have requedted your assistance._ They wish to have greater_opportunity
;'or income producing_activities in the_village. More specifically, they have
4aird the_AMericans have_developed a simple_process_for developing charcoal
:"aster and more_cheaply_than they are_able_to; They ask if you will teach them
:he_process, and what other ways can you be useful in producing income for the

Ihat's the problem? What strategies could be used to solve it?



CASE STUDY OF _A__YIE-AaRUND

HANDOUT VII - 4 - D

A PC7 extension agent has made plans with a farmer to help him build a
sluice gate on the head bund in his swamp. He has told several other farmers to
meet_him there so that he_can_demonstrate the method of construction:_ The__
previous week he visited the farmer Ia the swamp and saw that the work on the
head- band was_progressing_well_. The farmer's -two sons and_younger brother-were
all helping the farmer build the head bund and it looked like the work would be
completed on time to- do the sluice gate -as planned;_ The volunteer arranged for
the truck ta bring_the cement, reinforcing rods, and boards out_to:the swamp_the
day before the work is to begin. While in town arranging for the transport he
meets his host country_supervisor and tells him of his work. His supervisor
tells him that he would like to come up to see the demonstration.

Tile day before the work is to be done, the volunteer arrives at the swamp
to find the farmer working alone on the still uncompleted head bund; The
farmer's sons and brother_had to go_to_town_and have not been able to-help him
finish the work as planned- The volunteer is furious because he has gotten
everything ready to demmstrate sluice gate construction to five farmers and his
Ministry supervisor and now the work will have to be delayed ail the head bund
is completed. The fanter apologizes to the volunteer far-Age having- the work
completed, but points out that if his sons were there the three of them could
have coupletee the work as planned.

Tize vclanteer is_willing_to_help the farmer finish_the_head bund that day
by working with him, butis afraid that other farmers will hear about it and
expect him to do manual labor with them as well; He does not want to get the
reputation as someone who does work for farmers.
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MANAGEMENT

Getting oriented to time is very important (1) because agriculture is
cyclical and (2) because volunteers work within a two year frame._ Many of these
activities_ occur simultaneously and repeatedly. If a volunteer finds receptive
farmers and becomes successful, some of these activities will occur regularly.

_The_greater the scale of work Which forms itself around a volunteer, the
greater the need for more formal program planning: What follows is a simple
program planning guide.

Recall that planning and evaluation should occur by discussion with
farmer-clients.

How

Program Planning

The purpose_of program planning is_to emsure_that the community and the
extension agent have a set of well defined goals to work toward. Without the
.goals the extension agent will -not -know what -to teach or_have any means to
measure progressi_and the people will not understand what the extension agent is
trying to accomplish.
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A conplete program is made up of three distinct plans, each with its cwn

purpose.

1. Extension Program:

. Plan of Work:

Calendar of Work:

The_ictensicin-Prograrti

A. What is it?

1; A joint plan prepared
by_the people and the
extension agent:

2. Contains a list of
projects the people
want to do:

3. Describes each project's
situation:

4. Lists each project's
problems:

5. Suggests the It
solution for each
project:

6. Lists the specifics
that will be taught
to the people:

B. Why is it needed?

1. Provides a concise
statement of all facts:

2. Places priority
on projects:

A policy statement with a list of
projects and why they should be
inplenented.

States how each project is to be
implemented.

States when the steps of each
project is to be done.

to meet the felt needs of the people
- ensure the people feel they Are
working for themselves

- to stay within bommds of estimated
available resources

- people will only work on projects
they want the extension agent may
need to stimulate the ale to de-
sire some beneficial projects

-make use of the survey determine
the need for each project

- to keep each problem in wind so
a proper solution can be fourid

- solution lies within the people's
mews

- meets their needs

- during what period of the
used to evaluate progress

- helps define what the extension
agent must do (teach)

program

- local leaders, people, And extension
worker know what has been agreed upon

- states what has to be done

- the roost needed projects get most
attention

- new projects will he integreted into
this list
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3. --for changes in extension personalEnsures cent iruity:
- keeps progress continuing by having

a number of on-going projCctS no
work And enthusiasm does not faultier
in=between indiVIdual projects

4. Trains local leaders: - have local leaders discover the
prdblems

- find the solutions
- take responsibility to carry out

the projects

5, Avoids waste of time
and money:

- fewer minunderstandings I.

- iYntifies materials needed and when

6. Justifies expenditure: - Government and agencies will only
give money if

C. Now should it be planned?

1. By the extensions agent
and the people (local
leaders) working to-
gether:

2. By knowing the people's
living conditions and how
they can be improved:

3. Hold a public meeting to:

a) decide projects to
be worked on and
their priotity

b) decide which local
leaders to be responsi-
ble for each project

a) there is a detailed plan
b) the plan states benefits that will

be received
c) they are convinced the people are

capable of carrying out the plan

- the people lutist feel it is their plan

- use a survey
- improve the conditions the people want

improved

- the extension program becomes the peoples
progran

- each person knows what is to be done
- each person knows what he is to do

c) consider project pro-
belms and decide on thebest
solutions

d) make a rough time
table 324



2. The Plan of Work

A. Projects and immediate
goals:

B. Identify the necessary
teaching steps for each
project:

C. What teaching methods
are to be used?

D. Time table:

Equipment and materials
needed:

F. People's Leader's,
and extension agent's
responsibilities:

Handout VII - 4 - E
p; 4

- start with the tap priority project
from the extension progrant

- state the goals to be completed for
each project during the time oovered
by the plan of work

- what has to be taught
- to whom should it be taught

- for each lesson of e- very step which is
best?
a) individual visits
b) small group meetings
c) demonstrations
d) large meetings

- a monthly schedule of when things
Should be done

- lists exactly what is needed
= when it is needed
= how it will be provided

- who is responsible for all work
- who will provide materials
= what is expected of individUals,
leaders, and extension agent

3. The Calender of Work

1. What is to be done?
2. Who will do it?
3. Where is it to be done?
4. A wkly schedule of - to ensure everyone is prepared to work

activities: as scheduled
- to ensure materials are prepared in
advance

- to keep everything clear in peoples mind

2. Program Evaluations
A. What were the immediate

goals?
B. How far were these goals

achieved?
C. What goals remain to be

achieved?

- taken directly ft-0M the extensions program

- how many people adopied the new ideas
or at least learned them?

--was construction completed?
-zefer:Ita goals in eicistiivg.extention

program
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3. Ebsures contiruity: for changes In extens'on personal
- keeps progress oonti . by having
a number of .jects so
work and enthusiasm does not faulter
in-between indiViduaI projects

4. Trains local leaders: - have local leadPrs discover Che
problems
find the solutions

- take responsihdlity to carry out
the projects

5, Avoids waste of time
and money:

- femerminunderstandings Le
- Identifies materials needed and when

6. Justifies expenditure: - Government and agencies will only
give money if

C. How should it be planned?

1. By the extensiOng agent
and the people (local
leaders) working to-
gether:

2. By knowing :the people's
living conditions and how
they can be improved:

3. Hold a public meeting to:

a) decide projects to
be worked on and
their priotity

b) decide which local
leaders to be respons
ble for each.project

c) consider project pro,
helms and decide on the best
solutions

a) there is a detailed plan
b) the plan states benefits that will

be received
c) they are convinced the people Are

capable of carrying out the plan

- the peop

d) make a rough time
table

must feel it is their plan

use a survey
improve the condi tions the people want
improved

the extension program becomes the peoples
pt- oiLdid

each p e r knows what is to be done
each person knowsynat he is to do
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2. The Plan of Work

A. Projects and immediate
goals:

B. Identify the necessary_
teaching steps for each
project:

D.

What teaching inettxtIS
are to be used?

table:

E. Equipment and materials
needed:

F. People's Leader's,
and extension agent's
responsibilities:

mint:lout VII - 4 - E
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Start with the top priority project
from the extension program

- state the goals to be completed far
each_ project during the time covered
by the plan of work

- what has to be taught
- to whom should it be taught

WA.

-for each lesson of every step which is
best?
a) individual visits
b) small gmupmeetings
c) demonstrations
d) large meetings

- a monthly schedule of when things
should be done

- lists exactly wh&t is needed
- when it is needed
- how it will be provided

- who is responsible for all work
- who will provide materials
- what is expected of individuals,
leaders, and extension agent

3. The Calender_of_Wark
1

1. What is to be done?
-2- will do it?
3.

4.

Where is it to be done?
A weekly schedule of - to ensure everye is prepared to work

activities: as scheduled
- to ensure materials are prepared in
advance

keep everything clear in peOples mind

2. Program Evaluations
A. What were the immediate

goals?
B. How tar were these goals

achieved?
C. What goals main to be

achieved?

= taken directly from the extension program
,00-

= how many people adopted the new ideas

or at least learned them?
=- was construction completed?
=; reter.lto goals in existiail.extention

program



D. Did the people understand
appreciate the purpase
of these goals?

E. What changes occured
in the people

What teaching methods
prove most effective?

G. Identify changes in
situation or new
problems

H. Have logpal leaders been,
trained?

HANDOUT vrr - 4 - E
Page 5

- before people adopt anything they
must see the benedit

- new cultural practices
awareness of problems
greatet ability to some their
own problems

- identify 'useful visual aids or
dekonstrations

- need for a new extenslon program
or plan or work

db they understand the extension
process?

- able 1 teadh others
- Able to organize people better
- tinderstand how to mange projects
- willingness to take on responsi-
bility

By answering these questions every six months or so, an Agricultural actemsion
workexIcan plan and evaluate extension activity he or she is undertaking.

Logistical Second-Guessing.

Most people have their own ways of organizing-logistical details. It_is

most important to use research information, knowledge of_how organizations-work,
and local contacts to ascertain how difficult a logistical set of goals -may be_

te_ebtaih. We speak in terms of difficulties because infrastructure and support
systems are new and in transition in the Third World._ For example, when
arranging_for_transport; one considers -not only how often does that truck come

by usually; - butt also, does_the driver have a spare, how Many lug-nuts hold-on
each tire, how -old is the truck, how is the littleApg bridge down the roads -is
petrol going to be availablei will the rain couse a road wash-out, etc. Each_

detail:must be planned, checkedo_vecified, and backed -up'- with alternatives. In

the_COntekt_of this unexaggerated example the wisdomnf_faMiliAtity with local
resources becomes apparent._ One cannot take anything for guanted_i_must_plan far

in advance, 'and must persistently check details until 1)=-day. Working with local

experts is invaluable. By trading information about what's needed for insight.
into_local means during discussions, you may be able to keep logistical
insufficiencies to a minimum.

From Michael Gibbonsi_Agricultural Extensian4iammal, 1982 draft version for
I.C.E., Fedt0 Corps; Wahingtoni U.U.
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF SOURCES AND TYPES OF INFORMATION TO BE GATHERED

A; SOURCES OF INFORMATION

.Your awn training resources

.Other trainers' resources

.PCV's In-Country

.RPCV'Efrom the country and from the program. trainees will
work Win.

.Local farms, develOpment projects, Peace Corps.Projects.

.Training Site/Village Local leaders, fleople_who have
worked with Peace Corps and training befOrel LiVe-Ih
Families; Head farmers; Leaders of Cooperatives.

. Local Extension Service Agents' Counterparts, Research
Stations.

.Host Country Ministries of Agriculture, Rural Development,
Woman'sAffairs, Cooperative, Extension Training Officers

.Peace_Corps_Regional Offices, Capital City Office - Staff,
APCD/Ag & RD, Training Offices, files.

. Regional Training- ResOurce Offices, .e.g. RTRD in Lome, Togo;

. Peace Corps Washington Country Desk Officers, Office of
Programming & Development speciaIists:(e.g. Franklin Moore
and Calvina_Duprei_Agricultilre Specialists), Information

- and Collection ExchangeibliOgraphicand available publica-
tions, Regional Training officers.

;CAST/CREST/Staging reports; State-Side Training reports.

TYPES OF INFORMATION TO BE GATHERED

.Extension and Cross Cultural Training Resources

;Lists of Skill Groups, session titles, handout titles, list
of goals.

.Schedules

.Session, plans

.Handouts

.Training overviews

.Site descriptions

;Program descriptions; overviews; reports

A-1
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.Experiences in the HoSt_dountries and program to write up

country program specific case studies.

;Types of local crops and livestock; cropping and fatMing

Systems;

. HiStoriett of local- cooperatives, community organizations,
local politics; cultural groups

;Live-1n Families
;

;Marriages; Feasts, AnniversarieS,fiational Holidays;

Religious Holidaya to occur during Training.

;Extension Workers to be ViSited in Extension Worker Visit

Session.

;Training reports from previous programs

.Training Manuals - this one; and Core Curriculum Training

Resources

;Training Contract Statement of Work (S.O.W.)

. Trainee _Assignment Criteria (TAO) sheets

anforMation on trainees

. Pre-training QUestitifinaires (PTQ's) for skills and prior_
experiences the trainees are bringing to the program; and

their expectations.

.Maps

;Posters

;Arts and crafts

. MUdic, cassettes

. Poetry

. Slides, films, pictures

:Host country clothing

;Host country magazines, newspapers; books

;Peace Corps Country HandbOok

;Peace Corps Volunteer Newslettera

.Peace Corps Health and Medical Guides & Handbooks

.Cross Cultural Books; guides

;Peace Corps Country Cookbooks

;Training reports,_recommendationsi_schedulesi_from CREST,

CAST; Staging; and previous State-Side Training;
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APPENDIX B

LIST OF TRAINING SUPPLIES AND RESOURCES TO BE PROCURED

A. Supplies

.Notebooks

.Pens

.Blackboards; fIipchart; or newsprint

. Chalkor magic markers

. A sink or basin

;Household bleach

;Baking soda

;0.2% tincture of iodine

.Toothbrush

. PC Medital Kit

.A bdeket

;Fruit & Vegetables

;Bottles of HCN beer

Can of important imported American beer

.Bowling bag

.American clothing baseball cap, etc.

.Prizes for Personal Interest game

;Clay; wood chipsi_bamboo; thatch; jars; cans; tin; branches,
and other materials for scale models

.16 mm film projector

:Slide projector

.An extra reel; e.g.; for the Health Session #1.

;Sources of electricity

;Kola nut supplies (in Africa) for those late nights

;Country specific information such_as_musici tapes; or
records, arts & crafts; poetry; clothesi_maps; travel
poriterak slides, pictures,'newspaper articles; magazine
articles.
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.Supplies for a traditional sendoff, e.g., gin for a
libation.

.Tape players (cassette)

.Cassettes, tapes of HCN music

.Honorariums for speakers

.Resumes4 Descriptions of Service, 171's, and other descrip-
tions of overseas work by trainers.

.Transport vehicles (for Live-In, Extension Worker Visit;
etc.)

.Drivers

..Sources of fuels & spare parts; vehicle repair resources

B. Resources To Be Distributed To Each Trainee

The following books should be ordered to be on hand when the trainees
arrive.

.Agriculture Extension Manual, Mike Gibbons, soon to be available
from ICE; Peace Corps; 606 Connecticut Ave.; N.W.; Washington;
D.C. 20525

.Appropriate' Technologies For Development; Information Collection_
& Exchange_Publidationgt_Handoht II__7 8_7 A. Get the most recent
revision of this 9 page p Camphlet_from ICE, Peace orps,
806 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20525

.Where There Is No Doctor:_ A Village Health Care Handbook,
David Werner; The Hesperian Foundation; P.O. Box_1692; Palo Alto,
California 94302; slightly revised edition* 1981

.Hel ing Health Workers Learn: A_book of methods, aids, and ideas
or institutions at- the ; David Werner and- Bill Bower,
The Hesperian Foundation; P.O. Box_169,2; Palo Alto, California
94302, 1982. Contains many extension ideas.

C. Res

The
to be on
enclosed
Appendix.

ources for Reference by Trainers and Tiainees

following resources Should be ordered from I.C.E. and their publishers
hand_for_riference_parposes; kmore complete_listing of references is
in the "Bibliography of Books, Films; Games; and A Song" in the

Core Curriculum Resources Materials were produced by -Peace Corps/Washing-
ton's office of Programming and Training Coordination, and are available from
I.C.E., Peace Corps, 806 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington; D.C. 20525

.The Role of the Volunteer in I :

December; 1981

.Cross Cultural-
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;Third World Women: Understanding Their Role in Development4---A
Training Resource Manual, September, 1981

.In=Service Workshop Model: Dev
ect ev ew, ep eloper,ro

I 0 : 0 __Service_Worksho
Workshop erials, o-ve ope y o

a Leer Service

Trainer Guidelines And
za , ep em ri di

;Basic Health Training Guide (Draft)

.Technical Health_Training Manual (Draft),- Office of Program Development
Core CUrriCUlUm Technical Resource Materials; 1982

Another training manual with valuable and interesting ideas is:

. A Traifiiii- Manual in A ity Technologyy An Integrated
_Training evelopmentFacilitatora, ti_t Farallones

nstitutei_ Rural- Center, and CHP International, Inc.; in collaboration
with The Peace Corps- Energy Project /OPTC (Contract #81-042-1012)
January;_1952. Available from The Office of Program- Development or
I;C;E;; Peace Corps; 806 Connecticut Ave.; N.W. ; Washington, D;C; 20525

Other resources include:

Andrapgy:.A Trainers-Gulde-to-n Its Concepts; Experience;-and
Application, revised edition.__John_D. higails, 1973; for sale by the
Superintendent of Documents, US Government Printing Office; Washington,

D;C; 20402; Stock #017-061-00033-0.

.AgritUltUral-Extension:____The_Training_ind Visit_System,_ Daniel Benor
and James Q; Harrisoni__May* 1977, World Bank, 1818 H. Street; N;W:4

Washington; D.C. 20433; Sometimes available from I.C.E. in French

or English.

.
AgritUltUral-Extension_Training:__A Handbook For Trainers,_ J. Fisher;
R;A;.Wesselmann; USAI04___Xenyal_ 19684 Reprinted ApriI;_1970; Information

Readurdea Division, PDER; May be available from I.C.E.

.Agricultural_Extension:--A-Rafaramual; Addison H. Maunderl
Author-,Editori_Food and_Agriculture -Organization Of The United Nations;

Rome; 1972, ISBN 92-5-100588-3; Publications Division; FAD, Via Belle

Terme di Caracalla; 00100 Rome; ITALY.

. U.S. Dept;_of State Area Handbook(s) on -the Host Country (if available)..

For sale by -U.S.- Government Printing_Offitej Washingtoni_DiCi_ 20402,

or Foreign Area Studies Directori_American University; 5010 Wisconsin
Ave;, 14,34;, Washington, D.C. 20016.

;U;S; Dept; of State Background Notes; by the Bureau of Public Affairs;

Washington; D.C. 20520

;Control of Communicable Diseases in-Man; Benensen; Abram (ed)_
Waahingttint D;C;;_ The American Public Health Association; 1975;

Available from I.C.E.



.Communit Culture and Cart4ACross-_-Cultural Guide for Health

or era. ne emp eton :town eei _a nt Lou s: T

Company, 1978. Available froid I.C.E.

;Per*pettiv_es on Nonformal Adult L,earmiAg; Srinivasan, Lyra.

World Education, 1414 Sixth Ave.; New York, New York, 10019,

1977. Available from I.C.E.

e os by

ond_EXperletice-:The Experiential Approach- -t^ Cross- Cultural

ni Bathelderi_DaVidand Elizabeth G. Warner, eds., The

Experiment Press, Brattleboro, VT, 1977

.A_Manual_of StructuredExperlences for Cross-Cultural
William H. Weeks, Paul B. Pedersen, and Richard W._Brisirn, s.,

Society for_Intercultural Education, Training and Research,

Wsghititort; D.C.,. 1977

. A Handbook of Structured Experiences for HUManRelatlxns Training.

Pfeiffer, Jz W. and_J.E. Jones, eds.; LaJolIa, GA: UniVetSity

Associates Press, 1970
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APPENDIX C

EXTENSION EVALUATION
AGRICULTURE PRE-SERVICE TRAINING

PleaSe answer each question with one or two short paragraphs.

QUESTIONS ABOUT THE CURRICULUM AND-CONCEPTS-

L. How is Personal Interest used as a tool for Problem Solving
and Organizing?

2. What are the steps of Problem Solving?

3. What barriers might gat in the way of successful learning?

4. Extension Workers are often_strangers in the areas where they
work, and the length of time they spend_in_a given station is_

often relatively short. Our work_should_therefore be designed
so that the following conditions are met:

a) the changes We introduce should not depend
upon our presence for survival; and

b) the people we work with should achieve some
level of self-reliance in what they do.

How does our working with groups and organiZatiOh6
contibute towards these ends?

WORK RELATED QUESTIONS

1; What is -the first thing you_will_undertake upon reaching
the village Where you are placed?

2. What methods are used in gathering information?

3. Your Ministry Agricultural Supervisor has been promising to
visit your site for some - time: -A few of the farmers you_have
been working_with are doing well, but -in general things are

SloW. Your Agricultural Supervisor has informed you that he

expects -to see a lot of_progress. What do you arrange for
him to do when he comes?

4. You haVe just received a shipment of 60 -bags of food_for work
bulgar and 20 cans of salad oil. _Your_Senior Agricultural
Supervisor has informed you that the oil and bulgar is to be

used to "help your extension program". That is your -only-

directive. The next dayi your village Supervisor asks for
some bulgar and some on. What do you do?

I hope all Of you realize that the real test -of what_you've_learned and what you
are will_ be living and working in a small village. Enjoy that experience and

that work.

C-1
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APPENDIX D

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF BOOKS, FILMS, GAFFS, AND A SONG

Many_of the publications listed here are available FrOt I.C.E.J Peade
Cbrps, 306 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washingtoni_D4C4 205254 A list of their
publications_ is- attached to session plan #8: INDEPENDENT RESEARCH OF ICE
RESOURCES (Skill Group II) in Chapter IIi_of this_volume._ _Refer to that hand
out as a source of additional resources that could be added to any resource
Center4 as well as the_"Resourcea7__for_Reference by Trainers and Trainees" in the
"LIST OF TRAINING SUPPLIES AND RESOURCES TO BE PROCURED" in this Appendix.

The Bibliographies_uf_Volumes III and IV also list resources that could be
included in a Resource Center;
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A. Extension

DeVries; "Extension, Training; and Dialogue: A New Approach for
Tanzania" in Journal of Adult Educationi_ed., by Training for
Rural Development, University of Dar es Salaam. (Handout
IV - 2 - B)

Handbook for Communit Anal s s and Inte
available from I.C.E.

ration, Peace Co

Hoxeng, James. _Let_Jorge Do It. Amherst:__ University_of
Massachusetts; Center for International Education, 1976.

Fugelsang, Andres. A. died -C
fnunrries. Uppsala, we.en:
1977.

Peace Corps. Visual Aids:
Volunteer. Was ngton,
Peace Corps, 1977.

nd
ag mmers 0 a oun t on,

Guide for the Peace Cores
'e. ca ogram r v s on,

Audiovisual Communication Handbook. Peace Corps Information
Collection and Exchange.

Education_for Self-Reliance, Julius K. Nyerere, available
from I.C.E.

A -Guide for P
available from I.C.E.

si Dean Elias,

Werner; David and -Bill Bower. _Helping Health- Workers Learn
Palo Alto, CA: The 11660dt-14h Voundatitin, 1981.

B. Agriculture

International Inctitute of Tropical Agriculture. Sowthg
the Green Revolution. Ibadan, Nigeria, 1970.

Action/Peace Corps. Small Vegetable Gardens._ Information
Collection and Exchange Packet, Number 4. WaShingtOn, D.C.,
1978.

League for International Food Education. Small-Scale Food
Production. Workshop Proceedings -1976.
1126 16th St. N.W., Room 404, WaShingtion, D.C. 20036.

_

Jeavonsi_John. How to Grow More Vegetables. Palo--Alto,
CA: Ecology Action of the Mid-Peninsula; 1979, rev.

C. Training

Handbook of Staff Development and Human Relations Training:_
Materials DeVelo-ed for Ued in Afrita, eds., Nylen, Mitchell,
MITE

Grossman, Jermone. Some Comments on the Learning Process:_ A
Personal_Point of_View._" New Delhi: WHO Workshop on Training
in Health Education., 1968.
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Rogers* catl; "The Interpersonal_Relationship in the Ftillitation

of Learning." The Virgil E. Herrick Memorial Lecture Serias.

Parker, J.C. Process as Content. Chicago: Rand McNally; 1966.

Postman; Ni_and Weingertner*_C. Teaching AS a Subversive Activity.

New York: Dell Publishing Co.; 1969.

elationships. Boston:
edition).

Combs, Arthur W., et al. Nit!
Allyti and Bacon; Inc.; 197-8; e

Hilgard. Theories of Learning,
Meredith, 1966.

3rd edition. New York:

Harrison, Roger and Hopkins, Richard L. "The Design of_Cross-

Cultural Training: Alternative.to the University Model."

Journal of Applied_Behavioral Science. VOlUeie 3 N. 4; 1976;

Training Of Tratmers_Participant HAnual,_ Irene Bush; Shary Lynn

Bobo; with Vincent Perry, Ph.D.t 1980, National_Drug_Abuse
Center For Training_and Resource Development. U.S. Government

Printing Office; Washington* D.C. 20402; and National InStitute

on Drug- Abuse; DiViSion of Training; 5600 Fisher Land, ROCkVille,

Maryland 20857

D. Development

"The Village Health_Worker: 'Lackey or Liberator."

CA: The Hesperian Foundation; 1977.

Schumacheri_E.F._ Small_iS :Beautiful: _Economics AS

Mattered. New York: Harper and Row, 1973.

Erb; -G.B. and
The Dev-

Ward, Barbera;
Norton; 1962.

Palo Alto,

If People

Kallab, Valeriana (eds.). Beyond Dependency:
elopiut. New York: Praeger, 19/5.

Rich Nations and Poor Nations- New York:

_Ward, Richard (ed)._ The Challenge-of-Development. Chicago:

Aldine Publishing Co., 1967.

Ward_i_ Barbara. The Widening-Gap;__DeveIopment in the 19701a.

w'Ne York: Columbia-University "Press, 1971;

Pearson, Lester B. The Crisis of Developme . New York:

Praeger, 1970.

Tullis, F. _Politics and Social Change in the Third World.

New York: Wiley, 1973.

World Bank. The AdtaUlt-on_WorId Poverty: Problems of Rural

Development, EdUCatton_and Health. Baltithdre Johns Hopkins

Press, 1975.

Sthumacher; E.F.__Small is Beautiful. New York: Harper and

Row Publishers, 1975.



E.

Freire, Paulo. Education for-Critical Conscious:less. New York:

Continuum /Seabury Press, 1973.

",-.4edagogy of the Opgreased. New York: Continuum/Seabury
19oZ

Illith,-Ivan.
Row, 1973.

Illich, _Ivan.
ROW, 1973.

De-schooling Society. New York: Harper and

Tools for Conviviality. New York: Harper and

Sommer_-__John. BeyOnd-Charity4___US_Voluntary Aid -for a_Changing
Third_iorld. Washington: Overseas Development Council, 1977;

Lappe; Frances Moore and Joseph Collins. Food FirSt:

Beyond the Myth of Scarcity. NeW York: Ballantine Books, 1977.

Women In Development

Buvinic, Mayre. WOmen-and-World_Development, An Annotated
Biblioua h . Washington, D.C.: Overseas Development
Connci r; 6.

Huston, Perdite. Third World W-
Overseas Development ounc
1979.

Washington, D.C.:
an. ew York: raeger Publishers,

Tinker, Irene and_Brathadn, Mithele Bo (eds). Women and World

Development. Washington, D.C.: Overseas Development Council.

F. Community Adaptation/Cross Cultural Adaptation

Survival Kit for Overseas Living, Robert_L. Kohls, Intercultural

Network/SYSTRAN Publicationa, Chitagti, 1979.

Intercultural Sourcebook:_ Cross-Cultural TrainingAlerbodologtea,
David S. Hoopes and PaUl Ventura eds., International Network, Inc.,

LaGrange Park, ILL.; 1979

TranStultural Study Guide, second edition. Stanford: Volunteers

in Asia, 1977.

Acuna, Dr. Hector R. _"Cross-CUltural Communication: Its

Contribution to Health In the Americas."__Bulletin of The Pan
Athericat-Bealtb_Organization, 13 (2), 1979

Batthelder, Donald and Elizabeth Warner.Beyond Experience.
Brattleboroi VT: The Experiment Press, 1977.

Hall, Edward T. and Whyte, William FOote, "Intercultural _

Communication: A Guide to Men of Action." Human Organization,
#/ (1960): 5-12.

Oberg, Kalvero. "Cultural Shock And the Problem -of Adjustment

to New Cultural EnvironMentd." Papers in applied anthropology.
No date.
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C. Health and Nutrition

Health and Santtattan_Lessons; Peace Corps (Africa)

Health and Sanitation Lessons; Visual Aids; Peace Corps (Africa)

Water Purification; Distribution, and SewligelUsposal.
Traa7Wrps

Peace Corps. Nutrition Handbook. Washington; D.C.0 Peace
Corps Information Collection and Exchange;

BA.altb-Reson,rte-MAtrial for Peace Corps Volunteers. Washington,
D.C.: Peace Corps Information Collection and Exchange;

Community Health Education in __Developing_ _Countries; Washingto!
D.C.: PeaCe Corps Information Collection and Exchange.

A Barefoot Doctor's_Manual Dept of Health; Education, and
Welfare; available from I.C.E.

Health Care and Human Dignity: _A_Subjective LookatCommunit -
a_; David Werner

ator? David. Werner

Where-There -Is- Na- Doctor, David Werner, Hesperian Foundation,
Palo Alto; CA.; 1977.

Helping Health,lWarkers_Lparni David Werner and Bill Bower;
Hesperian Foundation; Palo Alto, CA., 1981.

Benensoni__Abram S.; ed.- Control_of Communicable Diseases ._

in Man. Washington, D.C.: AMeriddh PUbliC HeafEN-ASSOCiatidn,
1975

Brownlee; Ann; Community, Culture and Care. St. Louis; MO:
C.V. Mosby Co.; 1978.

Shacki_Kathryn W. Teaching_ Nutrition in Developing Countries.
Santa Monica: Meals for MilliOnS Foundation.

Tilford, Kathy and Hedgecock, Diane. aiAttisT4hy_of_Rsources
for=Peate Corps Volunteers Working in Health- Related Activities.
WaShingt6h4 D.C.: Peace Corps Office of Programming and Training
Coordination.

The Boston Women's Health Book Collective. Dur_Badies-Ourselves-
New York. Simon and Schuster, 1976.

King; Maurice; F. King, D. Morley; H.J.L. Burgess and LA. Burgess.
Nutrition-for Developing Countries. LOndon and Nairbi:
Oxford University Press; 1972.

Robertson; Laurel; Carol Flinders and Bronwen Godfrey. Latire_Ls_
Kitchen. Berkeley; CA: Nilgiri PresS; 1976.

Samuels; Mike- and_Hal Bennet. The Well Body Book. New York:
RandOM HOUSe, 1973.
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Berg, Alan (et al). Vntrition,__NationaI Development, and Planning

Cambridge: MIT Press, 19/3.

Berg, Alan. The Nutrition Factor. Washington: Brookings

- Institute, 19/3.

Lappe, F. and_Collinsi_J. Food Firatt----Reyond_the Myth of

.Scarcity. Ballentine Books, 19/d

Jelliffe_i_Derriek K. Child Nutrition in Developing Countries.
USAID, 1969,.Washington: USGPO.

Scrimshaw, N. and Gordon, N. (eds_._).- ,-Malnutrition, Learning-

and Behavior. Massachusettg: MIT Press; 1967.

Scrimshaw, Nevin A.; Taylor, Carl E..; and Gordon, John E.__

InteraCtion of Nutrition and Infection. Geneya: WHO, 1968.

AmeriCan Red Cross, Red-Cross__CPR Module: Respiratory and
CiroulatOty Emergencies, 1980 edition.

Appropriate Technology

How to Make Tools, Peace Corps

Teaching Conservation -in Developing Nations; Judith Brace,

Ralph White, and Stephen Bass

Wood Energy and Rural-Communittes, J.E.M. Arnold

Symposium -on Aquaculture in Africa, Food and Agriculture
Organization of the U.N.

Introduction to__Fi;s1leries Programs, Peace Corps

Energy for Development: Third World Options, Denis Hayes

(Worldwatch)

Intenslve_Vegetabie Gardening for Profit and Self-Sufficiency,

Peace Corps

Appropriate Technology, Vol. 7, No; 1; June, 1980.

Pteli to Audiovisual Materiala on Environment

and atura_ esource_ ssues- ng ountr es, atural

Resources Defense Council

Visual Aids: A Guide for. Peace Corps Volunteerai Peate Corps

Bamboo as a Building-Mare/tali Peace Corps j

Handbook for Building -Home of-Earth, Peace Corps

.Liklik Buk: A Rural DevelopMent_Handbook'Catalogue for New

Guinea

Self-Help Construction of 1-story Building, Peace corps
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Dar row, Ken and Rick Pam; Appropriate_Technology_Sourcebook; Vols
I and II._ Order from_Volunteers,in Asia; Box 4543, Stanford, CA
94305 (Order #ISBN 0-917704-6);

A Manual on the- Hydraulic _Rm__Ear Pumping Water, S.B. Watt

Building a Pond, U.S. DepartMent%f. Agriculture

Appropriate Well Drilling TeChnologies4___A_ManuaI_for Developing
Countries -,- National Water Well Association

WellaConstruction, Peace Corps

Food_ot FUe1,1---NeW-Competl-tion_for the World's Cropland,
Lester Brown (Worldwatch).

0

Firewood -the_ Less Developed Countries, Dale Avery

The Role-of_Wild__Animals _in Human Nutrition in the
Developing World, Antoon de y-ci

Films

Available from_I.C.E., OPD, or The Staging Office; Peace Corps

606 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington; D.C. 20525

.Maragoli

. Women of-the Toubon

. The Toughest -job-Nou&LI_Ever Love

.Women of Marrakesh

Hesperian Foundation, The._ "Health Care bythe People".

A 16mm color fam. Palo Altb, CA.

Institute for_Food_and DevelOpMent Policy.. "Food First."

A caJserte slide Show. San Francisco, ,

Shell FilM Library; "qnseen Enemies." A 16mm color film._
1433 Sadler Circle West Drive* Indianapolis, Indiana 46239

United Nations_Aqdio-Vidual Information Center onAuman
Settlements. "Water, the Hazardous Necessity."
A 16mm color film. 2206 E. Malli_University of BritiSh
Columbia, Vacouver, B.C. , Cahadd V6T1W5;

Worid_Health_Organization._ Filth #13, "Health for_All:
Sankofa Tradition and Dovelopment;" Singer Sharrette,
52370 Dequindre; Rochester, MiChigan 48063

The Harder They Fall.

J. Games

"Bitfa. Bafa";by Gary Shirts (A game). Simile II, P.O. ox. 910,

Del Mar; CA 92014
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"Th6. Albatrogs", from Beyond_Experience: Donald Batchelde

& Elizabeth Warner Press, 1977, Brattkeboro VT, pp. 131-136,

or a CAST or CREST Manual.

K. Song, "Listening Word" by the Talking Heads-Remain In

Light-








